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Procurad también que, leyendo vuestra historia, el mel-

ancólico se mueva a risa, el risueño la acreciente, el 

simple no se enfade, el discreto se admire de la inven-

ción, el grave no la desprecie, ni el prudente deje de 

alabarala.

Another thing to strive for: reading your history should 

move the melancholy to laughter, increase the joy of 

the cheerful, not irritate the simple, fi ll the clever with 

admiration for its invention, not give the serious reason 

to scorn it, and allow the prudent to praise it.

—Miguel de Cervantes, Don Quixote
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INTRODUCTION

Race is not only real, but also illusory. Not only is it common sense; it is also common nonsense. 
Not only does it establish our identity; it also denies us our identity.—HOWARD WINANT, 

“Racial Dualism at Century’s End,” in Lubiano, The House That Race Built, 90

How does anyone navigate the contradictions of race, so succinctly described 
by Winant? Without a sense of humor, they might just drive one crazy. Race, of 
course, has not always been deemed illusory or common nonsense. Far from it. 
The belief in biologically determined differences in race has generated atroci-
ties such as genocide, enslavement, and colonization. While today we live in the 
more “enlightened” state in which race is understood for the construction that 
it is, old-fashioned racism not only persists but also creates new, strange fi ctions 
around its concept. In the United States, the last decades of the twentieth century 
witnessed a pendulum swing in which, after playing a crucial role in the mak-
ing of the American nation and throughout the nation’s history, race became so 
purportedly insignifi cant that broad sectors of the country could claim the end 
of institutional racism and the achievement of a color-blind society.1 In many 
ways this swing constituted a backlash against the gains made by the civil rights 
movement of the 1960s. A great reversal occurred almost as soon as the major 
civil rights acts passed: the focus was no longer on white racism—because segre-
gation in public accommodations and proscribed discrimination in employment 
and disenfranchisement had been outlawed—but on the moral defi ciencies of 
minorities.2

For African Americans, such backlash included the reemergence of long-
standing stereotypes regarding their character. Stereotypes of blacks as lazy, 
 irresponsible, and “in violation of core American values”3 have been used to ex-
plain the undeniable inequalities that persist in this brave new world in which 
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racial discrimination  apparently no longer exists. Differences in wages, access 
to health care, housing,  family income, and more have been constantly at-
tributed to the cultural and individual failures of African Americans. The 
“welfare queen,” the “career criminal,” and the “deadbeat dad” became, espe-
cially during the intense poverty besieging American inner cities during the 
1970s and 1980s, synonymous with black femininity and masculinity. These 
developments happened against the background of a staggering widening in 
income between blacks and whites. By 1978, “30.6 percent of black families 
earned income below the official poverty line, compared with 8.7 percent of 
white families.” Matters grew worse during Ronald Reagan’s administration. 
By Reagan’s second term, “about one out of every three African Americans, 
most of whom were women and children, lived below the poverty line.”4 And, 
while affirmative action made equal opportunity possible for some African 
Americans, it also came to be considered by many to be a form of reversed 
discrimination. Reflecting on the “ideology of victimization” that has come 
to characterize white anti–affirmative action, Winant writes, the “situation 
would be farcical if it were not so dangerous.”5

What if we were to focus precisely on the farcical nature of race in America? 
Certainly none of the facts that I have just listed are humorous in and of them-
selves. Yet to confront the maddening illusions of race and the insidiousness of 
racism we may just need to laugh long and hard, perhaps in the tragicomic notes 
of the blues or in the life-affi rming spirit of righteous insurgency. For centuries, 
in fact, African Americans have faced racism, in its various manifestations and 
guises, with a rich tradition of humor that, instead of diminishing the dangers 
and perniciousness of racism, highlights them. Consider a well-known folk story 
in which a slave is caught eating one of his master’s pigs. The slave admits his 
guilt, saying, “Yes, suh, Master, you got less pig now but you sho’ got more nig-
ger.”6 The tale effectively burlesques “the entire notion of ownership in human 
beings,” as the slave carries the master’s objectifi cation of his body to its outmost 
absurdity.7 No doubt the tale takes a risky gambit. As Mel Watkins notes, the tale 
could also be interpreted as “an example of self-effacement, a groveling attempt 
to amuse in order to stave off punishment as well as an affi rmation of black mas-
ochism and self-emasculation.” At the same time, it could be seen “as an example 
of a calculated ploy to acquire a prized treat” with impunity.8 The difference in 
interpretation is a matter of how much one knows about the nature of African 
American humor in the context of slavery and segregation. 

Black American humor began as a wrested freedom, the freedom to laugh 
at that which was unjust and cruel in order to create distance from what would 
otherwise obliterate a sense of self and community. Until well into the twentieth 
century, it had to be cloaked in secrecy lest it be read as transgressive and pun-
ished by violence. Hence the popular slave aphorism “Got one mind for white 
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folk to see / ’Nother for what I know is me.”9 In the tale just cited, the slave was 
likely “puttin’ on Massa,” catering to whites’ beliefs in the inferiority of blacks in 
order to mask the aggressive message of his retort. Despite the life-threatening 
injunctions against black laughter, African American humor fl ourished, at fi rst 
under the mask of allegory and increasingly in more direct forms. It developed 
a Janus-face identity: on the one hand, it was a fairly nonthreatening form that 
catered to whites’ belief in the inferiority of blacks but that usually masked ag-
gression; on the other, it was a more assertive and acerbic humor that often tar-
geted racial injustice but that was generally reserved for in-group interactions. 
For black Americans, humor has often functioned as a way of affi rming their 
humanity in the face of its violent denial.

By most accounts, African American humor, like other humor that arises from 
oppression, has provided a balm, a release of anger and aggression, a way of cop-
ing with the painful consequences of racism. In this way, it has been linked to one 
of the three major theories on humor: the relief theory made popular by Freud, 
which posits that we laugh as a way to release pent-up aggression. Freud claimed 
that “tendentious jokes,” of which he identifi ed two main kinds, the obscene and 
the hostile, allow the joker and his or her audience to release energy used for the 
purposes of inhibition. Much, but certainly not all, African American humor 
can be understood as a kind of relief-inducing humor. Indeed, under the violent 
restrictions of slavery and segregation, African Americans developed the art of 
tendentious jokes so well, in particular those that mask aggression, that often 
they left whites “with the baffl ed general feeling that [they had] been lampooned 
[before their very eyes] without quite knowing how.”10 Among themselves, how-
ever, African Americans have expressed aggression against their oppressors much 
more openly. For instance, in a tale that became popular during the postbellum 
period, when slavery was often portrayed in the public sphere in mythic and pic-
turesque modes (full of paternalistic masters, benevolent mistresses, and happy, 
loyal “darkies”), a slave owner bids a sentimental farewell to his slave, Uncle Tom, 
soon after emancipation. “Ah, dear, faithful, loyal Uncle Tom!” the master says. 
“Lincoln has forced you to accept freedom—against my wishes, and, I am sure 
against yours. Dear old friend and servant, you need not leave this plantation. 
Stay here with us.” To which Uncle Tom replies, “Thank you, deah, kine, lovin’, 
gen’rous Massa. I reckon I’ll leave. But befo’ I go I wants you ter know I will allus 
’membuh you ez de son uv a bitch you is an’ allus wuz!”11

While African American humor addresses many topics other than black and 
white relations, it frequently marks the multifaceted nature of those relations, 
both how much they have changed and how much they have stayed the same over 
time. Thus, in another well-known tale, a black man gets off in a strange town in 
Mississippi sometime in the early twentieth century. Seeing no members of his 
race, he asks a white man, “Where do the colored folks hang out here?” Pointing to 
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a large tree in the public square, the white man replies, “Do you see that limb?”12

Jokes about lynching and other forms of racial violence in the aftermath of slavery 
attest to the perversion of freedom. At the same time, they express the quintes-
sential quality of gallows humor, which Freud called the “triumph of narcissism” 
because it asserts the ego’s invulnerability in the face of death.13

African American humor is also, although less commonly, linked to a second 
major theory on humor, the superiority theory, which posits that we laugh at 
other people’s misfortunes. In some ways, the tradition of signifyin’, including 
the play of the dozens, of boasting and toasting, belongs to this kind of humor, 
 although the verbal battle of capping and “yo mamma” jokes savor verbal wit 
over any mean-spirited competition or put-down. The signifying tradition 
is gen erally known as mother wit and departs signifi cantly from the Freudian 
model of humor, which stresses sublimation, in that it relishes exposure and 
does not  depend on the joke form. Instead, it is mainly visual and depends on 
the verbal dexterity of the dozens, the toasts (long, metrically and rhythmically 
complex compositions), and the telling of “lies,” or stories. Signifying remained 
largely segregated until Richard Pryor broke out of his original image as a slim, 
mild-mannered comedian who, believe it or not, never cursed and usually told 
charming jokes patterned after Bill Cosby’s material. But Pryor began perform-
ing revolutionary acts for mixed audiences in the late 1960s and thus was largely 
responsible for desegregating African American humor. Black comedians be-
fore Pryor, most notably Moms Mabley, Dick Gregory, Godfrey Cambridge, Flip 
 Wilson, Redd Foxx, and Bill Cosby, had introduced aspects of black humor to 
mixed audiences, but it was Pryor, after a remarkable self-transformation, who 
brought all aspects of black humor to the stage. In a sense, he “outed” black humor 
from the closely guarded circles within which black folk had kept it since slavery.

Rarely is black humor connected to a third and, for me, the most interesting 
theory on humor: the incongruity theory. Simply put, this theory suggests that 
we laugh when our expectations are somehow disturbed. Such a simple defi ni-
tion hardly argues for why I am interested in this theory, so allow me to explain. 
The humor of incongruity generally entails the playing of “what if” games that 
suspend normativity. They are games that momentarily reconfi gure habits of 
mind and language and that can lead to what Ralph Ellison called “perspective by 
incongruity” (after Kenneth Burke).14 At its best, the humor of incongruity allows 
us to see the world inverted, to consider transpositions of time and place and to 
get us, especially when the humor is hot enough to push our buttons, to question 
the habits of mind that we may fall into as we critique race. The kind of humor 
that I am invoking is not the kind that has been romanticized and thus normal-
ized, as in some interpretations of Mikhail Bakhtin and his theories of carnival. 
In the context of African American expressive culture, and particularly in the 
hands of the writers and artists that I have selected, the humor of incongruity 
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 allows us to appreciate the fact that, far from being only a coping mechanism, or a 
means of “redress,” African American humor has been and continues to be both 
a bountiful source of creativity and pleasure and an energetic mode of social and 
political critique. 

Laughing Fit to Kill explores how a set of late twentieth- and early twenty-
fi rst-century writers and artists mine the rich tradition of African American 
humor—from the trickster tales of Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox to the John and 
Master slave stories and the tradition of signifying, of toasting, of playing the 
dozens—to represent both the distance that separates us from American slavery 
and the often imperceptible ways slavery has mutated. How do the ideologies 
that supported slavery continue to shape our national modes of belief and be-
havior? This question is not, of course, meant to ignore the obvious fact that 
African Americans have made considerable political and economic gains over 
time, especially since the civil rights movement.15 But it is meant to suggest that 
the legacy of slavery underwrites the post–civil rights backlash against African 
Americans and the new forms of segregation and institutionalized poverty to 
which they have been subjected.16 It is meant to suggest, too, that a spectacle such 
as the Bush administration’s lack of response to the disaster of Hurricane Katrina 
in New  Orleans and the thinly veiled poverty that the hurricane made obvious 
are but two examples of how the racism of antebellum and Jim Crow America 
persists, albeit in different forms. The writers and artists of this book do not 
so much protest against the sociological manifestations of this racism as probe 
into the subtle and sometimes diffi cult-to-defi ne ways that the concept of chattel 
slavery, especially the stereotypical imagery that it produced, infl uences the indi-
vidual identities, social relations, and artistic production of African Americans.

How can slavery, the sorrow and anger that it has signifi ed for African Ameri-
cans and the devastation that it caused Africa, serve as the subject of humor? 
It becomes such a subject only in the most piercing tragicomedy, one in which 
laughter is disassociated from gaiety and is, instead, a form of mourning. The 
short fi ction of Charles W. Chesnutt, especially his tales in The Conjure Woman
(1899), particular performances in Richard Pryor’s stand-up, and the early plays 
of Suzan-Lori Parks are all uniquely eloquent instances of such tragicomedy. 
However, throughout this book, I also explore an eviscerating humor, one that 
is bawdy, brutal, horrifi c, and insurgent and that does not take as its subject the 
tragedy of slavery per se. Rather, it pillories the ideologies and practices that 
supported slavery and that, in different incarnations, continue to support racist 
practices. Yet, a moralizing discourse it is not. Debunking the all too familiar di-
chotomies of slavery—master and slave, oppressor and oppressed, enslavement 
and freedom—the humor that I here examine exposes how racial confl ict, and 
the obsessive ways that it colonizes American minds, can divest everyone, albeit at 
different registers, of a sense of reality. 
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Laughing Fit to Kill argues that black writers and artists have utilized hetero-
geneous forms of humor across two centuries as a uniquely invigorating kind of 
epistemological response to the situation of forced migration and transatlantic 
alienation. The book takes its main title from a phrase commonly repeated in 
Chesnutt’s short fi ction, where it appears in the vernacular, “laffi n’ fi t ter kill.” 
The phrase succinctly expresses the extremes of humor and violence that I ex-
plore throughout the book since it marks a particular kind of tragicomedy, one 
that creates tension between the comedy produced at the expense of African 
Americans, primarily through minstrelsy, and its present-day manifestations, 
and the humor that African Americans have created with respect to slavery and 
its legacy. It becomes the unifying concept of the fi rst chapter, in which I provide 
a historical context for the twentieth-century textual, visual, and dramatic repre-
sentations of slavery and its legacy on which the rest of the book focuses. 

In the subtitle and throughout I employ the term “black” rather than  African 
American humor, intending to draw attention to the overlap between two types 
of humor. Normally understood as a species of gallows humor or a kind of dark 
satire, black humor, as William Solomon notes, was fi rst coined “at the end of the 
1930s by André Breton in the course of putting together an anthology of writings 
designed to exemplify the surrealist idea of humor” and became, in the 1960s, a 
term used to describe the work of a number of American authors, largely white, 
who wanted to explore “the vicissitudes of whiteness . . . the extent to which this 
social construct takes shape, by and large, in relation to hallucinatory impressions 
of blackness.”17 Whereas Solomon investigates how “black humor” was used to 
describe the work of writers now more commonly known as postmodernists, 
I use the term to invoke both the long tradition in African American culture of 
critiquing “the vicissitudes of whiteness” and its “relation to hallucinatory im-
pressions of blackness” and to explore how different generations of writers and 
artists improvise on that tradition as they symbolically create redress for slavery. 

For all its concreteness as a “historical sequence” and “scene of pulverization 
and murder,” slavery is also an experience for which historical evidence is both 
abundant and problematic (for instance, in the great imbalance in accounts by 
captors and captives), an experience that many have vigorously wished to deny, 
forget, or distort but that, ironically, constitutes a foundational feature of 
the “New World.”18 How and why slavery comes to be symbolically redressed 
through black humor, specifi cally during the late twentieth and early twenty-
fi rst century, depends in part on the nature and politics of redress as it pertains 
to slavery in the United States. Taking a cue from Victor Turner’s work on social 
dramas, American slavery may be seen as a breach in relationship to which the 
Civil War and emancipation and Reconstruction become, respectively, crisis and 
redressive action without resolution—as evidenced by the legalized extension of 
slavery during the long career of Jim Crow segregation. In Dramas, Fields, and 
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Metaphors (1974), Turner defi nes social dramas as entailing four main phases: 
(1) breach, an event that creates a schism in a community; (2) crisis, which brings 
the breach into a climax; (3) redressive action, conceived as retribution, correction, 
and reparations; and (4) “reintegration of the disturbed social group or the social 
recognition and legitimation of irreparable schism between contesting parties.”19

Turner argues that sometimes “a phase of a social drama may seethe for years 
and years with nothing much happening on the surface,” and sometimes, too, 
“there is no resolution even after a climactic series of events.”20 “When redress 
fails,” writes Turner, “there is usually regression to crisis. At this point direct force 
may be used, in the varied forms of war, revolution, intermittent acts of violence, 
repression, or rebellion. Where the disturbed community is small and relatively 
weak vis-à-vis the central authority, however, regression to crisis tends to become 
a matter of endemic, pervasive, smoldering factionalism, without sharp, overt 
confrontations.”21 The civil rights and Black Power movements are two instances 
of regression to crisis that did not lead to a resolution of the originating breach, 
indeed because such a resolution is impossible given the magnitude of the 
breach: the genocide and dehumanization of people of African descent. Ameri-
cans will continually return to the breach of slavery without resolving it. This is 
not a cynical declaration that the nation is forever doomed to rehearse its painful 
past. As I have already stressed, both the civil rights and Black Power movements 
did achieve certain measures of redress. Yet, given both the impossibility of full 
redress and the lasting impact of slavery, each generation of Americans needs to 
map its own relationship to a breach that has fundamentally shaped the nation. 
Thus, while the return to crisis that the civil rights and Black Power movements 
propelled has now arguably “become a matter of endemic, pervasive, smolder-
ing factionalism, without sharp, overt confrontations,” the returns to crisis that 
generations in the past few decades and in the future have enacted and will enact 
may have different, hopefully more positive outcomes. The original breach, how-
ever, can never be completely resolved and forgotten.22

New World slavery constituted such a tremendous crime against humanity 
that, from its inception, it could not be properly redressed. What has remained 
in the aftermath of this crime is what Stephen Best and Saidiya Hartman call 
the “limited scope of the possible in the face of the irreparable.”23 The impetus 
for redress has shuttled between grievance, the seeking of legal remedies for the 
crimes of slavery and the injustices perpetuated by Jim Crow segregation and 
other racist practices, and grief, the expression of the deep sorrow occasioned by 
the suffering, loss, and death that has constituted slavery and its legacy. Point-
ing to recent cases in the debate over legal reparations for the crimes of slavery, 
Best and Hartman argue that this kind of shuttling “has been lost in pursuit of 
what is possible within a liberal conception of law and property,” and further, 
that what is “sacrifi ced in this approach” is the expression of “black noise.” “Black 
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noise,” Best and Hartman write, “represents the kinds of political aspirations that 
are  inaudible and illegible within the prevailing formulas of political rationality; 
these yearnings are illegible because they are so wildly utopian and derelict to 
capitalism (for example, ‘forty acres and a mule,’ the end of commodity produc-
tion and restoration of the commons, the realization of ‘the sublime ideal of 
freedom,’ the resuscitation of the socially dead). Black noise is always already 
barred from the court.”24 Black noise is barred from court because it urges a 
radical transformation of society in which the court itself would have to undergo 
an overhaul, as would the liberal conceptions of law and property that guide the 
current reparations debates. Refl ecting on the struggle for equality that the civil 
rights movement represented, Howard Winant notes, “ ‘Equality’ has had many 
meanings since the nation was founded; it was hardly unprecedented to redefi ne 
it in terms of formal and legal standing rather than in terms of redistribution of 
resources, compensation for past wrongs, or forceful efforts to reshape the mate-
rial conditions of minorities.” He adds, “In retrospect, we can see that to have 
undertaken these measures . . . would have required not only the dismantling 
of segregated neighborhoods, workplaces, and schools, but the transformation 
of the status of white workers as well. Substantive equality would have meant 
 massive redistribution of resources; it would have clashed with fundamental capi-
talist class interests; such dramatic social change was never even on the table.”25

Such dramatic social change may not have been on the table for everyone, espe-
cially for those in power, but it was the major goal fueling sectors of the libera-
tion movement. As Robin D. G. Kelley observes, black revolutionaries in groups 
such as the Black Panther Party and the Revolutionary Action Movement (and in 
earlier groups such as the Congress of Racial Equality, founded in 1942) not only 
sought a radical transformation of their country but also “viewed the emerg-
ing freedom movement in the United States as part of a global assault on em-
pire” and looked to the Third World (especially Africa, Asia, and Latin America) 
for models of black liberation in America.26 And precisely because their goals 
“clashed with fundamental capitalist class interests,” their revolutionary impulse 
had to be destroyed or driven underground.27

In the decades after the civil rights and Black Power movements, maintain-
ing the dream of a radical social transformation has been diffi cult, to say the 
least. The backlash against civil rights policies arrived in concert with a liberal 
retreat from racial politics and the development of new forms of racisms that, 
because of their subtlety compared with the outright bigotry of the past, have 
been more diffi cult to battle. Instead of returning to overtly exclusionary prac-
tices, “the forces of  ‘racial reaction’ . . . sought to reinterpret the [civil rights] 
movement’s victories, to strip it of its more radical implications, to rearticulate 
its vision of a substantively egalitarian society in conservative and individu-
alistic terms.”28 As I have noted, racism began to be coded in the language of 
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color-blind  policies and  antiwelfare, anti–affi rmative action arguments. This is 
not to say that old-fashioned racism became a thing of the past. If, as Orlando 
Patterson observes, estimates suggest that in the post–civil rights era only one 
in four whites is a bigot, this still means that there are two bigots for every black 
person in the United States.29 Aside from suffering the worst effects of economic 
recessions, black Americans in the post–civil rights era also saw a rise in police 
brutality. In 1975 they “constituted forty-six percent of people killed by police.”30

Today, the expression of both grievance and grief is crucial in working toward 
and keeping alive the dream of a radical social transformation. To mute grief or 
otherwise ignore it is to implicitly deny the monumental impact of an irreparable 
crime against humanity. As I show throughout this book, however, grief need 
not always be expressed in traditional forms of lament. In African American ex-
pressive culture, grief often assumes a tragicomic mode, best known through the 
blues. But this tragicomic mode also fi nds stunning expression in black humor. 
Thus, for instance, Richard Pryor’s performance as the Wino and Junkie in Live 
and Smokin’ (1971) combines the power of humor as cathartic release and politi-
cally incisive mode of critique with deep pathos. In this performance, as through-
out his career, Pryor exposes the legacy of slavery in the police brutality, lack of 
employment, drug addiction, and poverty that assailed African American com-
munities in the late twentieth century, transforming tropes of black humor to 
express both grievance and grief. Like the other black humorists in this book, 
Pryor makes clear that grief over the immense tragedy of slavery is necessary, 
not out of melancholic attachment to a traumatic past, but because slavery re-
mains ingrained in the sociopolitical and economic fabric of America. Saidiya 
 Hartman has eloquently given voice to this insight in Lose Your Mother (2007), 
and Robin D. G. Kelley has explored the “freedom dreams” toward which the 
dual acts of grievance and grief have been and continue to be enacted. If to effect 
grievance is to work within what is possible in the world as it is, grief can keep us 
focused not on ameliorating its corrupt systems (based on slavery, other forms of 
labor exploitation, and racism) but on dreams of a better world altogether.31

By enacting symbolic rituals of redress with respect to the breach of slavery, 
the black humorists in this book keep such “freedom dreams” alive. In the chap-
ters that follow, I explore how different generations of black humorists enact 
symbolic rituals of redress with respect to the breach of slavery. I pair one artist 
or writer from the civil rights and Black Power generation with another from 
the post–civil rights decades (Pryor with Dave Chappelle, Robert Colescott with 
Kara Walker) or examine them on their own (Ishmael Reed, Suzan-Lori Parks). 
I start, however, with the ways in which William Wells Brown, an ex-slave, and 
Charles W. Chesnutt, born free in 1858, set templates for the use of black humor 
to represent the violence of slavery. Through various modes of “conjuring,” 
through gothic, grotesque, and absurdist comedies of the body, through stinging 
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satirical narrative defamiliarization, through hyperbole, burlesque, and, perhaps 
most important, through what Hortense Spillers might call the “cultural vestibu-
larity” of the racial stereotype itself, these black humorists have enacted oral, dis-
cursive, and corporeal rituals of redress with respect to the breach of slavery.32

Writers and artists from the civil rights and Black Power generation began 
to enact such rituals in the context of highly publicized racial struggles and 
bicentennial celebrations, both of which provoked a great deal of refl ection 
regarding the nation’s history and highlighted the contradiction between the 
country’s profession of democracy and its history of racial oppression. During 
this time, slavery assumed a central role in public discourses in America. As 
Ashraf H. A. Rushdy notes, social activists, artists, writers, and scholars began to 
explore the connections between acts of black empowerment in 1965 and those 
before the end of the Civil War in 1865. The popular television miniseries Roots
(1977), based on Alex Haley’s book of the same name (1976), made widely avail-
able a history of the Middle Passage and plantation slavery. Meanwhile scholars 
dramatically changed the historiography of slavery. They vindicated the slave 
narrative from its earlier status as an unreliable historical and weak literary 
source and generally called for a rewriting of history in which the testimony and 
perspective of the enslaved would fi gure prominently.33 Rushdy argues, in fact, 
that the social climate of the United States during and directly after the 1960s, 
in particular arguments about slavery and history, gave rise to a new kind of 
fi ction, “neo-slave narratives” or “contemporary novels that assume the form, 
adopt the conventions, and take on the fi rst-person voice of the antebellum slave 
narrative.”34

Preferring not to constrain my focus to the genre of the novel, or the generic 
categorization implied by the term “neo-slave narrative,” I examine how, from 
the late 1960s to the present, slavery has continued to be a major focus of artistic 
production for African Americans in a variety of forms, including not only nov-
els and short stories but also plays, visual art, and comic performances. Contem-
porary fi ction and art on slavery is characterized by formally innovative ways of 
connecting America’s slave past with the concerns of the late twentieth and early 
twenty-fi rst century. Hence, in Richard Pryor’s performances, the art of signify-
ing becomes a way of oscillating between the past and the present, linking, for 
instance, police brutality or the taboo against miscegenation to analogous prac-
tices during slavery. Similarly, Ishmael Reed’s Flight to Canada (1976) operates by 
anachronism, mapping the fl ight of three fugitive slaves within a fi ctional space 
that merges the past (antebellum and Civil War America) and the novel’s present 
(the years after the civil rights movement). In the early plays of Suzan-Lori Parks, 
experiments with language and dramatic structure become a way of emphasizing 
the lack of structural change between the slave past and present racial conditions. 
The transpositions of time in Pryor, Reed, Parks, and the other black humorists 
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here included not only corrupt putative temporal boundaries, thus exposing the 
impact of slavery on contemporary culture, but also challenge conventional and 
ossifi ed interpretations of slavery so that we gain fresh perspectives from which 
to assess the past. 

In challenging historical positivism and the linear notions of time that sup-
port it, the subjects of my study are certainly not alone. In much contemporary 
African American literature, “non-linear time is juxtaposed with linear processes, 
to the effect that they intersect with and perspectivize each other.” In particular, 
fi ctional revisions of the history of slavery, as in, for instance, Gayl Jones’s novel 
Corregidora (1975) and Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987), intertwine the traumatic 
repetition of the past “with a tentative progressive movement: by repeating the 
past, by revisiting it imaginatively and dialogically, they sketch a possible future 
that might help their characters to break out of . . . the after-effects of the past 
of slavery.”35 Rather than adopt the language of trauma, as much contemporary 
fi ction on slavery does, the black humorists I have chosen expose the murder-
ous and ridiculous effects of slavery in the present. They focus in particular on 
how the stereotypes produced by slavery—the evil master, the submissive or 
rebellious slave, the perfect abolitionist, the overbearing mammy, the lascivi-
ous Jezebel—have attained new, sometimes not easily discernible reincarnations 
that need to be exposed and criticized. They underscore how the “presence of 
a system of . . . stereotypes,” is not only a “permanent feature of U.S. culture,” 
but one that is “essential” and “integral” to its social order.36 Thus, while they 
conjure the stereotypes produced by slavery and suggest how they have changed 
over time and attained new meanings for new purposes, they ultimately un-
derscore their persistence as a system. Their work highlights, for instance, how 
pernicious stereotypes regarding black people’s innate ability and intelligence 
may no longer be particularly relevant for the current political climate, yet they 
can resurface suddenly: thus stereotypes regarding the purported unwillingness 
of blacks to work have come to the forefront of the debate on welfare and the 
persistence of black poverty.37 Particular stereotypes are resuscitated and ad-
justed depending on the kind of politics they are made to serve, but the system 
of stereotypes remains.

In drawing our attention to the tenacity of the stereotypes produced by slav-
ery, the black humorists in this study urge us to confront, rather than avoid, their 
legacy by exploring their theatricality and their appeal across differences of race, 
class, and gender. Through parody and caricature, and invoking the practices 
of conjure, these artists set stereotypes in disturbing motion. They inhabit the 
images, exaggerate them, and dislocate them from their habitual contexts. Cer-
tainly the act of “appropriating a language of stereotypes in order to undermine 
the dominant order is an age old device employed by persecuted groups to sub-
vert the status quo.”38 But it is also true that such appropriations are not always 
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 performed with the same kind of artistry, nor are their effects examined with 
sophistication, mainly because stereotypes tend to elicit knee-jerk reactions. Like 
curse words, stereotypes are not owned by anyone and invoke the past history 
of their use each time they are reiterated. They are often vulgar, especially when 
they are stereotypes of race and sexuality, and as such bring up powerful feelings, 
feelings not only of embarrassment, anger, and shame, but also of desire, affi lia-
tion, and recognition. Quite often, stereotypes can evoke a host of contradictory 
feelings all at once. Through confrontation, and complex forms of laughter, the 
black humorists in this book channel and “defang” the potency of stereotypes, 
always risking the possibility that the conjured stereotypes may take lives of their 
own and exceed their efforts to control them. This is no doubt a volatile artistic 
gambit. The appropriation of stereotypes carries the possibility of confi rming 
popular, if tacitly held, racist beliefs. But the risk can be mitigated through the 
kind of formal experimentation that these humorists so expertly perform. The 
risk also opens up the possibility of investigating the fetishistic force of stereo-
types in American culture and, ultimately, of exploring the impact of slavery 
through a new lexicon for historical reconstruction. 

When used as the source or object of humor, stereotypes can provide the 
kind of catharsis of emotion that Freud examined in his Jokes and Their Relation 
to the Unconscious (1905/1960). They can give voice to that which is taboo and 
allow the energy involved in keeping it in place to be released through laughter. 
But they also bring up thorny questions: Who is allowed to laugh? Who is al-
lowed to tell the joke? Take the following exchange from the extensive cycle of 
John and Master slave stories, which depicts a clever slave, John—sometimes 
also called Nehemiah, Pompey, Jack, or Golias—who generally bests the Master 
in word and deed: 

Master got his slave with the longest dick and said, “I don’t want no black 
screwing my daughter, but she wants sixteen inches.”

John said, “Nah, suh, boss. Not even for a white woman. I wouldn’t cut 
two inches off my dick for nobody.”39

The tale begins by exaggerating the stereotype of black male genital superiority 
and, rather than deny it, quite literally exaggerates it even more. It also insinuates 
the “wrong” kind of desire (“she wants,” “not even for a white woman”) in one of 
the most potent of American taboos, interracial sex (“I don’t want no black”).40

While this tale may, in certain environments, provide cathartic release through 
laughter, it remains relatively safe because its racial and sexual stereotypes are 
only invoked. The story provokes many questions: In what company can this 
tale be retold? What kind of laughter would it create in a community such as 
the white, affl uent, suburban one where I happened to attend high school in the 
late 1980s (my mother worked as a servant for a wealthy family with whom we 
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both lived) and where at least one teen, a generally well-regarded young man, 
had what he called a “nigger-be-good” bat in his car (he kept it as “protection” 
for his excursions to New York City, where he went to score drugs)? What kind 
of laughter would it produce in a racially mixed crowd? The use of stereotypes in 
jokes, as this example suggests, produces interesting questions about the joke act 
but not necessarily about stereotypes, mainly because these remain at the level 
of description.

In this book, by contrast, stereotypes are not merely described or joked about. 
Rather, they are conjured, brought to life, made bigger than life, through words, 
images, and performances. Brown and Chesnutt, Pryor and Chappelle, Colescott 
and Walker, Reed and Parks all signify on the vulgarity of racism by amplifying 
the distortions that crystallize in stereotypes. They are conjurers who use the 
complicated dynamics of race and humor to set the denigrating history of ante-
bellum stereotypes against their own humorous appropriation of those images. 
Improvising on the verbal, visual, and performative aspects of African American 
humor, they give life, through characters, images, scenarios, and even their own 
bodies, to the most taboo aspects of race and sexuality in America, ultimately 
seeking to effect a liberating sabotage of the past’s hold on the present. Directly 
or indirectly, they all employ the aesthetics and principles of voodoo and con-
jure, but not in any nostalgic or essentializing manner. Rather, they do so through 
formally innovating means that incorporate aspects of popular culture (images 
produced by television or by advertisement, for example), of other art forms 
(modern art, fi lm and comic strips, for instance), and postmodern techniques. 
In the process, they raise a central question of this book: can stereotypes be used 
to critique racism without solely fueling the racist imagination?

In embracing conjure, the black humorists in this study give their work a 
 diasporic sensibility. African American conjure derives from voodoo, a practice 
that was transported by enslaved Africans across the Middle Passage, which is 
a form of ancestor worship in which the souls of the dead—known as loa or 
mysteries—are evoked and made manifest through ritual. The loa are said to re-
enter the world by “taking possession” of practitioners in what is called a crise de 
loa, the moment in which the soul of an ancestor “mounts” the body of the devo-
tee and through which he or she attains a physical presence.41 In the New World, 
especially in Haiti, voodoo’s rituals recall and restage the brutality of cultural 
rupture and enslavement. In the American South, voodoo became known as con-
jure, as well as hoodoo, and has been associated less with “possession” and more 
with the ability to transform people into things or objects, as in magic. In this and 
other ways, voodoo and conjure are different; one is more rooted in African and 
Haitian practices, the other is more informed by the cultural mixtures specifi c to 
the United States. Yet they are similar in that both practices emphasize the use of 
a person’s body: possession in voodoo and metamorphosis in conjure.42
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As I demonstrate throughout this book, for centuries black humorists have 
used these aspects of voodoo and conjure to signify on chattel slavery’s transfor-
mation of people into objects. In Charles W. Chesnutt’s short fi ction, for instance, 
conjure is not only a mode of narration in which to tell a story is to cast a spell, 
but also a way of creating a comedy of the body that highlights the lack of control 
that the enslaved had over their own bodies. His stories often feature a conjurer 
who turns people into objects, animals, or spirits in attempts at counteracting 
the dispossession of the body that chattel slavery constituted. Chesnutt draws 
a dark comedy out of these transformations and puts it in the service of trag-
edy, showing how attempts to repossess the dispossessed body are almost always 
defeated by the institutionalized violence of slavery. Thus laughter in his tales 
is often the sound of the tragic recognition of dispossession. At another level, 
conjure in Chesnutt also entails the appropriation and transformation of racial 
stereotypes as a way of thwarting and rearranging his readers’ racial assumptions 
and expectations. The result is an entropic form of humor that constantly puts 
in tension the experience and interpretation of slavery. 

This tension is also key in the work of William Wells Brown, in particular the 
dramatic plays he performed on the abolitionist circuit. An expert mimic, Brown 
used only his body and voice to conjure the racial stereotypes and distorted de-
pictions of slavery that the minstrel stage produced. For instance, in his perfor-
mances of his play The Escape; or, A Leap for Freedom (1858/2001), Brown, playing 
every role in the play, parodied the stereotypes of race and gender produced by 
slavery—the wicked overseer, the tragic mulatta, the lascivious slave master, the 
heroic slave, the buffoonish “coon”—in a hyperbolic mode that sabotaged their 
power. During his performances, Brown transformed into stereotypes across dif-
ferences of race, gender, and class lines not only to lampoon racist ideologies but 
also to show the nonsensical nature of race and its identities. 

Neither Brown nor Chesnutt ever seriously acknowledged conjure as part of 
their own belief or as an infl uence on their work—an unsurprising move since 
both needed to fashion a “civilized” self against the stereotypes of heathenism 
that defi ned blackness in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century America. And 
yet they were conjurers of the fi rst order. Brown’s strategy of caricaturing the 
caricatures that minstrelsy produced, of animating them in a hyperbolic mode, 
and Chesnutt’s use of black vernacular forms, especially his transliteration of 
conjure, serve as model strategies for the writers and artists whose works I ana-
lyze in the rest of the book. Certainly, other African American writers have used 
different forms of humor to address slavery and racism in America—from the 
burlesques that Frederick Douglass performed on the abolitionist stage during 
the early years of his career, to the sharp satire of David Walker, Harriet Jacobs, 
and Harriet Wilson and the expert mimicry of Bert Williams, the burlesque 
acts of Josephine Baker, the hearty comedy of Langston Hughes and Zora Neale 
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 Hurston, the wicked parodies and satire of George Schuyler, to the biting sarcasm 
of Chester Himes, the mix of warmth and righteousness in Toni Cade Bambara, 
and, more recently, the intricate layering of humor and postmodern techniques 
in the work of Charles Johnson, Paul Beatty, and Colson Whitehead. The list, no 
doubt, could be expanded. The black humorists I have gathered here, however, 
focus on the theatricality and tenacity of stereotypes and use aesthetic practices 
derived from conjure in ways that produce a particular kind of humor: a humor 
that outrageously brings to life America’s most cherished racial obsessions; a 
humor that, paradoxically, arises in a reactionary climate comparable to that of 
the Reconstruction decades and extends through what Nelson George and others 
have called the “post-soul” era.43

In many respects, the generations belonging to this era, those born roughly 
between the March on Washington in 1963 and the landmark case The Regents of 
the University of California v. Bakke (1978), have experienced a deepening sense 
of cynicism, even nihilism.44 Refl ecting on the climate of the post–civil rights 
decades, Saidiya Hartman writes that the “narrative of liberation had ceased to 
be a blueprint for the future, the decisive break the revolutionaries had hoped to 
institute between the past and the present failed. The old forms of tyranny, which 
they had endeavored to defeat, were resuscitated and the despots live long and 
vigorous lives.”45 There was nothing particularly new in the backlash and retreat 
of liberal support that occurred in the immediate post–civil rights years. As Ste-
phen Steinberg notes, “Essentially the same thing had happened during Recon-
struction. In both cases advancements made by blacks were followed by periods 
of racism and reaction.”46 Yet, because many African Americans had believed 
with fervor that the civil rights movement and later the Black Power movement 
were redirecting the history of their country and the world, because many hoped 
that the movement would put an end to the endless process of  advancement 
and reaction, the disappointment of the post–civil rights decades had particu-
lar force. Other momentous events had given black Americans reason to hope 
for change. The Second World War, for instance, highlighted the contradiction 
between America’s fi ght against the racism of fascism abroad and its own racist 
practices at home. “The democratic ideology and rhetoric with which the war 
was fought stimulated a sense of hope and certainty in black Americans that the 
old race structure was destroyed forever.”47 Yet that hope never came to fruition. 
The war did effect some change in racist attitudes toward black Americans; it 
did lessen the production of racist images and some of the more overt racist 
practices, such as lynching. But these changes were brought about due to con-
cerns about America’s image abroad. The real hope for change was driven under-
ground and fl ourished in the civil rights movement.48

When the movement itself also became a source of disillusion, the country 
erupted in violent rioting during the mid-1960s, not only as a response to the 
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 assassination of Malcolm X in 1965 and of Martin Luther King in 1968, but also in 
protest against numerous acts of violence perpetrated against African Americans. 
Court-sanctioned police brutality—expressed both in the context of the riots and 
in random acts of murder—gave clear evidence that the U.S. government would 
not only fail to protect black Americans against violent injustice but that it would, 
in fact, promote and condone it. The rioting of the mid-1960s was also fueled by 
black anger at the poverty and inequality left untouched by civil rights legislation. 
As has been well documented, the Black Power movement drew its force precisely 
from this anger. But that force would be vigilantly restrained. Between 1956 and 
1971 the FBI conducted a massive counterintelligence program known as COIN-
TELPRO that took 295 actions, often brutal and sometimes lethal, against black 
militant groups. Coupled with problems within such groups and government-
sanctioned suppression, revolutionary groups dissolved.

This brief recap of backlash against the achievements of black activists and 
radicals only begins to hint at the reasons for the cynicism and political apathy 
that besieged black communities in the last decades of the twentieth and the be-
ginning of the twenty-fi rst century. In Race Matters (1993), a book written in the 
aftermath of the Rodney King riots, Cornel West focuses on “the profound sense 
of psychological depression, personal worthlessness, and social despair wide-
spread in Black America.”49 For him, the psychology of despair, so rooted in the 
consistency of racial oppression even after centuries of struggle, is a better way of 
explaining the state of affairs in black communities; it is better than either liberal 
structuralism, which places blame on socioeconomic conditions, or conservative 
behaviorism, which blames lapses in morals. Others have focused on the cultural 
escapism and instant gratifi cation that perpetual consumerism has provided the 
postsoul generations to explain the political apathy of young people. “In a world 
where so many youth believe that ‘getting paid’ and living ostentatiously was the 
goal of the black freedom movement,” writes Robin D. G. Kelley, “there is little 
space to even discuss building a radical democratic public culture.”50

How, then, is it possible for humor to fl ourish in this post–civil rights  context? 
Arguably, the picture I have been sketching is imbalanced for, although the post-
soul generations have experienced great challenges, not all of them have had 
negative outcomes. Mark Anthony Neal, whose work focuses on the “post-soul 
aesthetic” in contemporary black popular culture, notes that, while the  “children 
of soul” have experienced “the change from urban industrialism to deindustrial-
ism, from segregation to desegregation, from essential notions of blackness to 
metanarratives on blackness,” they have done so “without any nostalgic allegiance 
to the past . . . but fi rmly in grasp of the existential concerns of this brave new 
world,” one that demands a “radical reimagining of the contemporary  African-
American experience.”51 Mounting a critique of essential notions of black iden-
tity, once so useful to radical black groups in closing ranks against racist practices, 
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has made it more diffi cult to discern how black people can act collectively toward 
sociopolitical and economic advancement, given differences in class, gender, ge-
ography, and sexual orientation; yet it has also allowed for greater freedom of 
expression. Thus challenges against essential notions of black identity have gone 
hand in hand with critiques of reifi ed concepts of black art, as defi ned, for in-
stance, by writers such as Addison Gayle, Amiri Baraka, and Larry Neal in the 
anthology The Black Aesthetic (1971), one of many manifestos for the black arts 
movement, the artistic sister to the Black Power movement. 

Gayle, Baraka, Neal, and others insisted, as had W. E. B. Du Bois earlier in 
the century, that black art must have a utilitarian function, one of celebrating 
the African roots of African American identity and culture and, more generally, 
of distinguishing these from Euro-American concepts of self and art. For them, 
black artists had the responsibility of “isolating and evaluating the artistic works 
of black people which refl ect the special character and imperatives of black ex-
perience,” to quote Hoyt Fuller in his essay “Towards a Black Aesthetic.”52 The 
black arts movement inspired the development of art driven by identity politics 
and the multicultural trends of the 1980s, but its tenets have proven too con-
stricting for younger generations of artists and writers, who see themselves as 
“cultural mulattos” (Trey Ellis’s term) and who, while steeped in black culture, 
are also willing and able to draw from and reassemble a wide array of cultural 
knowledge across racial and class divides.53 Nelson George’s Buppies, B-Boys, 
Baps and BoHos: Notes on Post-Soul Black Culture (1992) and Post-Soul Nation
(2004), Mark Anthony Neal’s Soul Babies, Trey Ellis’s seminal essay “The New 
Black Aesthetic” (1989), various essays by Greg Tate, Thelma Golden’s use of the 
term “Post-Black” to defi ne new trends in black visual practices, and Madhu 
Dubey’s meditation on black postmodernism in Signs and Cities (2003) are but 
a few prominent instances of an increasingly growing body of work examining 
the ways in which artists and writers aesthetically represent the variety of per-
spectives and experiences of black life in America in the late twentieth and early 
twenty-fi rst centuries.

Not that there weren’t artists and writers working along this vein during the 
black arts movement. Indeed, Trey Ellis identifi es a minority within the black arts 
community who, rather than espouse propaganda, “produced supersophisticated 
black art that either expanded or exploded the old defi nitions of blackness, show-
ing us as the intricate, uncategorizeable folks we have always known ourselves 
to be.”54 His list includes Ishmael Reed and Richard Pryor, Clarence Major, John 
Edgar Wideman, George Clinton, Toni Morrison, and David Hammons. Unlike 
these pioneers (and Ellis’s list no doubt could be expanded to include Robert 
Colescott and others), artists emerging in the postsoul decades must contend 
with the marketing and commodifying of black culture. While Ellis, writing in 
1989, was enthusiastic about the fact that black culture was increasingly becoming 
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synonymous with popular culture, seeing it as an advantage that new generations 
of artists had over the pioneers of the mid-1970s, today we have many reasons to 
be more than leery of the consumerist impulse that affects the production and 
reception of black art. 

Still, Ellis identifi ed a major shift in tone and attitude in the art of postsoul gen-
erations, one that is central to the work of the black humorists I examine. The new 
artists, Ellis observes, are “not shocked by the persistence of racism as were those 
of the Harlem Renaissance,” nor are they “preoccupied with it as were those of the 
Black Arts Movement.” A novelist in his own right, Ellis speaks as one of these artists, 
stating, for “us, racism is a hard and little-changing constant that neither surprises 
nor enrages.”55 Some might call this position cynical, yet implicit in it is a view of 
racial struggle that is not dependent on illusions of revolution but that nonetheless 
is deeply invested in fi ghting for freedom, both politically and artistically. 

In their recognition that racial struggle is “little-changing,” the postsoul  gen-
erations have reclaimed the central role that humor has played in African Ameri-
can culture for centuries but that was largely underplayed within the moral and 
militant culture of the civil rights and Black Power movements and the climate 
of political correctness that followed. Certainly, it is due to the fact that earlier 
generations fought tooth and nail for basic civil rights that the postsoul genera-
tions can afford to reclaim African American humor in its full variety. But this 
reclaiming is also in tragicomic recognition of the apparent endlessness of the 
struggle and the dire need, therefore, to keep the tradition of African American 
humor alive, given the central role it has played as a form of release, a medium of 
protest, and a source of artistic freedom.

The civil rights and Black Power movements were, of course, not devoid of 
humor. In fact, Joseph Boskin discusses the role of gallows humor in the marches 
of the civil rights movement and the often caustic humor with which black folk 
responded to white violence.56 Indeed, as Boskin also notes, some of the fi rst 
studies on black humor appeared during the mid-1960s: Langston Hughes and 
Arna Bontemps’s The Book of Negro Folklore (1965), Philip Sterling’s Laughing 
on the Outside (1965), Langston Hughes’s The Book of Negro Humor (1966), and 
Richard Dorson’s American Negro Folktales (1967). In 1964 Roger D. Abrahams 
published Deep Down in the Jungle, a seminal study of African American folklore 
in the streets of Philadelphia, and in the 1970s there were two other important 
texts, Alan Dundes’s Mother Wit from the Laughing Barrel (1973/1990) and Law-
rence Levine’s Black Culture and Black Consciousness (1977), which includes the 
excellent chapter, “Black Laughter.” This was also the time in which many older 
black comedians became nationally known (artists such as Redd Foxx, Moms 
Mabley, and Pigmeat Markham) and younger ones fl ourished (Dick Gregory, 
Godfrey Cambridge, Flip Wilson, Bill Cosby, Garrett Morris, and, of course, 
Richard Pryor). But this is a moment in which mainstream American culture 
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is only beginning to discover African American humor and struggling to accept 
some of its edgier political, more risqué, and culturally specifi c aspects. 

In addition, the civil rights and Black Power eras produced tacit forms of 
censorship that resulted in the suppression of stereotype-based humor. Protest 
against the proliferation of stereotypical imagery has been a constant through-
out African American history, but it took particular force in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Through adamant remonstration, through acts of exorcism and reappropria-
tion of fi gures such as Uncle Tom, Sambo, and Mammy, artists and activists in 
the 1960s and 1970s declared the death of stereotypes of submission, complicity, 
and clownish behavior. Artist Betye Saar’s mixed-media collage The Liberation 
of Aunt Jemima (1972) is emblematic, featuring Mammy in her typical roles as 
nurse and house servant yet she is reconceived as a revolutionary. Other artists, 
among them Jeff Donaldson, Murry DePillars, and Jon Lockard, transformed 
the Mammy fi gure by questioning her popularity as a visual icon and, like Saar, 
using her to represent black rage against the racial oppression embodied by her.57

In Sambo: The Rise & Demise of an American Jester (1986), Joseph Boskin locates 
the death of Sambo, in his various incarnations (the plantation “darky,” the min-
strel man, the postcard buffoon, the movie chauffeur), in the mid-1960s, when 
African Americans increasingly gained more access to mass-media forms such 
as television.

In this context, many preferred the “clean” Richard Pryor of the early 1960s to 
the “crazy nigger” of the 1970s, who refused to sanitize black culture in the name of 
integration; others welcomed the “essentially colorless” comedy of Bill Cosby and 
Godfrey Cambridge.58 If by the end of the 1970s mainstream culture had incorpo-
rated the less risqué aspects of African American humor, the  climate of censorship 
that developed during the black arts movement would impact the production 
and reception of African American culture for decades. For  instance, in a 1991
introduction to a new edition of Langston Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston’s play 
Mule Bone: A Comedy of Negro Life (1931), George Houston Bass notes the diffi cul-
ties of producing the play in the late twentieth century, given its embrace of “po-
litically incorrect” characters and tropes. “The expansion of moral and aesthetic 
consciousness that has occurred in American society since 1960,” he writes, “has 
produced a social climate that does not allow one to laugh easily at broad comic 
interpretations of black people.” He adds, “Many of the comic characters, comic 
devices, and forms of laughter that were sources of renewal and release within the 
black community before 1960 are now inhibited by the politics of race and gender. 
Forms of parody and self-parody which were once a way of dealing with the stress 
and pain of a bad situation and fi nding a way to change it are now quite often 
viewed as assaults and insults.”59 Although stereotype-derived humor was a staple 
of in-group interactions in many African American communities, after segrega-
tion African Americans became, and arguably remain, leery of sharing this aspect 
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of black humor with mixed audiences. Some have turned to policing the use of 
stereotypes by other African Americans in literature, the visual arts, and popular 
culture. Acts of protest against the ubiquity of stereotypical imagery in the Ameri-
can public sphere were much needed, of course, but as Bass’s comments suggest, 
the political correctness underwriting some of that protest ultimately proved too 
restrictive.

The death of Sambo constituted the waning of minstrel performances, which 
emerged in the early 1830s and were popular in America until the early twentieth 
century, surviving through the 1950s not only in theaters, but also on radio in 
fraternities and high school and civic auditoriums. Sambo-like images were ul-
timately removed and banned from public spaces, claims Boskin, because, after 
centuries of struggle, “blacks had fi nally shoved and laughed [them] off the stages, 
the screens, the comic strips, the cartoons, the front lawns, the children’s stories, 
the knickknacks, the advertisements, the radio and televisions programs.”60 And 
good riddance. Except, of course, that Sambo and Mammy and all of the racial 
stereotypes produced by slavery and perpetuated by Jim Crow segregation were 
only banned from the public sphere and not destroyed in the American psyche. 
Also, racial stereotypes were not entirely driven from the public sphere, as evi-
dent in the many hypersexualized and violent pimps and light-skinned Jezebels 
of blaxploitation fi lms and the more buffoonish stereotypes that the television 
sitcoms of the late twentieth century promoted.61 It took a lot more than laughter 
to shove Sambo and Mammy out of the public arena—indeed, the NAACP had 
a lot of legislating to do toward the cause—and it would take more than acts of 
protest and exorcism to cleanse the American id of their power. In fact, as the 
prominence of stereotype-derived art in the late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst 
centuries attests, the idea of forever cleansing the American psyche of its racial 
fetishes may be not only a futile project but one that might fuel the power of the 
fetish all the more by making it taboo and therefore seductive. 

While political correctness suppressed the use of stereotypical imagery in 
mainstream culture, in alternative settings such as experimental theaters and 
avant-garde art galleries, artists, both white and black, featured stereotypical im-
agery in what Shawn-Marie Garrett has called the Freudian “return of the re-
pressed.”62 Garrett cites a few prominent instances: in 1981 the Wooster Group, a 
widely respected and infl uential theater group staged Route 1&9, a startlingly con-
troversial juxtaposition of Our Town and a Pigmeat Markham blackface routine; 
other alternative theater groups, such as the Drama Dept., have given plays such 
as Uncle Tom’s Cabin “new life in politically conscious productions with multi-
cultural casts”; starting in the 1990s, the painter Michael Ray Charles has reassem-
bled racial stereotypes drawn from a history of American advertising, product 
packaging, billboards, radio jingles, and television commercials to comment on 
contemporary racial attitudes; artist Fred Wilson designed installations that ex-
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plored the whole range of racial stereotypes; the white photographer David 
Leventhal has created Polaroid portraits of racist memorabilia (salt and pepper 
shakers, cookie jars) and, along with other artists, opened up a dialogue about 
the value that some see in such memorabilia; in 2000, Spike Lee produced Bam-
boozled, a fi lm that, while clearly highlighting the disturbing and violent aspects 
of minstrelsy, also underscores its artistry and attraction.63 Trey Ellis’s novel 
Platitudes (1988), Darius James’s Negrophobia (1992), and Paul Beatty’s The White 
Boy Shuffl e (1996) in different ways investigate the power of stereotypes. With-
out fail, discussions of contemporary stereotype-centered art includes the work 
of two black humorists that I examine: Kara Walker’s silhouettes, which conjure 
the whole array of racial and gender stereotypes from plantation slavery against 
bizarre but often puzzlingly beautiful contexts, and Suzan-Lori Parks’s plays, in 
particular The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World (1990), in 
which the leading fi gures are Black Man with Watermelon and Black Woman 
with Fried Drumstick, and Venus, fi rst performed in 1996, in which Parks imagi-
natively renders the painful history of the Venus Hottentot.

As Garrett notes, many professional critics and scholars have condemned the 
new art of stereotype for “not establishing distance between themselves and their 
material, for underestimating the destructive power of these images, for failing to 
put them in context or view them critically or unambiguously.”64 In the chapters 
that follow, I do not argue for this new stereotype-centered art, nor do I pro-
vide a detailed overview of the work of its practitioners. Rather, having selected 
some of the most powerful conjurers in African American culture, I explore how 
they transform stereotypes into vehicles for black humor and use them to illumi-
nate the reach of slavery’s long arm into our contemporary culture. Their effort 
to transform, subvert, and transfi gure racial stereotypes evolves directly out of 
the culture of slavery, in particular through African Americans’ response to and 
 appropriation of the imagery of the minstrel stage. 

As one of the fi rst mass-media forums to claim to represent African Ameri-
cans for the nation as a whole, the minstrel stage had a tremendous impact on 
racial discourse since its emergence in the 1830s and its full-fl edged development 
in the 1840s. Originally performed by white men in blackface, minstrel shows 
lampooned African Americans through grossly drawn out stereotypes of lazi-
ness, superstition, lasciviousness, and buffoonish behavior. They consisted of 
a three-part structure: an opening section featuring a semicircle of perform-
ers who combined songs and dances with broad jokes and riddles, a middle or 
“olio” section offering comic or novelty set-speeches such as burlesque sermons 
or pun-fi lled “stump speeches,” and a fi nal section usually consisting of an ex-
tended skit set in the South. White women and African Americans adopted and 
altered the form, the latter as early as the 1850s and especially after the Civil War, 
the former in the early 1870s. 
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The origins, nature, and impact of the minstrel show have been the subject 
of critical debate especially during the 1990s, when several prominent studies 
of the form were published. Earlier studies of minstrelsy, such as Nathan Hug-
gins’s powerful chapter on the subject in Harlem Renaissance (1971) and Robert 
Toll’s Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth-Century America (1974), ex-
plore how the humor of minstrelsy viciously distorted the black body and black 
 vernacular forms. Yet several critics, including Eric Lott, Michael Rogin, and 
W. T. Lhamon Jr., have made the case that, before the mid-1840s, white blackface 
minstrelsy contained the possibility of creating cross-racial alliances along class 
lines. But with increasing racial tensions that culminated in the Civil War and 
white working-class unrest, minstrel shows became violent expressions of white 
racism. Garrett succinctly summarizes the questions guiding this scholarship: 
“To what extent did minstrel shows imitate extant black folk traditions? Was 
minstrelsy a white invention created out of hatred and fear, or out of admira-
tion and cross-cultural desire, or some combination? Or a black invention stolen 
and then distorted by whites for the purpose of perpetuating the ideologies of 
slavery and race? Or a black invention stolen and then distorted by whites for 
the purposes of invoking carnivalesque license toward the creation of the fi rst 
subversive, even bohemian, alternative American multiculture?”65 The extent to 
which minstrelsy continues to shape American popular culture is also a promi-
nent element in recent scholarship. Lhamon, for instance, examines what he calls 
the “lore cycle” of minstrelsy from its marketplace origins to present-day music 
videos, concentrating on the form’s development in the 1830s through its impact 
on contemporary popular music forms such as hip-hop.66 And Lott provocatively 
explores the pleasure involved in the production and consumption of minstrel 
shows, noting the “giddy pleasure that actors and audiences of all types experi-
ence in the performance of stereotypes.”67 Similarly, in Racechanges: White Skin, 
Black Face in American Culture (1997), Susan Gubar examines the complicated 
dynamics of cross-racial impersonations in contemporary culture in a variety of 
cultural forms (fi lm, photography, literature, painting) through which she traces 
the legacy of minstrelsy. 

Minstrelsy certainly produced an abiding source of racist iconography and 
vulgar forms of humor, but it has also proven to be an enduring American cul-
tural form because, as I have already suggested, it afforded a variety of strange  
or taboo pleasures. The characters that formed its core—the dimwitted slave 
and his dandy counterpart, Zip Coon, the mammy, the octoroon—were out-
landish buffoons, or, as in the case of the mammy, overtly sentimental types in 
costumes that emphasized huge lips and eyeballs, overly wide noses, and, in the 
case of the “wench” characters, huge behinds. As Lott argues, audiences were 
able to sublimate “repressed pleasures in the body” such as those experienced 
during infancy (the “gorging and mucus-mongering of early life”), as well as 
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cross-racial homosexual desire. They could also play out murderous misogynist 
fantasies  (female roles were almost always played by men in drag, even though 
women were active in other theater forms) and explicit reassertions of racial vio-
lence. Lott notes in particular “the relentless transformation of black people into 
things” in, for instance, the minstrel stage’s “sheer overkill of songs in which black 
men are roasted, fi shed for, smoked like tobacco, peeled like potatoes, planted in 
the soil or dried and hung up as advertisements.”68 Disgust and desire coalesced 
in “lubricious dances, jokes [and] lyrics” that at times barely disguised “culturally 
prohibited forms of pleasure.”69

In its early years minstrelsy portrayed slavery in inconsistent ways; during the 
1850s, when William Wells Brown began performing his dramatic readings of The
Escape, the minstrel stage turned decidedly proslavery, often presenting grossly 
exaggerated images of black life with happy-go-lucky slaves who always yearned 
to please their master. Concentrating on Brown’s novel Clotel, Paul Gilmore has 
shown how Brown highlighted the antislavery possibilities of minstrelsy. For 
Brown, Gilmore writes, “the minstrel show offered expansive representational 
possibilities because its commercialized images foregrounded the slippage be-
tween performative and essential notions of blackness and manliness.”70 In chap-
ter 1, I examine how, in The Escape, Brown, rather than argue against the minstrel 
show’s distorted depictions of slavery, appropriated and lampooned minstrel 
images in order to sabotage the denigrating comedy of minstrelsy. Similarly, 
Chesnutt exploited stereotypes about African Americans common on the min-
strel stage, including the fi gure of the loyal retainer embodied in Joel Chandler 
Harris’s Uncle Remus, to highlight its violence, particularly its obsession with 
transforming people into things. In later chapters, I examine how Richard Pryor 
and Suzan-Lori Parks, unlike many other contemporary artists who resurrect 
minstrel tropes, experiment with form to highlight the libidinal subtext of min-
strelsy without replicating the bodily contortions and verbal nonsense through 
which it represented blackness. 

For a time, however, Pryor was willing to embrace one of the most commonly 
spoken words of the minstrel stage, “nigger.” In chapter 2, I examine how Pryor 
attempted to purge the word of its toxicity while conjuring and manipulating 
the racial and sexual stereotypes that fl ourished under slavery. A brilliant, gifted 
performer and mimic, Pryor, like Brown, used only his body and voice to give 
life to racial stereotypes across differences of gender and class. He culled his style 
and humor from the streets of black communities and was able to speak about 
the mutations that slavery has undergone in the language of the pool hall (his 
grandfather and uncle each owned one), the whorehouse (which he knew well, 
having grown up in his grandmother’s brothel), the stoop, the barbershop, the 
jive of juke joints and Black Panther meetings—in short, in the verbal fl our-
ish that characterizes African American folklore. His stand-up performances, 
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anecdotal and often autobiographical, give a sense of time, place, and people: 
Peoria, Illinois (where he grew up), his family members (especially his father 
and grandmother), characters of his youth, and the many different people that 
he met through show business (especially black athletes and actors), his many 
marriages, his addictions (to cocaine, to alcohol), and the comedian’s travels (es-
pecially in Africa). At the height of his career, however, Pryor became concerned 
that he was reaffi rming rather than sabotaging the stereotypes he was so adept 
at conjuring. Dave Chappelle now fi nds himself in a similar situation. Unlike 
Pryor, he largely relies on sets and costumes to conjure stereotypes, yet he too is a 
powerful performer whose show became phenomenally successful in the market. 
First produced by the cable channel Comedy Central in 2003, Chappelle’s Show
has also been released in DVD form. The fi rst season of the show sold 1.7 million 
copies, making it the best-selling DVD of all time and a record for any television 
show.71 What kind of success is this for stereotype-derived humor? Surely the 
success depends on Chappelle’s numerous gifts as a performer. But, as Chap-
pelle himself suspects, it could signal the co-optation of his power to conjure 
stereotypes. 

In chapter 3, I explore how Ishmael Reed conjures stereotypes through a 
comic book–like graphicness that exaggerates the caricature to the point of the 
grotesque. Like Robert Colescott and Kara Walker, whose works I examine in 
chapter 4, Reed makes vivid the infi nitely complex layers of associations embed-
ded in stereotypes and gives access to the emotions, often confl icting and violent, 
that they provoke. Colescott’s trademark is to transpose easily recognizable stereo-
types, usually from the mythology of slavery, onto images that he appropriates 
from the work of master European painters such as Manet and Picasso. Through 
this conceit he creates a comedy of the grotesque that resembles Reed’s. Walker 
also works through a process of appropriation. Transforming the nineteenth-
century polite form of silhouette portraiture, she makes explicit the murderous, 
sexual, and even scatological subtexts of stereotypes. Cut from black cardboard, 
mounted on white walls, and displayed in installations that take over entire 
rooms, or even the space of huge opera curtains (in Vienna), Walker’s images 
have both the zany energy of cartoons—their busy, speedy action—and the al-
luring beauty of fi nely crafted art. Making use of insights gathered from the work 
of Bakhtin and Baudelaire on the comic grotesque, I examine how Colescott and 
Walker give life to the whole storehouse of fantasies produced in the hothouse of 
a racially divisive past and an equally—if differently—divisive present.

The early plays of Suzan-Lori Parks, the subject of chapter 5, rely on different 
aspects of conjure. In her early plays, which are more directly engaged with the 
history of slavery than her recent work, Parks represents time as cyclical, cumula-
tive, and repetitive and casts her role of playwright as that of a medium for spirit 
possession. In this manner, she makes manifest how the brutalities of slavery, 
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specifi cally its genocide, shape the ideologies that govern our contemporary lives. 
Although her plays seem darker in tenor than the other work I discuss, Parks’s 
experiments with language and dramatic forms are suffused with the energy of 
black humor. Mining what she calls the “strange relationship between theater and 
real-life,” she serves as a channel for the dead of slavery, who reenter our contem-
porary world by “possessing” the actors on stage. Once conjured, the dead speak 
to the living (both on stage and in the audience) in a language that, while remem-
bering the injustices of the past, simultaneously evokes the linguistic creativity of 
Black English (the spontaneity of jive; the ritual storytelling of the beauty parlor, 
juke joint, and barbershop).72 Like Brown, Parks mocks the peculiar and creative 
aspects of minstrel speech, from its malapropisms and unorthodox orthography 
to its absurd dialect. Yet, in the process, she creates a humor that is as moving as 
it is fi t to kill. 

With these chapters I hope to make an intervention in the academy, where 
 African American humor has been an underestimated realm of analysis. Many are 
the books that provide extensive compilations of tales, joke cycles, and folklore, 
but few are those that probe the depths of African American humor.73 African 
American fi gures such as Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Jessie  Fauset, 
W. E. B. Du Bois, and James Weldon Johnson have acknowledged its power, but 
only Ralph Ellison has ventured far into the complexity of African American 
humor. In academic circles, perhaps the lack of this kind of exploration may be 
due to the challenges that humor in general presents for scholarly work, which 
tends for the most part to be woefully devoid of humor, as if to evidence the ca-
pacity or interest in laughter would make one appear less intelligent or not seri-
ously committed to one’s work. Thus theoretical excursions on humor in general 
are far from abundant; Freud, Bergson, and Pirandello are still some of the best 
in this regard, and I make use of them here. But perhaps the lack of deep explora-
tions of African American humor is also due to the fact that, as Jeffrey Ferguson 
notes, for the “most part the American discourse on race has provided a strong-
hold for sincerity, melodrama, sentimentalism, and deep seriousness, but it has 
admitted the spirit of irony and humor only with the greatest of trepidations.”74

Ferguson’s fi ne book on the satirical writings of George Schuyler—a fi gure 
who, as Werner Sollors puts it, is the “godfather” of the black humorists in this 
book—is defi nitely a signifi cant exception. As Ferguson shows in The Sage of Sugar 
Hill: George Schuyler and the Harlem Renaissance (2005), Schuyler debunked rei-
fi ed notions of blackness long before the postsoul generations and used his satiric 
wit to attack the foibles not only of whites and conservatives but also of blacks 
and radicals. “Although Schuyler understood well the need for protest and for 
compensatory rhetoric aimed at healing the injured consciousness of oppressed 
people,” writes Ferguson, “he remained skeptical that an excessive focus on either 
would actually help to emancipate anyone.”75 In a rich journalistic career and in 
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his brilliant Black No More (1931)—a novel that, among other things, anticipates 
Dave Chappelle’s infamous black white supremacist skit on Comedy Central as it 
details the adventures of a black man who, through another’s invention, appears 
white and masquerades as a white supremacist—Schuyler turned to humor to 
“encourage his readers,” both black and white, to view race “complexly rather 
than dwell on it obsessively.”76 Like Schuyler, the black humorists that I examine 
are all too aware of the need to heal from slavery’s lasting wounds, but they are 
also leery of identities built on victimhood. In their fi ctions of slavery, therefore, 
they use various forms of humor to expose not only white bigotry and tacit forms 
of racism but also how oppression can corrupt black folk, making them “want to 
imitate their oppressor, exploit their own people, invest in shallow materialism, 
revere fake symbols of exalted status,” and “invest too heavily in an ideal of black 
peoplehood.”77 Of course, aside from Ferguson’s book, there are other important 
exceptions. 

Certainly Mel Watkins’s On the Real Side: A History of African American Com-
edy from Slavery to Chris Rock (1994) has provided a much-needed corrective to the 
lack of sustained scholarship on African American humor. Watkins’s extensive and 
incisive history of African American humor, in particular how it fl ourished within 
black communities and in other mediums (race records, vaudeville, the chittlin’ 
circuit), its intricate relationship to minstrelsy, as well as its eventual convergence 
into mainstream culture in the 1970s, is invaluable not only for its meticulous-
ness but also because it celebrates the spirit of African American humor. Unlike 
Watkins’s work, and other more recent publications, Laughing Fit to Kill does not 
provide a historical account, either of African American humor or the develop-
ment of a postsoul black humor.78 Rather, I investigate the relationship between 
violence and humor and complicate distinctions between polite and popular rep-
resentations of slavery in the past forty years. This has obvious ethical-political 
implications that I believe need to be addressed by close attention to formal and 
theoretical aspects. My hope is that readers will be persuaded by my case for a new 
understanding of the power, expansiveness, and the sheer raucousness of African 
American humor, of  “laffi n’ fi t ter kill.”



1

African American oral culture is rich in tales that use humor to represent the 
violence of slavery. The trickster animal tales featuring Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox, 
fi rst popularized by Joel Chandler Harris in Uncle Remus, His Songs and Sayings: 
The Folklore of the Old Plantation (1880), are but one, albeit complicated, exam-
ple. The tales, in which weaker animals like the Rabbit often outsmart stronger 
ones such as the Fox through wit and cunning, allegorize the great imbalance of 
power between master and slave and the ways that the enslaved found to sabotage 
it. As Mel Watkins notes, the tales “probably represent” the slaves’ “most aggres-
sive and cynical view of white America” short of physical rebellion.1 Yet Harris, a 
white journalist who collected the tales (and therefore did help to preserve them), 
defused them of their critical edge by presenting them as amusing stories that 
Uncle Remus, a faithful retainer “who has nothing but pleasant memories of the 
discipline of slavery,” would recount to a little white boy, the son of plantation 
owners, for entertainment.2 While the tales depict anthropomorphized animals 
that kill and maim each other brutally, Harris claimed that the stories depict only 
the “roaring comedy” of animal life.3 White southerners laughed, amused by the 
Rabbit’s guile and cleverness. The enslaved laughed too, but for very different 
reasons. As scholarship has shown, slaves used the tales not only to release ag-
gression but also as a medium for turning southern racial taboos on their head.4

Thus, while they laughed at Rabbit’s elaborate tricks, they made the Fox, usually 
the hero of European trickster stories, the dupe of the weak and repeatedly staged 
his violent death.5

The extensive cycle of tales involving John and Master represent another rich 
source of humor about slavery. Collected by folklorists such as Zora Neale Hur-
ston and Julius Lester and circulated largely among the enslaved because of their 
unmasked aggression, these stories drop the symbolic disguise of the Rabbit ver-
sus the Fox and depict a clever slave, John (also called Nehemiah, Pompey, Jack, 
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or Golias), who bests the Master in word and deed (although in a few stories the 
Master does trick John).6 As the following example shows, the aggression in these 
tales is more direct than that of the animal tales but also less intense:

Pompey, how do I look? the master asked.
O, massa, mighty. You looks mighty.
What do you mean “Mighty,” Pompey?
Why, massa, you looks noble.
What do you mean by noble?
Why, suh, you looks just like a lion.
Why, Pompey, where have you ever seen a lion?
I saw one down in yonder fi eld the other day, massa.
Pompey, you foolish fellow, that was a jackass.
Was it, massa? Well, suh, you looks just like him.7

Examples of similar stories abound. A story about Nehemiah, a clever slave who 
had a reputation for avoiding work with his wit and humor, could easily be used 
to support the stereotype of the lazy slave, but it also illustrates the disarming 
power of laughter. Nehemiah is transferred from one master to another because 
of his ability to outwit his owners but is fi nally sold to David Wharton, the cruel-
est of slave masters in southwest Texas, who vows to “make the rascal work”:

The morning after Nehemiah was purchased, David Wharton approached 
him and said, “Now you are going to work, you understand. You are going 
to pick four hundred pounds of cotton today.”

“Wal, Massa, dat’s aw right,” answered Nehemiah, “but ef Ah meks you 
laff, won’ yuh lemme off fo’ terday?”

“Well,” said David Wharton, who had never been known to laugh, “if 
you make me laugh, I won’t only let you off for today, but I’ll give you your 
freedom.”

“Ah decla’ Boss,” said Nehemiah, “yuh sho’ is uh good lookin’ man.”
“I am sorry I can’t say the same thing about you,” retorted David 

Wharton.
“Oh, yes, Boss, yuh could,” Nehemiah laughed out, “ yuh could if yuh 

tole ez big uh lie ez Ah did.”
David Wharton could not help laughing at this; he laughed before he 

thought. Nehemiah got his freedom.8

The outcome is hardly realistic, but the importance of the story is the way Nehe-
miah uses humor to outsmart his master. 

Zora Neale Hurston suggested that the trickster hero John was closely associ-
ated with the magic and mystery of the conjuring root John de Conquer. “High 
John de Conquer came to be a man, and a mighty man at that,” she wrote in 1943.
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“Old Massa couldn’t know, of course, but High John Conquer was there walking 
his plantation like a natural man.”9 Although there is no evidence in the tales 
or elsewhere for the connection that Hurston makes between the fi gure of John 
and that of the conjure root, her perhaps poetical association suggests that the 
tales did much more than express aggression. John, as the hero and trickster of 
a people, embodies an ancestral spirit and strength. “Old John, High John could 
beat the unbeatable,” she writes. “He was top superior to the whole mess of sor-
row. He could beat it all, and what made it so cool, fi nish it off with a laugh.” 
So, while “Old Massa and Old Miss and their young ones laughed with and at 
Brer Rabbit,” John de Conquer was “playing his tricks of making a way out of 
no-way. Hitting a straight lick with a crooked stick. Winning the jackpot with no 
other stake than a laugh.”10

Slaves used forms other than the folktale to create humor about slavery. Par-
ody, as John Lowe notes, was one of their favorite tools. While masters would 
have them believe that the Bible supported their oppression, the slaves would 
twist religious prayers and hymns. Hence the Lord’s Prayer would become “Our 
Fader which art in Heaben! / White man owe me eleben and pay me seben / D’y 
kingdom come! D’y will be done! / If I hadn’t tuck dat I woun’t git none.” “Reign, 
Master Jesus, Reign,” would become “Oh rain! Oh rain! Oh rain, ‘good’ Mosser! / 
Rain, Mosser! Rain hard! / Rain fl our an’ lard an’ a big hog head / Down in my 
back yard.”11 These and many other examples illustrate that humor about slav-
ery fl ourished early in African American oral culture. The development of that 
humor among African American writers takes a different trajectory. 

Racist assumptions regarding the “innate” relationship between gaiety and 
blackness not only supported arguments for slavery but also made it necessary 
for African American writers to maneuver carefully if and when they used humor 
until well into the twentieth century. This was especially true for ante bellum 
 African American authors who wrote primarily for the abolition of slavery (and 
thus largely to white audiences, for whom they needed to fashion selves that were 
“civilized”) and after emancipation, against the violence of Jim Crow, causes 
that many considered too morally important and too earnest to be treated with 
humor. Often, they chose irony, satire, and parody—more sophisticated vehicles 
for humor than the slapstick and buffoonery with which blackness was often 
 associated—to mockingly condemn slavery and racism. Very often, they hid their 
critique in sheep’s clothing in order not to ostracize their audiences.12 Yet readers, 
both in the past and now, have not always seen beyond the clothing. Nor have they 
seen that, despite the seriousness of the antislavery cause and the role of humor in 
the oppression of African Americans, black writers in the nineteenth century made 
intricate uses of humor, in its varied modalities, to critique slavery and racism. 

In his well-known 1845 Narrative, Frederick Douglass maintains the moral 
seriousness of an antislavery crusader, but he employs a stinging satire toward 
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the end of the text, one that is exemplary of the kind of humor that he often used 
as an antislavery lecturer. As Granville Ganter notes, along with his “formidable 
skills as a critic of slavery and racial prejudice, [Douglass] was widely remem-
bered during the nineteenth century for being able to make his audiences laugh.” 
Indeed, the source of Douglass’s early success as an abolitionist lecturer was “his 
skill as a mimic—in particular, his burlesques of slaveholding consciousness.”13

Douglass’s texts refl ect his gifts for wit and satire, yet on the whole they do not 
seek to produce laughter. This is also true of the work of some of Douglass’s 
peers. Harriet Jacobs, for instance, makes distinctive use of ridicule in Incidents 
in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861/1987), and David Walker employs a biting form of 
sarcasm in his Appeal (1829/2000), yet both authors retain the clear, moral ear-
nestness of protest and thus produce a humor that is not conducive to laughter.14

Perhaps because the humor in these texts remains relatively polite compared to 
the sometimes raucous humor of nineteenth-century African American oral cul-
ture, modern literary critics tend to ignore it. Instead, as Ganter rightly notes 
with respect to Douglass, critics tend to emphasize only the more “earnest pas-
sages” of their work.15

At issue here is the role of contemporary critics in framing nineteenth- century 
African American literature and, more specifi cally, that of representations of 
 slavery by black authors. Take Henry Louis Gates’s introduction to Wilson’s Our
Nig (1853/1983), the fi rst known novel by an African American to be published 
in the United States. The full title of Wilson’s novel, Our Nig; or, Sketches from 
the Life of a Free Black, In a two-Story White House, North. Showing that Slavery’s 
Shadows Fall Even There. By “Our Nig,” signifi es on the cruel humor that was 
used to humiliate slaves since colonial times. Noting the names that were im-
posed upon the enslaved, Joseph Boskin writes that there is “no question that 
one of the most insidious aspects of slavery was its oppressive humorous effects, 
names being one link in the larger design. . . . Black males were dubbed ‘Fiscal,’ 
‘Apollo,’ ‘Black Fat,’ ‘General Washington,’ ‘Nausea,’ ‘Limmerick.’ Similarly, fe-
males were termed ‘Fiscal Fanny,’ ‘Lies,’ ‘Paddle,’ ‘Present,’ . . . ‘Grief,’ ‘Chatt,’ ‘Icy’ 
[even] ‘Snowrilla.’ ”16 While Gates does acknowledge Wilson’s unprecedented and 
boldly ironic use of “Nig” in the title of her novel and as her pseudonym, he 
misses the satiric tone of Wilson’s novel.17 In the process of authenticating Our
Nig as both a sentimental novel and an autobiography, Gates presents Wilson as 
someone who “preferred the pious, direct appeal to the subtle or the ambiguous” 
and who was able to create the fi rst “black woman’s novel” only by “adhering 
closely to the painful details” of her life and, as these did not fi t the conventions 
of the “sentimental fi ction produced by Wilson’s white female contemporaries,” 
inventing a suitable plot structure.18 Thus, although Gates credits Wilson with 
creating “a new form of fi ction,” he places such an emphasis on the straight-
forwardness of her novel as to undermine its satiric aspects.19
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Wilson employs satire both in its more conventionally perceived function, 
as a mode to inspire reform, and as a way to achieve some distance from her 
rage at the violence done to her. One must then wonder why a critic as astute 
as Gates, who has made possible our very reading of Our Nig—he recovered it 
from complete obscurity and republished it in 1983—does not acknowledge this 
aspect of Wilson’s text. Elizabeth Breau suggests that “the ongoing pressure felt 
by African-American scholars to verify the claims made by slave narratives” led 
Gates to stress the seriousness of the novel. “A false or fi ctional autobiography,” 
she rightly notes, “impugns the claims of black abolitionists to be truthful and 
undermines assertions about the horrifi c nature of slavery.”20 The implication is 
that the reliability of a black-authored account of slavery still depends, as it did 
in the nineteenth century, on its earnestness and seriousness.

Could this be the reason why critics have largely ignored William Wells 
Brown’s strategic use of laughter and appropriation of racist stereotypes and 
assumptions? Is this why, until recently, Charles W. Chesnutt’s powerful use of 
humor about and by African Americans has been relegated to critical obscurity? 
Unlike Douglass, Jacobs, Walker, and even Wilson, Brown and Chesnutt pur-
posefully used more outlandish forms of satire while also appropriating racist 
portrayals of black Americans to critique slavery and racism. Yet, as late as 1969,
William Edward Farrison published a biography of Brown that, while commit-
ted to highlighting the signifi cance of the writer, grossly misreads his strategies. 
In part, Farrison’s limited analysis is due to the challenge presented by Brown’s 
hyperbolic use of minstrel conventions. Like Douglass, Brown turned the aboli-
tionist platform into a stage where he lampooned racist stereotypes, slaveholders, 
myths about plantation slavery, and northern apathy.21 As Richard Pryor would 
in Black Ben, the Blacksmith (1968), Brown wrote and performed one-man plays 
in which he assumed a range of voices across gender, racial, geographical, and 
political divisions. Of these plays, only one survives, The Escape, or a Leap for 
Freedom (1858), a play that satirizes what Harriet Jacobs called the “all pervading 
corruption” produced by slavery and that became the fi rst African American 
play to be published in  English.22 In that play, Brown conjures, through mimicry, 
a whole array of demeaning characters, acts, and songs derived from plantation 
slavery and, in so doing, takes a risk that Douglass ultimately refused. As Ish-
mael Reed would in Flight to Canada (1976), Brown animates racial stereotypes, 
exaggerating their features in order to highlight their theatricality and their sta-
tus as masks. Although he did so with the ultimate goal of critiquing their use 
to brand the “complex subject with the seal of reductive caricature and/or bad 
habit,” he also got at the heart of what is appealing and powerful about them.23

Stereotypes fascinated Brown. Although they were (and are) too often used to 
deny the humanity of his brethren, Brown knew that they could also be used 
as the means to freedom. He made special use of racial stereotypes, exploiting 
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their performativity, what Emily Apter calls their “theatrical fl are for striking a 
pose, assuming a guise, pretending an identity into existence.”24 It is this aspect 
of Brown’s humor that critics like Farrison fail to address. 

Probably fi rst performed for audiences in Salem, Ohio, in February 1857, The
Escape followed Experience, or How to Give a Northern Man a Backbone, a sat-
ire on a proslavery tract that, although not published, Brown read to audiences 
throughout 1856 with much success.25 As one exemplary reviewer noted, “The 
drama is not only extremely amusing, but is really a very effective plea for the 
cause of anti-slavery.”26 In April of the same year, Brown read The Escape in Sen-
eca Falls, New York, after which a reporter wrote, “If you want a good laugh, go 
and hear him. If you want instruction or information upon the most interest-
ing question of the day, go and hear him.”27 Humor, as these comments suggest, 
 enhanced not only instruction but also engagement. 

Brown was so successful with his dramatic performances that, in 1856, the 
Liberator announced that he had “given up his agency” with the American Anti-
Slavery Society to “devote his time to giving his lyceum lectures and the reading 
of his drama.”28 In 1858, writing to the head of the American Anti- Slavery Society 
in Ohio, Brown noted that his dramatic readings were more effective than his 
lectures, for people “who would not give a cent in an anti-slavery meeting . . . will 
pay to hear” The Escape.29 Brown is best known as the author of  Clotel, or The 
President’s Daughter, a text that was long considered the fi rst  African American 
novel (it was published in England in 1853). Although it contains many humor-
ous passages, Clotel has rarely been discussed as such and has, in fact, been widely 
misunderstood; one contemporary critic calls it “shamelessly hyperbolic,” and 
another charges it with being “pornographic.”30 As John Ernest notes, the  novel’s 
“many sources and plots” and its intricate use of the conventions of several 
types of fi ction, those of sentimental novels being one, have not only frustrated 
critics but also led to dismissive conclusions about the novel’s artistic worth.31

Critical dismissals of Clotel are also due, however, to the fact that, like The Escape,
the novel is replete with racial stereotypes. 

Brown, like Charles W. Chesnutt but unlike other nineteenth-century black 
writers, appropriated racial stereotypes and transformed them from vehicles of 
humor against African Americans to sources of humor by African Americans 
about racism. In Brown’s case, the strategy was more successful in his dramatic 
readings than in his publications, largely because his audiences could more read-
ily see the productive effect of a key strategy in his performances: the exaggera-
tion of the already disturbing aspects of racial stereotypes for cathartic comic 
effect. Audiences could also appreciate the humor he created by contrasting his 
sophisticated persona with those of the buffoons he ridiculed.32 In the private act 
of reading, especially over one hundred years after the public debut of Brown’s 
plays, one might, instead of appreciating the hyperbolic edge in his work, give in 
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to the critical tendency to ignore his use of minstrel tropes altogether or, worse, 
attempt to “explain” it as an “unfortunate symptom of the times.”33

Brown knew that to critique slavery by using minstrel humor was to run the 
risk of affi rming racist stereotypes, but he believed that the laughter it produced 
could be turned to social change. As Douglass did in the early years of his career, 
Brown capitalized on his audiences’ “prejudiced habits of laughing at planta-
tion stereotypes” by mimicking easily recognizable Negro characters. At the same 
time, he used the infectious good feeling of sharing and release that laughter can 
produce to make his audiences laugh at the bigoted whites that he also imper-
sonated.34 By the late 1840s, Douglass considered the risk implicit in minstrel 
humor too high; he “consciously sought to distance himself from the plantation 
burlesques he had practiced” in his early years and “became a vocal opponent 
of minstrel humor, performed by either blacks or whites.”35 Brown, by contrast, 
published The Escape nearly a decade after Douglass turned away from minstrel 
humor and left a record of a particularly risky but potent form of critiquing 
slavery. 

But the challenge that Brown presents to critics today is also in his willing-
ness to tackle unpalatable subjects straight on. He makes northern apathy and 
hypocrisy the main subject of his work, particularly in The Escape, treating both 
topics with a satire that is not hidden by sentimental rhetoric. He also does not 
shy away from presenting black subjects in unfl attering lights. Witness, for ex-
ample, his characterization of the pompous house slave Sam in Clotel. This is a 
crucial similarity his work bears to that of Wilson, who in Our Nig goes so far as 
to include a character who pretends to be a fugitive slave in order to profi t as an 
antislavery lecturer. 

Charles W. Chesnutt similarly addressed unpalatable topics, often in a style 
that makes use of racist stereotypes to humorous, but also socially progressive, 
ends. One of the fi rst African American professional writers, and one with a tre-
mendous command of his craft, Chesnutt was critically, if not commercially, suc-
cessful when he fi rst appeared in print at the end of the nineteenth century. Yet he 
lapsed into obscurity for most of the twentieth century, coming back into criti-
cal attention in the late 1960s and into more thorough focus through William 
Andrews’s comprehensive, but largely humorless, study of his work, published 
in 1980. Chesnutt’s The Conjure Woman (1899), an intricately layered text that 
seemingly embraces demeaning racial stereotypes, was for a time dismissed as a 
set of stories of local color that pandered to white racism. Although the critical 
approach to Chesnutt’s tales has changed radically—they are now appreciated 
for the “creative subversion” they effect—the richness of their humor has yet 
to be examined carefully.36 The tragic aspects of the tales has faired better, with 
critics acknowledging Chesnutt’s use of local color conventions and common 
stereotypes as masks for representing the “nightmare that the slaves inhabited.”37
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But Chesnutt’s ability to represent the tragedy of slavery—especially in stories 
such as “Dave’s Neckliss,” a story that, although published independently, was 
originally part of the Conjure Woman tales—needs to be examined in relation-
ship not only to the rich ironies of his work but also to the varied and powerful 
uses he makes of laughter.38

Repeated throughout the Conjure Woman and related stories are scenes of 
masters and slaves laughing to themselves, with each other, and even sometimes 
at each other, in what Uncle Julius, the ex-slave narrator in the tales, frequently 
describes as “laffi n’ fi t ter kill.” The phrase succinctly encompasses the extremes 
of humor and violence in the stories. In “Dave’s Neckliss,” a slave must enact the 
curse of Ham by tying a ham around his neck as punishment for a crime he did 
not commit. Dave looks absurd with his “necklace,” and the slaves laugh “fi t ter 
kill” when they see him not only because he looks silly but also because they are 
made to work harder when Dave is falsely convicted of stealing. But the necklace 
becomes a sign of death and destruction, as the spelling of the word in the ver-
nacular suggests: neck-less. In “Mars Jeems’ Nightmare,” a master is temporarily 
transformed into a slave and subjected to the cruelty of his own overseer. When 
he is turned back into a master he laughs “fi t to kill” as the overseer recounts the 
extensive violence he used to try to break a mysterious “noo nigger” who refused 
to submit to his cruelty. In “Hot Foot Hannibal” Chesnutt presents the reader 
with the hilarious spectacle of a slave who, having been “goophered” (bewitched) 
cannot control his hands and feet and therefore creates chaos in the house in 
which he is enslaved. Ultimately, however, the tale is one of revenge, as the goo-
phered slave ends by laughing “fi t ter kill” at those who conspired against him, 
while those who fi rst victimized him end in tragedy and loss when the master 
sells one of them down the river. 

In these and other tales, Chesnutt produces what Pirandello calls “the feeling 
of the opposite” at the heart of tragicomedy. Whereas mere comedy produces 
laughter from the “perception of the opposite” (via inversion, incongruity, and 
juxtaposition), tragicomedy produces laughter that is “troubled and obstructed” 
by the lingering eventuality of doom.39 One is caught between a desire to laugh 
and the suspicion that, in doing so, one could be cruelly laughing at a tragedy 
that is about to unfold. One is caught, that is, between wanting and not want-
ing to laugh. Chesnutt’s stories produce the “feeling of the opposite” at both the 
nar rative and the metanarrative level. In “Dave’s Neckliss,” the slaves’ mocking 
 laughter is always troubled by the tragedy of Dave’s predicament and by the fact 
that their fate too is tied to his punishment. In “Mars Jeems’ Nightmare,” the mas-
ter’s laughter at once recognizes the cruelty to which he is temporarily subjected 
and the fact that he subjects others to the same cruelty. But the reader experiences 
the feeling of the opposite not only through the characters but also through the 
tensions that Chesnutt creates between the ironic, comic, and tragicomic aspects 
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of his tales. The Conjure Woman tales operate at two levels: that of the outer 
frame, which takes place in the postbellum South and involves John and his 
sickly wife, Annie, and that of Uncle Julius, whose tales are set in the antebellum 
years that constitute the stories’ inner frame. The two levels of narration inform 
one another in intricate ways, sometimes interlacing and sometimes  putting 
in tension a number of dichotomies: North and South, literate and illiterate, 
textu al and oral, antebellum and postbellum. The various contrasts and parallels 
through which the story operates achieve rich levels of irony; it is this aspect of 
Chesnutt’s work overall that has received the most sustained critical attention.40

The different levels of irony that Chesnutt creates through the structure of his 
tales and the comic aspects on which he relies—many of which engage with the 
racist images and ideologies of American popular culture—are often in confl ict 
with the laughter that the stories represent, a laughter that, at its most powerful, 
suggests the violence and pain of slavery. That is, while the levels of irony and 
comedy in the tales refer to the power dynamics that inform interpretations of 
slavery and black culture, the laughter itself suggests that which is arguably be-
yond representation: the torture of bodies and psyches that the enslaved either 
endured or by which they perished. 

In different ways Brown and Chesnutt use humor both as a distancing mecha-
nism, making common racist stereotypes ironic or unfamiliar, and as the means 
of raising controversial and unpalatable aspects of slavery. Brown manipulates 
minstrel images to critique northern apathy and the racism underlying empty 
abolitionist rhetoric and sentiment. Chesnutt, focusing on what is paradoxi-
cally both a great source of comedy and a major principle underlying chattel 
 slavery— the inability to control one’s body—creates a tragicomedy that inten-
sifi es the tensions between the interpretation and the experience of slavery. 
Brown’s play and Chesnutt’s short fi ction are representative of the strategies of 
humor employed by other African Americans in the nineteenth century. In the 
context of this study, however, these texts serve as specifi c models for writers and 
artists who take up the traumatic memories of slavery from a late twentieth-
century and early twenty-fi rst-century perspective. 

The Escape; or, Brown’s Shameless Hyperbole

Frederick Douglass called “Sentimental Abolitionism” the “effect of all antislav-
ery effort,” which, while fi lling “the whole North with sentiment opposed to slav-
ery,” produced “neither the will nor purpose to abolish slavery.”41 As John Ernest 
notes, “Many African American writers condemned anti-slavery sympathy as a 
kind of benevolent neglect that veiled an underlying racial prejudice. . . . The 
problem was not that antislavery sentiments were not being promoted, but rather 
that they were being both promoted and normalized among white northerners 
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who supported the cause but resisted the implications of the message.”42 There 
were, of course, many white abolitionists who wrote passionately and effectively 
against slavery. As Ernest notes, American Slavery As It Is (1939) is a powerful 
 collection of evidence against the evils of slavery written by white southerners 
and collect ed by Thomas Weld, Angelina Grimké, and her sister, Sarah Grimké. 
William Lloyd Garrison, Lydia Maria Child, and Harriet Beecher Stowe are 
among many other infl uential antislavery writers. While this list could be signifi -
cantly expanded,  African Americans “nevertheless understood that white writers 
were more likely to write strongly against slavery than to write knowingly against 
racism.”43

Well aware of the fact that sentiment was not always conducive to action, that 
in fact it could deter action by purging people’s energies in vicarious experience, 
Brown did not rely on sentimental tropes to critique slavery.44 In The Escape, he 
operates through a piling-up method, mocking the mockery that the slaveholding 
class made of religion, marriage, love, and family, while exaggerating the already 
distorted qualities of the characters or types through which slavery was repre-
sented: the wicked mistress, the lascivious master, the ignorant fi eld hands, the 
duplicitous house servant, the tragic mulatta, the heroic slave, the heartless and 
uncouth slave trader. In making both master and slave subject to his satiric hyper-
bole, Brown not only emphasizes the “all pervading corruption of slavery,” but also 
highlights both the performativity of each role—especially since Brown assumed 
every one of them in his dramatic readings—and the ways such roles can be used 
to obscure “private motivations.”45 Perhaps more important for his immediate 
purposes, however, Brown also makes whites the subject of their own laughter. 

Not surprisingly, one of the play’s main objects of laughter is a man named 
Mr. White, who is the play’s representative northerner. Strategically introduced 
at the end of the play, Mr. White serves Brown as a vehicle through which to sati-
rize the inertia and self-congratulatory aspects of “Sentimental Abolitionism.” 
Through The Escape, Brown tells an extended joke in which, as soon as the play 
opens and throughout, southerners are subjected to ridicule. But placing a sting at 
the end of the play, Brown introduces Mr. White, who is no more enlightened than 
any of the play’s southern characters and is, arguably, worse than any of them. By 
the time Mr. White appears, Brown has built a comic atmosphere that ensnares his 
northern audiences in their own laughter. Operating through  hyperbole, he sets a 
relationship between himself as writer and performer and his audience, in which 
everything is so exaggerated that normal expectations are suspended. Anything 
can become the subject of Brown’s ridicule, including his northern white audi-
ences, who become part of what John Ernest calls the “discomfi ting cultural house 
of mirrors” that is Brown’s play.46 Northerners were used to seeing the South sati-
rized, but the incongruity of seeing themselves as part of the charade created the 
potential for laughter that Brown masterfully capitalized upon.
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The Escape opens with a scene not uncommon in the canon of Western art: a 
mistress sits looking at some drawings while a servant “stands behind the lady’s 
chair” (The Escape, 5). The servant is always found in the corners and on the 
sides of drawings, paintings, and photographs representing white subjects, and 
is often black. In Brown’s play, however, the servant, who is biracial, is described 
as a “white slave” since he is so light skinned and, in a later scene, is humor-
ously  “mistaken” for the master’s son. At that point we learn through indirection 
that he is, in fact, the master’s illegitimate son and slave. Such reference to the 
immorality of slaveholders was common enough in antislavery literature, but 
Brown, as he does throughout the play, presents the commonplace in a frenzied 
atmosphere in which what is ordinary becomes farcical. The play presents stereo-
typical settings and characters from sentimental abolitionist literature: Muddy 
Creek, a typical plantation where Mrs. Gaines, the evil mistress, unleashes her 
brutality on her slaves; a cottage in the woods where Dr. Gaines, the lascivious 
master, keeps Melinda, the tragic mulatta, prisoner; and Niagara Falls, the place 
where the heroic slave George, after reuniting with the mulatta, achieves a dra-
matic escape. But Brown exaggerates the qualities of these types to both under-
mine them and put them in the service of his extended joke. 

The play’s opening dialogue between Dr. and Mrs. Gaines takes on the tone of 
“shameless hyperbole” that critics have misunderstood in Brown’s work. Hoping 
that the people in and near Muddy Creek may develop diseases and increase his 
number of patients and thus his income, Dr. Gaines begins a conversation with 
his wife, who responds to him in kind: 

Yes, I would be glad to see it more sickly here, so that your business might 
prosper. But we are always unfortunate. Everybody here seems to be in good 
health, and I am afraid that they’ll keep so. However, we must hope for the 
best. We must trust in the Lord. Providence may possibly send some disease 
amongst us for our benefi t. (The Escape, 5)

From the very start of the play, Brown sets a note of hyperbole that forecloses 
emotional engagement with the characters and situations. Instead, he presents the 
corruption of ideals in ridiculous relief and immediately burlesques one of the 
main vices supporting slavery: parasitic greed. He even puns on the name Gaines. 
Here and elsewhere, Brown takes up the discrepancy between assertions of piety 
and unethical actions in the lives of masters and mistresses—a  well-covered topic 
in slave narratives and an important aspect of abolitionist rhetoric—but he spells 
it out in a language that, while quotidian in tone and diction, presents an out-
rageous image quite candidly: a supposedly pious doctor and his wife hoping 
that the Lord will make other people ill for their own benefi t. 

Brown thus quickly appeals to his northern audiences’ sense of superior-
ity, setting the South in dark contrast to the North. And, as if to indulge his 
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 audiences, he quickly piles up images of immoral southerners. As soon as the 
dialogue between Dr. and Mrs. Gaines ends, another slave owner enters the scene 
to deliver appalling lines with a straight face. Seeking the doctor’s services be-
cause his previous physician made him lose “a valuable nigger,” Mr. Campbell, 
the slave owner, reveals that he is in fact seeking a new doctor for all of his slaves 
because, “as [his] old mother used to say, ‘change of pastures makes fat calves.’ ” 
Quoting his “old mother,” no less, Mr. Campbell reveals his casual equation of 
people with animals. Purposefully refusing to set slaves at the opposite side of 
the spectrum—as Harriet Beecher Stowe does when she sets evil Simon Legree 
against pious Uncle Tom—Brown presents slaves that seem to fare no better than 
their masters; they too appear as grotesque images. Scene 2 opens with Cato, an 
overblown version of the house slave, who performs a classic minstrel scene when 
he dons his master’s doctor’s coat and attempts to perform his duties, to disas-
trous ends. Particularly through the dandy character, minstrelsy produced crude 
forms of humor by portraying African American men who dumbly attempt to 
mimic their masters, attempting to fulfi ll positions of authority but sorely lack-
ing the intelligence to do so. In a version of this role, Cato dons the doctor’s coat, 
claiming that he wants to look “suspectable,” and yanks the wrong tooth from a 
poor, aching slave in a scene replete with minstrel antics and malapropisms (The
 Escape, 7). Cato straddles his patient while the latter screams, and they ultimately 
fi ght each other, creating chaos all around. When the master reenters, he scolds 
both slaves as if they were children, leaving Cato crying over the fact that “his” 
coat has been torn during the fi ght. In short, the slaves, especially Cato, are catty, 
silly buffoons who need the supervision of someone like Dr. Gaines.

Brown seems to give his northern audiences no more than familiar, albeit 
hyperbolic, images of slavery. But, as John Ernest suggests, one can well imag-
ine Brown “refl ecting on race in the American theater and wondering whether 
it might be possible to turn the tables and give white audiences more than they 
bargained for.”47 With each scene he exaggerates the stereotypes that he relies on 
to greater and greater degree, involving all fi gures in an increasingly complicated 
plot that moves forward as if on a sped-up, almost out-of-control cyclorama. Act 1
closes as Mrs. Gaines and Reverend Pinchen, another stereotypical fi gure, display 
the contrast between pious pretensions and unethical action even more shame-
lessly than the doctor and his wife do in the opening scene. Mrs. Gaines, who loves 
to “hear of Christ and Him crucifi ed,” listens to the Reverend tell of his “religious 
experiences,” which, in one instance, turn out to be nothing more enlightened 
than using the mantle of religion to get his pony back from horse thieves, a story 
that Pinchen relates while Mrs. Gaines liberally threatens to whip her slave Han-
nah (12–13).48

As the play unfolds, Brown mocks the mockery that slave owners make not 
only of religion but also of marriage and family. In so doing, Brown shows, they 
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confi rm a view of humanity that the Reverend makes explicit to Mrs. Gaines and 
other characters in what becomes a refrain throughout the play: 

I’ve had great opportunities in my time to study the heart of man. I’ve at-
tended a great many camp-meetings, revival meetings, protracted meet-
ings, and death-bed scenes, and I am satisfi ed, sister Gaines, that the heart 
of man is full of sin, and desperately wicked. This is a wicked world, sister 
Gaines, a wicked world. (The Escape, 12)

Mrs. Gaines does nothing but confi rm Pinchen’s conviction. When she tells Han-
nah, “I’ve no doubt that I’ll miss going to heaven on your account. But I will 
whip you before I leave this word, that I will,” she recalls Stowe’s Simon Legree 
in her wickedness (The Escape, 15). But whereas Legree is haunted into guilt by 
the image of his pious dead mother, Mrs. Gaines has no shame as such. Instead, 
she seems perversely interested in the passion of Christ—Brown repeats the fact 
that she loves to hear of “Christ and Him crucifi ed” as a refrain throughout the 
play—because, as the sacrilegious mind of Ishmael Reed might put it, she likes
suffering. Brown’s characterization of Mrs. Gaines is, in fact, a paler version of 
Reed’s sadomasochistic slave owner, Arthur Swille, who, as we will see in chapter 3,
is a hyperbolic rendition of decadence and immorality.49

While the play’s characters are farcical, its plot is frenzied. Most of it revolves 
around Glen and Melinda’s struggle to stay together and achieve their fl ight to 
Canada in spite of Dr. Gaines’s plans to have Glen sold down the river and have 
his way with Melinda. As he does in Clotel, Brown complicates this plot with 
subplots that destabilize the conventions and stereotypes on which he relies. 
Brown shadows Glen and Melinda’s struggle with that of Hannah, who is forced 
to “jump the broom” with Cato when her husband, Sam, is sold away from her. 
When Hannah resists, Mrs. Gaines beats her violently and then stages a ridicu-
lous ceremony that thoroughly mocks the institution of marriage. Brown thus 
suggests a more tragic and violent version of Melinda and Glen’s story, but in-
stead of detailing the beating, moves it offstage and crafts the comeuppance that 
Mrs. Gaines deserves in a comic mode befi tting her character. When Mrs. Gaines 
realizes that the doctor is keeping Melinda captive in a cottage in the woods, she 
rides “ten miles bare-back” to beat her husband to the cottage and kill Melinda 
(The Escape, 30). Although scarcely able to walk when she arrives, Mrs. Gaines 
fi ghts Melinda with a dagger but is defeated when Melinda takes a broom and 
“sweeps off Mrs. Gaines,” who loses her “cap, combs and curls” (31). Defeated and 
humiliated (she ends on the fl oor, bald and powerless), the mistress meets her 
end in grand theatrical fashion. 

Even as he creates the play’s abundant hyperbole, Brown begins to dislo-
cate the stereotypes of slavery, relying on a number of inversions and displace-
ments that, by the end, build to an overhaul of his northern white audiences’ 
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 expectations. He follows the buffoonery of Cato’s minstrel antics with a scene 
that includes two soliloquies that conspicuously challenge stereotypes of black 
speech. Delivered by Glen and Melinda in scene 3 of act 1, the speeches should 
alert the astute reader to Brown’s tongue-and-cheek use of theatrical conven-
tions. Brown’s  biographer, William Edward Farrison, epitomizes the critics who 
miss the cue. He argues that Brown seems to have “vainly” patterned Glen and 
Melinda’s language after that of Shakespearean characters, but while Farrison 
sees this as by “far the worst defect in the drama,” it is, in fact, one of Brown’s fi rst 
attempts to turn the tables on his audience.50

Glen delivers a soliloquy that, though echoing Hamlet’s fi rst two solilo-
quies, is closer to the language of sentimental novels usually associated with 
female fi gures. Awaiting Melinda’s arrival, he wonders out loud “what keeps 
her. . . . I waited long and late for her last night, and when she approached, I 
sprang to my feet, caught her in my arms, pressed her to my heart, and kissed 
away the tears from her moistened cheeks” (The Escape, 10). But when Me-
linda arrives, she promptly tells him, “Glen, you are always thinking I am in 
tears” and goes on to deliver her own soliloquy in a language usually reserved 
for male characters (10). “It is often said that the darkest hour of the night pre-
ceded the dawn,” says Melinda. “It is ever thus with the vicissitudes of human 
suffering. . . . Oh, how I would that those who think the slave incapable of 
inner feelings, could only see our hearts, and learn out thoughts—thoughts 
that we dare not speak in the presence of out masters!” (11). Ostensibly elevat-
ing the two characters by patterning their language after Shakespeare, Brown 
actually regenders them, thus dislocating the normal associations between 
the stereotype of the heroic slave and the tragic mulatta while appropriating 
Shakespeare’s language with a wink to the astute reader who, unlike Farrison, 
can see Brown’s gesture as jest. 

At the same time, Brown does not mock Glen and Melinda’s heroism. They 
do, after all, achieve the leap for freedom in the title of the play. Nor does he 
unman Glen or transform Melinda into a manly fi gure, moves that would fi t 
too easily with stereotypes of feminized male and masculinized female slaves. 
Rather, Brown highlights the ways “slave characters are always already rhetori-
cal structures, bound by representational conventions,” whether they are heroic 
or buffoonish.51 He shows the seams of those conventions through the artifi cial 
language he assigns to Glen and Melinda and his inversion of gendered speech. 
In this respect it is signifi cant that, although Brown appropriates many of the 
conventions of the minstrel stage, he does not reproduce the mock Shakespear-
ean language popular on that stage, but offers a straightforward imitation of 
the poet.52 This helps him set up a false contrast. Glen and Melinda seem to 
distinguish themselves from Cato, especially because they speak in an elevated 
language quite different from the malapropisms of Cato’s minstrelsy. Yet Cato 
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turns out not only to achieve his own leap for freedom on the same boat as the 
two heroic slaves, but also to deliver the songs that anchor the play. 

As critics have often remarked, slaves like Cato used the mask of minstrelsy 
to “put on old massa.” In The Escape, Brown not only sets up a dramatic contrast 
between mask and intent through Cato’s minstrel antics and his songs, but also 
indirectly uses that contrast to comment on his own performance. Cato does 
not sing until act 3, up to which point he outlandishly fulfi lls the stereotype of 
the contented house slave. When he sings, however, he has this to say:

Come all ye bondmen far and near,
Let’s put a song in massa’s ear,
It is a song for our poor race, 
Who’re whipped and trampled with disgrace. . . .

They take our wives, insult and mock,
And sell out children on the block,
They choke us if we say a word,
And say that “niggers” shan’t be heard [Chorus].

Our preachers, too, with whip and cord,
Command obedience in the Lord;
They say they learn it from the big book,
But for ourselves, we dare not look [Chorus]. (The Escape, 24)

What is immediately apparent is the straightforward language in which Cato 
delivers his indictment of slavery. His language is so far from that of the min-
strel malapropisms that pepper his speech elsewhere that the word “niggers” is 
in quotation marks. At the same time, stage directions indicate that Cato sings 
his lines to the tune of “Dandy Jim from Caroline,” a “deeply and mockingly 
racist” song common on the minstrel stage.53 This move on Brown’s part empha-
sizes the ironic contrast between how Cato is perceived and his true convictions. 
When Cato fi nishes his song, Mrs. Gaines reenters the stage, whereupon he im-
mediately dons his minstrel mask, saying, “Yes, missis, I allers does what you and 
massa tells me, an’ axes nobody” (The Escape, 25). 

Later in the play, when Cato has made it to the North, he sings again, this time 
to critique the myth of northern deliverance, the idea that the North would wel-
come the enslaved to unqualifi ed liberty, to the tune of “Dearest Mae.” This com-
position, “more nearly bordering upon respectability” than other low-character 
minstrel songs and therefore arguably more suited for a critique of the more 
“respectable” North, is as mockingly racist a tune as “Dandy Jim.”54 The song 
concerns a submissive slave who works hard yet mirthfully so that he can get 
permission to see his beloved, Mae. But Cato appropriates the tune to expose the 
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false notion of northern deliverance and thus underscores the difference between 
the true freedom he seeks, which he must seek in Canada due to the Fugitive 
Slave Law (a law that left runaway slaves in the North susceptible to capture and 
return to slavery), and the palliative freedom offered to the submissive slave. 

Ultimately, Cato’s songs underscore the fact that, despite his buffoonish min-
strel antics, he is in tune with Glen’s heroism. The two characters are among 
the most recognized performances of black manhood, on the minstrel and the 
abolitionist stage, respectively embodying notions of submission and resistance. 
Rather than privilege one role over the other or suggest a “true” manhood that 
the roles might obscure, Brown shows them for the performances they are even as 
he employs them in his critique of southerners and northerners alike.55 Through 
Cato, he also suggests the instability of each role: submission may cloak resis-
tance, and resistance may be delivered to the tune of submission. 

Brown exaggerates the gap between perception and reality, one level of per-
formance (minstrelsy) and another (antislavery protest), only to show their con-
fl uence in a single voice, that of Cato and indirectly his own, since he assumed 
Cato’s persona when he performed readings of the play.56 Such confl uence not 
only mocks the mistress’s ignorance of Cato’s true design but also places Brown’s 
northern audiences in a superior relationship to her since, in a case of dramatic 
irony, those audiences could see behind Cato’s mask. At the same time, Brown 
also plays a joke on his northern audiences. Cato ultimately uses that mask to run 
away, just as Brown appropriates the tune of “Dandy Jim” to critique not only the 
hypocrisy of slave owners and that of religious types, as Cato does in his song, 
but also the inertia of his northern audiences. 

Brown quietly introduces Mr. White in the fi fth act of the play but quickly 
shows the role that the representative northern white man takes in relationship 
to the other types in the play. Mr. White makes his fi rst appearance as he ar-
rives in the South and bombastically begins to lecture his audience about the 
evils of slavery and the wonders of his own “free State” (The Escape, 35). Yet his 
performance earns him nothing but hostility: he must immediately take to a 
cellar, where he hides from an angry mob (including Dr. Gaines) that wants to 
lynch him (35–37). The next time he enters the stage, Mr. White is north of the 
Mason-Dixon line, glad to have escaped and never to have to go south again. 
Brown thus puns on the very concept of escape, suggesting not only the fl ight 
to Canada for which the enslaved fi ght but also the escape from responsibility 
that the Sentimental Abolitionist achieves in preaching, but not acting on, his 
word. In fact, we next fi nd Mr. White merrily sketching the scenery of Niagara 
Falls on the border between the United States and Canada while two poor men 
beg him for money. Mr. White considers them a nuisance, exclaiming, “Will you 
stop your confounded talk, and let me alone? Don’t you see that I am sketching? 
You have spoiled a beautiful scene for me, with your nonsense” (46). Romantic in 
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his  defense of liberty when he preaches to the southerners who run him off, 
Mr. White is unable to see misery when it stares him in the face.

Brown cleverly parallels Mr. White’s escape with that of Cato, who arrives 
in the North at the same time. The two, fugitive slave and abolitionist, escape 
the evils of the South, but whereas the latter can forget the experience, the for-
mer must continue to fl ee onward, to Canada. “Oh! Shame upon your laws, dat 
drive me off to Canada,” Cato sings, referring to the Fugitive Slave Law. “You 
loudly boast of liberty, an’ say your State is free, / But ef I tarry in your midst, will 
you protect me?” (The Escape, 41). Staging another clever coincidence, Brown 
has Cato, Melinda, and Glen enter the beautiful scene that Mr. White is sketch-
ing as they run away from Dr. Gaines and the same gang of offi cers that chased 
Mr. White out of the South. “Why, bless me!” exclaims Mr. White when he sees 
them, “these are the slaveholding fellows. I’ll fi ght for freedom!” And “taking hold 
of his umbrella with both hands,” he does. Or, rather, he joins a scrambling fi ght in 
which several men fi ght each other until a ferryman enters and Cato and the he-
roic slaves achieve the leap for freedom of the play’s title (47). Mr. White’s valiant, 
although also comical, act (he fi ghts with his umbrella, after all) is thus literally 
overwhelmed by the maelstrom of action of the last scene. 

Brown further ridicules Mr. White’s belated entry into the fi ght for freedom, 
a fi ght that the enslaved have long carried and might have achieved without 
him, by setting it against the backdrop of Niagara Falls. Elizabeth McKinsey has 
shown how Niagara Falls became a symbol for the promise, power, and gran-
deur of America and, as such, the object of numerous visual and textual patriotic 
odes. She notes that “the fi rst truly American historical novel,” James Fenimore 
Cooper’s The Spy (1821), “reaches its climax at the Falls,” as do numerous other 
American tales of heroic action.57 Of course, Mr. White’s fi ght pales in compari-
son to the heroism in those tales, while his relationship to the Falls, unlike that 
of the patriotic heroes to which McKinsey refers, is as an observer who merely 
paints their beauty but does not embrace their power. In fact, Mr. White trivial-
izes the American grandeur symbolized by the Falls through his largely comical 
heroism. 

Niagara Falls was also a conventional setting for climactic escapes by fugitive 
slaves in antislavery literature.58 In some cases, especially in “The Fugitive Slave’s 
Apostrophe to Niagara” (1841), the Falls were not only a dramatic setting but also 
a symbol, although not of American grandeur, but of its limits. In “The Fugi-
tive Slave’s Apostrophe” the Falls “are presented as a literal obstacle between the 
slave and freedom in Canada” and represent only a bastard form of freedom.59

“The tumult of the Falls,” writes McKinsey, “symbolizes the ‘maddening passions 
in the bondsman’s breast’; his voice joins with Niagara’s thunder to shout a curse 
on slavery and a call for retribution that reads, to the retrospective eye, like a 
fi ery prophecy of the Civil War.”60 As Chesnutt does in his story “The Passing of 
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Grandison,” which also includes a farcically dramatic Niagara Falls scene, Brown 
juxtaposes both the patriotic symbolism of the Falls and their use by antislavery 
writers, suggesting that, in fi ghting for freedom, the enslaved fulfi ll the prom-
ise of America ironically by having to leave the country, while the Sentimental 
 Abolitionist perverts it by preaching freedom but doing little to effect it. 

Mr. White’s lack of true conscience pales in comparison to Mrs. Gaines’s cru-
elty, Reverend Pinchen’s corruption, and Dr. Gaines’s lasciviousness, yet Brown’s 
satire reveals that, in remaining largely disengaged from the fi ght for freedom, 
Mr. White is complicit with the baser crimes committed by his fellow whites in 
the South. What is perhaps worse, he is not even aware of his own complicity 
and instead considers himself valiant and progressive. Such hypocrisy, Brown 
suggests, is as pernicious as the openly racist views of the southerners who, at the 
very least, do not claim to be friends of the downtrodden. Faced not only with 
the play’s “shameless” hyperbole but also with the disparities of body and voice 
of Brown’s multicharacter performance, one can well imagine audiences dis-
armed by a humor of incongruity. To be sure, some of Brown’s audiences might 
have found only entertainment in his performance.61 But setting his critique in 
the mode of entertainment also allowed him to change expectations and raise 
consciousness. One can imagine the surprise of those northerners who realized 
by the end of the play, an end that is conspicuously “happy,” that far from being 
outside the extended farce it purports to present, they are its main attraction.

Transformation in Brown, Conjure in Chesnutt

Brown published The Escape during a decade in which the tensions that even-
tually led to the Civil War kept mounting. In fact, Brown, like Cato, Glen, and 
Melinda, had to fl ee the country (he went to England) as a result of the Fugitive 
Slave Law of 1850, a stricter version of a similar law previously passed. A year after 
his return in 1853 (after friends had purchased his freedom), Congress approved 
the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 (an act that established the principle of popu-
lar sovereignty, allowing white males in new states to decide whether or not to 
enter the Union as slaveholding territories). Three years later, in the Dred Scott v. 
Sanford case of 1857, the Supreme Court declared that African Ameri cans had 
no citizenship rights. Little wonder that by this time Frederick Douglass had no 
patience with burlesques. Why, then, did Brown? When Brown returned from 
exile to the United States, he returned not only to stricter laws protecting slavery 
but also to the fl owering of minstrel shows, including the enormously popular 
“Uncle Tom” shows spawned from Stowe’s blockbuster novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1852). As Eric Gardner notes, “Bigger cities, better presses, better theaters, and 
large-scale public debate over slavery and race” allowed “massive literary and 
performative production” of both abolitionist texts and minstrel shows.62
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Seeking to capitalize on the power of mass production and consumption of 
both minstrelsy and abolitionism, Brown produced a play that, on the surface, 
seems to cater to market demands. He understood, as Paul Gilmore notes, how 
much slavery was mediated by “mass cultural representations.” Hence the star-
tling claim he often made: “Slavery has never been represented; Slavery never 
can be represented.”63 At the same time, Brown fervently believed in advocat-
ing for the enslaved, for speaking, as he put it, for “those who cannot speak for 
themselves,” despite the challenges it presented. One such challenge was the fact 
that white readers expected and responded best to representations of slavery that 
made a spectacle of suffering and celebrated northern benevolence.64 Rather than 
meet such expectations, Brown became a master at manipulating them while 
capitalizing on the power of entertainment. 

Harry Elam notes that Brown performed his one-man play in the context of 
a highly charged “performative ex-slave oratory,” in which he was susceptible to 
an objectifying abolitionist gaze.65 Brown was that odd commodity: the ex-slave 
who could supposedly let a hungry public know what life was like “among the 
lowly” (to borrow the subtitle of Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin). A light-skinned man 
who, like Sampsey, the “white” slave in The Escape, was often mistaken for the 
master’s son (he was, in reality, the son of his master’s friend), Brown assumed the 
voice of each character in his play, becoming the “nexus” for the different ideolog-
ical positions that the play’s various stereotypes index.66 One contemporary com-
mentator noted that when Brown assumed Cato’s voice, one could “lose sight of 
the speaker and instead of the educated Brown see the caricatured Cato.”67 While 
his audiences might have expected this kind of performance from an ex-slave, 
Brown delivered the less than expected, for just as easily as he assumed Cato’s 
voice, he also assumed that of Dr. Gaines, of George, of Mrs. Gaines, of Melinda, 
and, perhaps most surprisingly, of the representative northerner embodied in 
Mr. White. The Escape is one instance of Brown’s own creative leap for freedom. 
Appropriating the mass cultural representations with which his audience was 
all too familiar, he assumed the “subject position of artist, playwright and per-
former” rather than that of an object to be gazed upon.68

It is in this context that Brown’s choice for the epigraph of The Escape becomes 
clear. He quotes a simple line from Shakespeare’s Hamlet, “Look on this picture, 
and on this,” a line that Hamlet delivers while trying to convince his mother 
to repent for her complicity in the murder of Hamlet’s father (The Escape, 1).69

Hamlet shows his mother a picture of his dead father and contrasts it with a 
picture of his uncle, his father’s brother and murderer. In using this line to open 
his play, Brown contrasts the “picture” of slavery that his audiences expected, 
one that would have been fl attering, and the one he delivered, a play that does 
not pretend to be a “true” representation of slavery but that dislodges common 
expectations and stereotypes. Hamlet’s line, delivered in the context of a crime 
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between two brothers and of the complicity of a would-be ally (the queen), also 
implies the themes of Brown’s play: the crime of slavery and the North’s complic-
ity.70 Like Hamlet, who uses a play as part of his ploy to achieve justice, Brown 
used the growing power of mass entertainment to similar ends. 

Transformation, appropriation, animation: these are the key terms in ap-
proaching Brown and the terms that help us better appreciate his narrative strat-
egies overall and, more specifi cally, his use of humor with respect to slavery. They 
also illuminate his connection to a rather different writer, Charles W. Chesnutt.71

Like Brown’s, Chesnutt’s humor arises from his ability to appropriate and trans-
form stereotypes into something rich and strange. But whereas Brown works 
through mimicry and hyperbole, Chesnutt relies on a particular mode of story-
telling to reclaim and transform the power of stereotypes. Much more so than 
Brown, Chesnutt made intricate use of African American folklore,72 in particu-
lar of conjure, which involves not only the casting of spells and the summon-
ing or warding off of spirits but also the transformation of people, often into 
things or animals. While Chesnutt publicly distanced himself from folk belief, 
he turned conjure into a powerful trope and a mode of storytelling, emphasizing 
its elements of transformation and metamorphosis to represent the violence of 
chattel slavery, its elision of people with animals and things.73 Brown, who rarely 
invoked conjure explicitly, was also a conjurer in his own right. As it is clear in 
The Escape, he brought to life racial stereotypes through mimicry and hyperbole, 
strategies that were more obvious and arguably more potent in his dramatic 
readings (since these relied on his acting) than in his written work. 

Conjure operates in Chesnutt’s tales as a mode of narration in which to tell 
a tale is to cast a spell, a spell that has the capacity to “dissolve and rearrange 
the reader’s historical sensibilities and racial assumptions.”74 The spell works 
its magic through Uncle Julius’s language as well as through Chesnutt’s ability 
to transliterate the power of African American oral culture. At the same time, 
through the relationship between Uncle Julius and his immediate audience, John 
and Annie, Chesnutt thematizes the limited extent to which that spell could work 
on subjects who remained cynical of the power of slave culture. To this end, 
Chesnutt relied on the double structure of his tales: the tension he created be-
tween the frame of the story and the story itself. In Chesnutt’s stories the skep-
ticism (of conjure, of the reality of Julius’s stories) of the outer frame pivots 
against the reality (the cruelty of slavery) of the story within a story, producing 
“the exceptional originality and force” of Chesnutt’s conjure tales.75

Writing after the Civil War, Chesnutt did not face the problem of Sentimental 
Abolitionism. Rather, he published during a time in which nostalgic stories about 
life before the war, rendered in what became known as the local color tradition, 
were the norm. Relying on dialect and stereotypes to give a sense of place, these 
stories increasingly became the means to fi ctively represent the  reconciliation 
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between North and South and the vehicles through which to create a myth of 
the South as the seat of a quaint, even picturesque slavery. Paternalistic mas-
ters, benevolent mistresses, and happy, loyal darkies were the principal characters 
of such stories as rendered by, among others, the “Old South’s most romantic 
 defender, Thomas Nelson Page.”76

The challenge before Chesnutt, therefore, was the creation of a fi ction that 
would counteract the myth of the Old South and represent slavery, its brutal-
ity, its complicated and strange intimacies, and, perhaps most of all, its deep, 
long, and violent impact on American culture after the war. To do so, Chesnutt 
made use of conjure at multiple levels. All of the tales in The Conjure Woman 
contain instances in which people are turned into objects, animals, or spirits. At 
times, conjure functions in the tales as possession does in voodoo—as a way to 
counteract the dispossession of slavery, turning people into spirits rather than 
objects. In most of these tales, conjure functions as a conduit for physical and 
psychic survival for the enslaved. But conjure can also reinforce the disposses-
sion of slavery when used in the service of the depraved and selfi sh, as some 
of Chesnutt’s tales demonstrate.77 At another level, the stories also “appropri-
ate the fi gurative power of conjure”; conjure becomes “the allegorical compo-
nent that bridges the seeming discrepancy between” two “levels of temporality,” 
antebellum and post-Reconstruction, “casting the two times in a simultaneous 
event.”78

Through his rich use of conjure Chesnutt produced not only exceptionally 
original tales but also a powerful tragicomedy of slavery. The elements of conjure 
that he chose to emphasize, its metamorphic and spell-casting effects, signify on 
the violence of chattel slavery and the diffi culties of representing it while simulta-
neously creating a humor of the body and a comedy that involves the thwarting 
of expectations, assumptions, and sensibilities (of Julius’s immediate audience 
as well as of Chesnutt’s readers). On a broader scale, Julius’s tales suggest the 
qualities of dreams and what Freud called “joke work.” Jokes, like dreams, Freud 
argued, are vehicles for the expression of fantasies, of wish fulfi llments or re-
pressed aggression. These are expressed through joke work, which, like dreams, 
involves condensation, multiple use of the same material, double meaning, “dis-
placement, faulty reasoning, indirect representation, [and] representation by the 
opposite.”79 From John and Annie’s perspective, Julius renders dreamlike tales (in 
which people are turned into mules, trees, wolves, etc.) in order to receive limited 
fi nancial gain (slices of ham, a job for a relative, the use of a grape vine). But 
Julius’s tales depend on a creative use of Black English that allows for a great deal 
of signifyin(g) and punning on John and Annie’s limited perspective. Through 
Julius’s tales, Chesnutt animates cultural fantasies as these are embodied in 
 stereotypes, transforming the familiar by dislocating it from “normal” structures 
in ways similar to Freud’s joke and dream-work. At times too, as for example in 
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“Mars Jeems’ Nightmare,” the tales effect certain levels of wish fulfi llment from 
the perspective of the enslaved. 

Like Brown, Chesnutt appropriated racial stereotypes, turning them to 
quite different purposes than those intended by local color writers like Page, 
and he did so without leveling their theatricality and their potential ambiva-
lence. Julius manipulates and, at times, is complicit with the stereotype of the 
loyal retainer; John is the skeptical, rational listener who is all too ready to 
see only Julius’s immediate economic motivations for telling his tales. Their 
performance plays out fi ctive versions of the confi dence games that character-
ize Brown’s work and life.80 Annie, the representative sentimentalist, plays an 
essential role in the dynamic triangle of relationships she forms with John and 
Julius. Bound by the inequalities of gender, she often lends Julius a sympathetic 
ear, although like her husband, she too represents a negative model of listen-
ing. Much more attuned to the metaphorical levels and pathos of Julius’s tales 
than her husband is, Annie also largely misses the way that the tales signify on 
post-Reconstruction race relations, in part because she listens selectively. Only 
those tales that seem to inform her own precarious position under patriarchy 
seem to impact her. 

If Chesnutt animates the ideological perspectives that Julius, Annie, and John 
represent through their triangular relationship, he also appropriates and trans-
forms minstrel stereotypes. Uncle Julius is Chesnutt’s elaborate appropriation of 
Uncle Remus, and the triangular relationship that he sets between that character 
and the white couple is an extended parody of the teller-listener relationship that 
Joel Chandler Harris created between Uncle Remus, the little white boy, and, 
by extension, Harris’s white audiences.81 More specifi cally, Julius’s tales include 
some of the most demeaning images of black subjectivity—chicken- and ham-
loving thieves, naturally born lazy “niggers,” and conniving house slaves, to name 
a few—in which they serve, ironically, as vehicles for an eviscerating critique of 
racism and typecasting. As Eric Sundquist argues, Chesnutt’s transformation of 
racial stereotypes reveals another aspect of the writer’s conjure, for, in fi ctively 
seizing upon demeaning images, Chesnutt effects acts of “cultural conjure,” fi gu-
ratively reclaiming and transforming their power.82

Since the recuperation of Chesnutt from critical obscurity, the best scholar-
ship on his work has concentrated on the aspects of conjure to which I have 
thus far referred. In what follows, I offer an exploration of Chesnutt’s short fi c-
tion, including not only the Conjure Woman tales but also other dialect and non-
dialect stories, in which I focus on a less discussed topic: the role of laughter in 
Chesnutt’s representation of slavery. I do so at the risk of sometimes understating 
the complicated dynamics of Julius’s performance in the conjure tales, and the 
role of dialect more generally, but in the hopes that a shift from two well-covered 
 topics in Chesnutt criticism can point us to domains yet to be explored. 
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The Tragicomedy of Chesnutt’s Short Fiction

In Chesnutt’s “The Passing of Grandison,” a master asks his slave if he is happy 
with his lot, and the slave replies, “Yas, master,” with all the obsequiousness 
that the master could hope for.83 But Chesnutt expands the scene over the 
course of the story, exaggerating the slave’s submissiveness while increasing 
the master’s delight in it exponentially, so that, in the end, when the slave’s 
submissiveness is revealed to be a well-performed charade, the master’s fool-
ishness lies fully exposed. In this and other stories Chesnutt makes an intricate 
use of the humor in the John and Master tales. Like The Escape, the story tells 
an extended joke in which the stereotypes and conventions of plantation fi c-
tion are satirized in a comic mode that includes not only hyperbole but also 
the humor of what-if games and inversions. The premise of the story is in 
itself ridiculous: Dick Owens, a well-educated but lazy young southerner, tries 
to win a lady’s hand on a bet that he can match the heroism of an abolitionist 
who recently died in jail after aiding fugitive slaves. Drawing on the humor 
that results from the debasement of an ideal, Chesnutt has Owens set himself 
a comparatively easy and self- serving task: to take one of his father’s slaves to 
the North and “free” him by leaving him there. But when Grandison, the slave, 
refuses to be set free, the story seems to engage in a what-if game: what if your 
slave were so loyal that you could not persuade him to leave you if your life 
depended on it?

As if winking at the reader, Chesnutt provides plenty of clues and humorous 
asides that allow the reader to anticipate Grandison’s eventual “passing”—the 
fact that his submissiveness is simply a performance that allows him to free not 
only himself but his entire family. This has led at least one reader to consider 
the story “formulaic and predictable.”84 But if the story’s plot has no surprises, 
it is because, rather than build suspense or any other element of realism, it 
relishes the absurdity of the stereotypes it sets in motion. In other words, the 
story delights in the how, and not the what, of its delivery. When Dick con-
vinces his unsuspecting father that he needs to take Grandison with him on 
a trip north, Grandison indulges his master’s paternalistic view of slavery and 
makes him laugh when he asks if he can hit any abolitionists that might come 
near him:

“Certainly, Grandison,” replies the colonel, chuckling, “hit ’em as hard as 
you can. I reckon they’d rather like that! Begad, I believe they would! It 
would serve ’em right to be hit by a nigger!” 

“Er ef I did n’t hit ’em, suh,” continued Grandison refl ectively, “I’d tell 
Mars Dick, en he’d fi x ’em. He’d smash de face off ’n ’em, suh, I jes’ knows 
he would.”

“Oh yes, Grandison, your young master will protect you.” (Stories, 194)
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The master then tries to scare Grandison, telling him that the abolitionists are a 
“desperate set of lunatics” and that he needs to stick close to his young master and 
“always remember that he is [his] best friend, and understands [his] real needs, 
and has [his] best interest at heart” (194). As the story unfolds, Grandison acts as if 
he had swallowed whole each of his master’s words. Although young Owens gives 
him plenty of opportunity to run away—at one point even giving him the key to a 
drawer containing a hundred dollars and leaving him alone for a couple of days—
Grandison loyally waits for his young master. Owens’s repeated attempts to aban-
don Grandison, each more outrageous than the last, coupled with the consistency 
of Grandison’s frustration of them, suggest a cartoon version of Sisyphean labor. 
The young master, who has never had to work for anything, makes great efforts to 
“free” his slave but is repeatedly vexed by the image of the loyal Grandison waiting 
for him at the end of each attempt. How “could he,” the narrator comments, as if 
with a smirk, “fi nd fault with one who so sensibly recognized his true place in the 
economy of civilization, and kept it with such touching fi delity?” (Stories, 198).

At the foot of Niagara Falls, where Owens takes Grandison on one last attempt, 
the story seems, if briefl y, to come to the kind of dramatic resolution that Brown 
parodies at the end of The Escape. “I do not deserve to be an American citizen,” 
Owens exclaims to a sleeping Grandison. “I ought not to possess the advantages 
that I possess over you,” he adds, with more irony than he could ever fathom, “and 
I am certainly not worthy of Charity Lomax,” referring to his beloved, whose fi rst 
name puns on the pity that she eventually takes on his misguided self. But when 
Owens concludes his string of assertions to Grandison with “if I am not smart 
enough to get rid of you,” the story quickly switches back to its comic mode, and 
Owens is fi nally successful in “freeing” Grandison (Stories, 200). 

Three months later, when Grandison returns to the Owens plantation spin-
ning a fabulous yarn, the story attains a higher level of comedy. Convincing the 
elder Owens that he was captured by the “infernal abolitionists” against his will 
and made to suffer unspeakable horrors, Grandison not only receives the welcome 
of a prodigal son but also manages to make his master his mouthpiece (Stories,
203–4). Repeating Grandison’s tall tale to his wayward son, the master excitedly 
recounts how the abolitionist locked “the poor, faithful nigger up, beating him, 
kicking him, depriving him of his liberty, keeping him on bread and water for 
three long, lonesome weeks, and he all the time pining for the old plantation!” 
(204). Grandison escapes, as the master recounts, by “keeping his back steadily 
to the North Star” (203). The irony of this comical reversal becomes richer when 
Grandison eventually runs away with his entire family on a path well planned in 
advance and leaves the master in shock, “shaking his fi sts impotently” (205).

Through parody, Chesnutt reduces the stereotypes of “plantation fi ction to 
shambles,” thus clearing the path for his own representations of slavery, repre-
sentations that mock the “false nostalgia” that plantation fi ction invoked for 
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“the prelapsarian black man who supposedly once labored in edenic bliss under 
the benign supervision of the southern white man.”85 In tales such as “A Victim 
of Heredity; or Why the Darkey Loves Chicken,” Chesnutt adopts a different 
strategy to similar ends. Rather than negate common racial stereotypes, he pres-
ents them in all their absurdity with a straight face. The story sets out to answer 
the preposterous question suggested by the subtitle. But, like Brown’s play, the 
story begins at the level of absurdity and then exaggerates that mode only to 
undermine it by subtly building another story underneath the surface, one that 
is far from absurd.86

Like The Escape, Chesnutt’s story satirizes northerners who use seemingly 
 progressive racial ideologies to mask their guilt and inertia. “A Victim of Hered-
ity,” one of Chesnutt’s Uncle Julius tales, opens with a ridiculous image: John, 
a white northerner, is so besieged by guilt that he cannot fi nd adequate pun-
ishment for a “midnight marauder” who had tried to steal one of his chickens. 
Chesnutt humorously allows his readers to track John’s thoughts: he begins by 
wanting to give the thief fi ve years in the penitentiary to give him “time to break 
the habit” and to “strike terror [in]to hearts of other thieves.” The dispropor-
tion between crime and punishment (as well as the rhetoric with which it is 
expressed) is so outrageous that even John, who is often morally blind and deaf, 
can sense it, and he begins to reduce the punishment, fi rst to two years, then to 
one year, then to six months, then to three months (all within the space of a few 
paragraphs). At each step, the individual circumstances of the thief interpose 
John’s convictions, slowly breaking down the stereotype of the chicken thief and 
giving way to the individual behind it: a “very much frightened,” “insignifi cant-
looking fellow” with a “large family and a sickly wife.”87

Despite the fact that John can sense the living human being behind the ste-
reotype, he holds on to the image of the chicken thief and asks Julius “why is 
it that his people can’t let chickens alone.” “Is it in the blood?” (Short Fiction,
124–25). When Julius responds affi rmatively, Annie indignantly retorts, “Why, 
Uncle Julius! . . . I am ashamed of you, to be slandering your race in that way” 
(125). If Annie thus voices the response that readers might have to Julius’s af-
fi rmation of the stereotype, after she hears Julius’s tale about an avaricious 
master, she lets the thief go unpunished, concluding, “If slaves did contract the 
habit of stealing chickens and other little things to eat, they were not without 
some excuse for their conduct; and we [she and John] ought not to be too se-
vere with them because they haven’t outgrown the habit in a few years” (131). 
Rather than take in the full force of Julius’s tale, Annie is also besieged by guilt 
and, ironically, makes John’s own guilt-produced elaborate deliberations come 
to naught. 

Under the pretense of answering the mystery about chicken-loving darkies, 
Julius exposes a master’s exploitation of and dependence on his slaves. He tells 
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the story of a master who, having cheated his nephew of his inheritance, buys 
slaves and then, seeking to cut costs, pays Aunt Peggy, the local conjure woman, 
to devise a potion that will reduce his slaves’ appetite and hence the rations he 
must provide for them. At fi rst the slaves do not seem affected by the cut rations, 
but when the master’s avarice gets the better of him and he applies a second dose, 
they become so weak that they cannot work, and the master risks losing not 
only his crops but also the investment that he has made in the slaves themselves. 
Just as the master’s avarice doubles in on itself and creates a boomerang effect, 
the absurdity of the story doubles when the slaves, dying from starvation, eat vast 
amounts of food (the master’s best hogs and cattle) but do not improve until the 
master begins to feed them chicken, upon which they require all the chicken in 
the county to recuperate. 

In the end, Julius manages to answer the question that begins the tale—he 
claims that the slaves in the area now owned by John have genetically retained a 
taste for chicken—while contrasting the minor theft to the serious crime that the 
master commits in trying to cheat his slaves of one of the most basic forms of 
recompense they could receive for their labor. Exploiting another contrast, that 
between the response that Julius’s tale merits and Annie’s, Chesnutt reveals the 
inertia underneath both John’s seemingly thoughtful consideration of the thief 
and Annie’s paternalism. As Eric Sundquist notes, the master’s successive reduc-
tion of rations in order to realize more profi t can be taken “to represent the post-
Reconstruction treatment of black labor through the inequities of sharecropping 
and convict lease.” But rather than realize the connection between the exploita-
tion of slaves and the exploitation of ex-slave employees like Julius, Annie is con-
tent to let people steal her “portable property” and John would rather punish the 
“victims of heredity” than examine his own complicity in perpetuating slavery 
(Short Fiction, 125).88

The strategy of appropriating racist caricatures in order to redefi ne their 
purpose is familiar to Chesnutt’s readers, for it is a strategy that characterizes 
all of his tales of conjure and transformation. In “The Passing of Grandison,” 
the strategy results in the explosion of a stereotype; in “A Victim of Heredity,” it 
works as a screen for Julius’s critique of exploitation. In the tales I examine here-
after, Chesnutt uses the strategy as part of a tragicomedy of slavery. In these tales, 
laughter is the sound of the tragic recognition of dispossession. Particularly in 
“Dave’s Neckliss,” laughter is uttered in the face of the cruelty of slavery, a cruelty 
that Chesnutt invokes not through sentimental or Gothic elements but through 
a comedy that highlights the slaves’ lack of control over their own bodies.  

Chesnutt sets such laughter in uneasy relationship not only to the comedy of 
the body, which he creates in part by appropriating aspects of minstrelsy, but also 
to the comic resolutions that he gives all, except the last, of these tales. Involving 
cases of wrongdoing facilitated by conjure, the tales end in light, comic fashion 
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with the righting of wrongs and the punishment of guilty parties. Yet such resolu-
tions are always ironic in light of the fact that the crimes of slavery, which Ches-
nutt so potently invokes through laughter, are never redressed. John and Annie 
miss such irony and listen to Julius’s tales for amusement, entertainment, and at 
best edifi cation, and consider his motives only at the simple level of material gain. 
Although theirs are negative examples of how to interpret Julius’s tales, Chesnutt’s 
critics replicated them for decades. But the reader who is attuned to Chesnutt’s 
brilliant interposition of comedy, laughter, and tragedy can appreciate not only 
the irony that John and Annie miss but also the fact that Julius’s tales, and by ex-
tension Chesnutt’s work, could be so dismissively consumed. 

Although it does not contain the potent laughter of the other tales here 
 examined, “The Goophered Grapevine,” is an excellent example of the ways Ches-
nutt used a comedy of the body to represent the tragedy of slavery. A master em-
ploys the conjure woman Aunt Peggy to cast a spell to prevent his slaves from 
eating his grapes. When a slave innocently eats some grapes, his vitality grows and 
diminishes according to the rhythm and cycle of the plant, making him young 
and strong when the vine fl ourishes and old and weak when it does not. As in 
“A Victim of Heredity,” in which the slaves’ bodies change drastically, almost to 
the point of death and then back again into life, Chesnutt suggests comic elements 
that are tinged with tragedy, mainly the vision of Henry, the goophered slave, as 
his appearance changes dramatically with the seasons. One of the most obvious 
changes is to his hair, which grows lustily as the vine becomes lush, thus invok-
ing the image of woolly hair, a marker of racial difference, growing wild (as in an 
outlandish Afro) and diminishing with the seasons. Chesnutt uses nappy hair as 
he does the image of the chicken thief and chicken-loving darkies in “A Victim of 
Heredity,” mainly as a trope from the minstrel stage that he makes deeply ironic in 
the context of his stories.

As Sundquist notes, Chesnutt here revises an African American folktale in 
which the “man who eats the goophered grapes fi nds that each season his penis 
gets larger” and argues that Chesnutt’s revision has “an air of Victorian propri-
ety.”89 But in shifting the focus away from the bawdy associations of the original 
tale, Chesnutt does much more than make the tale respectable: he emphasizes 
the tragic elements of Henry’s predicament. Like a biblical Samson, Henry loses 
his strength each time he loses his hair, becoming not only weak and sickly but 
even more at the mercy of his master’s will than any other slave. As in “A Victim 
of  Heredity,” the master in this tale is ruled by avarice; he schemes to sell Henry 
when he looks young and strong and buy him back when he withers. Again, 
Chesnutt borrows from the minstrel stage, as the ploy echoes the kind of antics 
performed there. But the allusion is ironic because he also hints at the tragedy 
of Henry’s predicament. Henry must work for whomever his master wills, and 
eventually dies when the master unwittingly ruins the vine. 
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William Andrews reads Henry’s death as less tragic than “curious and weird.”90

Indeed, Julius remarks that Henry simply goes out, “sorter like a cannel” (candle), 
showing no particular signs except for the usual rheumatism and lack of strength 
that he suffered when the vines withered (Stories, 17). But the fact that Ches-
nutt does not represent Henry’s death as a dramatic event does not necessarily 
mean his death lacks tragedy. Rather, in focusing on the changes that Henry’s 
body  suffers, Chesnutt employs comedy in the service of tragedy. He highlights 
Henry’s status as a thing that also grows and dies by tethering his fate to that of 
a plant, thus literalizing the common racist notion that the enslaved were closer 
to nature than were their masters and mistresses. But in focusing on the cyclical 
changes that both the plant and the human being undergo, Chesnutt does not 
stay within the realm of nature but invokes the kind of mechanical automatism 
that Henri Bergson identifi ed as a key source of the comic.

Bergson argues that we “laugh every time a person gives us the impression of 
being a thing,” especially in “coarser forms of the comic, in which the transforma-
tion of a person into a thing seems to be taking place before our eyes.” Machines, 
unlike living creatures, are predictable; it is the interposition of the two oppo-
sites, the rigidity of the mechanical clashing with the suppleness of life, specifi -
cally when something “mechanical [is] encrusted upon the living,” that produces 
laughter. Although Bergson could not have predicted it (he was capable of asking, 
in all seriousness, “[What] is there comic about a rubicund nose? And why does 
one laugh at a negro?”), his insights illuminate the kind of comedy that Chesnutt 
put to the service of tragedy.91 Henry is subjected to the regularity of the seasons, 
and with them to changes between the suppleness of youth and the rigidity of 
old age. Although this would ostensibly bind him to nature and its cycles, Julius 
emphasizes the speed and regularity with which Henry undergoes such extremes, 
suggesting the image of a human being caught in a machine that accelerates the 
cycle of life and death. That Henry’s master is ultimately responsible for such 
cycles and that he profi ts from them further emphasizes the unnaturalness of 
Henry’s changes. 

Ultimately, the tragedy is not Henry’s death; rather, it is the fact that, like any 
other slave, Henry is subject not only to natural forces but also to the economy 
of chattel slavery, which, like a machine, could speed the cycle of life and death. 
Chesnutt thus moves the tragedy from Henry’s particular case to the use and 
abuse of enslaved bodies in general.92 Robert Bone also correlates Henry’s story to 
that of fi eld slaves who “were in fact, worth more in the spring, with the growing 
season still to come,” and worth less in the fall, when “the owner was responsible 
for supporting” them through the “unproductive winter season.” Such fl uctua-
tions, concludes Bone, “underscore the slave’s status as commodity ; his helpless 
dependence on the impersonal forces of the market.”93 In this context, it is not 
surprising that Chesnutt chose not to portray Henry’s death in dramatic terms. 
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In letting his life go out like a candle, he highlights the tragedy that, under chattel 
slavery, such deaths occurred with regularity and insignifi cance. 

“Hot-Foot Hannibal” reveals Chesnutt’s intricate use of a comedy of the body 
and of laughter in the service of tragedy. In this tale, Chloe, Jeff, and Hannibal 
are caught in the same machinery that manipulates Henry’s body, attacking each 
other in the process. Signifi cantly, the tragedy takes root when a slave is denied 
the freedom to shape her own destiny and control her body. When Chloe’s mas-
ter decides that she should marry Hannibal instead of Jeff, the man she loves, she 
has Jeff appeal to Aunt Peggy for help. For a price, the conjure woman provides 
the couple with a baby doll in the image of Hannibal, and through the doll the 
couple begins a hilarious manipulation of Hannibal’s body in a ploy to get Han-
nibal removed from his position as a house servant and, consequently, as Chloe’s 
husband-to-be. Hannibal not only becomes “hot-footed” but also light-headed, 
thereby causing havoc everywhere he turns, and Chloe and Jeff essentially be-
come complicit in a central ideology of chattel slavery: using someone else’s body 
for personal gain.94

Chesnutt contrasts the humor of Hannibal’s predicament to the tragedy that 
unfolds. When Hannibal learns that he has been goophered, he avenges him-
self by making Chloe believe that Jeff has been untrue. Telling Jeff that Chloe 
wants to meet him by a creek and Chloe that Jeff is meeting a lover, he disguises 
himself as a woman and then tricks both of them. Overcome by her jealousy, 
Chloe informs the master of the baby doll, whereupon the master decides to sell 
Jeff to a speculator in order to put fear into any slave who might want to fool 
“wid cunju’ation” (Stories, 92). It is then Hannibal’s turn to laugh, and he does so 
 “fi ttin’ fer ter kill” (Stories, 92). He reveals to Chloe how he convinced her of Jeff ’s 
infi delity. Hannibal’s cross-dressing revenge leads to the demise of the wrong-
doers in a comic resolution of the story’s inner frame. But Chloe’s pathos against 
the background of Hannibal’s boisterous laughter dislocates that resolution.

Ironically, when they challenge the master, the lovers lose not only whatever 
limited control of their bodies they had but also their will to live. Chloe’s knees 
give out as soon as Hannibal reveals his trick, and she faints, staying unconscious 
for a half hour. Afterward, she can only creep and crawl about, “pale az a gos’ ” 
(Stories, 93). When she hears that Jeff was not only sold down the river by the 
speculator but also that he drowned on the way (in a possible suicide), Chloe 
goes mad, dies, and literally becomes a ghost, possessed by the terrible memory 
of utter loss, haunting the creek where Hannibal’s charade unfolded. Interspersed 
throughout these tragic events is Hannibal’s laughter, which seems as if literally 
fi t to kill, and that of the master who, unwilling to believe that Chloe can’t simply 
take up with someone else, laughs when he learns that she is pining for Jeff (93). 

Chesnutt thus presents instances in which laughter is chillingly divorced from 
its associations with either joy or amusement. At the same time, he connects these 
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two instances of laughter to the comedy of Hannibal, who, when hot-footed and 
light-headed, humorously fumbles about destroying the master’s property and 
interrupting life on the plantation. Hannibal drops the master’s dinner, pulls out 
expensive bulbs and feeds them to the hogs, can’t use his time effi ciently, and is 
so noisy that he wakes the mistress from her slumber. His actions recall the antics 
of the minstrel stage and play out the role of the trifl ing, dimwitted Negro. Ches-
nutt’s juxtaposition of the chilling laughter of the tragedy and the light, amusing 
comedy of Hannibal’s fumbling achieves the kind of “reciprocal interference” 
that Brown’s use of racist tunes in an antislavery play produces.95 The tragedy 
becomes a chilling version of the comedy and the comedy a debased form of the 
tragedy. But at their core, both the tragedy and the comedy reveal the enslaved 
in a struggle to take control of their bodies and destinies while living within a 
system that ultimately controls both.

Focusing almost entirely on the lovers’ quarrel that frames Julius’s tale and on 
the fact that in this story Julius takes on a more conservative role than he does 
in other tales, Henry B. Wonham misses the fact that the tragedy of Chloe and 
Jeff ’s love story is meant to contrast with the comparatively minor quarrel in the 
outer frame of the story, between Annie’s sister, Mabel, and her fi ancé, Malcolm. 
Chesnutt does not reveal the details of that quarrel and only hints that it has 
something to do with Mabel’s “pride and independence” and with Malcolm’s 
ability to say things that “no woman of any spirit could stand” (Stories, 84). In an 
otherwise sensitive account of the tale, Wonham argues that Julius sacrifi cially 
offers Chloe’s tale in order to facilitate a symbolic reconciliation between North 
(represented by Mabel) and South (represented by Malcolm).96 But the story is 
meant to achieve much more. It is meant to contrast the “pride, independence 
and spirit” with which Mabel and Malcolm can determine their destinies with 
the struggle of the enslaved, and their descendents, as evidenced by Julius’s am-
bivalent performance throughout the Conjure Woman tales, to determine their 
destinies and, in some cases, take control of their bodies. Both Julius and the 
subjects of his stories do indeed evidence spirit, pride, and independence, despite 
their lack of freedom and rights, as Chloe’s decisions demonstrate, but they do 
so often at great cost.97

Like “Hot-Foot Hannibal,” “Mars Jeems’ Nightmare” is a story that involves 
enslaved people trying to wrest control of their destinies from their master, 
but it does not have a similar tragic counterpoint. Instead, Chesnutt capitalizes 
on the comic resolution of the inner frame story to a greater degree and relies on 
the transformative aspects of conjure to produce a humorous reversal of roles. 
The cruelty of slavery, however, remains a key subject in the story, and laughter 
remains the most powerful conduit for its representation. The story within the 
story that Julius relates is in fact inspired by an act of cruelty that John and Annie 
witness. When they see a man beat his mare ruthlessly, the couple profess that 
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“there is no worse sin and no more disgraceful thing than cruelty,” which prompts 
Julius to relate a tale about Mars Jeems (Stories, 32). The man beating the mare is 
the grandson of Mars Jeems, who used to work his slaves to death, prohibited any 
form of expression outside of work, from singing to courting to marriage, and 
gave free rein to his brutal overseer. When Solomon, one of the slaves, is punished 
for courting and his girlfriend sold away, Aunt Peggy puts a spell on the master 
and gives him a taste of his own cruelty. In one of the few instances in Chesnutt’s 
work in which a white character is conjured, Aunt Peggy temporarily transforms 
Mars Jeems into a slave who, after being subjected to the cruelty of his own over-
seer, is transformed yet again, this time into a more compassionate master (35). 

The story’s sentimental and conservative resolution (slavery is ameliorated, 
not ended) is misleading. At one level, Chesnutt seems to pander to racist argu-
ments for slavery since the story plays out a what-if game. What if a white person 
had to endure the cruelties of slavery? How would that person act? When Jeems 
is temporarily turned into a slave, he meets every affront to his humanity with 
utter disbelief and resistance and cannot be broken by the overseer no matter 
how cruelly he is treated. Jeems is, in fact, sold because the overseer fears he will 
kill him before he can break him. The implication, of course, is that a white man 
could never withstand slavery. But the story’s what-if game also plays out a wish 
fulfi llment as the master is punished for his own cruelty and made to understand 
this fact explicitly, but only after he experiences his nightmare in complete dark-
ness. Called the “noo nigger” throughout his transformation, Mars Jeems is not 
only “whipped and brutalized . . . he is also stripped of his name . . . and of any 
memory of where he has come from.”98 In short, he is made to experience the 
most disorienting and violent aspects of slavery without any recourse to kin or 
group knowledge. 

The story suggests that Mars Jeems would have perished under slavery not 
because he is too strong to accept it, but because of his ignorance in how to sur-
vive under its brutality. Saved by Aunt Peggy, who transforms him back into a 
white man before he is sent away after he is sold, Mars Jeems returns to hear his 
unsuspecting overseer recount the details of his nightmare. It is then the master’s 
turn to laugh “fi t ter kill” (Stories, 41). Listening to the overseer, who grins “like 
a chessy-cat” as he recapitulates the brutal acts to which he subjected him, the 
master laughs in bitter recognition (42).

Mars Jeems’s laughter in the face of the catalogue of cruelty that his overseer 
so callously delivers contrasts with and thus highlights the story’s overtly facile 
resolution, one that even the usually insensitive John recognizes as such. When 
Jeems returns from his nightmare and realizes the effect of his cruelty, he im-
mediately fi res his overseer and allows his slaves enough leisure time not only to 
court and marry each other but also to do so with “fi ddlin’ en dancin’ en funnin’ 
en frolic’in fum sundown ’tel mawnin’ ” (Stories, 43). “ ‘And they all lived happy 
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ever after,’ ” John remarks when Julius’s tale concludes (43). The resolution of 
Julius’s story is indeed conspicuously neat. The master suddenly stops laugh-
ing, fi res the evil overseer, and, on a hunch, rightly accuses him of stealing. The 
overseer, who, throughout the story, fl ashes his ugly “snaggle teef,” making “de 
niggers ’low he look lack de ole debbil,” disappears the next day, as if in a cloud 
of smoke (36). Meanwhile, Solomon, the slave who gets Aunt Peggy to put a spell 
on the master, ends by regaining his sweetheart, and the lady who had spurned 
the master because of his cruelty fi nally accepts him in marriage. The story’s neat 
ending, however, highlights a deep irony. As a result of Jeems’s transformation, 
his slaves are much more productive, producing capital gain. A master’s moral 
edifi cation thus results not in the end of slavery but in its perfection. 

When read next to Chesnutt’s masterpiece, “Dave’s Neckliss,” Jeems’s night-
marish but temporary experience of slavery is light comedy compared to Dave’s 
tragedy.99 Not surprisingly, the role of laughter in this tale is more complex and 
the comedy of the body has darker overtones. There are two signifi cant forms of 
laughter in the story, that of the slaves who mock Dave, and Dave’s own laughter 
when he goes mad. The slaves’ laughter is cruel. One woman “bus’ out laffi n’ 
fi t ter kill herse’f” when she describes to Dilsey, Dave’s “junesey” (sweetheart), 
who deserts him once he is marked by the ham, what Dave looks like with his 
“neckliss.” Other slaves continually make jokes about the ham and pester Dave 
so much that he takes to the “bushes w’eneber he seed anybody comin’, en alluz 
kep’ hiss’f shet up in his cabin atter he come in fum wuk” (Stories, 728). Their 
laughter drives him into isolation, which, along with his punishment and Dilsey’s 
desertion, ultimately make him lose his mind. He begins to talk and sing to him-
self, to have visions of hams growing in trees, and fi nally, when it is clear that 
his punishment will cost the master and the ham is removed from him, to miss 
the ham. Secretly he substitutes the ham with a fat pine tied to a string to make 
a new “neckliss,” eventually comes to believe that he has turned into a ham, and 
hangs himself over a fi re in the smokehouse. In the midst of it all, Dave laughs 
“fi t ter kill” (729).

If, as Sundquist notes, “minstrelsy and chattelism are joined in the ham, sign 
of labor, of stereotyped behaviors of consumption,” laughter and horror are 
equally joined.100 As the slaves witness Dave transform from upstanding commu-
nity leader before his punishment to the outcast he becomes, they laugh in 
mockery and bitterness, but that laughter becomes shameful as they realize the 
madness to which the punishment drives Dave. Julius’s description of the trans-
formation also suggests an inwardly experienced dark comedy. At work and in 
his limited leisure, Dave is haunted by the ham: “W’enber he went ter lay down, 
dat ham would be in de way. Ef he turn ober in his sleep, dat ham would be tug-
gin’ at his neck. It wuz the las’ thing he seed at night, and de fus’ thing he seed in 
the mawnin’ ” (Stories, 728). The inanimate object has a strange agency: it haunts 
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without actually doing anything. Of course, the ham, as one of “the stereotypical 
foods of coon songs, which fi guratively dehumanized blacks by making them 
into pathetic buffoons who are addicted to watermelon, hams, chickens, and the 
like,” has been endowed with the power to haunt.101

In literalizing not only the curse of Ham but also the haunting power of ste-
reotypes, Chesnutt brilliantly underscores both the burden of stereotype as ex-
perienced from within and its absurdity. The ham not only haunts Dave in his 
private moments, but it threatens to usurp his identity. “W’eneber [Dave] met a 
stranger,” Julius recounts, “de ham would be de fus’ thing de stranger would see” 
and the only thing the stranger would notice; most people “would ’mence ter 
laf, en whareber Dave went he could see folks p’intin’ at him,” telling jokes about 
the ham (Stories, 728). In “A Victim of Heredity” we see John briefl y discover the 
human being behind the stereotype of the chicken thief; here we see how a simi-
lar symbol dehumanizes Dave even in front of those who should know better. 

The story, especially Dave’s self-infl icted lynching, dramatizes not only the 
life-destroying effects of racial stereotyping, but also how laughter facilitates the 
internalization of such effects by the victims of racism. The enslaved people who 
mock Dave see in him their own enslavement carried to a literal and thus absurd 
level. They laugh at a man who, tethered to a ham, walks the plantation where 
they labor, a place that is supported by more quotidian forms of dehumaniza-
tion. In laughing they assert the distance between their own lot and Dave’s, 
whose absurd punishment becomes the nadir of subjection against which other 
slaves measure theirs. Laughter thus operates as a defense mechanism, expressed 
in  bitter recognition of a shared subjection to cruelty and as a way of asserting 
some distance from that cruelty. 

If those who laugh at Dave laugh in self-defense, Dave’s own laughter is that 
defense mechanism carried to the extreme. Describing Dave’s descent into mad-
ness, Julius notes that with “dat ham eberlastin’ en eternally draggin’ roun’ his 
neck” Dave took to “laffi n’ fi t ter kill ’bout nuffi n” (Stories, 729). Enslaved people, 
as most accounts of black humor claim, laughed in order not to go mad. Dave 
laughs because he has gone mad, but in so doing he makes laughter expressive 
not of the cruelty of slavery, but of madness. At the same time, as he escapes into 
that realm, he succumbs to the literalness of the joke foisted upon him, staging 
his own lynching in an act that is a revolt against his master, since he becomes 
worthless property, but also his own gruesome end. 

J. L. Styan suggests that “the real climax of a dark comedy” is not “the place 
where the hero is pressed to a decision, the villain unmasked, the situation 
brought to a crux, but the place where the tensions are so unbearable that we 
crave for relief.”102 Surely the crux of this tale is the moment Julius fi nds Dave 
in the smokehouse, hanging over the fi re. The moment contains no suspense. 
By this time, the villain has been found, or rather, the real thief has confessed, 
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and the master is ready to make it up to Dave and the rest of the slaves by giv-
ing them extra cider. He offers Dave a public apology, regardless of the fact that 
Dave has gone missing, which ends with, “Now take ernudder drink er cider all 
roun’, en den git at dat cotton” (Stories, 731). But the reader has been warned of 
Dave’s descent into madness, and when we follow Julius retracing Dave’s foot-
steps to the smokehouse, we do so with the foreboding that something terrible 
has happened.

By this time, too, the reader has been subjected to John’s racist ruminations 
on the limits of black sentience in the outer frame of the tale. The contrast between 
John’s callous observations and the tremendous tragedy of the story heighten at 
the moment of Dave’s suicide, a moment that also underscores Julius’s act of 
narration and echoes precisely at the moment when Julius fi nds Dave. When the 
tale opens, John is counting the number of slices of a Sunday ham that Julius is 
eating; with each slice the ex-slave consumes, John becomes more and more con-
vinced of Julius’s base nature. When, in the midst of his eating, Julius sheds a tear, 
however, John’s interest is piqued. Later, he asks for an explanation, which results 
in the story of Dave’s “neckliss.” Before Julius can relate his tale, however, John 
delivers a dense paragraph expressing his suspicion that Julius, as representative 
ex-slave, is not sentient enough to understand the degradation he experienced: 

It was only now and then that we were able to study, through the medium of 
[Julius’s] recollection, the simple but intensely human inner life of slavery. 
His way of looking at the past seemed very strange to us; his view of certain 
sides of life was essentially different from ours. He never indulged in any 
regrets for the Arcadian joyousness and irresponsibility which was a some-
what popular conception of slavery; his had not been the lot of the petted 
house-servant, but that of the toiling fi eld-hand. While he mentioned with 
warm appreciation the acts of kindness which those in authority had shown 
to him and his people, he would speak of a cruel deed, not with the indigna-
tion of one accustomed to quick feelings and spontaneous expression, but 
with the furtive disapproval which suggested to us a doubt in his own mind 
as to whether he had a right to think or feel, and presented to us a curious 
psychological spectacle of a mind enslaved long after the shackles had been 
struck off from the limbs of its possessor. (Stories, 722)

Dave’s story would seem to prove John’s point, as it represents the plight of one 
whose mind remains “enslaved long after the shackles [have] been struck off.” 
Julius’s own relishing of the ham would seem to prove the point as well, for the 
ham, as Sundquist argues, is “transformed over the course of Chesnutt’s narrative 
 into . . . the body and blood of Dave,” which Julius eats in “a ritual of remembrance 
in which comedy cloaks [Julius’s] identifi cation with a legacy of suffering.”103 Like 
Brown, however, Chesnutt fulfi lls the expectations of readers such as John only 
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to create searing ironies. John doubts if Julius “even realized, except in a vague, 
uncertain way, his own degradation.” But he fi nds evidence “in the simple human 
feeling, and still more in the undertone of sadness, which pervaded his stories,” 
of a “spark which, fanned by favoring breezes and fed by the memories of the 
past, might become in his children’s children a glowing fl ame of sensibility, alive 
to every thrill of human happiness or human woe” (722–23). Ironically, it is John 
who seems not to be “alive to every thrill of human happiness or human woe.” 
While he thinks Julius is incapable of “speak[ing] of a cruel deed” with freedom 
of thought and feeling due to his continued mental enslavement, Julius in fact de-
livers a story of “human woe” with a complexity beyond John’s comprehension.

No sensitive reading of “Dave’s Neckliss” fails to comment on this irony. Yet 
the laughter in the story escapes notice. To ignore it, however, is to miss the in-
tensity of Chesnutt’s tragicomedy. In at least one contemporary instance, Dave’s 
death becomes merely an act of sacrifi ce that Chesnutt symbolically carries out 
in the service of saving the master’s soul. In a puzzling introduction to the 2001
Riverside edition of Chesnutt’s major works, Sally Ann H. Ferguson reads “Dave’s 
Neckliss” as one instance, among many, in which Chesnutt “exploits the Chris-
tian promise to save devils at the expense of angels and creates dark-skinned, 
Jesus-like innocents who lead, or at least try to lead, reprobate whites to truth and 
goodness.” In her reading “Mars Dugal comes to regret that he wrongly accused 
and punished Dave” only after Dave becomes an “unheralded” symbol “of mortal 
suffering whose rewards await [him] after death.”104

Ferguson misses not only the biting sarcasm with which Chesnutt mocks the 
master’s “regret,” but also the complexity with which Chesnutt makes Dave into 
a sacrifi cial symbol. The slaves’ laughter not only has a role to play in Dave’s grief, 
but is a major factor in his descent into madness. He bears the intensity of the 
slaves’ abjection in ritual sacrifi ce but not for the master’s profi t. When Julius eats 
the Sunday ham, he eats the body and blood of Dave in the ritual remembrance of 
an ancestor who was made to carry the burden of the tribe, arguably to ensure its 
psychic survival. Dave’s own laughter at the moment when he fi nds himself alone, 
bearing his burden, seems to mock the Christian paradigm of sacrifi ce to which 
Ferguson alludes. Dave dies looking for a “cure” or, in Julius’s bitter pun, a “kyo,” 
but a cure for what? For the madness of racism that has produced the suffering he 
bears? It is a desperate and ultimately tragic attempt, expressive neither of saintli-
ness nor heroism. It is absurd and yet full of pathos. And it is to this peculiar mix 
that Dave’s laughter, ostensibly a laughter about “nuffi n’, ” gives a sound “fi t to kill.”

Aesthetic Legacies

Although Chesnutt’s brilliant manipulation of stereotypes has not always been 
recognized, he has been lauded as a writer of singular gifts. In 1910 Benjamin 
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Brawley praised his overall aesthetic breakthrough and called The House behind 
the Cedars (1900), Chesnutt’s fi rst novel, “the best work of fi ction yet written by 
a member of the race in America.”105 In Carl Van Vechten’s novel Nigger Heaven
(1926), a young aspiring black writer in Harlem wonders why Chesnutt is not 
better known among his peers given Chesnutt’s “cool deliberation” of style, his 
“sense of form,” and, most of all, his capacity for turning racial dilemmas into 
“living and artistic drama.” The young writer admires most of all “A Matter of 
Principle,” a story from Chesnutt’s The Wife of His Youth and Other Stories of 
the Color Line (1899), a collection of stories that, like The Conjure Woman tales, 
received “rave reviews” upon publication from, among other infl uential critics, 
William Dean Howells.106

The young writer in Van Vechten’s novel might have looked into the compli-
cated nature of Howells’s praise, which, like that of Walter Hines Page, Chesnutt’s 
editor at Houghton Miffl in, partly resulted in Chesnutt’s absence not only from 
the cultural atmosphere of the Harlem Renaissance but also from most of the 
twentieth century. Howells supported Chesnutt’s local color fi ction but found 
his more overtly political novel The Marrow of Tradition (1901) “bitter,” while 
Page pressured Chesnutt to return to the style of The Conjure Woman tales long 
after the author had decided to abandon it. As would the late twentieth- and 
early twenty-fi rst-century conjurers of racial stereotypes Richard Pryor and Dave 
Chappelle, Chesnutt became concerned with the potentially retrograde impact 
of his use of racial stereotypes.107 Thus, early in his career, Chesnutt decided to 
drop Uncle Julius and the conjure trope altogether to focus instead on mixed-
race characters and issues of the color line. In doing so he veered away from his 
powerful tragicomedy of slavery, but he maintained the satiric edge of the early 
tales and continued to address unpalatable subjects. “A Matter of Principle,” like 
“The Wife of His Youth,” for example, is a brilliant exposé of the Blue Vein So-
ciety, a fi ctional elite group of upper-class mulattos who have thoroughly incor-
porated notions of privilege according to skin color. Obsessed with his status as 
almost white, Cicero Clayton, the story’s main character, not only protests “being 
called black,” but also fervently believes that, since the “Anglo-Saxon race loves 
justice” and realizes it “where it does not confl ict with their own interests,” he will 
one day be accepted as white (Stories, 149). The story is a comedy of manners in 
which Clayton’s obsessions have the boomerang effect of keeping him from one 
of his most cherished goals, marrying his daughter to another high- standing, 
light-skinned mulatto. As in the equally satirical “Uncle Wellington’s Wives,” 
which examines black obsession with whiteness from the perspective of a dark-
skinned ex-slave, Chesnutt continues to pry the psychological effects of racism 
on black folk that he so effectively renders through “Dave’s Neckliss.” 

Although in satirizing the Blue Veins Chesnutt lampooned a group to which 
he could easily have belonged given his own social standing and light skin,  earlier 
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critics such as Amiri Baraka saw him only as a “black parrot for white racist 
ideologies.”108 Writing in 1975, Robert Bone is an exception, for he not only ap-
preciated Chesnutt’s satire but also understood the literary tradition he founded. 
Calling The Conjure Woman tales “a tart confection of sly derision and purga-
torial laughter” as well as the “most important product of the black imagination 
prior to the First World War,” Bone rightly argues that Chesnutt’s gift for satire 
is his “major contribution to Afro-American letters.” “Drawing on the satirical 
resources of the black folktale,” Bone writes, Chesnutt “founded a tradition that 
descends through Langston Hughes and George Schuyler to William Melvin 
 Kelley and Ishmael Reed.”109

As the rest of this study demonstrates, Chesnutt’s contribution also includes 
the phenomenally powerful tragicomedy of the conjure tales, which resonates 
most clearly in the work of Richard Pryor, in particular in Pryor’s ability to turn a 
comedy of the body into a powerful medium for representing black psychic pain. 
It resonates as well in Suzan-Lori Parks’s use of laughter as a mode of mourning 
and in her experiments with language, which, like Uncle Julius’s spell-binding 
tales, simultaneously relish the linguistic creativity of Black English and produce 
a distinctive grammar of terror, subjection, and survival. Likewise, Chesnutt’s 
expert manipulation of racial stereotypes, which he shares with William Wells 
Brown despite their rather different styles, set a master template not only for 
Pryor and Reed, whose Flight to Canada echoes Brown’s The Escape in its title 
alone and whose transliteration of conjure clearly improvises on Chesnutt’s 
work, but also for Robert Colescott. Colescott’s “blackening up” of famous mod-
ern European paintings through the use of racial stereotypes rearranges the his-
torical sensibilities of viewers in ways similar to Chesnutt’s “fi ctive seizure” and 
transformation of demeaning stereotypes. 

The fact that critics have misinterpreted both Chesnutt’s and Brown’s manip-
ulation of stereotypes, their gifts for conjuring them in the service of redefi ning 
their power, suggests a theme common in the critical reception of the  writers in 
this chapter as well as the writers and artists examined in later chapters. Kara 
Walker’s career, for example, has been shaped by the controversy produced by her 
ability to make vivid both the grotesque and the alluring aspects of ste reotypes. 
A similar controversy has now put Dave Chappelle’s career on hold. To trade in 
stereotypes is to play with fi re, and these controversies highlight not only the 
potency of stereotypes but also the reach and limits of employing them, in par-
ticular in the often morally ambivalent terrain of humor. 

How does gender further complicate the risk of trading in stereotypes? While 
exploring Brown’s and Chesnutt’s work, I have often wondered why there is not 
a nineteenth-century black female writer comparable to these writers in their 
use of humor to represent slavery. Certainly the fact that the stage and physical 
 comedy have been off-limits to women plays a central role. As June Sochen notes, 
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traditionally men have been able to assume the roles of “satirists and physical 
comics,” whereas women have not. “If they ventured into this culturally for-
bidden land, they should only display restrained wit—sly humor, perhaps, but 
not [the] raucous, screaming demonstrative” kind.110 Erika Kreger reminds us 
that, in the United States, it was not until the late nineteenth century that critics 
came to see wit and humor as incompatible with femininity. Indeed, she argues 
that “in the mid-1800s, women humorists were often popular and acclaimed.” 
Yet the humor that they practiced was neither necessarily politically radical nor 
performed; it was largely textual.111 Performing on stage was not an option for 
women, especially women of color, unless they joined vaudeville shows, where 
their place was decidedly ambivalent (the woman entertainer was included 
mainly “to make the place fi t for decent women, yet everyone ‘knew’ that she 
could not be a decent woman herself”), or the minstrel troops of the late 1860s, 
which featured women as “giddy sex objects” and burlesqued their behavior “in 
much the same way as plantation blacks.”112 African American women such as 
Maria Stewart, Jarena Lee, and Sojourner Truth did take up public speaking, but 
they did so in the morally safer terrain of political activism or spiritualism. In the 
realm of comedy, women have been “regularly shunted into stereotypical roles as 
mannish or dumb, or as virtual harlots.”113 While early twentieth-century black 
women comics were able to fi nd some audience acceptance and performance 
opportunities in forums that featured black artists performing for exclusively 
black audiences, such the chitlin’ circuit, in general they still had to face public 
opprobrium as gendered and racialized subjects. Still, black female singers of 
the classic blues era, singers such as Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Ida Cox, Alberta 
Hunter, and others, often challenged injunctions against women’s full range of 
expression, especially with regards to sexuality, by infusing humor and sass into 
their performance styles. And, in the mid-twentieth century Moms Mabley suc-
cessfully created a comic persona that could directly address topics considered 
too edgy for the time, such as explicit critiques of racism or bawdy ruminations, 
but only because she presented herself as a nonthreatening, small, bedraggled 
woman in a house dress and an old lady’s hat. 

As writers, black women were able to use satire and wit to criticize slavery, yet 
critics routinely ignore this aspect of their texts. It bears repeating that much of 
the satire and wit in nineteenth-century texts by African American women is not 
conducive to laughter.  But this should not lead us to dismiss a powerful aspect 
of their texts. In her slave narrative Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861), for 
instance, Harriet Jacobs uses ridicule to highlight the ironies of white power. 
She opens a chapter detailing the violent backlash against slaves following Nat 
Turner’s rebellion, wryly noting the slave owner’s fears and delusions, two main 
targets of early black humor. “Strange,” she writes, quoting a popular myth about 
slavery, “that they should be alarmed when their slaves were so ‘contented and 
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happy’! But so it was.” She then describes the extensive searches, violence, and 
vigilance to which slaves were subjected, noting that “low whites, who had no 
negroes of their own to scourge,” saw the moment as a “grand chance to exercise 
a little brief authority, and show their subserviency [sic] to the slaveholders; not 
refl ecting that the power which trampled on the colored people also kept them-
selves in poverty, ignorance, and moral degradation.” Jacobs dedicates the chapter to 
lampooning the weaknesses of the “low whites,” particularly their “ignorance,” 
taking particular pleasure in instigating displays of it. “I knew nothing annoyed 
them so much as to see colored people living in comfort and respectability,” she 
writes, “so I made arrangements for them with especial care. I arranged every 
thing in my grandmother’s house as neatly as possible. I put white quilts on the 
beds, and decorated some of the rooms with fl owers. When all was arranged, I sat 
down at the window to watch.” For Jacobs, the ironies and limitations of white 
power seem almost amusing. What she sees out of her window are signs of ter-
ror: innocent black people are dragged out and threatened with death and rape. 
But inside her grandmother’s house, which Jacobs knew would be protected by 
whites more powerful than the “low” ones, she watches a show that she has “ar-
ranged” so as to ensure the most outlandish display of white “poverty, ignorance 
and moral degradation.”114

Not that Jacobs lacked the opportunity to witness such displays from powerful 
whites. Her mistress would rather spit on her food than have her slaves eat the re-
mains of her meals, and Jacobs’s epicurean master takes sadistic pleasure in force-
feeding dog food to hungry slaves. Jacobs witnesses such displays of moral poverty 
and presents them with a satirist’s detached sense of indignation. Later, however, 
when she “peeps” at her master’s movements from the garret, she takes “satisfac-
tion” in the fact that, even from her constrained position, she can  “arrange” cir-
cumstances so as to taunt her master’s deprived mind.115 Jacobs’s detachment from 
and her satisfaction in the scenes of degradation that she partly orchestrates sug-
gest a more nuanced expression of protest than is generally accorded to her text.

As I have already noted, Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig is a remarkably satiric text, 
yet scholarship on the novel has given “exclusive focus to the sentimental aspects 
of the narrative,” in part because readers remain “uneasy with the rage that ema-
nates from the center of Wilson’s book.”116 Anger was and still is unbecoming 
in a woman, especially if she trades in unpalatable subjects such as northern 
racism and white women’s complicity in the oppression of African Americans. 
Wilson had plenty of reason to be enraged. In her novel she details the painful 
experiences to which her protagonist and alter ego, Frado, who is also known 
as “Nig,” is repeatedly subjected when, deserted by her white mother after her 
black father dies, she enters a long period of indentured servitude at the ripe 
age of six to a white family who treat her as a slave. Overworked and tortured 
by a cruel mistress and her equally mean-spirited daughter, Frado is sometimes 
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comforted by the other members of the family, almost all of whom are men but 
who never rescue her despite their ability to do so. Critics have discovered that 
the Haywards (known in the text as the “Bellmonts”), the family that held Wilson 
as their  servant, lived in Milford, New Hampshire, home of many prominent 
abolitionists who made Milford the site of huge antislavery rallies. The Haywards 
were intimately connected to another family, the Hutchinsons, famous abolition-
ist singers whose work was often praised as “unselfi sh and sublime.”117 Frederick 
Douglass credited them with having “sung the yokes from the necks and the fet-
ters from the limbs of [his] race.”118 Yet, as P. Gabrielle Forman and Reginald H. 
Pitts note, placing Our Nig in the antislavery context of New Hampshire did 
little good for Wilson, who, like her fi ctional alter ego, was never aided by those 
around her. The irony “personalizes a central human contradiction and a par-
ticular American paradox: how can people who stand fi rmly against injustice 
ignore it—or enact it—in their own front yards?”119

Wilson exposes this contradiction and paradox with a particular edge, which 
is only sometimes hidden in the sheep’s clothing of the sentimental novel, the 
autobiography, slave narrative, and other forms of which Wilson makes use.120

Thus, while Henry Louis Gates Jr. presents the lack of attention that Our Nig
received when it was fi rst published in Boston as “one of the troubling enigmas 
of Afro-American literary history,” one who is attuned to the novel’s satiric mode 
can understand why the novel was ignored even in Boston, which at the time was 
“a veritable center of abolitionist reform and passion.”121 In the fi rst chapter, for 
example, Wilson denigrates the tendency that “professed reformers” have for as-
suming a “holier-than-thou” attitude toward the downtrodden, and, as she ends 
her narrative, she writes that “enough has been enrolled to demand [the reader’s] 
sympathy and aid.”122 Despite the brutality to which she was subjected and the 
callous indifference of those who simply watched, Wilson refused to plead, for to 
do so would have meant furthering her subjection. It would have meant the de-
nial, or at least the taming, of the rage that she felt in response in favor of not 
disturbing the sensibilities of her all-too-complacent audience. Instead, she used 
satire to demand sympathy.

The novel repeatedly presents Frado bound, gagged, and receiving savage 
blows from Mrs. Bellmont, who positively enjoys her merciless cruelty (Our
Nig, 37). Because Wilson delivers her narrative in the third person, Frado’s beat-
ings attain a level of abstraction (both from the author and the reader) that 
would have been impossible from a fi rst-person point of view. Such abstraction, 
as Ronald Paulson notes, is typical of satire and has the effect of highlighting 
the violence of the scene through ironic understatement.123 That is, although the 
violent scenes are based on Wilson’s personal experience, she delivers them at a 
remove and without personal commentary (in one case literally announcing the 
omission), leaving the reader to face Mrs. Bellmont’s naked cruelty (52). 
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As Elizabeth Breau argues, Wilson’s satire “fl atly contradicts the portrait of 
[white] women as angels of mercy and kindness,” a portrait that was central to 
nineteenth-century notions of “True Womanhood.”124 Like other satirists, Wil-
son further abstracts the scenes of her oppression by working through character 
types. She purposefully subordinates the development of Mrs. Bellmont’s char-
acter to a “two dimensional” type whose “primary sins are racism and cruelty.”125

Denying the mistress the humanity that racist discourse would refuse African 
Americans, Wilson fi gures Mrs. Bellmont as a “she-devil” capable of the most 
unspeakable horrors (Our Nig, 12). In one instance she orders Frado to eat out 
of her leftover dish, but Frado, confi dent that there is a witness nearby, defi es her 
and orders her dog to lick the dish before she uses it (39). Although this makes 
Jack, son of the mistress and witness, “[boil] over with laughter,” two paragraphs 
later we are told that Mrs. Bellmont threatens to cut out Frado’s tongue if she 
tells of the “thorough beating” to which she is subjected as punishment (40). 
Often such beatings include Mrs. Bellmont wedging pieces of wood in Frado’s 
mouth in order to literally but ironically silence her with her mouth open. In 
these scenes Wilson deftly intertwines scenes of laughter with scenes of subjec-
tion, leaving readers to feel sympathy for Frado but ultimately calling them to 
respond to Mrs. Bellmont’s violence in ways not limited to sentiment. 

Additionally, Wilson depicts the inertia of those who simply watched as com-
plicit in her cruelty. When Jack watches Frado defy Mrs. Bellmont by ordering her 
dog to lick the mistress’s dish before she uses it, he not only laughs heartily but 
gives Frado “a bright silver dollar,” saying, “There take that, ’t was worth paying 
for” (Our Nig, 40). Whereas the scene constitutes one of the few instances of vic-
tory for Frado, for Jack it is mere entertainment. The scene arguably signifi es on 
the commodity value of slave narratives, which, unlike Wilson’s novel, found an 
enthusiastic audience. It suggests that purportedly sympathetic subjects like Jack 
could read the trials and tribulations of slaves only as entertainment and so Wil-
son needed a strategy far fi ercer than Frado’s spirited defi ance. She needed sting-
ing satire rather than clever subversion to shock readers like Jack into action. 

Judging from the lack of critical attention Wilson received, the strategy back-
fi red. Ellen Pratofi orito argues that Wilson’s contemporary audiences were not 
“ready, willing or able” to appreciate her message.126 The novel received no criti-
cal response until Gates republished it in 1983. The reason for Wilson’s failure, 
however, might also be in the risks implicit in employing satire as a form of social 
critique. As Michael Seidel argues, satire can contaminate the satirist. In “satiric 
invective,” he writes, “the urge to reform is literally overwhelmed by the urge to 
annihilate,” making the satirist so deeply implicated in the process of exposing 
degeneracy that he is “beside himself and beneath himself.”127 In other words, the 
satirist may forfeit the distance that satire affords depending on the force of the 
invective. 
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In Our Nig, Wilson is so intent on exposing Mrs. Bellmont’s cruelty and the 
Bellmont men’s callousness that she subsumes the narrative of her own desire 
under the weight of that purpose. The novel, as Julia Stern notes, represents 
Frado’s own passion—her desire for freedom, for the Bellmont men, and for 
the man she eventually marries—only in terms of masochism, self-destructive 
yearnings, or passive aggressiveness.128 To some extent, Wilson enacts in nar-
rative form the silencing to which Mrs. Bellmont consistently subjects Frado. 
She silences the narrative of Frado’s desire in favor of exposing the cruelty of 
her mistress. Such a singular purpose may have compromised Wilson’s vision, 
but in refusing to handle her audience gingerly and giving voice to her rage, she 
achieved something remarkable. Rather than assume the supplicant tone of the 
conventional slave narrator, who sought to prove his or her humanity through 
writing, Wilson asserts her humanity through her satire.

To some extent, Brown and Chesnutt compromised in masking their true 
 designs in performances and stories that, on a superfi cial level, appear to ac-
quiesce to racist notions of blackness. Wilson was less willing to do so in part 
because she was overwhelmed by her anger against hypocritical abolitionists. 
Like Brown, she criticized those “who sustain[ed] interest” in the plight of the 
oppressed “only as long as it remain[ed] interesting and present” and those who 
claimed to feel sympathy but took “no concrete action.”129 But instead of operat-
ing through  hyperbole and masquerade, Wilson turned to satire. She did so not 
only because satire lends itself to the criticism of social ills and the expression 
of anger but also because satire allowed her to create a crucial distance between 
her reader and the scenes of violence that she presents. This is a strategy that she 
shared with many other slave narrators, particularly women who wanted to tes-
tify to the sexual oppression they suffered without making their pain merely the 
object of empty pity, or worse, prurient interest. Enslaved women, much more 
so than enslaved men, had to guard against the always potential discursive con-
sumption of their bodies. While Wilson was careful in representing the scenes 
of her subjection, preventing the commodifi cation of her pain, she employed a 
particular brand of satire that ultimately alienated readers. 

The silence that met her novel may also spring from a more general resis-
tance to receiving and accepting black female satirical voices. In fact, even when 
women operate in a broader range of humor, as Zora Neale Hurston does in Their 
Eyes Were Watching God (1937), they are often met with harsh criticism. Richard 
Wright’s review of Hurston’s novel, for instance, chastises her for “voluntarily” 
continuing “the tradition which was forced upon the Negro,” minstrelsy, and for 
keeping black characters “in that safe and narrow orbit in which America likes 
to see the Negro live: between laughter and tears.”130 Wilson’s example, however, 
attests both to the resistance against accepting black female satire and the reach 
and limits of satire itself and thus suggests why the aesthetic legacy that I trace 
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in this book does not rely on satire alone. Whereas satire can undermine the dis-
tance that humor affords, other forms of humor, such as hyperbole, burlesque, 
and, in particular, masquerade, can communicate intent through the indirect 
language of signifying. Indirectness, of course, carries its own risks, but it can 
also provide a necessary mask, one that can become intricately powerful when it 
makes use of popular and mass-consumed images. If, as Brown realized, slavery 
has always been mediated by mass cultural representations, to manipulate popu-
lar images, such as stereotypes of race and gender, opens up the possibility of 
turning the consumption of race upside down. By reappropriating commodifi ed 
mass cultural images of slavery, Brown and Chesnutt, as do all the writers and 
artists in this study, turned stereotypes of race and gender into vehicles for the 
critique of their commoditization.

Wilson’s anger limited the distance she had from her subject, which was due to 
the violence of racism that she suffered fi rsthand. As a slave, Brown suffered under 
conditions similar to Wilson’s yet was able to turn his experiences into fodder for 
plays such as The Escape in great part because, as a man, the stage and physical 
comedy were not off-limits to him. Chesnutt, who was a more skillful writer than 
either Brown or Wilson, may have found ways to incorporate a wide range of 
humor forms with satire because of his literary gifts. But the distance afforded to 
him not only as a man, one light enough to pass, but also as someone who did not 
experience the brutality of slavery or indentured servitude fi rsthand was surely 
also a factor. The writers and artists I examine in the chapters that follow have a 
distance of over one hundred years from the historical experience of slavery and 
are thus poised to invoke the violence of slavery through comic modes that at 
times risk sacrilege. They take the risk in an effort to sustain a critical memory of 
slavery and an equally critical focus on its legacy.

Although Wilson turned to satire to represent abjection but prevent its 
 commoditization, the force of her satire, fueled as it was by rage, alienated her 
readership. Late in the twentieth century Suzan-Lori Parks would also focus on 
the commoditization of abjection, but she would experiment with various forms 
of humor, from the kind of minstrelizing of minstrelsy that Brown offers in 
The Escape to Chesnutt’s tragicomedy, thus avoiding the traps of satire. If  Wilson 
fell prey to those traps, she, like Brown and Chesnutt, set in place an artistic 
legacy of profound power. In their distinctive styles, each of these writers walked 
a tightrope, using various forms of humor not only to thwart the expectations of 
their audiences, despite enormous risks, but also to face the challenge expressed 
in Brown’s notion “Slavery has never been represented; Slavery never can be rep-
resented” and its implicit addendum: and yet, slavery must be represented.
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THE CONJURER RECOILS

Slavery in Richard Pryor’s Performances and Chappelle’s Show

Bicentennial Nigger, Richard Pryor’s 1976 album, is simply brilliant. It brims 
with a sharp, eviscerating humor through which Pryor highlights his country’s 
founding contradiction: its profession of democratic principles despite its his-
tory of  racial oppression. True to Pryor’s style, none but the last track assumes 
the  serious tone of that objective. The fi rst track, in fact, features Pryor imitating 
a hillbilly screaming at the moment of orgasm, and the second depicts Pryor’s 
varying degrees of success in satisfying the sexual appetites of both black and 
white women. Using his trademark ability to mimic cartoonish but clearly iden-
tifi able “white” and “black” voices, Pryor sets off a raunchy play of stereotypes. 
White women are docile: they consent to sex easily, don’t complain if they do not 
reach orgasm, don’t put up a fi ght when they are physically threatened, and are 
happy to stay at home when their man goes out in the evening. Black women, 
by contrast, are assertive and intractable: when their men announce that they 
are going out, they start getting ready too; they fi ght right back when their men 
threaten them with violence and refuse to give oral sex but complain when they 
do not achieve orgasm. After unsatisfactory sex one of them says (in Pryor’s imi-
tation of a sassy “black” woman), “Nigga, that’s some sad dick!”1

Without Pryor’s unmatched gift for delivery, his play with stereotypes could 
be seen as simply vulgar or even scandalous (especially since it involves his con-
troversial use of the “N” word). However, he invariably grounds his outrageous 
humor in the harsh realities of American racism and reveals how it perpetuates 
the ideologies of slavery. Since transcriptions of his performances allow us to 
examine the design of his stand-up, in this chapter I fi rst consider in detail par-
ticular tracks in the bicentennial album and the design of that album as a whole. 
I also examine his other major albums and fi lm concerts, produced between 1968
and 1983, for they reveal how Pryor twists the tradition of the conjuror discussed 
in chapter 1. Invoking the past and seeking catharsis, Pryor uses his power as 
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a conjurer to stage rituals of redress with respect to American slavery. At a crucial 
point in his career, however, Pryor recoils at his power as a conjurer and redirects 
it. Why he recoils and what it reveals about the power he taps into through his 
conjuring is the focus of later sections of this chapter. 

Highlighting the ritualistic aspects of stand-up comedy, already a ritualized 
medium with its own codes and system of rites,2 stand-up in Pryor’s perfor-
mances became not only a vehicle for catharsis—both for the release of racial ten-
sions and for the purging of racist attitudes—but also a medium through which 
he symbolically redressed chattel slavery and its aftermath. Arising at the end of 
the civil rights and the beginning of the Black Power movements, Pryor’s work, 
like Ishmael Reed’s, is part of a larger movement toward redress, conceived as 
retribution, correction, and reparations for American slavery. At the same time, 
it expresses a conscious awareness of the impossibility of that redress given the 
enormity of the breach: the genocide caused by the slave trade and the institution-
alized brutality of plantation slavery. 

As I discussed in the introduction, what has remained in the aftermath of 
the tremendous crime against humanity that New World slavery constituted is 
what Stephen Best and Saidiya Hartman call the “limited scope of the possible 
in the face of the irreparable.”3 The result is a shuttling between grievance, the 
seeking of legal remedies to the crimes of slavery and the injustices perpetuated 
afterward, and grief, the expression of the deep sorrow occasioned not only by 
slavery itself but also by its long legacy. Pryor, as this chapter demonstrates, re-
turns to the shuttling between grief and grievance that Best and Hartman locate, 
for instance, in Ottobah Cuguano’s Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil of Slavery
(1787) by protesting against racist practices of his day while giving expression to 
the grief occasioned by slavery and its legacy. In so doing, he also gives sound to 
the “black noise” and “freedom dreams” left unrealized in the wake of slavery, 
Reconstruction, Jim Crow segregation, and the civil rights movement. In this 
shuttling, however, Pryor does not express grievance or grief in straightforward 
complaint, lament, or mourning but in comic modes of tremendous range, from 
outrageous, blasphemous humor to bitter satire and deep irony, to his own tragi-
comedy of slavery. 

How does Pryor mobilize black humor to redress American slavery? In Bi-
centennial Nigger he does not exclude himself from the stereotyping play with 
which he opens the album, presenting himself as the kind of sexually insatiable 
black man who has inspired an uneasy mixture of fear, desire, and abhorrence in 
America. But he uses the stereotype to expose the contradictions of this mixture. 
Although, on other occasions, notably in Wanted/Richard Pryor: Live in Concert
(1978), he parodies the idea of the macho man and laughs at the myth of black 
male genital superiority, in this performance he speaks of easily pleasing white 
women and in general about black men’s exceptional sexual powers, thus  playing 
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with a taboo so potent that it had been criminalized only nine years before 
the bicentennial.4 Pryor more than fulfi lls the fantasy that had upheld the law 
against miscegenation; he fl agrantly fl aunts it for white men who might, given 
the power of the taboo, imagine him as a sexual competitor with the upper hand 
as well as for white women who might imagine him as both a threat and an ob-
ject of desire (depending on sexual orientation, white men might also see him as 
such). Knowing that black women in the audience will judge him for liking white 
women, he announces the fact that he has dated both black and white women 
in a mock confessional tone. Then, suggesting that these women might go so far 
as to refuse him sex after his disclosure (“Right on, motherfucker, beg me”), he 
declares the fact that he will sleep with white women nonetheless. In each case, 
he is an outlaw who exhibits his criminality with the gusto implied by the sexual 
satisfaction he provides, which he makes explicit by focusing on his performance 
of cunnilingus on both black and white women. 

The audience quite audibly laughs, because, as Freud might have put it, 
Pryor has given voice to a taboo and allowed the energy involved in keeping it 
in place release through laughter. As in other performances, however, audience 
 members—at the very least, blacks and whites—laugh from different perspectives 
and “in and out of symmetry.” As John Limon notes, Pryor plays with stereotypes 
of “black lawlessness,” “vulgarity,” and “coolness” as against “white mechanical-
ness” and prudishness. In this and other performances, such as the opening act 
of Live in Concert, black folk “see themselves as whites see them,” in the tradition 
of double consciousness articulated by W. E. B. Du Bois, “but they like what they 
see,” and whites “now see themselves from the outside as well; but they are con-
tent, for the length of the occasion, to lend their mechanical bodies to the comic 
machinery.” Blacks and whites “laugh from different positions that go in and out 
of symmetry,” argues Limon, but “they all laugh.”5

Aside from disrupting the possibility of passive spectatorship, Pryor thus cre-
ates communities that, while laughing “in and out of symmetry,” fi nd common 
ground, at least for the duration of his performance, in the volatile history of 
racial tensions that his self-transformations conjure. He also gives his perfor-
mance a clear context. His fl amboyant play on stereotypes in the skit about black 
and white women is rooted in the taboo against miscegenation, which, as the 
album makes clear, is itself rooted in the history of slavery. Even in “Hillbilly,” 
the album’s fi rst track, Pryor suggests a historical context as he not only imitates 
a racist white man having an orgasm, but also adopts his voice to give an exag-
gerated version of America before its birth as a nation, as the heathen place that 
Europeans would civilize. The irony, of course, is that Pryor plays the white man’s 
role as a civilizing agent with a crassness that betrays that role while making 
him the object of derisive laughter. Bicentennial Nigger ends with an eponymous 
track in which Pryor delivers a short but potent history of the Middle Passage 
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and slavery, told from the perspective of a “two-hundred-year-old” “nigger in 
blackface . . . with stars and stripes on his forehead.” Pryor thus couches his out-
rageous impersonations of stereotypes in between two tracks that provide clear 
historical referents even as he exaggerates the distortions that such stereotypes 
set in place. 

Capitalizing on a humor of incongruity, the slender black man with an Afro 
“passes” both for a hillbilly at a moment of ecstasy and a frail white woman, even 
though he has no disguise other than his voice and gestures. He can also quickly 
transform into what, throughout the album, he places at the opposite end of the 
gender spectrum: a strong black woman. The performance, of course, risks un-
gendering black women and feminizing white women in the most misogynist 
sense of the word, while setting them against each other. But this is precisely the 
edge of Pryor’s humor: it brings to life the most vulgar aspects of racism, often 
by fl aunting stereotypes of race and gender while retaining a measure of trans-
parency and belief. It is in the simultaneous gesture toward perfect imitation 
and toward transparency, a dual gesture that Pryor achieves by manipulating his 
voice as well as his long, bony frame, that conjure and humor coalesce. 

Unlike Flip Wilson, who famously performed as his transvestite alter ego, 
Geraldine Jones, on his television show (1970–74) with the aid of elaborate cos-
tume and makeup, Pryor uses no such props, thus achieving both a productive 
equilibrium and a living contradiction. His audiences know that he is playing all 
the characters, and thus his persona is an element of each of them. Yet, by the 
same logic, even if only for the duration of the performance, each stereotype 
is an element of his body. His transformation, although virtuosic at the level 
of imitation, is not complete. Like William Wells Brown’s performances, Pryor’s 
transformations play an intricate what-if game: what if one could see and hear 
a host of stereotypes come alive within one body? Audience members laugh not 
only at the ease with which they can recognize the stereotypes that Pryor imitates 
but also at the irony of both his accurate portrayal of distortion and the fact that 
he gives those distortions real referents. 

Pryor claimed that when he was on stage he was “possessed” by the characters 
he portrayed.6 Although one can hardly take this as evidence that possession in 
voodoo is analogous to Pryor’s aesthetic practice, the transformations that he 
enacts suggest implicit connections, not necessarily to voodoo per se, but to con-
jure. Possession in voodoo is a passive state in which the devotee lends his or her 
body as a “horse,” which the spirit of the dead, or loa, “mounts.” Pryor takes on 
the much more active role of the conjurer who brings to life, not the spirit of the 
dead, but the most outrageous aspects of stereotypes, using an entire arsenal of 
rhetorical fl ourishes derived from black humor, from simple signifying to elabo-
rate games of the dozens. In particular, he emphasizes the performative nature of 
black humor, the fact that it is primarily visual and attitudinal.7 Unlike Charles 
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Chesnutt and later Ishmael Reed, Pryor does not transliterate conjure. Instead, 
he uses his own body as the means to make glaringly vivid the ideological fetishes 
embedded in stereotypes. Thus, rather than produce humor by emphasizing the 
mechanicalness of the body, as in Bergson’s theory of humor, Pryor relies on the 
elasticity of his frame and voice to conjure stereotypes, a process that turns them 
into objects of laughter. 

In the last track of the bicentennial album, Pryor again conjures a racial type 
and, as in other cases, highlights both its historicity and theatricality. But he takes 
on a radically different approach to mark the difference between his own acts 
of conjure and the minstrelsy expected of him. Instead of bringing to life the 
stereotype through sound and gesture, as he does in other instances, he fi rst de-
scribes Bicentennial Nigger physically—he details the “big lips,” the “little eyes” 
of the “two-hundred-year-old” “nigger”—and then pretends to don the masklike 
image. He does so to the sound of the drums from the “Star Spangled Banner” 
in what becomes a highly self-conscious ritual of turning a minstrel mask, a sym-
bol of submission and effacement, into a tool for shamanistic purging of mur-
derous anger and grief. When, having invoked the image of Bicentennial Nigger, 
Pryor assumes that fi gure’s voice, he intermittently uses a disturbing laugh, one 
that parodies both the canned laughter of television sitcoms and that of the min-
strel stage. The horn section of the “Star Spangled Banner” joins the drums as 
Bicentennial Nigger begins to speak: 

Ise sooo happy cause I been here 200 years. . . . I’m just thrilled to be here 
[with a chuckle that peppers the rest of the performance, a kind of “yak, 
yak, yak”]. . . . I’m so glad you took me out of Dahome [chuckle]. . . . I used 
to live to be a hundred and fi fty. Now I dies of high blood pressure by the 
time I’m fi fty-two. . . . That thrills me to death [chuckle]. I’m just so pleased 
America is gonna last. They brought me over here on a boat. There was 400
of us come over here [chuckles and snorts], 360 of us died on the way over 
here [chuckle]. I just love that . . . it just thrills me to death. . . . You white 
folks are just so good to us. . . . We got over here and another twenty of us 
died from disease . . . then they split us all up. . . . Took my momma over that 
way, took my wife that way, took my kids over yonder [chuckles]. . . . I’m 
just so happy [chuckles] I don’t know what to do. I don’t know what I’m 
gonna do if I don’t get 200 more years of this. . . . 

Y’all probably done forgot about it. [Pause. And then, in Pryor’s own 
voice] But I ain’t never gonna forget. 

Unlike the rest of the album, and Pryor’s work overall, the monologue is not 
comic in the most basic sense; it is, instead, darkly satirical, even bitter. His laugh-
ter, mechanized and obviously constructed, is piercingly ironic, since far from 
expressing gaiety, it is from the start a laughter that kills. Bicentennial Nigger’s 
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often-repeated line “It thrills me to death” expresses such irony with a brutally 
angry undertone. But the minstrel mask, although richly elaborated, is ultimately 
only imagined. Pryor discards it easily when, at the end, he switches to his own 
voice to utter the most direct statement in the entire album and, arguably, of 
Pryor’s entire oeuvre: “I ain’t never gonna forget.” 

The track, which was recorded live at The Comedy Store in Hollywood on 
February 2, 1976, includes the laughter of the audience, a laughter that not only 
contrasts with the mechanized laughter of Pryor’s character but that also begs 
the question: what kind of laughter is it, given the painful history to which Bi-
centennial Nigger testifi es? Each time Bicentennial Nigger claims to be “happy” 
on the occasion of the bicentennial and then gives evidence to the contrary, the 
audience laughs in acknowledgment of the deep irony. They also laugh, perhaps 
uncomfortably, at a deeper irony: Pryor’s superimposition of minstrel celebra-
tion onto mournful remembrance. In adopting the tone of celebration to recount 
a captive’s survival through dispossession and enslavement, Pryor reenacts part 
of the violence of slavery, which entailed the forced performance of gaiety, while 
also restaging the impact of that violence on black performance. Ever since slave 
traders would “dance the slaves” on the upper decks of ships carrying human 
cargo—primarily to exercise the captives and thus ensure their survival and the 
capital invested in their bodies—black performance has been shadowed by  racist 
associations between blackness and mirth.8 Bicentennial Nigger’s line “I’m so 
thrilled to be here” echoes the kind of statement with which comedians usually 
greet their audiences and serves as a satirical comment on black performance 
and the difference that Pryor insisted on (in his stand-up work if not in his work 
as a fi lm actor) between minstrelsy and his unapologetically aggressive style.9

Declaring his commitment “never to forget” his country’s history of genocide 
and enslavement precisely when bicentennial celebrations would obfuscate it, 
Pryor not only performs the previously segregated aspects of black humor—
its aggressive, political, and nuanced aspects—but also roots the birth of that 
humor in slavery. “Y’all know how black humor started,” Pryor tells his audience 
shortly before he begins “Bicentennial Nigger,” “it started on the slave ships.10

One cat was on his way over here rowing and another asks him, ‘What you laugh-
ing about?’ The dude says ‘Yesterday, I was a king.’ ” Although born on the same 
ships in which slave traders danced their cargo, black humor, Pryor asserts, could 
not be more different from the gaiety forced out of his ancestors. Rather, for 
Pryor, black humor expresses the “tragicomic attitude”—captured so succinctly 
in the image of a dispossessed king, now a slave, laughing—that Ralph Ellison 
identifi ed as a distinguishing characteristic of black Americans and, as such, is 
close in kind to the blues.11 Indeed, when Ellison wrote his often-quoted because 
elegant defi nition of the blues, he could have been writing about black humor, 
for in both there is that “impulse to keep the painful details and episodes of 
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a brutal experience alive in one’s aching consciousness, to fi nger its jagged grain, 
and to transcend it, not by the consolation of philosophy but by squeezing from 
it a near-tragic, near-comic lyricism.”12

Pryor used the power of black humor not only to remember the brutality of 
slavery, to “fi nger its jagged edge,” but also to conjure the fantastic house of mirrors 
it produced. Although the most fertile ground for his stand-up performances was 
his own life—his upbringing, struggles with addiction, and violent behavior—  
he fulfi lled his promise never to forget his country’s history of genocide, enslave-
ment, and persecution through near magical self-transformations that reveal the 
mutations undergone by slavery since emancipation. Bob Hickson, the artist who 
produced the painting used for the cover of Bicentennial  Nigger, captures not only 
Pryor’s gift for assuming diverse alter egos but also the role of slavery as a subtext 
throughout Pryor’s work. The painting features Pryor as a cop, a pimp, a boxer, 
a preacher, a convict, a farmer, an aviator, a professional with suit and briefcase, 
a naked man with his back turned to the viewer (possibly a captive African since 
his hands are shackled), and an army man, each fi gure chained at the ankles, con-
necting them all. The painting also features on the lower left corner a black Uncle 
Sam, ambiguously attaching or releasing the chain, and on the upper right, an-
other Pryor alter ego, a man in a military outfi t bearing a rifl e, presumably guard-
ing the gang. The different versions of Pryor—each fi gure bears his features and 
the unmistakable Afro and mustache that the comedian sported after his trans-
formative years in Berkeley—are placed in a semicircle (with the fi gures laid fl at); 
a second semicircle is created by an elaborate Art Deco medal that includes the 
colors and eagle of the American fl ag.13 The painting, like Pryor’s comedy, places 
the various experiences indexed by Pryor’s alter egos at the center of America 
by invoking the African American struggle for freedom, a struggle that, as the 
chain, the black Uncle Sam, and the rifl e-bearing guard suggest, has been long as 
well as compromised from “within the circle,” to borrow a phrase from Frederick 
Douglass. As the painting suggests, Pryor’s comedy reveals the impact of slavery 
not only on fi gures from the ghetto like the pimp, but also on those on the other 
end of the economic scale.

Pryor also makes manifest the force of that impact on American culture by 
using his own body and life story to stage rituals of redress. Victor Turner, in his 
work on social dramas, defi nes redress as a period of “stock taking” and “plural 
self-scrutiny” that, while including elements of play in which meanings, codes, 
statuses, and social structures are set in a “subjunctive mood” and a “refl exive 
voice,” can also include acts of sacrifi ce, “in which the tensions and animosities” 
of a community are discharged by the “immolation (real or in token form) of 
living subjects or valued objects.”14 Pryor enacts playful and symbolic forms of 
redress akin to those outlined by Turner through his rich use of signifying and 
his performances as the persona “Richard Pryor” whose self-immolation (a result 
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of a freebasing accident)15 can arguably be understood as an instance of ritual 
sacrifi ce. By effecting his redress of slavery through symbolic ritual, Pryor main-
tains the paradox that the breach of slavery presents—a breach that needs to be 
redressed but that cannot be redressed given its magnitude—while turning that 
paradox into a powerfully creative, though nearly self-destructive, source. 

This paradox mirrors another: the fact that even as Pryor repeatedly invokes 
a divisive past he also works toward the creation of community. In “Bicentennial 
Prayer,” a track placed strategically in the middle of the album, Pryor adopts a 
mode that specifi cally emphasizes community. Using the rhythms and accents 
of a black preacher, he becomes the minister of what he calls the “Church of 
Understanding and Unity” and engages in a call-and-response relationship with 
his audience:

We are gathered here today to celebrate this year of bicentenniality, in the 
hope of freedom and dignity. We are celebrating 200 years of white folks 
kickin’ ass. Now, white folks have had the essence of this understanding on 
their side for quite a while. . . . We offer this prayer and the prayer is: how 
long will this bullshit go on?! [loud applause] How long?! [an audience 
member repeats: “How long?”] How long?! [audience member: “Amen!”] 
How long will this bullshit go on?!

Even in its playfulness, the speech invokes the militant spirit of David Walker 
and Martin Delany. As the speech continues, Pryor connects the black liberation 
struggle to the human struggle for survival and dignity from the dawn of civili-
zation, a strategy that Walker and other nineteenth-century orators employed. 
Pryor uses it with a characteristic mixture of jest and seriousness in a track that 
maintains the album’s balance between his outrageous play on stereotypes and his 
almost bitter satire of minstrelsy. “How long?!” Pryor the preacher asks, his voice 
rising in a crescendo. “That is the eternal question man has always asked. When 
Man fi rst got here, he asked, how long will these animals kick me in the ass? How 
long?! How long before I discover fi re and stop freezin’ to death?” Pryor connects 
the eternal struggle for freedom and dignity and its specifi c shape in the history 
of African Americans humorously, of course, but the gesture serves a much larger 
purpose: that of unearthing the core humanity of the fi ght for civil rights. 

As he continues to preach, Pryor uses the richness of black humor to provide 
release while creating communion and instigating for change. “They say in the 
Bible that we will know how long [we will continue to suffer] when an angel 
come up out of the sea with seven heads and a face like a serpent and a body like 
a lion. I don’t know about you, but I don’t want to see no motherfucker looking 
like that. . . . If I see him, I’m gonna shoot him in the ass.” He thus invokes but re-
jects both the Jeremiah tradition of prophecy that black writers and orators have 
appropriated to powerful ends (from Walker’s Appeal through James Baldwin’s 
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The Fire Next Time) and the notion of providential deliverance, a notion that, 
although central in black culture (from the self-fashioning of early slave nar-
rators such as Olaudah Equiano through the civil rights movement), was also 
used to support slavery. Contrasting the otherworldly image of the seven-headed 
angel with his more earthly action (“I’m gonna shoot him in the ass”), Pryor’s 
preacher suggests that deliverance must be achieved by the humans who are 
gathered around him. It must also be conceived by means other than the Bible, 
that Janus-faced source of oppression and liberation. “They say in the Bible,” 
Pryor’s preacher begins, only to render a fanciful image that seems to have no 
connection to the “bullshit” that black people have suffered as white folks “kicked 
ass.” Apocalypse will come as “they,” a dubious entity at best, “say in the Bible,” 
and the imbalance of power will thus have a foreseeable end (“we will know how 
long”). But Pryor’s preacher, speaking for a Black Power generation, would rather 
settle matters with his own hands (and gun). 

The performance then morphs into a satire of black preaching, complete with 
a parody of an “old Negro spiritual,” stories of scams involving the healing of the 
sick, the blind, and the mute, and petitions for large contributions for suspicious 
causes. In other words, Pryor turns the routine into a performance of classic 
black humor, which has made black preachers and religion in general its target 
since the early twentieth century, when “the sacred world view” of black folk de-
clined.16 In so doing, Pryor affi rms a tradition that he knew well, not only creat-
ing with it recognition and affi liation for black members of the audience, much 
as Moms Mabley did before him, but also performing previously racially segre-
gated aspects of black humor and therefore creating a greater community.17

As the example of Bicentennial Nigger shows, Pryor’s symbolic redress of slav-
ery takes on a wide range of modes and tones. The fact that his major albums, 
as well as his concert fi lms, were recorded live allows us to appreciate not only 
the fullness of that range but also the vibrancy of Pryor’s relationships with his 
audiences.18 Aside from Bicentennial Nigger, Pryor’s early albums, in particular 
Richard Pryor (1968) and That Nigger’s Crazy (1974), as well as his early fi lm, Live 
and Smokin’ (1971), present Pryor as a powerful conjurer. In Live on the Sunset 
Strip (1982) and Here and Now (1983), he revises his early strategies, in particular, 
his use of the “N” word, and ultimately recoils from his power as conjurer. The 
causes and consequences of such changes reveal the reach and limit of redressing 
slavery via stereotypes. Like Chesnutt, whose Uncle Julius stories initially received 
a critical acclaim that overshadowed Chesnutt’s other literary experiments, Pryor 
became temporarily caught, like a tar baby, by his ability to transform stereotypes 
into objects of laughter. 

During the early stages of his career, Pryor conjured stereotypes of race and 
gender in such provocative ways that he would often leave audiences in open-jaw 
shock or send them into wild fi ts of laughter or both. By the early 1980s, when 
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Pryor had become a comic icon, the force of his conjuring was overshadowed 
by his fame. Audiences laughed almost as soon as he walked on stage and came 
to expect, even demand, certain acts from him. He then became concerned that 
his play on stereotypes, rather than lead people to question their habits of mind 
and action, had become another commodity to be consumed. Worse, he feared 
that through his play on stereotypes he was reaffi rming rather than criticizing 
racist views. His embrace and subsequent rejection of the “N” word is but one 
example of this moment of crisis in his career. Before he renounced the “N” word 
and his host of stereotypical characters, however, he used both to stage rituals of 
redress that would have a profound impact on the popular treatment of slavery 
in American culture and black comedy more generally. 

Witness Chappelle’s Show (2003–5), a wildly successful television show on 
Comedy Central in which the contemporary comedian Dave Chappelle presents 
incendiary fantasies of redress: performances regarding reparations and retribu-
tion for slavery that play on racial stereotypes and fears with all the outrageous-
ness of Pryor’s early work. In one instance, Chappelle invokes the murderous 
anger of Bicentennial Nigger by staging the repeated shooting of a slave master in 
slow motion, like Abraham Zapruder’s fi lm of President Kennedy’s assassination. 
Yet the performance also brims with the swagger of black humor. A conjurer of 
a  different sort, Chappelle does not rely as much on a humor of the body (al-
though he does manipulate his own long, bony frame in ways that recall Pryor), 
nor does he operate strictly through stand-up. Rather, relying primarily on the 
verbal creativity of signifying as well as on the conventions of comedic skits (cos-
tumes, makeup, stage design, etc.), Chappelle conjures realms of the fantastic. 
In one skit a white family bears the last name Niggar and is subject to common 
racist jokes involving the “N” word. Chappelle, who plays the family’s milkman, 
delivers many such jokes with evident glee. In another, Chappelle plays a blind 
black man who becomes a white supremacist because he does not know he is 
black (a skit that is, remarkably enough, loosely based on Chappelle’s own grand-
father). In each of these skits, and most glaringly in the ones that directly address 
slavery, it is clear that Chappelle’s power, like Pryor’s, resides in his ability to give 
body and voice to racial and sexual taboos that Americans cherish and protect. 

As we shall have occasion to examine in this chapter’s coda, Chappelle, like 
Pryor, has had to recoil from this power. In a now much publicized dramatic exit, 
he unexpectedly left the set of Chappelle’s Show despite the fact that he had a fi fty-
million-dollar contract with Comedy Central, allegedly because he is troubled 
by the possibility that his play on stereotypes reaffi rms racist views, as some of 
his detractors have claimed. While much of the information surrounding Chap-
pelle’s departure is unreliable or conjectural, the fact that he has abandoned the 
show and has since produced Chappelle’s Block Party (2006), a fi lm that does not 
rely on stereotype-based humor, suggests a pattern whereby powerful  conjurers 
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that use stereotypes to redress slavery recoil at a moment of saturation. What, 
then, is the relationship between stereotypes of race and sexuality and the para-
dox that is so central to both Pryor’s and Chappelle’s work: the redressing of a 
crisis that cannot but that needs to be redressed? 

Richard Pryor, Conjurer

In April 1968, Pryor performed and recorded a one-man play at The Troubadour 
in West Hollywood, a play that in many respects recalls William Wells Brown’s 
The Escape. The play, a reenactment of a drama that Pryor witnessed while in 
prison, takes place in an antebellum setting, concerns an interracial romance, and 
consists of six different characters (all played by Pryor). Black Ben, the Blacksmith,
as the play is called, is a tour de force.19 Using only his voice and gestures as props, 
Pryor plays himself (as a prisoner witnessing the play), a white jail guard, the 
actor introducing the play to the inmates, and all of the characters in the play: 
a white planter, the planter’s father and sister (a southern belle), and the title 
character. Like The Escape, Black Ben is a parody of minstrel shows. Like Brown 
in his dramatic readings, Pryor is the nexus for the different perspectives of each 
character across differences of gender and race. By setting the performance of the 
play in a prison where he is an inmate, however, Pryor also indirectly links three 
distinct time frames: the antebellum past; the early twentieth century, when min-
strel shows were routinely performed in jails in America; and the late twentieth 
century of his performances in Hollywood. He also insinuates parallels between 
racism and homophobia, explicitly identifying the audience in the jail setting as 
including both gay and straight inmates and suggesting, albeit humorously, their 
common plight under the rule of a small-minded jail guard.

As a much more extended and elaborate instance of stereotype impersonation 
than the kind that Pryor performs in the opening skits of Bicentennial Nigger,
Black Ben allows for greater access to Pryor’s conjuring of the characters and to 
the obsessions, in particular that of miscegenation, that slavery produced. Like 
Brown, Pryor operates through hyperbole, piling exaggeration upon exaggera-
tion while turning minstrelsy on its head. But unlike his predecessor, Pryor does 
not replicate the verbal and physical antics of the minstrel stage. Rather, he echoes 
but ultimately displaces the violence of that stage—its distortions of black speech 
and bodies—while creating a humor of incongruity that uncovers the sexual and 
scatological obsessions that fueled minstrelsy. Setting an impossible plot against 
a bizarre but strangely real background, he overly exaggerates racial and gender 
types that, more so than his black and white women, bring into the open diffi cult 
but signifi cant features of American slavery and culture. 

The plot of Black Ben, the Blacksmith is simple, but its delivery and implications 
are explosive. When an actor announces that the play is “about a southern girl who 
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falls in love with a black,” the jailer, a racist redneck whom Pryor conjures with 
sharp exactitude, quickly intervenes and orders everyone to leave, changing his 
mind only when the actor (another Pryor voice) tells him, “It’s quite all right. The 
nigger gets killed.” But Ben, the “nigger,” does not; instead, he gets the girl and walks 
off arm in arm with his future brother-in-law (the white planter), who promises to 
help him establish his business. “We’ll be the fi rst family in the South to know true 
freedom and true love,” the planter tells Ben. The plot is an outrageously embel-
lished fantasy, out of which we are yanked when the jailer angrily yells, “Just a god-
damn minute! . . . You said the nigger got killed! Well, nobody leave! I want a dead 
nigger here and if I don’t get one, we gonna hang one of these homosexuals!”

The routine depends on Pryor’s brilliant manipulation of voice, which is com-
parable only to that of his fellow comedians Lenny Bruce and Lily Tomlin, and, 
more recently, to that of the performer Anna Deavere Smith.20 Like Pryor, these 
performers have enacted various characters across wide gaps of gender, race, 
sexuality, ethnicity, and age, using minimal props (various voices, mannerisms, 
temperaments, and emotions). Especially in the case of Tomlin and Smith, the 
ability to perform as such depends on a notion of identity as “radically theatrical 
and performative, constituted by repeated poses, postures, acts, and gestures.”21

Although Pryor often performs identity, especially in his Wino and Junkie char-
acters, from a similar perspective, in Black Ben, the Blacksmith and much of his 
stand-up he performs characters who do not have identities, but embody stereo-
types. The difference is crucial because what Pryor, unlike Tomlin and Smith, 
uncovers through his performance is not just the constructed nature of identity 
but also the performativity of stereotypes. 

If, as one critic writes, “what interest[s] Anna Deavere Smith as an actor is 
a person’s struggle within and against scripts,”22 Pryor in his play is primarily 
interested in the opposite—in the ways that people do not struggle against pre-
existing scripts but can so wholly give in to stereotype that they make reality out 
of ideological fetishes. Pryor’s performance of the prison guard, for example, 
details through tone, diction, and syntax the perfect essence of the racist white 
man of limited but deadly power; not quite the master, he is poor, uneducated, 
and usually consigned to the role of slave auctioneer, overseer, patroller, and 
jailer. The story within a story of Pryor’s routine highlights the persistence of this 
character across time. Conspicuously absent in the play itself, he quickly inserts 
himself when the rules by which he lives are threatened (“You said the nigger got 
killed!”). 

Pryor’s voice so expertly becomes this white man’s that, as one listens to the 
audio recording of the routine, Pryor seems to have transformed altogether, and 
one struggles to remember that it is Pryor’s voice all along. A live performance 
would of course highlight the disconnection between body and voice, a fact that 
has other implications. Paired with Pryor’s gift as a mimic, the disconnection 
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would make emphatic the fact that stereotyped roles may be appropriated by 
anyone—including those against which the stereotype is created—because they 
are shared cultural fantasies. Once separated from the fact of their performativ-
ity, however, stereotyped roles can ossify into harsh, even brutal realities. Witness 
the guard’s call for murder. Pryor’s performance underscores both the transfer-
ability of the stereotype and its resolute fi xity. 

While Pryor performs the stereotype of the jailer with perfect accuracy, he 
exaggerates those he culls from the mythology of slavery: the planter, the south-
ern belle, the Negro. Placing these stereotypes in a pastoral setting while making 
more grotesque their already vulgar aspects, he underscores the caricature status 
of the roles he plays. In this respect he anticipates the work of Ishmael Reed in 
Flight to Canada and of Kara Walker’s silhouette work. He relies on the campi-
ness of drag to play the role of the southern belle and on the conventions of min-
strelsy to play Ben. While he thus emphasizes the clichéd status of such roles, he 
sets his fi gures in preposterous dialogues and impossible plots. Such incongruity 
produces a nervous but ultimately cathartic laughter. 

Pryor begins by playing each role in easily recognizable ways but soon moves 
into the unexpected. As Ben he plays the part of the “coon” and as the master he 
plays the part of the bigot. Ben has been sent for by the master so that he can 
shoe his father’s horse but spends much of the play asking, “Where is the hoss 
at, boss?” and doing a kind of slow verbal tap dance—constituting Pryor’s echo-
ing of minstrel speech—by sliding certain syllables and rhyming the words shoe, 
hoss, and boss. He enters the stage after the master’s father says, “Here comes 
that black. Watch yourself, he’s kinda smart. . . . Let’s see what trickery he is up 
to now.” But Ben’s fi rst words are a loud, happy-go-lucky “Hi y’all!” Obviously, 
he is the dimwitted but nevertheless suspicious minstrel “nigger.” Initially, Pryor 
plays the role of the master in similarly unsurprising ways, complaining that “the 
acre’s been down, the cotton is going bad, and I think my sister is in love with that 
coon.” In the same breath, however, Pryor-as-master relates his plan to trap Ben: 
“I’ll have her strip naked in the front room and, if he looks at her, then I’ll know.” 
Ridiculous as it is, the master actually enacts this ploy (we hear Pryor as the belle 
as she sits naked waiting for Ben, who of course, is also Pryor in another verbal 
disguise). But this ploy is only the beginning of the preposterous plot. One of the 
fi rst things that the southern belle giggles to Ben is “My, you have some lovely 
biceps,” to which Ben, in a serious and deep voice, answers. 

Black Ben:  Thank you, Mam. Would you like to feel my ass? [loud 
laughter]

Southern Belle:  [In high pitch giggling] My, my . . . I just love to! Should I 
squeeze it or pinch it?

Black Ben: Just help yourself.23
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The southern belle then asks Ben if her invalid mother, who is “taking a little 
poo-poo,” can take a pinch too, since it might “give her a little thrill.” Ben re-
sponds by earnestly telling her, “I think I’m in love with you.” The speed with 
which the characters move into lust and from lust into love against a scatological 
background creates an atmosphere in which anything and everything might be 
possible. Then the unbelievable does happen: the southern belle actually falls in 
love with Ben, who proposes instantly, and the master does not protest. In fact, he 
sees the marriage as an opportunity to know “true freedom and true love.” 

By making such an impossible ending the outcome of a preposterous 
 scenario—involving lust, love, and shit—Pryor highlights a deep irony. While 
the scenario is an exaggerated version of the often imagined perversities of 
 slavery—specifi cally through the taboo against miscegenation, played out by the 
southern belle as the secretly salacious “nigger lover” and the “coon” who is for-
ever pining for her—the ending, which proposes “true freedom and true love,” is 
deemed unimaginable from the jailer’s perspective. The force with which Pryor 
highlights this irony could not be clearer and funnier than when he returns to the 
guard’s perspective at the end of the play (“Wait just a goddamn minute!”).

Everything, as in all good comedy, depends on timing. In the play within the 
skit, Pryor delays the movement of the plot so that, until the master decides to 
trick Ben, the only implied action is the shoeing of the horse. Once the master’s 
zany plan begins to unfold, however, the play speeds up in ways that recall the 
madcap resolution of Brown’s The Escape. Before yanking his audience out and 
back into the framing skit with the guard’s call for murder, Pryor lets the con-
spicuously neat ending linger a bit. And so it is by manipulating comedic timing 
that Pryor gives the guard’s demand added force.

The guard is just as much of a caricature as the antebellum fi gures that Pryor 
has just performed—in fact, he is a mutation of another stereotype, the planta-
tion overseer—but he has no consciousness of it at all. Pryor’s decision to con-
jure him with exactitude highlights the elision of stereotype with identity, the 
fact that a human being can act so much according to script that the script itself 
becomes the person’s identity. The guard then guards not only the prisoners but 
also against any plot that would deviate from the often imagined, which in this 
case is interracial love—as romance and brotherhood—as opposed to miscege-
nation, which carries connotations of the forbidden or even the unnatural. 

Pryor’s one-man, multicharacter play makes explicit the sexual and scatologi-
cal undertones that Eric Lott identifi es as a subtext of minstrelsy. As Lott argues, 
the “vexing and unmeaning linguistic creativity” of stump speeches, which were 
characteristic of minstrel shows, called attention “to the grain of voices, the wag-
ging of tongues, the fatness of painted lips.” Through the speeches’ “proliferation 
of huge, ungainly, and onomatopoetic words,” argues Lott, “could be relived the 
forgotten liberties of infancy—the belly and the sucking of the breasts, a  wallowing 
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in shit.”24 While Pryor clearly references minstrelsy through his portrayal of Ben, 
he does not replicate the malapropisms of the minstrel stage. Rather, he connotes 
the sexual and scatological by naming it directly (“Would you like to feel my ass?”) 
and through the campiness of his portrayal of the southern belle (whose mamma 
takes a “little poo-poo”). Lott also notes the aggressive emphasis on the sexuality of 
black bodies, particularly the black male body that characterized minstrel shows. 
He writes, “[The] body was always grotesquely contorted, even when sitting; stiff-
ness and extension of the arms and legs announced themselves as unsuccessful 
sublimations of sexual desire.”25 In Pryor’s play, there is also an emphatic focus on 
Ben’s sexuality, yet his desire and others’ desire for him are never sublimated, but 
are explicitly expressed, reciprocated, and rewarded. 

As Suzan-Lori Parks would a few decades later, Pryor thus exposes, without 
replicating, key but sublimated features of the minstrel stage. That is, Pryor does 
not satirize the sexual and scatological underpinnings of minstrelsy by once again 
making black bodies and black speech carry the burden of contortion and dis-
tortion. Instead, in common English, albeit accented with echoes of minstrelsy 
and camp, his characters explicitly name, without acting, the unspoken subtext 
of minstrelsy. The fact that Pryor plays all of the roles, a fact that is diffi cult to 
keep in mind even when one listens to the performance—and more so when one 
reads about it, as in this chapter—emphasizes the transferability of stereotypes 
and therefore frees the black body from the clichés of sex and race to which it is 
so often bound.

In focusing his attention on stereotypes of race and sexuality, Pryor works 
within the tradition of black humor in which tendentious jokes regarding such 
stereotypes abound. Black Americans have not only created their own stereotypes 
of white Americans—of “peckerwoods” and “honkies”—but have also directed 
their laughter at the stereotypes with which they have been represented, appro-
priating those images in order to diffuse their power of humiliation. They have 
also used jokes about stereotypes of blackness to laugh at, and thus chastise, those 
who were complicit in perpetuating such images. By performing stereotypical 
roles rather than simply telling jokes about them, Pryor is able to expose the na-
ture of the stereotype itself, showing what it masks and suggesting what people, 
across gender and race, have invested in it. The dramatic reenactment that is Black
Ben, the Blacksmith also allows Pryor to make vivid the potency that stereotypes 
produced by slavery have had, and continue to have, across time. 

This constitutes a major aspect of Pryor’s conjure. Like Brown and Chesnutt, 
Pryor signifi es on the conventions through which slavery has been  mediated—
since it was practice and law—by minstrelizing minstrelsy and lending his 
body to acts of transformation. His ability to conjure the ideological fetishes 
that  slavery produced depends on a use of the body that recalls the transforma-
tions of Chesnutt’s conjure tales without direct references to chattel slavery’s 
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transformation of people into objects or animals. At the same time, his power-
ful use of imitation and hyperbole echoes Brown’s dramatic readings of The
Escape. Performing more than a century after Brown and nearly seventy years 
after Chesnutt, Pryor reveals the mutations undergone by the ideologies that 
supported slavery. Thus, while in Black Ben he conjures stereotypes of race and 
gender directly from the mythology of slavery, in the same routine, as well as 
in the opening tracks of Bicentennial Nigger and his work overall, he not only 
makes vivid how those stereotypes have attained new forms but also converts 
them into vehicles for catharsis. 

As I noted in the introduction, catharsis in the Freudian model of humor 
occurs through the masking effects of jokes; in masking aggression, jokes allow 
the joker and his or her audience the release of energy used for the purposes of 
inhibition. Unlike the humor analyzed by Freud, however, Pryor’s humor neither 
relies on jokes nor does it mask aggression or exposure; rather, it relishes both, 
following the tradition of signifying, of playing the dozens and toasting. Thus, 
Pryor’s performance of stereotypes in Black Ben is propelled by the exposure of 
the simultaneously static and performative aspects of stereotypes. On the one 
hand, they are shared cultural fantasies that can be appropriated by anyone; on 
the other, they are scripts by which people live, die, and kill (as does the guard). 
In embodying both possibilities, Pryor produces a humor of incongruity in 
which one body holds mutually opposing ideologies. But whereas such tension 
might invoke Du Bois’s sense of “two warring ideals in one dark body,” in Pryor’s 
performance the black body is not subject to the tension it performs. Instead it 
is a conduit for a laughter that releases that tension in a play that celebrates the 
body’s freedom to perform rather than be defi ned by stereotypes. 

“Niggerniggerniggerniggerniggerniggernigger”

Look! Up in the sky!
It’s a crow! [laughter, applause]
It’s a bat! [laughter]
No, it’s Super Nigger! [laughter as Pryor adds his version of “funky music” to 

introduce the black superhero]
Yes, friends, able to leap tall buildings with a single bound, faster than a bowl of 

chittlins . . .26

Black Ben is track four of Pryor’s fi rst major album, Richard Pryor (1968), an 
album that opens with “Super Nigger,” a seemingly simple track in which Pryor 
creates a black superhero in part by turning the “N” word on its head. A closer 
look reveals how Pryor makes ironic the conventions of the comic book genre to 
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give visual form to an aspect of African American popular culture, transform-
ing the “N” word from one that has signifi ed hatred and humiliation to one that 
invokes recognition and affi liation. In “Super Nigger,” Pryor conjures a comic 
book hero without using any tangible visual markers. He does not, unlike other 
instances of conjure, use his body, relying instead only on his voice to bring into 
being a fi gure that highlights the invisibility of African Americans in 1960s main-
stream American culture.27

“Super Nigger” is also an instance of Pryor’s use of the “N” word as a prism 
through which to redress slavery. The word’s power to invoke some of the most 
humiliating aspects of slavery and segregation has made it the “nuclear bomb of 
racial epithets,” “the most obnoxious racial epithet in [the] contemporary Ameri-
can lexicon.”28 Yet throughout the 1970s, and especially in That Nigger’s Crazy,
Pryor capitalized on the ambiguity of the word, invoking it sometimes as he did 
curse words, as part of a “poetics of cursing,”29 and at other times as the kind of 
code word that black folk use when signifying or toasting. He also used it in the 
way that racist whites have used it for centuries. The difference is always a matter 
of tone and context, two key, meaning-making elements in black street language 
that Pryor used to his creative advantage.

Not quite a curse word, “nigger” is in many ways more taboo than actual ob-
scene words, which “derive principally from the malediction (damn you) or from 
bodily functions (shit).” The “N” word, however, does have important similar-
ities to actual curse words. As Kate E. Brown and Howard I. Kushner argue, curse 
words derive their force from the fact that they absorb “the history of their past 
speaking,” making them quasi-autonomous since their force “exceeds their im-
mediate context.” More so than other words, curse words “are not owned but are 
only voiced by the speaker.” “Nigger” is the H-Bomb of racial epithets precisely 
because, like curses, it derives its force from the history of its past use.30 My own 
euphemistic use of it as the “N” word throughout this chapter registers a per-
sonal discomfort, but I am also sensitive to the fact that banning the word would 
only add to its potency.

Randall Kennedy notes that the word “nigger” is “derived from the Latin word 
for the color black, niger. . . . [But no] one knows precisely when or how niger
turned derisively into nigger and attained a pejorative meaning.” We do know 
that “nigger” did not “originate as a slur but took on a derogatory connotation 
over time,” becoming decidedly insulting by “the fi rst third of the nineteenth cen-
tury.”31 As Kennedy shows, the word is much more than a potent insult. Indeed, it 
is a word through which we can trace the racial history of America and one that 
has played important roles in major court decisions, the most famous of which 
is the O. J. Simpson trial, in which its repeated use by LAPD Detective Mark 
Fuhrman was essential in Simpson’s acquittal. While the word has long been 
a staple in black humor, it remained off-limits, especially in mixed audiences, 
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until Pryor’s new self emerged in the 1970s. Amazingly, in a 1963 routine, Lenny 
Bruce attempted to purge the word of its hateful meanings through overuse—no 
doubt a bold move, especially from a white comedian. As Randall notes, how-
ever, Bruce “failed to inspire emulation.” Pryor, by contrast, brought the word 
“to center stage.”32

In repeating the word in front of mixed audiences, where it could simultane-
ously invoke all of its past and widely divergent meanings, Pryor created occa-
sions for potentially productive tensions in which the pain and shame of  slavery 
could be culled alongside black strength and anger as well as white guilt and 
defensiveness. Miraculously, he also made the word funny. In “Super Nigger” 
he makes the word connote the humor of the funny pages, of comic books—at 
once  lighthearted and violent. And in most of That Nigger’s Crazy (1974), but 
especially in track 4, he uses the word to fl aunt racial difference at the expense 
of whites, a strategy that was revolutionary when he used it and one that, by 
the early twenty-fi rst century, has become a cliché. White folks and “niggers” eat 
and have sex differently: white folk “eat quiet and shit . . . [using a serious tone]. 
‘Pass the potatoes. Thank you, darling. Could I have a bit of that sauce? How 
are the kids  coming along with their studies? Think we’ll be having sexual inter-
course this eve ning? We are not? Well, what the heck?’ ” Black families have more 
fun when they eat: “[Imitating his father] ‘Hey, bitch. Where the food? Goddamn 
mamma, come on! Shit. . . . Pass shit nigger, kiss my ass. Better get that meat on 
that bone motherfucker’.” “I got an auntie,” Pryor tells his audience, “can suck a 
neck bone. . . . It’s a piece of art. . . . I mean she can fuck with a neck bone. Get that 
white stuff out [making sucking noises], throw it to the dog, the dog look at her, 
‘What am supposed to do with that motherfucker?’ ” In general, white folks don’t 
play enough (when instigated to play the dozens they respond with, “My mom? 
She was a great old gal!”) and they “fuck quiet.” “Niggers” don’t: “Oh you moth-
erfucker! Goddamn baby! Don’t move now, bitch. Ah, goddamn!” In the middle 
of these bits an audience member exuberantly yells out, “You crazy!”

As Mel Watkins argues, for many blacks, “[Pryor’s] humor afforded a cathar-
tic experience, a public purging of the embarrassments and frustrations built up 
over decades of concealing real attitudes and cultural preferences, suppressing 
customs that largely defi ned existence for them.”33 Of course, Pryor exaggerated 
such attitudes and cultural preferences, but he did so as a way of rejecting the 
pressure to sanitize black culture in the name of integration. If in most of That
Nigger’s Crazy Pryor produces cathartic laughter, in a few tracks in that album 
Pryor uses the “N” word as a way to underscore the connection between po-
lice brutality and the violence of slavery, producing instead a laughter fi t to kill. 
 Making the “N” word the bridge between a divisive past and an equally, if differ-
ently, divisive present, he intertwines the seemingly mutually exclusive terrains 
of outrage and humor.
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Characteristically, Pryor does not assume the serious tone of his intent. In his 
imagination, Super Nigger is disguised as Clark Washington, a “mild-mannered 
custodian for the Daily Planet,” who shuffl es along, cleaning halls endlessly. Pryor 
invented the character out of a desire to fi ll a vacuum in television and fi lm, 
media that, at the time (1968), never showed black heroes. But he carefully en-
dowed the character with the abilities to “see through everything except Whitey ”
and, like the “Flying Fool” of African American folklore, to fl y, although Super 
Nigger has to fl y with one wing tied behind his back (PC 113).34 The strategy is 
brilliant insofar as Pryor invokes black empowerment without denying the real-
ity of racial oppression.

Clark Washington/Super Nigger signifi es on one of the most visible comic 
book superheroes, Clark Kent/Superman. Like Robert Colescott, Pryor blackens 
an iconic fi gure and thus forges an ironic relationship between inside and out-
side, visible and invisible, and the hypermasculinity and emasculation implied by 
the perverse split man/“nigger.” Superhero comic books rely on the dichotomy 
between strength and weakness to defi ne masculinity and often correlate that 
binary with the identity of the superhero, which is usually split between a power-
ful secret self and a comparatively weak quotidian self. Yet the superhero’s status 
and power is defi ned not only against his weak self but also in contrast to “those 
cultural identities represented as soft and vulnerable,” including women and 
feminized men.35 Employing the “N” word in this context, Pryor destabilizes the 
dichotomies of the genre while signifying on the role of superhero comic books 
in the dissemination of racial stereotypes. Ultimately, he takes a word loaded 
with the injustices of slavery and segregation and not only elevates it hyperboli-
cally but also grafts it onto an exclusionary realm. 

Aside from propagating demeaning images of nonwhites, the superhero comic 
book genre, as Marc Singer notes, has a “long history of excluding, trivializing, or 
‘tokenizing’ minorities” and has also produced “numerous minority superheroes 
who are marked purely for their race: ‘Black Lightning,’ ‘Black Panther’ and so 
forth.”36 While the black superheroes to which Singer refers emerged as versions 
of characters in the briefl y popular blaxploitation fi lms of the mid-1970s, Pryor’s 
Super Nigger not only anticipates such superheroes but also offers a radically dif-
ferent paradigm. Rather than fetishizing his character’s physical powers and heroic 
disposition, Pryor simply and humorously tells us that he is faster than “a bowl 
of chittlins” and has him rescue his “secret stash” of marijuana. The humor al-
lows Pryor to highlight the invisibility of black superheroes without replicating 
the  limitations of the superhero genre. It also allows him to reinvigorate aspects 
of black folklore that are grounded in the history of slavery. Super Nigger, as my 
earlier allusion to the “Flying Fool” suggests, recalls the trickster fi gures of early 
African American folklore; like them, he is neither morally exemplary nor om-
nipotent yet remains an admirable fi gure of dissent that fl ies from drudgery and 
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humiliation by using his secret identity. Even as Clark Washington, he refuses to 
conform. “Hey, man,” he tells his employer, Mr. White, “I’m tired of doing them 
halls. Every time I fi nish . . . I got to do them over again. . . . I’m through” (PC 113). 

Anticipating the use of comic book aesthetics in Ishmael Reed’s Flight to 
Canada, Pryor conjures an ancestral sensibility using two key tropes in African 
American culture: the mask (secret identity) and fl ying (“Look up in the sky!”). 
He thus simultaneously reclaims a word of deep hatred, a word emblematic of 
slavery, and uses it to highlight African American invisibility in late 1960s main-
stream America. In his 1974 album That Nigger’s Crazy, recorded live in San Fran-
cisco, Pryor once again focuses on African American invisibility, this time by 
embracing the attitudes, lexicon, and perspectives of black fi gures least likely to 
be acknowledged in society, even by their African American brethren. Portray-
ing winos and junkies, Pryor affi rms ways of speaking and behaving in African 
American communities while reinvigorating another aspect of black folklore, the 
tradition of toasting. Extending that tradition, he redresses the violence that sup-
ported slavery by focusing on police brutality against African Americans in the 
late twentieth century. 

Known also as jokes, toasts usually concern the life of the underworld—pimps, 
hustlers, whores, winos, and junkies—and are composed of long (some have over 
two hundred lines) and “complex metrical arrangements” that are “recited in a 
rhythmic, slightly musical ‘rifting’ style.”37 Toasts detail the “moral despair of a 
hero,” usually a hustler or a pimp, who uses “verbal force to win” encounters and 
who is “bad” by virtue of the fact that he violates the “norms of white society in 
fi ghting, stealing, cursing, fornication, the illegal use of drugs and the excessive 
use of alcohol.”38 While he thus also violates the norms of the black middle class, 
he is considered a hero of the black lower classes, who view him as “ba-ad”—that 
is, admirable—in his ability to exploit a system that exploits black people. The 
redefi nition of bad in this instance is part of a particular quality of the toast’s 
lexicon, of the dozens and signifying in general, in which loaded words such 
as “nigger” or curse words such as “motherfucker”—both common in verbal 
 dueling—are used in ways and contexts other than those normally intended.39

While Pryor does not replicate the length and rhyming of the toast, he em-
ploys its lexicon, in particular the word “nigger,” its hyperbole, and its tropes 
for boasting, to make his most incisive critiques of police brutality. In several 
routines, some of which are his most often quoted, Pryor uses the “N” word 
to make implicit connections between that brutality and the humiliations of 
slavery and segregation. “Cops put a hurting on your ass, they really degrade 
you,” starts Pryor in one such routine, “white folks don’t believe that shit. . . . ‘Oh 
c’mon, those people are resisting arrest.’ ” When the police directs a white driver 
to the side of the road, Pryor asserts, the driver can say, “Glad to be of help” and 
have a pleasant interaction. “A nigger,” by contrast, has to enunciate every word 
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of the following sentence: “I-AM-REACHING-INTO-MY-POCKET-FOR-MY-
LICENSE [loud laughter and applause] ’cuz I don’t want to be no motherfuckin’ 
accident!” “It’s often you wonder why a nigger don’t go completely mad,” says 
Pryor later in the routine, and then creates the following scenario:

You get your shit together, you work all week and then you get all 
dressed. . . . Say a cat makes $120 a week and gets $80 if he lucky. Right, and 
he go out . . . be drivin’ with his old lady out to a club and the police pull 
over. ‘Get out of the car! There was a robbery, a nigger look just like you! 
Alright, take your hands up, take your pants down, spread your cheeks!’ 
Now, what nigger feel like having fun after that? . . . You go home and beat 
your kids. . . . Gonna take that shit out on somebody.

A “nigger,” in Pryor’s 1974 scenario, is someone whose life can be taken ran-
domly, whose integrity and self-respect can also be taken—and in extreme ways, 
as the insinuation of sodomy suggests—despite his efforts to work (even at little 
pay) and to live according to the rules. In these essential ways, the meaning of 
“nigger” has not changed since the institution of slavery made the word ubiqui-
tous. The police can “choke niggers to death,” Pryor tells his audience in Live in 
Concert, and then contrasts black and white reactions: “Niggers be going yeaah, 
yeaah . . . white folks, ‘I had no idea!’ ” 

“Breaking a nigger” in the parlance of slave masters meant savagely beating 
a human being into submission; in Pryor’s performance the phrase has its own 
brutal, literal meaning. Mimicking a policeman in the process of choking a black 
man to death, Pryor says, “Oh shit, he broke. Can you break a nigger? . . . Let’s 
check the manual. . . . Yes, it says so on page eight, you can break a nigger.” Police 
brutality is more than terror as usual; it is terror disguised as rules and proce-
dures. Often, however, police brutality could not be more naked. In the same 
performance Pryor invokes the memory of bloodhounds running after fugitives 
when he talks about the dogs that the police “sic on you.” Police dogs are fast, 
Pryor claims, but, while they can “catch the average white boy,” they grow tired 
before catching “a nigger.” Affording his audience relief from the associations 
between blackness and victimization that he has been drawing, Pryor imitates a 
young black man running so fast that he leaves a Doberman Pincer gasping for 
air. The performance is pure physical comedy as Pryor’s lithe body assumes the 
gestures of speed and then freezes in a running pose. 

The laughter comes at a necessary moment as Pryor maintains his attention 
on police brutality for quite a while, using the word “nigger” to signify black vic-
timization and humiliation at the hands of whites. He begins by recounting one 
of his most publicized outbursts, his drunken shooting at his wife and friends on 
New Year’s Day in 1978. Pryor characteristically turns the incident into hilarious 
comedy by editing the story so that instead of shooting at his wife, he uses his 
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Magnum to shoot his car. The car moans and writhes through Pryor’s ability 
to give voice to inanimate objects. Even the vodka that he has been drinking 
speaks, telling him “Go ahead, shoot something else.” The police arrive faster 
than a speeding bullet. “If you want the cops to respond quickly,” writes Pryor 
in his account of the scenario in his autobiography, “all you have to say is, ‘Hello 
offi cer, I want to report a black man with a gun.’ It’s like announcing the start of 
hunting season at an NRA convention” (PC 163). Just before the police arrive, 
Pryor goes inside his house because, as he puts it, “the police have Magnums too. 
And they don’t kill cars. They kill nig-gas.” Not even stardom, it would seem, can 
save a black man from being treated like a “nigger.”

By culling humor out of racial violence, Pryor asserts what Freud called “the 
triumph of narcissism,” using humor as black folk had throughout slavery and 
segregation, to signify “the victory of the ego which refuses to be hurt by the 
arrows of adversity and instead attempts to become impervious to the wounds 
dealt it by the outside world.”40 He also employs the boasting and hyperbole in-
tegral to toasts to assert strength in light of the violence against black Americans 
to which he testifi es. The “N” word is in this respect instrumental.41 “Niggers 
never get burnt up in buildings,” Pryor claims. “They know how to get out of a 
motherfuckin’ situation. They do. Whites folks just panic, run to the door, fall all 
over each other, choke to death and shit. Niggers get outside, then argue: ‘I left 
my money in the motherfucker!’ ” In another routine, he suggests that “niggers” 
“know how to get out of a motherfuckin’ situation” because, having survived 
centuries of oppression, they can do just about anything. “A lot of niggers ain’t 
scared,” he begins, going on to imitate an alarmed white voice recounting the 
landing of Martians on earth. By contrast, “Nothin’ can scare a nigger, after four 
hundred years of this shit [laughter, loud applause]. I mean, right, a Martian 
ain’t got a chance, boy. A nigger would warn the Martian. Better get your ass ’way 
from ’round here. You done landed on Mr. Gilmore’s property” [lots of laughter, 
including Pryor’s, and loud applause]. No one knows better, Pryor suggests, the 
violence with which property will be acquired and defended than a people who 
were once insidiously considered property. 

Pryor also balances his use of “nigger” to signify humiliation with his use of 
it as a term signifying roughness and strength. His performances include many 
references to “bad-ass niggers”—athletes like Muhammad Ali, Leon Spinks, Joe 
Frazier, Jim Brown, or fi gures from his youth, such as his father—who exemplify 
a fi ghting spirit, a spirit he also invokes through repeated references to boxing. 
And he too embodies many of the qualities of “badness,” including a slickness of 
character, plenty of mother wit, streets smarts, and, tragically, the kind of vio-
lence against women that is also characteristic of the heroes of toasts.42 In Live on 
the Sunset Strip (1982), he dons a red suit and glittery shoes, assumes the smooth, 
dandy walk of Billy Dee Williams, and, as in many other performances, walks 
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the length of the stage as if gliding through the fi re of American racism. As we 
know from that same performance, among other sources, Pryor did not always 
keep such a cool distance from the fi re; he literally burned and almost died in 
the fi re. But Pryor never pretended otherwise. Instead, he walked a tightrope 
between badness and vulnerability, often remaining just balanced enough in that 
perilous position to manipulate it. As one critic puts it, Pryor plunged into the 
most disturbing aspects of American racism “fangs fi rst, taking the skinny-boy 
license to draw blood and plead puniness.”43

Pryor’s vulnerability derived from his personal past, a traumatic and pain-
ful one, which would make him infi nitely sensitive to the trauma of slavery and 
racism. Raised by his paternal grandmother, a domineering woman who ran a 
brothel, Pryor was coached to tell a judge he did not want to live with his mother 
when his parents divorced. He never quite recovered either from the loss of his 
mother or from the many scenes of violence and abuse that he witnessed and 
suffered. He was sexually molested as a child by a neighborhood bully and was 
exposed to his father’s physical abuse of his mother and to the explicit sexual 
encounters between the men (many of whom were white) who frequented his 
grandmother’s brothel and the prostitutes, one of whom was his mother. Peoria, 
Illinois, where Pryor grew up, was strictly segregated; his fi rst encounter with 
whites was probably in the context of interracial prostitution. In Live and Smokin’ 
and in his autobiography, Pryor recalls this time in his life, characteristically add-
ing a commentary on racial dispossession and domination:

Tricks used to come through our neighborhood. That’s where I fi rst met 
white people. They came down to our neighborhood and helped the econ-
omy. I could’ve been a bigot, you know what I mean? I could’ve been preju-
diced. I met nice white men. They said, “Hello, little boy. Is your mother 
home? I’d like a blow job.”

I wonder what would happen if niggers went to white neighborhoods 
doing that shit. “Hey man, your mama home? Tell the bitch we want to 
fuck!” (PC 35)

The education that Pryor received at the brothel, where he was to meet black 
and white men of all walks of life (“Businessmen, Politicians, Junkies”), would 
ultimately empower him to critique stereotypes and to speak candidly about the 
racial politics of sexuality and the sexuality of racial politics (PC 35). In a rou-
tine from the 1970s, he observes that the futuristic movie Logan’s Run does not 
have any black characters and concludes, “White folks aren’t planning for us to 
be there.” In the same breath he adds, “Whites know about pimping, because we 
are the biggest whores they got” [loud laughter, applause]. While the circum-
stances of his life were such that he experienced dispossession and domination 
intimately, Pryor incisively highlights the analogous relationship between his 
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own experiences and those of African Americans more generally. It is through 
this analogy that he was able to transform his self-destructiveness, which he most 
dramatically manifested through his self-immolation, into a conduit for redress-
ing slavery. How he came to disavow the “N” word and recoil from his conjuring 
of stereotypes reveals the intimacy of such analogy.

“No, there ain’t no slavery today. Kiss my ass.”

As Pryor recalls, he fi rst used the word “nigger” in Berkeley while becoming 
“braver, more confi dent, and willing to tap into whatever provocative or contro-
versial thoughts [he] had.” He repeated the word throughout a good portion of 
his career, as if “saying it over and over again would numb [him] and everyone 
else of to its wretchedness.” He repeated it, as he put it, “like a preacher sing-
ing hallelujah” (PC 116). But Pryor eventually concluded that even a shamanistic 
repetition of the word, one he came to consider “the most offensive, humiliating, 
disgraceful, ugly, and nasty word ever used in the context of black people,” could 
never eradicate its power to invoke centuries of humiliation and pain. The change 
came in the wake of a freebasing accident and a trip to Africa, a trip that came to 
signify a rebirth for the comedian.

That Pryor ultimately considered his effort to purge signifi cance from the “N” 
word a failure reveals how much it was bound by time and context. He claimed 
the word when to do so constituted a revolutionary stance on a par with the 
Black Power movement. Then, it allowed him to recall slavery in a condensed 
form while suggesting the vitality of African American culture, turning a word 
of insult and violence into one of recognition and affi liation. He renounced it 
in Live on the Sunset Strip, by which time the word had arguably been emptied 
of its revolutionary power. To his surprise, his decision made many of his fans 
angry: “People thought I’d gone soft, sold out, turned my back on the cause. . . . I 
received death threats. . . . [People] wanted my voice to be theirs. And they didn’t 
want me to change” (PC 177). Ironically, his use of the word—revolutionary from 
some perspectives, scandalous from others—had made many black people angry 
when he started using it in front of mixed audiences, for while the word has had 
currency and a variety of meanings in private and in-group conversations among 
black folk for decades, it was rarely used when among whites. Some considered 
Pryor’s use of the word a betrayal of trust; others felt pleasure at recognizing 
a standard aspect of black speech and humor used in an unexpected context. 
No black comedian as popular as Pryor had used it while performing for mixed 
audiences.

In Here and Now (1983), a concert performance delivered a year after he dis-
avowed the “N” word, Pryor delivers his most direct address on slavery, employ-
ing an aggressive style that startlingly gives way to a posture of abjection. 
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The performance, which varies in minor although signifi cant ways between the 
sound and fi lm records, is called “The Weather” (in the video recording) and 
“Slavery” (in the audio version). It makes clear that, though he may have relin-
quished the “N” word, he never steered away from redressing slavery. Delivered 
through dynamic interchanges with his audience, the routine is a failure as a 
piece of comedy, but in and through that failure it becomes a stunning instance 
of ritual sacrifi ce as a form of redress. 

“You can’t tell what no motherfucker is down here,” Pryor tells his audience at 
the beginning of “Slavery.” “Motherfuckers look white and be black and the black 
ones talk that funny kinda shit.” Miscegenation here is not something abstracted 
through stage drama, as in Black Ben, the Blacksmith, but the living reality of the 
audience in the room. Pryor goes on to mimic the “funny kinda shit” that black 
folk in New Orleans talk, creating a laughter of recognition, especially from the 
black women in the audience (who are visible in the fi lm recording), while set-
ting up the stage to address slavery and, then later, lynching.44 Moving freely in 
and out of such charged topics through seemingly innocuous means, he suggests 
that miscegenation is a phenomenon particular to the Deep South, specifi cally to 
New Orleans. As it turns out, Pryor has singled out New Orleans only to praise 
it for its spirit of celebration, for its willingness to take to the streets in joy-
ful parade “at the drop of a hat.” He has now charmed the audience, making it 
laugh in recognition and applaud the praise that he lavishes on it. He continues 
on this innocent path by taking on the most quotidian of subjects: the weather. 
Yet he is only setting up his audience for the subject of slavery and implicitly 
circling back to the subject of miscegenation. “It get hot down here, boy,” Pryor 
says and proceeds to mimic a man who is so bothered by the heat that he can 
hardly walk down the street, let alone talk to people. Then: “I don’t know how 
you had no slavery down here ’cuz slaves would’ve quit. [Assuming the voice 
of slave who is speaking to his master] ‘Hey man, fuck you. Shit, carry that shit 
yo’self ’” [laughter, applause]. In the audio recording of the performance, Pryor 
continues, “No, there ain’t no slavery today, kiss my ass. Fuck you” [much laugh-
ter and applause].

The audience still laughs and applauds because Pryor has yet to turn up the 
heat in the room. He does so when he pauses in wonder. “Slaves built all this shit 
or carried the shit that built it. Right, I looked at the Mississippi and said, moth-
erfucker had to walk across that. [Then, assuming the voice of a master] ‘Get 
your black ass down there and walk. Carry that tree. Don’t start no shit.’ ” There 
is then a palpable silence from the audience which Pryor lets dangle only to laugh 
to himself and say, “You some cold motherfuckers, boy [pause]. Yo’ ancestors” 
[laughter, applause]. The audience laughs nervously since Pryor has turned the 
tables quite fast—from praise to guilt. Immediately one hears the voices of heck-
lers, voices that will gain volume later in the performance.
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In the performance recorded on video he does not let up; he quickly brings up 
lynching. In the audio recording, he does something just as signifi cant: he follows 
the routine by talking about going “to Africa, back to the motherland.”45 In both 
instances, he continues to confront his audience with the memory of slavery. In 
the performance recorded on video, he follows the line “Yo’ ancestors” with this 
accusation:

You know, you guys didn’t do nothing on holidays . . . or weekends . . . you 
motherfuckers just hanged black people. Right, be bored and shit . . .  Sat-
urday night. It’s hot. Can’t get no pussy. [Assuming the dopey voice of an 
 ignorant hillbilly] ‘What’cha wanna do? Huh, huh. Shoot, there ain’t nothin’ 
to do. . . . Go down to the jail and string one up, haa, haa. . . .’ And black 
people be standing around watching talking about [assuming a stunned, 
 silent, open-jaw facial expression, then assuming the position of the lynched 
man]. The guy be saying ‘Fuck that! Help me!’ ” [laughter, applause].

Having created his own kind of heat, Pryor starts to speak of the cold weather to 
which he is accustomed in Illinois. While he thus circles out of the charged topics 
he has broached, he is soon confronted by the fi rst of a number of hecklers in the 
audience who will not let go of the tension Pryor has provoked. 

When Pryor suggests that the cold of Illinois is so bad that people suspend their 
prejudices until the summer, one heckler yells out, “Bullshit!” Although Pryor 
quickly retorts with “Bullshit, ma dick!” it is clear that the heckler has touched on 
something and that Pryor must resort to vulgarity to regain ground. Pryor’s move, 
from lynching to suspended prejudices, does not ring true and provokes anger in 
an audience that has been subjected to images of slavery and lynching and that, 
more than anything else, has been held accountable (“Yo’ ancestors,” “You guys”) 
for such crimes against humanity. Pryor’s next move is to change the subject alto-
gether: he speaks about having been sober for seven months and generally alludes 
to change and growth in his life. Soon, however, there is another heckler who yells, 
“I don’t believe that!” and another who screams, “You’re fucked up, Rich!” The au-
dience will not let Pryor off; indeed, they seek to punish him even when he moves 
away from the subject of slavery and lynching to the turmoil of his own life. 

As if to make amends for having brought forth such taboo subjects, Pryor 
 returns to pleasing his audience, which wants “Rich” to play the role of the  “fucked-
up” comedian who drinks excessively, shoots cars (and wives), but makes every-
one laugh. Thus, while he begins to talk about positive change in his life, he ends 
by playing the role of a drunk. Pryor becomes a drunk in a way that closely re-
sembles his junkie character, a man so down and out that he cannot hide the 
deep pain that propels him toward self-destruction. The sequence ends as Pryor, 
dangling his long bony frame, bows his head, mumbles words about failure, 
and cries so convincingly that some audience members yell out in recognition 
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of his talent. He has incorporated the pain to which he alludes in the routine, 
swallowing it whole so that his audience does not have to feel it after all. When 
he lifts his head, his eyes are glazed. But even such a performance does not calm 
the audience. Soon, another heckler yells out, hoping to get Pryor to play the 
dozens: “Hey Rich, how’s your mamma?” Pryor, of course, knows the game well 
and answers with, “How’s my mamma? I beg your pardon. I’ll slap you in your 
mouth with ma dick.”

It is possible that the last heckler wants to stop Pryor’s self-abjection, to  return 
him to the aggressive stance with which he started the routine by invoking the 
play of the dozens. But Pryor does not follow the lead. Instead, he carries his rou-
tine about being drunk to its extreme, literally giving up the posture of stand-up 
by falling on the ground while detailing the nausea and vomiting of drunken-
ness, perhaps in an effort to release what he has introjected for his audience. 
Only then can he return to the subject of race; when he does, he has to do it via 
the subject of marriage and divorce, two subjects that his audience shares regard-
less of race. Having married both black and white women (a signifi cant fact in 
the context of his interracial audience), Pryor suggests that the only differences 
between the two kinds of women are minor. This is a far cry from the Pryor of 
Bicentennial Nigger, but the hecklers grow quiet as the comedian returns to safer 
ground, producing laughter that is based primarily on gender differences and 
only subtly on racial tensions. 

As I have already suggested, the routine about slavery in Here and Now is a 
kind of failure: Pryor sets up the audience masterfully, making it self-conscious 
but lavishing it with praise, only to refuse to deliver material that creates  cathartic 
laughter. Instead, he holds the audience accountable for crimes against humanity. 
The result, as evidenced by the hecklers, is tension rather than release, and Pryor 
must take the brunt of it. In symbolic sacrifi ce, he must incorporate the shame 
and guilt of a terrible past and act it out in terms of self-abjection.46 Herein lies 
a great part of the power of Pryor’s performances as a wino and a junkie and, 
for that matter, as the persona “Richard Pryor.” Through such roles, he enacts 
the same process of introjection and self-abjection without fi rst invoking slavery 
and the racism that perpetuates its ideologies. One might argue that this is essen-
tially a conservative move insofar as it spares the audience a critical assessment 
of the past. But Pryor can summon the symptoms of racism so sensitively that he 
names the disease and its manifestations without naming them. 

In a short but incisive commentary on Pryor’s performance of the wino and 
junkie characters in That Nigger’s Crazy, Eric Lott notes Pryor’s “restrain[t]” even 
as he portrays the “ravages of black addiction and oppression.” While the per-
formance gives an “intimate” and intense rendition of black addiction,  “rivaling 
anything in the more portentous undertakings of William Burroughs or Don-
ald Goines,” it never names white racism as the source, but rather “assumes it,” 
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 provoking in the end “laughs of recognition” from audience members who know 
the unnamed source.47 The performance, which Pryor fi rst introduced in Live 
and Smokin’ (1971), takes the form of a dialogue between a wino, a character 
Pryor culled from his memories of men in the streets of Peoria, but who is also a 
kind of type (the street preacher, street corner or stoop comedian), and a junkie, 
a younger version of the wino who is more open about his wounds in connection 
to his addiction. The latter arrives on the scene, which Pryor expertly invokes with 
few but poignant details, swaying in between street cars that swerve to avoid him, 
repeating the question “Wha’s happenin’?!” in various stages of consciousness.

As Lott notes, Pryor sensitively performs the junkie’s sickness and disconnec-
tion through the repetition of this question, which the junkie asks the world and 
himself, “as if repeating the greeting could bridge the two realities.”48 The wino, 
meanwhile, has assigned himself the role of traffi c director; he is in no better 
shape but assumes a superior role with respect to the junkie, telling him that he 
is ashamed to see him in the state that he is in. In the full exchange between the 
characters, we learn that the junkie was some kind of street genius who “booked 
the numbers” without “paper or pencil” but who spent years in jail making  license 
plates and is now in the streets without any prospects for employment: 

Junkie:  Ashamed to see me? What about the shit out here?! Niggers is fuckin’ 
with me, baby. . . . [Extended pause] Was I fi nished? I went to the 
unemployment bureau, baby. . . . I vomited and shit on the fl oor. I 
did, man—they’ll make that nigger with that pistol down there clean 
it up! Nigger talkin’ about, ‘Clean up that vomit, motherfucker!’ 
Ahahaha! I said, ‘Fuck you, nigger, I ain’t cleanin’ that shit up.’ He 
said, ‘You don’t clean that shit up I’ll shoot yo’ ass!’ I said, ‘Well who 
gon’ clean up the blood, nigger?!’ Ahahaha! That’s the politics, baby. 
I’m sick, pops—boy, can you help me? My mind’s thinkin’ about 
shit I don’t wanna think about—I can’t stop the motherfucker, baby. 
Movin’ too fast for the kid! Tell me some of that old lies o’ yours to 
make me stop thinkin’ about the truth. Would you help me?

Wino:  Yeah, I’mo help ya, boy, ’cos I believe ya got potential. That’s right. 
You don’t know how to deal with the white man, that’s yo’ problem. 
I know how to deal with him. That’s right: that’s why I’m in the 
position I’m in today.49

Steve Allen’s 1995 But—Seriously, an excellent documentary about how co-
medians like Pryor satirize political and social ills, includes the junkie’s mono-
logue here quoted and splices it with images of real black men in the streets 
of America who, like him, sway in urban corners, barely avoiding traffi c, and 
are just as sick and disconnected. The splicing reinforces Pryor’s critique, which 
takes its most  heart-wrenching tone when the junkie details his exchange with 
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the black  security guard who, ironically, must clean up after his sick brother but 
who also threatens to shoot him. The potentially spilled blood and the image of 
the guard cleaning it (and being punished for murder) suggest the truth that the 
junkie wants to quiet: self-destruction prompted by oppression. The irony of 
the wino’s advice, and especially his last sentence, laughs it away, as Lott notes, at 
the  expense of both characters. 

I would not, as Herman Beavers does, read Pryor’s burned body after his self-
immolation as a symbol of “how hard it is to be a black man in America,” for this 
risks pathologizing race. Pryor also took responsibility for his self-destructive 
and addictive nature and transformed himself into a better human being. And, 
while I partly agree with Beavers’s claim that “Pryor’s body is a text onto which 
the impact of racism is mapped,” I strongly emphasize the active and conscious 
role that Pryor took in that endeavor. Pryor lent his body as a text on which that 
impact could be read. That is, Pryor’s performances as any of his down-and-out 
characters (including the persona “Richard Pryor”) enact the sacrifi cial aspect of 
redress to which Victor Turner refers. Such performances discharge “the animos-
ities of the disturbed community” brought forth by the lasting effects of slavery 
to which Pryor’s performances attest by making Pryor’s body an effi gy that is 
destroyed symbolically. In this respect, Beavers’s large claim that there is “an un-
spoken confl uence between [Pryor’s burned body] and black men burned alive 
in the Jim Crow South” is intriguing for it suggests the aspects of ritual sacrifi ce 
that I wish to emphasize. Yet, rather than blame society for his shortcomings, as 
Beavers suggests, Pryor kept a fi ne but crucial balance between seeing “his addic-
tions and other antisocial behavior” as “the results of the self-hatred precipitated 
in a racist society” and subjecting his behavior to “comedic critique.”50

To this end, he used one of his most successful characters, Mudbone, an old 
man from Tupelo, Mississippi, from whose perspective Pryor often criticized 
 himself. Mudbone, who remembers “back when there were no years, they just 
called it ‘hard times,’ ” has the voice of an ancestor. Pryor describes it as a “muddy 
old voice that sounds somethin’ between a preacher’s Sunday mornin’ sermon-
izin’ and a grizzled seen-it-all coot sittin’ at a bar drinkin’ and spinnin’ some wild 
bullshit” (PC 3). He is nothing like Uncle Remus since he tells the truth even 
if people look at him as though he were “askin’ to fuck their mamma or some-
thing” (3). But he does bear an avuncular relationship to Pryor, and through 
Pryor, to audience members. Unlike Beavers, Mudbone identifi ed the root of Pry-
or’s trouble not in the racism that he surely faced in his life, but on the money he 
made as a star. In Live on the Sunset Strip (1982), for instance, Mudbone begins: 

You know, now I know that boy [referring to Pryor]. See, he fucked up. . . . 
That fi re got on his ass and it fucked him up upstairs, fried up what little 
brains he had. ’Cuz I remember he could make a motherfucker laugh at 
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a funeral on Sunday, Christmas day. But you know what happened? He got 
money yeah that’s what happened. . . . He said fuck it. Went all the way crazy.

By contrast, Mudbone says that he (and by association, a part of Pryor’s con-
sciousness) is “still hungry.” Implicit, of course, is a view of Pryor’s life and career 
as corrupted by fame and money. While he did indeed use his body to enact 
rituals of redress with respect to slavery, he was conscious of his weaknesses as a 
human being. “Don’t let him get any of that powder,” Mudbone goes on, because 
once he is on it, talking to him is like “trying to talk to a baboon’s ass.”

Given the balancing act that Pryor kept between his self-criticism and his 
use of his body as a medium to stage rituals of redress, it is signifi cant that the 
soundtrack for his transformational years in Berkeley was Marvin Gaye’s “What’s 
Going On?”51 On the album of which this song is the title track, Gaye sings in pro-
test against the Vietnam War, the possibility of nuclear and ecological holocaust, 
the poverty of ghettos (“Inner City Blues”), what he calls “trigger happy polic-
ing,” and the brutality with which the “picket lines and picket signs” against such 
conditions were met. It is also signifi cant that even as Gaye sings of a “world in 
despair,” he repeatedly invokes his faith in love. “For only love can conquer hate / 
You know we’ve got to fi nd a way / To bring some lovin’ here today.” Poised amid 
songs about anger and despair and those invoking love and faith is one track that 
must have resonated deep within Pryor; in it, Gaye sings of “fl yin’ high” and away 
from such a world through drugs, through “self-destruction.” Pryor must have 
listened carefully for he also carried on a balancing act—between his desire to vo-
calize (and in no uncertain terms) his own and black people’s anger and despair 
and his desire to grow into a compassionate and loving self. In the middle of it all 
was also his intense desire to fl y high and away from it all. His impersonation of 
his crack pipe goading him to cancel all his appointments and stay in his room 
with it forever is a post-fi re testimony of the strength of such desire.52

Although he was to assume the character one more time in Here and Now,
Pryor formally announced the end of Mudbone’s stage career shortly before pre-
senting the performance from Live on the Sunset Strip (fi lm recording) that I 
have just quoted. This was yet another sign of the change that was occurring 
in his own career and, ultimately, in his method of redressing slavery. This is a 
moment in which, apart from renouncing the “N” word, Pryor wavers between 
Mudbone’s warmth, his bluesman’s sensibility and humor, and the aggressive-
ness and eventual ritual sacrifi ce of “Slavery.” Listening to Pryor’s early Mud-
bone routines is a process of meandering through stories of the old man’s life 
in the South, his relationship with openly racist whites, his surreptitious acts of 
vengeance against them, and his work on the railroad, the depot, and, fi nally, 
on the sidelines in early Hollywood. To listen to him is to listen to the best as-
pects of American  verbal art, as Mark Twain identifi ed them in his 1895 essay, 
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“How to Tell a Story.”53 As Mudbone wanders from topic to topic without seem-
ing to have a central point, he casually drops a studied remark (perhaps about 
seeing the making of The Birth of a Nation), pauses (having made himself laugh), 
and then takes off again, gathering the view of the landscape (late nineteenth- 
and early twentieth-century America) through the tenor of the blues. In one 
track, Mudbone actually breaks out into an improvised blues song.54

In Live on the Sunset Strip Pryor continues to work in the spirit of Mud-
bone rather than the adversarial mode of “Slavery.” He performs the more in-
direct aspects of signifying, using slavery as a silent second text when discussing 
 apparently unrelated subjects. Tracks 12 through 19 in Live on the Sunset Strip are 
particularly exemplary for it is there that he speaks of captivity and freedom 
but through stories of animals—those who are held in an American zoo and 
those who are free to roam in Africa. By anthropomorphizing the animals, mak-
ing allusions to the Ku Klux Klan, prison life in America, and African liberation 
movements, he draws a number of charged implications which, when examined 
in relationship to one another, reveal racism, and more specifi cally slavery, as a 
subtext. Pryor masks his design with a conversational, as if casually improvised 
style, which recalls the meanderings of Mudbone. But in Live on the Sunset Strip 
he announces the end of Mudbone and, a year later, performs “Slavery,” suggest-
ing a critical shift from the catharsis and community-driven comedy of the 1970s. 
And, to some degree, that shift did occur.

As I noted earlier, by the time of Live on the Sunset Strip and Here and Now,
Pryor did not have to do much to produce laughter from his audience. He had 
become such an icon that people laughed almost as soon as he appeared. He per-
forms the Mudbone routine in Live on the Sunset Strip because his audience re-
quests it but is visibly uncomfortable at having to fulfi ll the request. He grimaces 
and bends over in fake laughter before announcing the end of Mudbone and then 
performing in character. As the “Slavery” routine so amply demonstrates, Pryor 
did not want automatic laughter; he did not want his stand-up performances to 
become empty rituals. The denial of catharsis that he stages in that performance 
needs to be appreciated as his way of agitating against a facile consumption of his 
comedy. The tension he ignites in “Slavery” is palpable even in its recorded ver-
sion (fi lm and sound), but it is not Pryor’s ultimate aim. True to the “never forget” 
promise he makes in the bicentennial album, his aim is to use black humor, or 
more specifi cally, his own brand of tragicomedy, to keep alive in his nation’s ach-
ing consciousness “the painful details and episodes of a brutal experience.” This 
aim is not due a pathological need to obsess about slavery, but because he sees 
plenty of evidence that his country is yet to transcend its effects. Late in Here and 
Now he again brings up his sobriety, observing that by the time he decided to be-
come sober, the rest of the country had become addicted to drugs. He poignantly 
highlights the fact that, while African Americans (and one thinks of his Junkie 
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character) had been battling addiction for a long time, it was only when large 
numbers of white people began getting high that drugs were recognized as an 
“epidemic.” Calmly he adds, “Maybe next time you see black people in trouble you 
will help. Maybe.” Like the miner’s canary, Pryor suggests, black Americans have 
felt the ravages of addiction before many of their white compatriots. 

In Implicit Meanings, Mary Douglas notes that for both Freud and Bergson, 
“the essence of a joke is that something formal is attacked by something informal, 
something organized and controlled by something vital, energetic, an upsurge for 
life in Bergson, of libido for Freud.”55 As we have seen, Pryor’s comedy does not rely 
on the joke, as in Freud, or on the mechanical rigidity of the body, as in Bergson; 
it brilliantly exposes the ways that racial struggles in the United States, and not 
just in the white/black binary, have been struggles between “something organized, 
controlled,” indeed institutionalized, legalized, against “something vital, energetic, 
an upsurge for life,” for freedom and opportunity. But Pryor also employed his 
ability to assume other perspectives through voice and gesture to explore how such 
struggles achieve shape in other binaries, such as that between men and women, 
parent and child, and the self against itself—in a battle Pryor knew quite well, that 
between Eros and Thanatos. While Pryor masterfully locates the basic struggle 
between oppression and freedom in other relationships, he never trivializes the 
stunningly violent ways it has shaped race relations in America. In fact, one of 
the most signifi cant achievements of his work is that it gives an extraordinary 
range of voices and gestures to the psychological and physical injury and pain that 
such violence has caused. In two of his most accomplished performances—one 
in which he enacts the pain of a heart attack (or, more precisely, the way that his 
heart attacks him) and one in which he performs the pain of his burned body 
in recovery—he simultaneously captures humanity in full vulnerability and the 
black body in the throes of pain. These performances, as well as the others we have 
examined, show that a great part of Pryor’s brilliant legacy is precisely in his ability 
to symbolically redress slavery while speaking at many other frequencies.

The Conjurer’s Revenge: Fantasies of Retribution in Chappelle’s Show

Slavery is one of the most atrocious things ever. But it is part of our culture. There’s only 
two ways you can deal with slavery: You can ignore it and hope it will go away, or you 
can address it. I choose to address most things with humor. You can’t recover from a 
problem that you aren’t willing to acknowledge you have. —DAVE CHAPPELLE, quoted in 

“Repeat Offender,” Rolling Stone, February 5, 2004, p. 27

The fact that Dave Chappelle speaks of slavery in the present tense, that he recog-
nizes that it is “part of our culture,” is only one of the various ways he distinguishes 
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himself from Eddie Murphy, considered by some critics to be Richard Pryor’s 
 direct heir. Although Murphy is a talented comedian who was able to do the seem-
ingly impossible—follow Pryor without becoming an imitator—he does not, as 
Herman Beavers notes, “exhibit Pryor’s racial solidarity, nor is his work necessarily 
political.” He also rarely invokes slavery in his stand-up and fi lm work. There is, 
of course, nothing inherently wrong with that. From some perspectives, the fact 
that he generally adopts a stance that is, as Beavers puts it, “impenetrable” with re-
spect to injury may work to promote a image of black masculine strength. Whereas 
 “Pryor’s comedy emanates from an articulation of injury, or the numerous ways 
that the black male body can be ruptured—either from within or without, Mur-
phy’s comedic presence is one that manifests itself as impenetrable surface.”56 It 
is not that Murphy avoids the subject of racism. Indeed, his numerous Saturday 
Night Live skits, among other performances, make incisive comedy about the injus-
tice and absurdities produced by racism. His Saturday Night Live skit “White Like 
You” (1989), for example, in which he becomes white for a day, not only implicitly 
invokes George Schuyler’s satirical novel Black No More, but also clearly takes off 
from Pryor’s uncanny ability to mimic white voices and gestures. But Murphy’s 
comedy, unlike Pryor’s, is embedded in representations of a single, unfettered, 
black male fi gure who, when under attack, proves himself invincible.

When compared to Pryor’s, Murphy’s work reveals the extent that the me-
diums for black comedy in general changed in the late decades of the twentieth 
century. Pryor, as we have seen, was largely responsible for desegregating Ameri-
can humor. He even attempted to do so through the medium of television, which 
at the time of his attempt (1977) proved too constricting for his material, espe-
cially as he did not have the option of cable channels such as Comedy Central.57

The opening skit in his series drew much criticism; it features Pryor as a televi-
sion anchor reporting that he did not have to give up much to get his own show, 
while in the background we see an image of him in a body suit that makes him 
look naked and without genitals. By the time Murphy rose to prominence, in the 
early 1980s, television had become far more permissive, although, as many crit-
ics of black situation comedy argue, it continued to perpetuate minstrel stereo-
types under the guise of more racially inclusive material.58 Murphy was able to 
present Saturday Night Live skits such as the one in which he appears on stage 
dressed as a Rastafarian singing “Kill the White People” as he waves his hands and 
encourages his audience to join. But Murphy also knew how to appeal to audi-
ences across racial lines, often drawing from “characters and processes” that are 
familiar largely because many of them are from television (Ricky Ricardo, Ralph 
Kramden, Buckwheat).59

Comedians Chris Rock and Dave Chappelle are much more political in their 
work, even if they don’t admit it (as in the case of Chappelle), and often  address 
slavery and its legacy. Again, comparing their work to Pryor’s reveals the change 
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in mediums for black comedy. By the time Rock published Rock This! (1997), 
a book that contains many of the routines he performed in his stand-up con-
certs, and Comedy Central began airing Chappelle’s Show, much of what had 
been considered controversial or new in television and fi lm during Pryor’s time 
had become the stuff of mainstream. While the “N” word continues to gener-
ate heated arguments, in his fi rst season Chappelle aired the now infamous skit 
about the black white supremacist in which the word “nigger” is said a total of 
seventeen times (as one disgruntled viewer noted), and in his second season he 
aired “The Niggar Family.” The latter skit parodies the myth of American in-
nocence deployed by 1950s family sitcoms through its music and setting, and 
although it is fi lmed in black and white (to be sure, this is also done to accent the 
skit’s pseudo-nostalgic mode), it also suggests other paradigms of racial struggle 
when the “Wetbacks” visit the Niggar family. As the family’s milkman, Chappelle, 
and presumably the audience, derives a great deal of pleasure from hearing com-
mon racist comments, such as one about a newborn who “has those Niggar lips” 
and about a member of the family described as “one lazy Niggar,” displaced onto 
white subjects.

By contrast, Chris Rock has set out to critique the co-optation of the word 
“nigger.” Far from being a term used to designate affi liation and recognition, 
as it was for Pryor in the 1970s, for Rock, “nigger” has become a way to fulfi ll 
and perpetuate negative stereotypes about black people; for him, it is a term 
drained of all its revolutionary potential and one that is now used to encour-
age black folk to glamorize their own debasement. “I love black people,” Rock 
writes in Rock This! (1997), “but I hate niggers. I am tired of niggers.” He then 
adds the sting characteristic of his stand-up: “I wish they would let me join 
the Ku Klux Klan. I’d do a drive-by from L.A. to Brooklyn.”60 This is a far cry 
from Pryor’s “Super Nigger”: “We fi nd Super Nigger, with his X-ray vision that 
enables him to see through everything except Whitey” (PC 113). But Rock’s cri-
tique of  “niggers,” like Pryor’s valorization of them, is contextually bound. By 
the late 1990s, “nigger” had arguably become part of the commercialization of 
certain perceived aspects of black culture, a commercialization that is in line 
with images of “ghetto fabulous” stars and notions about “keeping it real” (that 
is, “authentically” black, which is too often equated with crime and lack of edu-
cation). In this context, Rock’s critique may be just as valuable as Pryor’s earlier 
embrace of the term.61

Despite the changes that have occurred since Pryor’s prime, changes that we 
can but glimpse through the different ways that Chappelle and Rock use the “N” 
word in their performances, the question of redressing slavery remains constant. 
In Rock’s and Chappelle’s comedy, in fact, the aggressive aspects of redress— 
reparation, retribution, correction—become more emphatic. The persistence and 
emphasis are surprising since both Rock and Chappelle express the  distance that 
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their generations feel with respect to the historical moment of slavery. Chappelle’s 
comedy, for example, often comments not on slavery per se but on the represen-
tations of slavery produced in the late twentieth century. In one episode from 
his fi rst series on Comedy Central, Chappelle presents his version of memorable 
scenes from the television miniseries Roots (1977), the moment in which Kunta 
Kinte’s father names him and the scene in which a brutal overseer lashes Kunta 
because he refuses to accept his slave name. In Chappelle’s version of the scenes, 
baby Kunta urinates on his father just as he has solemnly held him to a starry 
sky and uttered the words, “Behold, Kunta, the only thing greater than you.” In a 
retake of the scene, the father accidentally drops the baby. The humor is classic in 
the sense that something high, something solemn is brought down to a quotid-
ian plane where babies urinate and fathers fumble. In another scene, we witness 
Chappelle cast as Kunta Kinte; it is a move that in itself serves to dislodge Kunta 
from his place in popular imagination as the strapping heroic warrior forced into 
slavery, as we see him conjured in the body of a skinny comedian. We neverthe-
less see Chappelle in a familiar scene: as Kunta, he receives interminable lashes 
for refusing his new, slave name. But just as the lashing begins to become unbear-
able, Chappelle’s Kunta suddenly frees himself from the post to which he is tied, 
runs to the overseer, and proceeds to beat him. “What did I tell you about getting 
out of hand!” yells Chappelle, turning his back to reveal the thick padding that 
protected him from the lashes all along.

Chappelle employs classic postmodern techniques to measure the distance 
from his subject. Not only are his scenes representations of representations, but 
they also fl aunt their seams, thus bringing attention to the process of making fi c-
tion while commenting on the overt familiarity of the scenes they parody. Rock 
similarly employs humor to dislodge the images with which slavery is most com-
monly evoked. In an outrageous skit in which he pornotropes Aunt Jemima, he 
begins innocently enough by relating the story of his mother confi scating his 
porn magazines when he was a teenager. But then he tells of an instance in which, 
aroused, he was badly in need of an image but could not fi nd anything but the 
box with Aunt Jemima’s image: 

Get the box down. Look at her. Now she’s looking at you. Your imagination 
kicks into gear and Aunt Jemima starts looking real good. She’s young now. 
She takes the rag off her head, her hair touches the ground. Her big but-
termilk breasts are hanging, she’s got a big fat ass. And she starts talking to 
you in a real sexy voice.

“Come on, baby, let your auntie suck it. Come on, baby, put some 
syrup on that bad boy.”

But right when you’re ready to explode, Uncle Ben jumps off his box 
and says, “Leave her alone. That’s my woman.” (RT 23–24)
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In another instance, Rock writes lovingly of his gay uncle, whose name happens 
to be Tom. “We call him Aunt Tom,” he adds. “I love my Aunt Tom. I know that 
if I was in a fi ght, Aunt Tom would take off his pumps and whoop some ass” 
(RT 39). What does it mean to masturbate to the image of a sexy Aunt Jemima, to 
imagine Uncle Ben as her assertive lover, and to queer Uncle Tom? The libidinal 
force with which Rock reimagines such common icons of slavery suggests their 
continuing attraction even as he makes them wildly unfamiliar. 

Rock’s liberation of Aunt Jemima is certainly different from artist Betye Saar’s 
The Liberation of Aunt Jemima (1972), which features a plastic fi gurine of the 
stereotypical domestic, a broom in one hand and a rifl e in the other. Saar’s intent 
was to transform a demeaning, racist image into a positive, revolutionary one. 
The image made a considerable impact when it fi rst appeared, especially because 
it also featured the symbol of Black Power, a clenched fi st. Yet similar work in-
cluded in a recent show has been criticized for being dry and “didactic.”62 Renée 
Cox’s more recent The Liberation of Lady J and U.B. (1998), a large cibachrome, 
comes closest to Rock’s vision; it features Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben trans-
formed into “svelte, virile” fi gures who look more like superheroes than stereo-
types, being led by Cox’s alter ego, Rajé (also a kind of superhero) walking out 
of their respective prisons (the pancake and rice boxes).63 Cox’s Liberation, like 
Pryor’s “Super Nigger,” appropriates the visual tropes of comic books to trans-
form a stereotype into a sign of power. 

In a more controversial and arguably less humorous way than his contem-
poraries, Chappelle has also measured the distance he feels from the civil rights 
and Black Power generations. In a skit that parodies documentary reportage in 
the vein of 60 Minutes (also the framework for the skit about Clayton Bigsby, the 
black white supremacist), Chappelle presents the story of the fi rst black man to 
use a bathroom designated for whites only, an act precipitated by dire need more 
than courage but that nevertheless inspires a “shit-in,” an obvious parody of the 
sit-ins that were common during the civil rights movement. The humor is classic 
in the sense that it associates the high (the courage of civil rights agitators) and 
the low (shit) and, in so doing, brings the struggles of the past down from the 
solemn realm in which they often ossify into exceptional fi gures and events. Of 
course, the skit also highlights both the absurdity of and degradations produced 
by segregation, especially when Chappelle is found in the whites-only bathroom 
sitting on a toilet, pants around his ankles, and is forced to leave by the police 
and their bloodhounds. 

Despite the distance that Rock and Chappelle express in regard to the histori-
cal moment of slavery, and to the generations that returned to that enormous 
breach, each comedian recognizes the signifi cant ways in which slavery is, in a 
real present tense, part of our culture. Rock humorously captures this simul-
taneous distance and closeness when he comments on his lack of knowledge 
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about Africa. He writes, “The only thing I know about Africa is that it’s far, far 
away. . . . A 35-hour fl ight. Imagine the boat ride. The boat ride’s so long there’s 
still slaves on their way here” (RT 26). Although the hyperbolic gesture is origi-
nally designed to connote a contemporary black man’s estrangement from his 
“roots,” it ultimately serves to ask us, once again, to “imagine the boat ride.” Curi-
ously, it also suggests that the impact of that boat ride is yet to be felt (since slaves 
are still “on their way here”). 

Both Rock’s and Chappelle’s comedy suggest that such impact entails rage. Like 
Pryor, Rock gives voice to that rage almost always in relationship to controversial 
contemporary topics, such as the current debate over reparations, while Chap-
pelle plays it out through charged fantasies regarding slavery, involving not only 
reparation but also retribution. Comparing the Holocaust and slavery in terms 
of their tragic dimension, Rock writes that they are equal with one  exception: 
the Holocaust was considered a crime punishable by law. Slavery, by contrast, 
was not only legal, but it never had the kind of closure that the  Holocaust had 
through postwar trials. “No closure. Just over. As far as America is concerned, 
slavery and segregation were fads, just like pet rocks and disco” (RT 15). His per-
formances, like Chappelle’s, directly call for the need for rituals of redress and 
frequently enact them through fantasy-driven sketch comedy, as in most of 
Chappelle’s work, or through observational monologues, as in Pryor’s. On the 
purported disproportionate number of black people on welfare, Rock writes, 
“This whole welfare controversy makes it sound like black people just don’t want 
to work. If I’m not mistaken, didn’t black people work 200 years for free? They 
worked really hard, too. No breaks, no time off” (30). To emphasize his point, he 
imagines two slaves contemplating vacation: 

Slave #1: Massa gave me a vacation.
Slave #2: Massa gave me one too. Where you gonna go?
Slave #1: ’Round the back. Where are you gonna go?
Slave #2: To the well. You should bring your kids. It’s nice over there. (30)

The humor of the scenario is tame by Rock’s standards, but it soon becomes 
more openly aggressive as the comedian considers the fact that “slavery had an 
up side” (30). “In the old days,” he writes, “even if they were poor, at least white 
people had slavery to make them feel exalted”: 

If there was one person in your life whose ass you could beat when you 
felt like shit, do you know how happy you would be? You could keep them 
locked in a room. . . . When you were mad, you could go in there and kick 
them. . . . Horny? That’s right, you could mosey in there and fuck them. . . . 

It was the same with segregation. . . . No matter how fucked up your 
life was, no matter how broke and dirty your house was, no matter how 
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ignorant you were, couldn’t read, couldn’t count, fucking your sister . . . you 
could rest your head on the pillow every night thinking, “I’m living better 
than a nigger.” (30)

Rock’s appeal to the human tendency to displace aggression in the opening ques-
tion in this quote is particularly signifi cant since it suggests that the abuses of 
power that characterized slavery were founded on instincts that anyone in his 
audience can recognize. Yet, as he gives a sense of those abuses, one can almost 
hear the grating of Rock’s voice angrily testifying to the enormous imbalance of 
power between slaves, who could take a break only by going “ ‘round the back,” 
and people who could use them for physical and psychological profi t. The fact 
that such inequality did not end with emancipation fuels Rock’s quick and viru-
lent reiteration of “white trash” stereotypes.

If Rock and Chappelle both signify on representations of slavery, it is Chap-
pelle, more than any other contemporary comedian, who has inherited Pryor’s 
conjuring powers. In fact, before his death in 2005, Pryor expressed his admira-
tion for Chappelle’s Show and stated that he had “passed the torch” to Chappelle.64

 Unlike Rock, but like all of the other artists and writers in this book, Chappelle is 
fascinated by stereotypes of race.65 Although he is a talented stand-up performer, 
as a conjurer he works best through his character- and sketch- directed comedy, 
which thrives on bringing stereotypes to life in the tradition of William Wells 
Brown and Pryor.66

Moreover, Chappelle, as did Pryor, ultimately appeals to what Victor Turner 
would call communitas, a concept denoting intense feelings of social togetherness 
and belonging, often in connection with rituals. While Chappelle’s communitas 
is decidedly infused with black solidarity, it is also interracial and often multi-
cultural. Chappelle coauthored the skits for his show with his long-time partner, 
Neil Brennan, who is white. Together, with Chappelle acting the pivotal roles in 
each sketch, they have focused on how blackness and whiteness are performed in 
the American cultural landscape, modeling “comedic social discourse where the 
unspoken is spoken—and the absurdities and hypocrisies that often inform ‘po-
lite’ conversations about race relations,” and not only in the black/white binary, 
“are laid bare.”67 Chappelle’s Show has a post–civil rights, hip-hop sensibility that, 
as Bambi Haggins notes, is rooted not “solely in racial affi nity” but “as much—if 
not more so—in cultural savvy.”68 There are plenty of insider jokes involving, 
for instance, alternative or underground hip-hop culture, the use of black but 
still not (yet) mainstream slang, and, from some perspectives, “obscure” refer-
ences to black cultural practices and ideologies. But the show’s humor does not 
depend on particularized knowledge of black culture or racial identity but capi-
talizes on the fact that African American popular culture, for better or worse, has 
become representative of American popular culture more generally. The show 
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has averaged “a viewership of 3.1 million” per episode on basic cable television, 
crossing racial and cultural boundaries in great part because there have been 
enormous changes in the American popular landscape since Pryor desegregated 
black humor in the late 1960s.69

Typically, Chappelle introduces each skit to a live audience framed as a rev-
erie that he enacts and projects onto a screen in the studio and, by extension, 
into each viewer’s habitat. Framing his reveries in this fashion allows him to stress 
the playfulness and constructed nature of his stereotype-derived humor and thus 
to counteract charges that his humor typecasts African Americans. The strategy 
has arguably not been entirely effective. In his fi rst season at Comedy Central, he 
wonders out loud: what would happen if black Americans were paid reparations 
for slavery? Signifi cantly, the skit begins with Chappelle relating a story to his live 
audience. He describes being invited to a talk show in which the topic “Angry 
White Men” is being discussed and shows them clips of the men talking and of 
himself, looking bored and alienated at the make-believe talk show. When one of 
the angry men complains that affi rmative action forces people to act against their 
will (as when they have to hire people to fi ll quotas), Chappelle, who has nothing 
to say on the show, gets an idea for a skit which he then produces for his audience 
at Comedy Central. “Forced to act against your will?” Chappelle wonders silently. 
“You mean as in slavery?” The skit he consequently delivers, however, is not about 
slavery but about what would happen if black people were paid reparations for it.

As if taking the perspective of one of the angry white men, the skit performs a 
fantasy of pandemonium. Chappelle, smiling, shows his live audience a recording 
of that fantasy played out. Black people become so wealthy that one man from 
Harlem, known simply as Tron (played by Chappelle), topples Bill Gates from 
his position as the wealthiest man by winning a game of dice. In the guise of a 
white newscaster (donning a white face, fake facial hair, and a wig to transform), 
Chappelle reports that all the black players in the NBA have quit,  millions of 
Cadillacs are sold immediately, FuBu (expensive street clothing favored in ghet-
tos) and Kentucky Fried Chicken merge to become the world’s largest corpora-
tion, and record companies are founded by the seconds. In short, black people 
quit work and spend their reparations money on expensive clothing, jewelry, 
cars, and music, all before “honkies change their minds.” Donnell Rawlins, in the 
role of the stereotypical brother who “loves menthols,” is interviewed by a white 
news reporter but can only yell out in joy, “I’m rich, bitch!” while pressing on 
his truck’s horn. Rawlins echoes the logo for Chappelle’s Pilot Boy Productions, 
which is shown at the end of every Chappelle’s Show episode and features the 
image of Chappelle himself as a slave, hands shackled but full of money, with the 
sound of the horn and the statement, “I’m rich, bitch!” in the background. 

While the skit mocks the kind of “ghetto” characters that would ultimately 
benefi t white-dominated power structures by spending their reparation money 
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on mindless pleasures, its images and sounds are so outrageous that it is hard, 
at least for this viewer, not to take the skit for what it is: a performance of a fan-
tasy on a par with Pryor’s Black Ben, the Blacksmith routine. Like Pryor’s piece, 
Chappelle’s skit plays a what-if game. What if we were to imagine reparations for 
slavery not from Chappelle’s perspective but from that of an angry white man? 
Chappelle, as the dice champion that topples Bill Gates, embodies the result, 
since he plays the part with all the crassness (gold jewelry) and debauchery that 
one can imagine (he even asks a female interviewer for a lap dance). 

Like Pryor, Chappelle plays multiple parts, but unlike Pryor, he uses all the 
props available to him (including video) to transform into various personas. In 
this skit, he is both Chuck Taylor, the “white” newscaster, and Tron, the craps 
master, switching parts in alternating frames so that we see one body occupying 
opposite ends of the color spectrum in the same way that Pryor’s performance 
in Black Ben, the Blacksmith performs the transferability of the stereotype even 
as it underscores its fi xity. As Taylor, Chappelle becomes an outraged white man, 
but he keeps a subtle grin that suggests he is having fun playing with a stereotype 
of whiteness, just as Pryor did in the opening of Live in Concert. As Tron, Chap-
pelle’s voice and mannerisms betray a jester’s mischievousness as he embodies 
the “nigger” qualities that Pryor uses in his album That Nigger’s Crazy to contrast 
white uptightness. Chappelle thus works in the tradition of African American 
humor, one that, as we know from Lawrence Levine, has frequently made art out 
of carrying out white fantasies about race to their most absurd levels.

In many ways the “Reparations” skit also makes possible the comic dynamism 
that Pryor created in Live in Concert, in which people laugh in and out of sym-
metry depending on race, gender, and ideological leanings, with the volatile his-
tory of race relations, specifi cally as produced by slavery, as common ground. 
The objects of ridicule in the skit include the stereotypically angry white men 
and their fantasies and the media’s role, as represented by the skit’s documentary 
frame, in not only parading the stereotypes of black lawlessness and vulgarity 
embodied by Tron, but also in passing them off as reality. The skit’s satire of 
those whose behavior materializes stereotypes also brings to mind, albeit on a 
light register, Robin D. G. Kelley’s warning regarding reparations for slavery in 
the context of capitalism. Without “even a rudimentary critique of the capitalist 
culture that consumes us,” writes Kelley, “even reparations can have disastrous 
consequences. Imagine if reparations were treated as start-up capital for black 
entrepreneurs who merely want to mirror the dominant society. What would that 
really change?”70 Kelley’s imagined scenario is not absurd, whereas the one played 
out in the skit is, and yet both fi nd common ground in their mutual  critique of 
consumerist culture and their warning regarding reparations. 

The skit’s potential to create a community of viewers who can laugh at differ-
ent registers and in and out of symmetry is complicated by the medium through 
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which Chappelle works and by the comedian’s, and his partner’s, disavowal of the 
political aspect of their show. Unlike Pryor, who enacted rituals of redress in the 
already ritualized context of stand-up, Chappelle has worked through the con-
fi nes of cable television, which, while much more permissive than the  networks 
to which Pryor attempted to bring his comedy, has curtailed the comedian’s 
 autonomy and has not allowed him a clear sense of how his diverse public is react-
ing to his work. Is the “Reparations” skit a conduit for social and political intro-
spection, as my analysis implies, or simply entertainment that makes light of racial 
stereotypes and the question of reparations for slavery? The potential for both is 
implicit in any work that mobilizes stereotypes, especially in a comic mode. 

As we have seen, William Wells Brown was willing to take the risk in the name 
of abolition, whereas Frederick Douglass adamantly refused it. Chappelle’s exit 
from his show suggests that he too came to consider the risk too high. His and 
his partner’s repeated claim that their show’s comedy is “cultural rather than 
political” has not helped matters.71 As Haggins argues, although Chappelle and 
Brennan’s disavowal of the political may have afforded their show “a greater de-
gree of discursive freedom,” that same disavowal might have facilitated a view of 
the show as one that neither endeavored nor aspired “to engage in more complex 
sociocultural critique.”72 By contrast, Pryor did not shy away from asserting the 
political import of his work. In Wanted, he asks for the lights in the house to be 
turned up to recognize the presence of Huey Newton in the audience and salutes 
him in solidarity.

Yet, for all of Chappelle’s and Brennan’s disclaimers, some of their skits have 
a decidedly political bent. In one sketch, which is, for the most part, performed 
in innocent fun, Chappelle plays a pimp who, along with a cohort called “The 
Player Haters,” travels in time to “player hate” on villains from history. The group 
plays a rough version of the dozens, known as “player hating,” and gathers solely 
to “hate” or cap on each other in outlandish ways. In one instance, a pimp (known 
as Beautiful and also as Jheri Curl Juice because he continually sprays his name-
sake hairdo) cuts another named Buc Nasty (played by Eddie Murphy’s brother 
Charlie, who has a dark complexion) by saying, “Buc Nasty, you are so dark when 
you touch yourself [it] is like black on black crime.” The haters, all decked out 
in capes, bright colors, over-the-top jewelry, sequins, fedoras, and gaiters, travel 
in a time machine (invented by the one Asian hater for the Player Haters’ science 
fair—a humorous contradiction, of course) and player-hate on Hitler (they beat 
him up and call his momma names while Jheri Curl Juice douses him in hair-
spray). The premise is brilliant and thus far, the comedy light and fun.

At one point, however, they travel back to an antebellum plantation to hate 
on masters and free the slaves. The beginning of the sketch retains a light spirit. 
When the haters arrive on the plantation, which looks as if taken from a Roots
episode, Buc Nasty caps on the horrible way the black slaves are dressed: “These 
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lames ain’t even got shoes, Jack. I could never go out that way.” Silky, Chap-
pelle’s character, who is dressed in a pin-striped suit, a red shirt, hat, and shoes, 
rounded off with a voluminous black cape, tells Buc Nasty to be careful with 
his words, as one of the slaves could be his great-great-granddaddy. In a mo-
ment of brilliance the camera cuts to a slave (played by Charlie Murphy) looking 
tired and beat up, staring into the face of Buc Nasty (also Charlie Murphy) in 
his bright blue pimp suit, gold chains, and rings. The camera switches back and 
forth between the two faces and then cuts to the image of Murphy as the pimp, 
shaking his head in complete disbelief at the recognition of his ancestor. 

Even when the sketch turns to a rough game of the dozens, it is funny and safe 
enough. But when the players decide to take action, the sketch could not be more 
controversial. When the master of the plantation comes out striking his whip at 
the sight of the slaves, who stopped work when the players arrived, and of the 
players themselves, a rough game of the dozens unfolds: 

Master:  What are you niggers doing out here! [loudly cracks his whip]
Silky:  We have traveled though time to call you . . . a cracker! 

Master:  You better watch your mouth! [loudly cracks his whip]
Buc Nasty:  Actually, you better watch your mouth, white boy, before I put 

these gaiters up your ass and show your insides some style.

Aware that the master is ready to use his whip, Silky pulls out a gun. The master 
holds his arms out as if about to be crucifi ed, his long-sleeved white shirt extend-
ing out prominently. Behind him stand the slaves in tattered clothing watching 
their avengers with an awe that is broken when one of them asks Silky, “When 
is we gonna be free?” Silky responds, “How about now?” and shoots the master 
in the chest. The shooting is repeated, after the fashion of sensationalist news 
media, over and over again so that the master is killed a total of four times, his 
blood spurting over his bright white shirt. The violence is so potent that even the 
slaves look on in dismay as the master falls. 

Chappelle showed the sketch in a venue that showcased pieces that were too 
controversial for television and had been edited from his regular show. The joke, 
of course, is that he is showing them nevertheless. Among other sketches is one 
that features a gay chapter of the Ku Klux Klan; its members wear pink rather 
than white hoods and politely ask black folk to move out rather than burn crosses 
in their yards. But Chappelle signals the slavery sketch as his favorite, even as he 
recognizes that not everyone thinks that “shooting a slave master is funny.” “If 
I could,” he adds, doubling over with laughter, “I would do it every show.” The 
fantasy of return and of violent retribution that the sketch performs is as potent 
as anything in Pryor, if not more so. The element of sacrifi ce, which Pryor plays 
out through introjection and abjection, in Chappelle’s sketch is transferred to the 
fi gure of the master. 
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This, of course, raises thorny issues. The fantasy of retribution fi nds violent, 
although also symbolic, outlet while the object of that violence is not, as in 
Pryor’s scene of introjection, the black body. Yet its redirection to the white 
body of the master depends on simplifi ed notions of retribution (and race) in 
which the crimes of slavery, enormous as they are, would fi nd some kind of re-
dress in the shooting of a white man. Still, the fact that the skit provides cathartic 
release—both in the form of the light humor that precedes the violent act and 
the violent act itself—is important given the need for the redress of slavery, even 
if only symbolically, that Pryor’s, as well Rock’s and Chappelle’s, work make 
clear. In this case, the fact that Chappelle’s and his supporting cast’s deployment 
of  stereotypes is not ambivalent helps to keep the political import of the skit 
in place. Thus, while the skit raises thorny issues, it invites social introspection 
rather than mere entertainment through its very thorniness. 

The legacy of Pryor’s raw edge is abundantly evident in Chappelle, especially 
Pryor’s willingness to say the wrong thing in order to set the record straight or, 
as he might put it, to act the fool and fl ip the script. In fact, Chappelle’s state-
ment “If I could, I’d do it every show” echoes Pryor’s “I ain’t never gonna forget.” 
The price that both artists have had to pay for being brave is also clear. Although 
Chappelle has not burned in ritual sacrifi ce, he has experienced a disorienting 
public withdrawal that has been understood as a nervous breakdown (caused, 
according to various sources, by pressure, paranoia, drugs, overwork, all of the 
above). One particularly hyperbolic explanation has its own website. Chappelle 
Theory (chappelletheory.com) is authored by an anonymous source who theo-
rizes that the comedian’s departure from Comedy Central was propelled by the 
pressure that six prominent African Americans exerted on Chappelle to quit. The 
six, allegedly Al Sharpton, Jessie Jackson, Louis Farrakhan, Bill Cosby, Whoopi 
Goldberg, Robert L. Johnson, and Oprah Winfrey, were purportedly motivated 
by their agreement that Chappelle’s Show reinforces negative stereotypes of 
 African Americans and so needs to be censored. The theory offers no concrete 
evidence and could be someone’s zany joke on America’s thirst for conspiracy 
theories (after all, the site claims that the group of prominent African Americans 
calls itself the “Dark Forces”). 

Nonetheless, in recent interviews (on Inside the Actor’s Studio and Oprah’s 
show) and stand-up shows, Chappelle has alluded to a certain discomfort in the 
wake of his success. The DVD of the fi rst season of his show sold close to 3 mil-
lion copies, making it the best-selling DVD of all time and a record for any televi-
sion show.73 Such popularity echoes Pryor’s sales for That Nigger’s Crazy, which 
earned a platinum record for selling 1 million albums in a matter of months, de-
spite the fact that it had “no advertisement whatsoever,” did not contain anything 
“a disc jockey could play on the radio,” and made no special attempt at cross-
over appeal.74 Pryor’s album sold to both black and white audiences, a fact that 
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 surprised record executives who originally found the material too fl amboyant to 
appeal to either. For Chappelle, success of this kind has meant an uncomfortable 
intrusion into his private life. People repeat funny but obscene lines from his 
show (“I’m Rick James, bitch!”) in front of his children and expect him to act out 
his characters on request. More than anything, his experience with success has 
led him to express sentiments similar to those that artist Kara Walker has voiced 
in the aftermath of her success. In an interview with the philosopher Tommy 
Lott, Walker said, “I certainly didn’t anticipate the level of support that I’ve got-
ten and it sometimes occurs to me that it’s rather absurd. . . . The success that 
I’ve had in these past four or fi ve years, necessitates that I be dead now by some 
dramatic overdose, suicide, something that would validate me and I decided not 
to do that.”75

The question at hand is not merely about the diffi culties of existing in the 
limelight but about the possibilities that such success presents for the co- optation 
of stereotype-driven art, especially when that art deals with slavery. Both Pryor 
and Chappelle have used their powers as conjurers to bring to life the fantasies 
created by the racist mind—their own, their audiences’, their nation’s—as a way 
of confronting the (im)possibility of redressing slavery. But is it possible, as one 
of Kara Walker’s critics has asked, “to get inside the racist imagination without 
adding to its power?”76

Responding to Pryor’s comment that he was passing the torch to him, Chap-
pelle stated, “That’s more pressure than [the] $50 million [Comedy Central of-
fered him]. That’s a lot of pressure. He was the best, man. For him to say that 
is, you know, that’s something, I don’t even know if I’ll attempt to live up to 
that.”77 Chappelle’s response is understandable. Pryor’s trajectory suggests that, 
to get inside the racist imagination without adding to its power, arguably an 
impossible task, someone, specifi cally the comedian, must take the brunt. Like 
Walker, Chappelle does not want to be “dead of some dramatic overdose” or, as 
Pryor almost was, dead amid fl ames. Young as he is, however, it is still unclear 
if he will take up the challenge that Pryor’s admiration for him implies. In a 
2006 interview, he stated that he did not know whether he was going to be “a 
legend or some tragic [expletive] story but that [he] was going all the way.”78

What is clear is that the power that both Pryor and Chappelle have tapped into 
as conjurers who attempt to redress slavery is strong enough, as Ishmael Reed 
puts it in Flight to Canada, to “light a solar system.” “Book titles tell the story,” 
writes Reed: 

The original subtitle for Uncle Tom’s Cabin was “The Man Who Was a 
Thing.” In 1910 appeared a book by Mary White Ovington called Half a 
Man. Over one hundred years after the appearance of the Stowe book, 
The Man Who Cried I Am, by John A. Williams, was published. Quickskill 
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[the novel’s main protagonist] thought of all the changes that would hap-
pen to make a “Thing” into an “I Am.” Tons of paper. An Atlantic of blood. 
Repressed energy of anger that would form enough sun to light a solar 
 system. A burnt-out black hole. A cosmic slave hole.79

It is also too early at this point to tell if Chappelle will be willing and able to 
give expression to the grief that Pryor was able to release, albeit at great  personal 
expense, in his rituals of redress. Yet his most recent work, his stand-up perfor-
mances after leaving Chappelle’s Show and Block Party,80 suggest that, like Pryor, 
Chappelle sees the crucial need to balance the two paradoxes with which we 
started: the need to redress a breach that cannot be redressed and the need to 
create community even while invoking a divisive past and an equally, if differ-
ently, divisive present. 
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After Uncle Tom’s Cabin, one needs a drink. Reed provides it.
—HORTENSE SPILLERS, “Changing the Letter,” 33

In the late 1960s, when Richard Pryor temporarily abandoned the stage and his 
life in Hollywood for a period of introspection and reassessment in Berkeley, 
he met and befriended Ishmael Reed. Characteristically, this period was not in 
any sense monastic or sober for Pryor. Instead, it was a period in which, as jazz 
musicians put it, he “woodshed” his material in an atmosphere that was both 
inspiring and intoxicating.1 Pryor found the drug culture of late 1960s Berkeley 
a haven for his fi erce appetite for cocaine and other drugs. He also befriended a 
group of young black writers, among them Reed, Cecil Brown, Claude Brown, 
David Henderson, and Al Young, who were (and many of whom remain) deeply 
committed to racial equality and who, besides being tremendously talented, were 
known for using their acerbic but disarming humor to protest racial injustice. 
Pryor was then transforming himself from his original image—a slim, mild-
mannered comedian with conked hair who had risen to some prominence with 
material patterned after Bill Cosby’s—to the revolutionary comic performer who 
would bring the power of black street humor to mixed audiences and use it to 
critique his country’s long history of racism. The young writers Pryor befriended 
in Berkeley would encourage and support his evolution, infl uencing his style and 
encouraging him to take the risks required for developing it. 

It is not surprising, then, that during the year of the U.S. bicentennial celebra-
tion, both Reed and Pryor produced works that, through sharply eviscerating 
humor, address slavery and its legacy. Pryor produced the album Bicentennial 
Nigger, and Reed published Flight to Canada. Drawing on the connections be-
tween “the peculiar institution” and its legacy in the cultural landscape of 1970s

CONJURING THE MYSTERIES OF SLAVERY

Voodoo, Fetishism, and Stereotype in Ishmael Reed’s Flight to Canada
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America, Reed’s novel operates by anachronism. It maps the fl ight of three fugi-
tive slaves within a fi ctional space that merges the past (antebellum and Civil 
War America) and the novel’s present (the years after the civil rights movement), 
both of which intersect with our own present moment of reading. Through an 
aesthetic that blends history and fantasy, political reality and black humor, Reed 
parodies the slave narrative tradition, signifi es on the nuances of the historiogra-
phy of slavery more generally, and proposes an alternative lexicon for historical 
reconstruction. 

 In great satiric fashion, the novel corrupts the putative temporal boundaries 
between the historical past and the present. It freely juxtaposes antebellum fi g-
ures such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and Edgar Allan Poe with references to such 
twentieth-century fi gures as T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound and the phenomena of 
the “top forty, the best seller list and the Academy Awards.”2 In fact, it opens with 
a poem written by Raven Quickskill, fugitive slave lecturer and poet, who fl ees to 
Canada on a jumbo jet from a plantation where the mistress lies in bed watching 
The Beecher Hour on television and Abraham Lincoln, who pays the master a visit, 
waltzes through the slave quarters with the mammy fi gure to the tune of “Hello, 
Dolly.” As Richard Walsh notes, this “casual use of props,” along with the novel’s 
references to “Time magazine, the New York Review of Books and all the parapher-
nalia of contemporary civilization,” creates a “contemporary atmosphere” and 
“involves a fundamental disregard for the sequence of historical events.”3

At the same time, the novel raises a number of thorny questions concern-
ing the history and historiography of slavery. After the opening poem, the novel 
renders Raven Quickskill’s meditations—in a section set off from the rest of the 
novel by italics—on the limits of the literature and historiography of slavery and 
the modes used to interpret them. In Raven’s introductory commentary, history 
is mutable, fl exible, and, to some degree, even incomprehensible. “Will we ever 
know,” he asks, what is fact and what is fi ction in the “strange” and “complicated” 
history of slavery? (FC 10). Invoking the gaps and contradictions in the records of 
slavery, Raven continues, “Will we ever know, since there are such few traces left 
of the civilization the planters called ‘the fairest civilization the sun ever shown 
upon,’ and the slaves called ‘Satan’s Kingdom’?” (10). The question requires both 
historical evidence and interpretation. How do we read a record that is split by 
the very violence it represents (“ ‘the fairest civilization” versus “Satan’s King-
dom”)? And how do we account for the people and places for which there are 
only “few traces left”? 

As Toni Morrison noted, “No slave society in the history of the world wrote 
more—or more thoughtfully—about its own enslavement” than did African 
Americans, despite the fact that it was illegal to teach a slave how to read and 
write. Yet it is also true, as Morrison has famously observed, that slave narrators 
“were silent about many things, and they ‘forgot’ many other things,” since there 
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was “a careful selection of the instances that they would record and a careful ren-
dering of those that they chose to describe.”4 Between 1760 and 1947, more than 
two hundred book-length slave narratives were published in the United States 
and England, yet the abolitionist circuit that supported such publications limited 
the expressive possibilities of slave narrators.5 Until the mid-1970s, when slavery 
assumed a central role in public discourses in America, slave narratives were dis-
missed as unreliable sources, and historical accounts of slavery were quite lim-
ited. As Raven notes, the “volumes by historians” of slavery and the Civil War 
leave much unsaid (FC 10).

As he highlights the gaps in the records of slavery, Reed also emphasizes 
how unnatural, even bizarre, history can appear when its contradictions and 
blind ness are refl ected upon. “Why does the perfectly rational, in its own time, 
often sound like mumbo-jumbo?” Raven wonders (FC 10). His question echoes 
throughout the novel, as when, for instance, Arthur Swille, the man who owns 
the novel’s three fugitive slaves, claims that they are affl icted with Dysaethesia 
Aethipica, “a disease [that causes] Negroes to run away” (FC 18). Swille refers to 
a spurious nineteenth-century pseudo-scientifi c racial theory that was proposed 
as a viable hypothesis by the Louisiana physician Samuel Cartwright.6

Given the “strange” and “complicated” nature of slavery’s textual records, 
Reed stages a self-refl ective reconstitution of its history and fi ction that at once 
signifi es on its problematic nature and proposes an alternative. In Flight to Can-
ada this means instigating a cathartic and interactive involvement with history 
through fi ction. After Raven’s introduction, the novel switches into the voice of 
an omniscient narrator through which Reed intermingles geographies and tem-
poralities, mixes historical and cultural forms of knowledge such as rumor and 
myth, and merges poetry with narrative and drama with parody. He also tangles 
the novel’s different narrative strands so that the stories of the fugitive slaves in 
the North mix not only with those of their fellow captives in the South but also 
with those of their master Swille and those of Lincoln, the “Great Emancipator.” 
The narrative ends with another fi rst-person meditation, that of Uncle Robin, 
a seemingly loyal but tacitly subversive slave, who refl ects on the events of the 
novel. By bombarding readers with an intricate mix of characters, places, and 
genres, Reed keeps them alert to the process by which he reconstructs slavery, 
thus foreclosing the possibility of passively reading the history he represents.

Before rendering the full text of Flight to Canada, however, Reed invokes 
Guede, a mighty voodoo loa who has multiple powers and whose spirit infuses 
the novel. Guede is simultaneously the god of death and eroticism, the loa of 
history, and a “witty clown.”7 Guede is the lord of resurrection and therefore full 
of vitality and knowledge of the past; he is also a prankster and a satiric wit of 
the highest order and, as such, a most fi tting loa for Reed to invoke. As Flight to 
Canada develops, it is clear that Guede is, in fact, its patron spirit. 
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Guede might indeed be the patron spirit of great tragic-comedians in the 
tradition of Pryor. Loa of Eros and Thanatos, one of Guede’s principal char-
acteristics is his laughter. Amused “by the eternal persistence of the erotic and 
by man’s eternally persistent pretense that it is something else,” he ridicules the 
sentimental, inventing variations on the theme of provocation, “ranging from 
suggestive mischief to lascivious aggression,” to expose those who pretend “to 
piously heroic or refi ned immunity.”8 As Maya Deren observes, Guede’s “greatest 
delight is to discover” a pretender, for he “will confront such a one and expose 
him savagely, imposing upon him the most lascivious gestures and the most ex-
treme obscenities.”9 Yet Guede also serves as a constant reminder of the inevita-
bility of death and, as such, elicits “nervous laughter” from those who hear him.10

Known for his “rich repertoire of stories,” which he narrates in a nasal voice that, 
as voodoo practitioners claim, suggests the sound that a corpse would make “if 
it were allowed to speak,” Guede exposes all the secret affairs of a community, 
“omitting none of the lewd details.”11 If people “appear uncomfortable and em-
barrassed by his wantonness,” Guede enjoys the opportunity to taunt them, dis-
playing before them the most unrestrained and immoral mannerism,” all the 
while subtly reminding them “of their eventual lot.”12 Yet, clown and trickster 
“though he be,” Guede is “also history—the experience from which the living 
learn—and in this role he is as deeply responsible and trustworthy as he is bizarre 
in other aspects.”13

In Guede’s spirit, Reed assumes the role of a prankster with respect to the 
history of slavery. His confl ation of time frames, his uses of anachronism, and 
his intermingling of different perspectives and forms of cultural knowledge are 
but a few concrete examples of how he playfully rearranges the familiar forms 
through which that history has been constructed. Yet Reed’s pranks have as 
their ultimate goal a “deeply responsible” relationship to the history of slavery. 
 Employing a sharp, sometimes dark satire, he exposes the extent to which the 
fetishistic notions of race and sexuality that slavery produced continue to shape 
our thoughts and actions. His satiric approach includes a punning, although also 
pointed, use of “black magic.” 

In Flight to Canada, he draws on the social, political, and artistic practices of 
voodoo, transliterating its ritual of spirit possession, or crises de loa, the moment 
in which the soul of an ancestor “mounts” the body of the devotee and attains 
physical presence. True to Guede’s defi ant spirit, Reed’s use of voodoo challenges 
the most pervasive notions of the practice, one that is often equated in negative 
terms with black magic. As Deren notes, voodoo’s concept of “religious posses-
sion is not only unfamiliar,” it also “carries exotic and sensational overtones.”14

Joan Dayan suggests that for nonpractitioners, this unfamiliarity with “the de-
mands and expectations” of the loa can turn the concept of possession into 
an abstract principle; voodoo then attains an aura of inaccessibility that some 
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choose to  associate with superstition.15 Rather than a potent form of  knowing 
and being, voodoo can become synonymous with superstition, evil, zombies, 
and black magic. Voodoo’s negative reputation as an occult practice is exacer-
bated by the fact that a percentage of its practitioners use it as a form of sorcery. 
That is why the houngan, or voodoo ritual leader, distinguishes himself from the 
boco, who practices conjuring for witchcraft and uses it to create “zombies.”16

Reed, however, takes what appear to be the strangest aspects of voodoo and 
explores them beyond their aura of superstition. “Zombifi cation” as practice and 
concept, for example, provides Reed with metaphorical ways of remembering 
slavery. His views coincide with those of Dayan, who quotes Edward Roches-
ter in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, when he fi nds this defi nition of zombie 
during his stay in the Caribbean: “  ‘A zombi is a dead person who seems to be 
alive or a living person who is dead. A zombi can also be the spirit of a place.’ 
Born out of the experience of slavery and the sea passage from Africa to the New 
World, the zombi tells the story of colonization: the reduction of human into 
thing for the ends of capital.”17 For Haitians, zombies are “those soulless husks 
deprived of freedom and forced to work as slaves, [who] remain the ultimate 
sign of loss and dispossession.”18 Deren also underscores the connection between 
the zombie and the slave: a zombie is “a soulless body . . . [whose soul] may have 
been removed by magic from a living person, or the body of someone recently 
deceased . . . brought up out of the grave after the soul [has] been separated from 
it by regular rites of death.” The purpose, she notes, “is to make use of the body as 
a slave.”19 Because voodoo practitioners understand zombifi cation as a “fantastic 
process of reifi cation,” Dayan suggests that their emphasis on possession should 
be understood as recognition of the material realities of reifi cation and as sabo-
tage against the powers of dispossession.20

But the zombie can also be the soul of an ancestor who, not having been prop-
erly mourned, is used by a boco for sorcery. According to Dayan, the elaborate 
burial rituals observed by Haitians who practice voodoo are in part a result of the 
need to protect the souls of ancestors, although the elaborateness of such rituals 
is also a consequence of slavery. “If the disposal of the dead slaves was a careless 
deed that marked irrevocable inhumanity,” writes Dayan, “funeral rites in inde-
pendent Haiti became central to both the living and the dead.” Largely lacking 
such rites, the souls of the ancestors who perished during slavery are at greater 
peril than those recently departed. As Dayan puts it, the “landscape of Haiti is 
fi lled not only with spirits of the dead seeking rest and recognition but with other 
corporeal spirits who recall the terrors of slavery and the monstrous, institution-
alized magic of turning humans into pieces of prized and sexualized matter.”21

Reed transliterates voodoo’s notion of zombifi cation and belief in spirit pos-
session while creating an aesthetic that also incorporates aspects of postmod-
ernism. Such sampling or inventive assembling of diverse traditions is far from 
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foreign in Reed’s oeuvre; it constitutes what he calls his Neo-HooDoo aesthetics: 
a use of voodoo that intentionally dispenses with the notion of authenticity in 
favor of an open and fl uid approach that enables him to use and mix the different 
traditions available to him as a writer of the African diaspora.22 As he put it in his 
“Neo-HooDoo Manifesto,” a piece that, aside from expressing the fl uidity of his 
practice also satirizes the very concept of a modernist manifesto, “Neo- HooDoo 
borrows from Ancient Egyptians . . . from Haiti, Africa and South America. Neo-
HooDoo comes in all styles and moods.”23

In Flight to Canada, Reed uses his aesthetic to expose the connections between 
chattel slavery’s reifi cation of people and bodies—its “monstrous, institutional-
ized magic of turning humans into pieces of prized and sexualized matter”—and 
the stereotypes of race and sexuality it produced. On the one hand, Reed uses 
his writing as a boco would his witchcraft, breathing life into stereotypes of re-
sistance, submission, dominance, benevolence, brutality, and forbearance; by 
conjuring them as a group of embodied ideas, he creates zombie-like characters 
that represent humanity divested of its soul. On the other hand, he uses his writ-
ing like a houngan would his conjuring powers, calling into being the ancestors 
or spirits—the historical as well as imaginative loa—of slavery. The word loa
comes from the French word loi, meaning law, and refers to voodoo’s concep-
 tion of the laws of creation. But as Sami Ludwig argues, what Reed means by loa 
are not only the historical ancestors from our past but also “the ideas that pre-
structure our experiences as well as our interpretations, the principles [or laws] 
that govern our minds and our souls and the forces and institutions representing 
them.”24

Through his conjure, Reed illustrates how slavery’s stereotypes—as repre-
sentations that embody fi xed ideas, ideological fi ctions, and psychic fantasies—
are inert in essence but alive in their effects. Like zombies, they are emblems of a 
 “fantastic process of reifi cation” that, through his fi ction, assume the semblance 
of life. Reed’s fi ctional power correlates to Guede’s; as the loa that straddles 
“the great divide between the living and the dead,” Guede has the power to animate 
the dead as zombies. In this “dark phase of his powers,” writes Deren, “the trick-
ster becomes a transformer.” Guede can also change a person into an animal, 
recalling in this respect the metamorphoses that Chesnutt highlights in con-
jure. Yet he is also “the greatest of healers” and can protect against the magic of 
 malevolent bocos who would make “soulless husks” out of bodies.25

Reed thus assumes the powers of a postmodern “black magician,” who inven-
tively draws on voodoo belief and practice to stage his own ritual of redress with 
respect to slavery. Like Pryor, he shuttles between grief and grievance, commem-
orating ancestral spirits while agitating against the past’s hold on the present via 
his critique of stereotypes. Also like Pryor, and Pryor’s and his predecessors Wil-
liam Wells Brown and Charles W. Chesnutt, he improvises on the conventions 
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of black humor to explore the theatricality of stereotypes. In Flight to Canada,
zombie characters substitute stereotyped behavior for critical and conscious ac-
tion. By contrast, characters that are able to repossess and manipulate stereotypes 
in order to realize personal and collective freedom fi gure as ancestors whose leg-
acy Reed honors. The two kinds of characters are made to walk in each other’s 
midst (as do the gods during crise de loa), often assuming similar manifestations 
and thus forcing the reader to wrestle with the hermeneutical challenges that the 
legacy of slavery presents. At the same time, Reed, like Brown and Pryor, operates 
through hyperbole, parodying zombie-like characters while endowing ancestor 
fi gures with an aura of mystery. In so doing, Reed seeks to resolve the dilemma 
facing any artist who uses stereotypes to critique the legacy of slavery; that is, 
how does one use such images without enlivening their baleful powers?

The Trickster Becomes a Transformer: 
Neo-HooDoo in Flight to Canada

Reed patterns his main characters after easily recognizable historical fi gures or 
stereotypes. He conjures two of the fugitive slaves, for example, as fi gures of 
 resistance: Raven Quickskill evokes the radical slave lecturer and author epit-
omized by Frederick Douglass, and another fugitive, simply named “40s,” per-
sonifi es the stereotype of the militant revolutionary most often associated with 
Nat Turner. The third fugitive slave, Stray Leechfi eld, suggests the more ambiva-
lent fi gure of the minstrel performer. Meanwhile, the house slaves who do not 
escape, Uncle Robin and Mammy Barracuda, recall two central icons of forbear-
ance and domesticity: Uncle Tom and Mammy. The master class is provocatively 
presented in a polarizing logic. Arthur Swille is draconian, sadomasochistic, and 
set against Abraham Lincoln, whose benevolent and heroic role as the Great 
Emancipator is exaggerated and parodied. While Reed employs most of these 
fi gures to unleash the power of zombie-like stereotypes, he also employs some of 
them—Raven and Robin, in particular—to evoke the spirits of slave ancestors. 

Transforming voodoo’s ritualistic practices into literary techniques, Reed is 
able to represent the zombies of slavery as unique entities whose effects we per-
ceive through their actions. As a religion of the poor and uneducated (most dev-
otees are illiterate), voodoo maintains its historical memory through rituals that 
include dance, music, incantations, oral stories, and, most prominently, vévés,
or ground drawings.26 Reed interprets and improvises these aspects of voodoo 
practice, using elements from popular culture to create his own particularized 
version of a literary voodoo ritual. He borrows from the content and style of 
visual art forms—especially comic strips, fi lm, and photography—to create ani-
mated caricatures of slavery’s zombies and the historical ideologies surround-
ing them. At the same time, he interlocks diverse time frames to show how the 
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 violence, lusts, and lures of the past—as these are embodied in stereotypes—
manifest themselves across time. 

Reed conjures the zombie-like qualities of slavery’s stereotypes through an 
aggrandizing enterprise that relies on parody and highlights the distortions that 
such images promote, pushing them beyond their overtly familiar places in our 
imagination and exposing them as fetishistic forces. The fetish, Christian Metz 
argues, springs from a fear of what is perceived as absent in another (such as the 
absence of a phallus in women). The construction of the fetish, adds Metz, entails 
making the evidence one sees for this apparent lack “retrospectively unseen by 
a disavowal of the perception, and in stopping the look, once and for all, on an 
object . . . which was . . . near, just prior to, the place of the terrifying absence.”27

The stereotype, like the fetish, is a distorted image of all that seems “terrifyingly” 
different about another; it takes the place of actual understanding and acknowl-
edgment of a common humanity. In the absence of that recognition, the fetishis-
tic image or stereotype, at once generalized and specifi c, takes its place.

Reed defetishizes the stereotype by aggrandizing its distortions. In his hands, 
it comes alive, as if newly produced, and overwhelms the reader’s senses. He 
makes it bigger, louder, more grotesque, and more insufferable than it already 
is in order to arrest our attention and induce us to explore the fears and fanta-
sies that the stereotype, like the fetish, seeks to keep at bay. The ancients under-
stood black humor as one of the four chief fl uids or cardinal humors of the 
body—blood, phlegm, choler, and melancholy or black choler—all signifi ers 
of the abject in Julia Kristeva’s sense.28 As if appropriating and redefi ning this 
defi nition, Reed exposes that which is normally excluded, even jettisoned, from 
polite representations of slavery and its legacy. As he parades the host of distor-
tions produced by the institution of slavery, he creates a comic atmosphere with 
a cathartic and deconstructive effect, which allows him to conjure the diffi cult, 
hidden ideas and emotions that the stereotypes at once suggest and mask. He 
thus conjures mysteries in a dual sense: while he uses certain narrative techniques 
to evoke the ancestors or mystères of slavery, he aggrandizes the human distortions 
slavery produced to conjure the thoughts and emotions that the stereotype, as an 
obscuring phenomenon, renders mysterious.

The ritual of redress that Reed enacts through Flight to Canada takes form 
through the structure of the novel, which is patterned after a typical voodoo 
ritual. It begins, as all voodoo rituals do, with the chanting of the names of the 
ancestors, proceeds toward the crise de loa or possession stage, which is charac-
terized by the novel’s dynamic interplay between the past and the present, and 
ends when the novel fi xes its focus on a more contemporary time frame. Raven’s 
introduction is simultaneously a historiographic meditation and a literary in-
cantation of the names of slavery’s ancestors, an invocation that calls them into 
presence: “Lincoln. Harriet Beecher Stowe. Douglass. Jeff Davis and Lee. . . . 
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Stray Leechfi eld. Robin and Judy. . . . Mammy Barracuda” (FC 7). Some of the 
names are actual American ancestors; many are pure fantasies. 

Reed establishes the shift from Raven’s incantations to the possession stage 
of the novel through a change of narrative perspective. As Ashraf Rushdy ar-
gues, the fact that the novel begins with Raven’s fi rst-person meditation and 
then abruptly switches into the third-person account of an omniscient narrator 
suggests that the structure of Flight to Canada is Reed’s enactment of voodoo’s 
most basic practice, the act of spirit possession.29 Shortly before the narrative 
adopts the third-person voice, Raven asks, “Do the lords still talk? Do the lords 
still walk? Are they writing this book?” (FC 10). Thereafter Raven’s individual 
voice becomes “possessed” by a third-person narrator who connects the mul-
tiple manifestations of the loa and the zombies that Reed evokes. Although many 
 critics recognize the ritualistic structure of Reed’s novel, none has noted that 
the identity of the third-person narrative voice attains the qualities of a specifi c 
voodoo loa, Guede. “Guede is here,” writes Raven as the novel begins. “Guede is 
in New Orleans. Guede got people to write parodies and minstrel shows about 
Harriet” (FC 9).30 The only other time we come back “here” and to “New Orleans” 
is at the end of the novel, when we are told that “Raven is back” and the omniscient 
narrator signs off: 

12:01 a.m.
Tamanaca Hotel, Room 127
Fat Tuesday 
March 2, 1976
New Orleans (FC 179)

When Raven comes back, Guede’s presence ends and the narrative returns to the 
present time of the novel (1976). 

The allusion to New Orleans at the end of Raven’s “possession” also returns 
us to a place known for its retention of conjure and, by implication, connects the 
wider world of the African diaspora (fi gured through voodoo) to the events of 
the novel. Reed draws out this connection through the novel’s structure, which 
literally transliterates voodoo’s ritualistic patterns. At the same time, he uses 
 voodoo’s metaphysical and epistemological aspects to create a memory of slav-
ery that is functional, experiential, and nonlogocentric. Because voodoo belief 
and practice are neither centered on a single deity nor bound to a written text, its 
devotees locate meaning in fl ux, stressing fl exibility, innovation, and improvisa-
tion in their forms of expression. This ideological approach fi nds a correlation in 
Reed’s satiric, parodying reconstruction of history through fi ction. 

Reed’s formal experimentation—his imaginative interpretation of voo-
doo and his development of a hybrid aesthetic that includes other forms of 
 signifi  ca tion—refl ects voodoo’s improvisational mode. His research for Flight 
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to Canada extended beyond rereading slave narratives to examining texts by 
Confederate apologists, reconsidering Uncle Tom’s Cabin (seeing both its limita-
tions and the “heart” in it), and listening to “common” people and the stories 
they tell about slavery.31 Because Reed believes that historical consciousness is 
partly to be found in what he calls the “low-down and funky and homespun” of 
every day reality, he also mined fi elds of popular culture such as “jazz, talk radio 
fo rmats . . . television,” and everyday dialogue. Flight to Canada, he claims, in-
cludes “overheard conversations.”32 Transforming his research into novelistic 
 discourse, he points to those corners of slavery’s archive that resist defi nition 
while opening the realms of historical possibility. 

But his formal innovation also demonstrates his desire to perform a meta-
phorical rather than a naïvely authentic interpretation of voodoo’s belief and 
practice. His zombie-like characters, for example, are as much a transliteration 
of voodoo practices as they are reference points to the blaxploitation fi lms, par-
ticularly in the horror genre, that were popular shortly before the publication of 
Flight to Canada. Films such as Scream Blacula Scream (1973), The House on Skull 
Mountain (1974), and, in particular, (The Zombies of) Sugar Hill (1974), reap-
propriate monsters such as vampires and zombies as empowering black aveng-
ers who not only fi ght “against the dominant order—which is often explicitly 
coded as racist,” but also stage vengeance in relationship to slavery. Sugar Hill,
for instance, involves an eponymous heroine who raises zombies from the dead 
to avenge herself against a white gang that murders her lover.33 The zombies “are 
explicitly marked as former slaves through both their dialogue and the promi-
nent placement of their rusting shackles within the mise-en-scene.”34 Thus, while 
the movie details Sugar Hill’s successful revenge, it also stages the return of the 
dead, who, as one critic noted, obliterate the white racists “in a dream of apoca-
lypse out of Nat Turner.”35

Reed invokes the redressive return of the dead through his imaginative con-
juring of zombies but infl ects that return with a humor that spoofs the comic 
black sitcoms that were popular in the mid-1970s, Good Times (1974–79), Sanford 
and Son (1972–77), and The Jeffersons (1975–85). In so doing, he satirizes Holly-
wood’s commercial use of the language of redress—its blatant manipulation of 
phrases such as “orgy of vengeance” in ads for blaxploitation horror fi lms—to 
simultaneously capitalize on fears of black retribution and empty the notion of 
redress of any real value.36 Developed by Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin, television 
sitcoms featuring black casts constituted what J. Fred MacDonald calls “the Age 
of the New Minstrelsy”:

Here was the coon character, that rascalish, loud, pushy, and conniving ste-
reotype, strongly achieved in types such as Sherman Hensley’s boisterous 
George Jefferson, Jimmie Walker’s grinning J. J. Evans on Good Times, and 
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Whitman Mayo’s lethargic Grady Wilson on Sanford and Son. . . . Here, too, 
was the resurrection of the loud-but-lovable mammy, its roundest mod-
ern embodiment being Isabel Sanford’s shrill Louise Jefferson, LaWanda 
Page’s overbearing purse-swinging Aunt Esther on Sanford and Son, and 
Marla Gibbs’ caustic character, Florence, the wisecracking maid on The
Jeffersons.37

Like the blaxploitation fi lms to which they were kin, the television sitcoms that 
featured these minstrel types paid lip service to pressing social issues and pro-
gressive agendas (and in this way differed from early shows such as Amos ’n’ 
Andy), but they presented characters that were essentially no different from the 
servants or entertainers featured in Hollywood fi lms of the 1930s and 1940s.38 In 
these earlier fi lms no other actor was more visible than Stepin Fetchit, who was 
often featured as the “lazy man with a soul,” the house servant in intimate rela-
tions with a white master to whom he is a darling pet.39 Uncle Robin is Reed’s 
parody of such a character and America’s obsession with resurrecting him.

Throughout Flight to Canada Reed confl ates early representations of African 
Americans in fi lm with those of the television sitcoms of the mid-1970s in the 
context of his fi ctional rendering of slavery, thus connecting the obsession with 
servants in fi lm and television with the history of slavery. Characteristically, he 
operates through satire. He begins the novel’s short chapters with visual descrip-
tions that, as Matthew Davis notes, suggest stage directions and announce the 
framing of images that will be mobilized by overblown action and satirical dia-
logue.40 The opening of chapter 3, for example, depicts the fi gure of the immoral 
and decadent southern master, made familiar most poignantly by Stowe’s Simon 
Legree, with his pet servant, Uncle Robin:

The Master’s study. Arthur Swille has just completed the push-ups he does 
after his morning nourishment, two gallons of slave mothers’ milk. Uncle 
Robin, his slave, is standing against the wall, arms folded. He is required to 
dress up as a Moorish slave to satisfy one of Swille’s cravings. (FC 18)

The scene recalls Stowe’s characterization of the master class as obscenely deca-
dent and idiosyncratic, but here and throughout, Reed aggrandizes these excessive 
qualities and hyperbolizes their grotesque nature. He conjures Swille to discur-
sively walk within the novel as a sadomasochist in love with his set of whips, his 
opium, his dead sister, Vivian, and the romance of an Arthurian South. Anach-
ronistically, he is a corporate mogul whose money not only directs the course 
of the Civil War but also allows him to enact his private fantasies on a grand 
scale. Swille ravages the tomb of his dead sister while singing Edgar Allan Poe’s 
 “Annabel Lee,” tries to buy a title (“Baron Swille . . . Sir Baron Swille? . . . Maybe 
the Marquis d’Swille”), and has Queen Victoria whipped for refusing to give him 
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one (FC 109, 127–28).41 Meanwhile, Uncle Robin plays the role of the loyal servant 
who satisfi es his master’s cravings.

What is fact and what is fi ction in this exaggerated vision of mastery and 
servitude? Although Swille is quite obviously a farcical fi gure, he suggests real 
questions. How much, for example, does his image signify on a material real-
ity of slavery in which the excessive power of masters could indeed be sado-
masochistic? At the same time, while sexual licentiousness, miscegenation, and 
sexual oppression are painful parts of the history of slavery, how much are 
they also fetishistic images of the past?42 Reed evokes these questions through 
“a multifocal point of view” that, as Norman Harris argues, provides a kind 
of “epistemological democracy” that “challenges the reader both to determine 
whom to believe and to question what is real.”43 Throughout the novel, the 
reader consistently returns to these questions: what is fact and what is fi ction 
in the “strange” history of slavery? (FC 8). How are stereotypical notions both 
living and dead images of the past? How are they dynamically active forces of 
the here and now? 

Reed’s portrayal of Swille, after all, may be a spoof not only on notions 
 of mastery produced by writers like Stowe, but also on the televisual embrace 
of white bigotry that the immensely popular show All in the Family (1971–79)
represented. From 1972 to 1976 this show, which was also produced by Lear and 
Yorkin and inspired the pair to produce their black television sitcoms, ranked 
number one in the Nielsen ratings largely because it featured Archie Bunker, con-
sidered television’s greatest character. Bunker, a racial bigot and “an obstreperous 
purveyor of intemperate [and reactionary] ideas” was, in fact, more a “diviner 
of the political temper and a harbinger of future politics in the United States.”44

Lear and Yorkin attempted to humanize the bigoted Bunker, a strategy many 
found troublesome. Reed, by contrast, takes a similar character and hyperbolizes 
his bigotry, endowing him with power and money so that he can outlandishly 
enact his fantasies. Patterned after the popular characters of the mid-1970s, 
Reed’s zombies walk within the same fi ctional space as the ancestor spirits of 
slavery. How can the reader discern between the two?

By emphasizing the mysterious qualities of some characters while accenting 
the overbearing materiality and spiritual emptiness of others, Reed aids us in dis-
cerning between the loa and the zombies he conjures. As Matthew Davis notes, 
the minor character Pompey is known throughout Flight to Canada “simply as 
the slave who ‘doesn’t say much but is really fast.’ ” We know little else about him 
“until the end of the novel when it is revealed that Pompey, through his ability 
to impersonate ‘the whole Swille family’ . . . precipitates the demise of the Swille 
plantation.” As Davis observes, Pompey masquerades as Mistress Swille’s dead 
son, Mitchell, propelling her into madness, and impersonates Master Swille’s 
sister, Vivian, causing Swille’s death “when the spectre-like fi gure pushes him 
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into the fi replace.”45 “He’s a good voice-thrower too,” Robin tells us, suggesting 
Pompey’s trickster powers (FC 175). In the end, we know little else except the fact 
that he is the fi gure who appears “from out of nowhere” to announce Raven’s 
return from possession (179). To Swille, however, Pompey is merely a good “bar-
gain” because he does “the work of ten niggers . . . doesn’t smoke, drink, cuss or 
wench, stays up in his room when he’s not working, probably contemplating the 
Scriptures” (35). The joke, of course, is on Swille.

Like Guede, Pompey’s presence suffuses the novel as a force whose effect is 
radical but not sharply defi ned. Does Pompey signify the indefatigable, creative, 
and amorphous power of resistance that made survival in slavery possible? Ac-
cording to Davis, Pompey is an allusion to William Wells Brown, who briefl y 
appears in the novel to help Raven while he is on his way to Canada and whose 
autobiographical persona in My Southern Home was also named Pompey.46 If so, 
Reed’s Pompey is an evocation of Brown, an actual historical ancestor of slavery, 
whose artistic legacy has provided Reed with a model for his own work.47 Reed’s 
conjuring in this instance allows Brown’s spirit to walk within the pages of his 
novel and to manifest itself in the novel’s narrative present.

“Don’t choo be sistering me”

Reed reserves the realm of mystery for the loa of slavery, emphasizing their 
power by showing their ability to escape classifi cation. By contrast, he conjures 
the power of slavery’s stereotypes through satire, overexposing their grotesque 
and limited nature. Through the overblown language and action with which he 
characterizes them, he also stresses the violence that the zombies of slavery per-
petuate. His blatant parody of the mammy fi gure, for example, reveals how ste-
reotypes are both obviously fi ctive and strangely real, part of both the past and 
the present. Mammy Barracuda is so clearly a stereotype that some have charged 
Reed with recirculating demeaning images of women under slavery. Though he 
has said that he “erred in giving her such an obvious name,” I think it is precisely 
that obviousness that distinguishes her from the simple stereotype.48 By over-
drawing Barracuda’s purportedly privileged position as a trusted house slave, 
Reed magnifi es the distortions that the idea of the mammy has produced. When 
she enters the novel, he depicts her as the caricature of a caricature: 

Barracuda has a silk scarf tied about her head. A black velvet dress. She 
wears a diamond crucifi x on her bosom. It’s so heavy she walks with a 
stoop. Once she went into the fi elds and the sun refl ected on her cross so, 
two slaves were blinded. (FC 20)

For Norman Harris, this description shows Barracuda’s darkly humorous but 
violent and “determined attempts to make life static and predictable” for others. 
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As a stereotype, she not only preserves the status quo but also demands that 
others assume similar roles. Harris notes, for example, that when Mistress Swille 
rebels against the role of the southern belle, she “literally beats the woman back 
into the proper stereotype” just as harshly as she subjects the slaves under her 
power to perform their assigned roles.49 What Reed stresses about Barracuda is 
not her historical accuracy but her role as a historically produced icon whose 
effect is neither uniform nor unreal. Like the diamond crucifi x she bears, Bar-
racuda looms large and heavy in our imagination, blinding us to the possible 
realities of women who were enslaved.50

Reed’s emphasis on Barracuda’s material privilege further suggests her com-
modity value as an ideological fi ction.51 There is something rich and alluring 
about evoking and circulating this character, Reed suggests, and something pal-
pable in her effect. He creates this richness through the exaggerated language with 
which he represents Barracuda beating her mistress into the belle stereotype:

Barracuda enters the Mistress’ room. Surveys the scene. Puts her hand on 
her hips. The Mistress fl utters her eyes. Turns her head toward the door 
where Barracuda is standing, tapping her foot. 

“Oh, Barracuda, there you are, my dusky companion, my comrade in 
Sisterhood, my Ethiopian suffragette.”

“Oooomph,” Barracuda says. “Don’t choo be sistering me, you lazy 
bourgeoise skunk.” 

“Barracuda,” Mistress says, raising up, “what’s come over you?”
“What’s come ovah me? What’s come ovah you, you she-thing? Got a 

good man. A good man. A powerful good man. And here you is—you won’t 
arrange fl owers when his guests come. You won’t take care of the menu. You 
won’t do nothing that a belle is raised to do.” 

“But Barracuda, Ms. Stowe says . . .” (FC 111)

Barracuda so dramatically embodies the stereotype of the loyal slave that she 
praises the power of the man who keeps her enslaved. Her performance, how-
ever, amounts to a grotesque image of loyalty gone haywire. The interchange 
between her and Mistress Swille, therefore, climaxes in a darkly humorous swirl 
of violence and slapstick that satirizes the typical mistress-slave/black maid rela-
tions that Hollywood perpetuated throughout most of the twentieth century.52

As Barracuda tries to force Mistress Swille to perform her belle duties, she yells:

“Get out dat bed!”
“Why . . . what? What’s come over you, Barracuda?” 
Barracuda goes to the window and raises it. “This room needs to air 

out. Oooooomph. Whew!” Barracuda pinches her nose. “What kind of wim-
men is you?”
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“Why, I’m on strike, Barracuda. I refuse to budge from this bed till my 
husband treats me better than he treats the coloreds around here.”

“Now, I’m gon tell you one mo time. Git out dat bed!”
“Barracuda! This has gone far enough.” The Mistress brings back her 

frail alabaster arm as if to strike Barracuda. Barracuda grabs it and presses 
it against the bed. “Barracuda! Barracuda! You’re hurting me. Oooooo.” 

Barracuda grabs her by the hair and yanks her to the fl oor.
“Barracuda, Barracuda, what on earth are you doing to my delicate 

frail body. Barracuda!”
Barracuda gives her a kind of football-punt kick to her naked hip, 

causing an immediate red welt. . . .
Barracuda pulls her razor, bends down and puts it to Ms. Swille’s lily-

white neck. “You see that, don’t you? You know what that is now? Now do 
what I say.”

“Anything you say, Barracuda,” Ms. Swille says, sobbing softly.
“BANGALANG. BANGALLLLAAAANNNNG. YOUUUUUU. 

 WH OOOOOO. BANGALANG.” Barracuda, one black foot on Ms. Swille’s 
chest, calls for her assistant. (FC 112)

This scene’s verbal and physical vortex recalls the raucous interchanges common 
to the antebellum minstrel stage, but the scene attains yet another level of signi-
fi cation in Reed’s hybrid style. Replicating the sounds, exaggerated gestures, and 
pace of an animated cartoon, Reed mixes fantasy, fact, and fi ction as he forces 
into collision the image of the “delicate frail” mistress and that of the boisterous 
barracuda mammy. Although together these fi gures create a maelstrom of action, 
they repeat the same gestures: Barracuda attacks (screaming, kicking, and yank-
ing) while the mistress lamely protests (sobbing as her “alabaster,” “frail body” 
swoons). The scene thus creates the illusion of freeze frames of the characters 
turning speedily before the reader’s eyes in slightly different postures, stopping 
only when Bangalang is called in by Barracuda’s obnoxious, though eerily hilari-
ous, command. Bangalang, like the mistress and the mammy, is a caricature of a 
caricature: a stereotyped “pickaninny,” whose familiar characteristics and gestures 
Reed reemphasizes. She “rushes into the room, her pickaninny curls rising up, her 
hands thrown out at the red palms, her eyes growing big in their sockets at the 
sight” of Barracuda beating Mistress Swille (FC 112). Constituting the fi nal freeze 
frame, Bangalang allows us to pause on the stereotype and examine its contradic-
tions. It is as loud and obvious as Barracuda’s language, yet empty of conscious-
ness; it is violent in its effects—witness Barracuda’s brutality—and yet it is as naïve 
as Bangalang and as infuriating as the seemingly innocent Mistress Swille.

While Reed shatters the rules of realism and verisimilitude, stressing instead 
the scene’s cartoonlike qualities, he also shows that Mistress Swille, Bangalang, 
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and Barracuda exist as powerful fi ctions whose strange and complicated natures 
are at once historical and mythical. He in fact constructs the interchange between 
Barracuda and Mistress Swille after an emblematic scene in David O. Selznick’s 
fi lm adaptation of Gone with the Wind (1939), where the mammy of Margaret 
Mitchell’s imagination laces Scarlett O’Hara’s corset and helps her get dressed 
for a social gathering. As in Reed’s novel, the fi lm’s mammy is a fi gure of mythic 
proportions: physically enormous, desexualized, and heavily racialized, she is 
 determined to help her overly pampered and delicate mistress offi ciate her po-
sition as a belle. As Maria St. John shows, the fi lm’s scene plays on this notion, 
showing Mammy as she forces Scarlett’s tiny waist into the confi nes of an even 
smaller corset with a strength that so borders on violence that Scarlett must cling 
to her bedpost as Mammy tells her, “Hold on and suck in.” Mammy, whose own 
physical size attests to how fully she fi lls the roles assigned to her, worries that if 
Scarlett does not eat before the party she might be “eatin’ like a fi eld hand” and 
not like the proper lady she (Mammy) has worked so hard to keep in line.53 In 
the same scene, Mammy and Scarlett have a veritable tug-of-war over Scarlett’s 
bust line, a tug-of-war Reed recalls but parodies by having Barracuda literally 
beat Mistress Swille.

In fact, Barracuda is so vociferous and demanding as the stereotype of race 
and gender she embodies that, in all respects, she outdoes the mammy of the 
screen. Reproducing the fi lm’s mammy-belle relationship but layering a cartoon 
style on it, Reed emphasizes the looming but fi ctive nature of the mammy and, 
at the same time, leads us to ask why it is that we persist in recreating and recir-
culating it. St. John notes that 90 percent “of the North American population 
has seen [Selznick’s] fi lm,” and sales of Mitchell’s original 1936 novel “have been 
rivaled only by the Bible.”54 Nevertheless, as late as 1998, Technicolor rereleased 
a digitally remastered version of Selznick’s fi lm. Why? Is it because we yearn to 
see Mammy force Scarlett into her corset time and time again? As the recent 
 debate over Alice Randall’s The Wind Done Gone (2001) would suggest, Mitchell’s 
text continues to stir something in us. What is it? What fantasies do slavery’s 
stereotypes, especially as rendered by Mitchell, embody? Why must we continu-
ally rehearse them? The image of the mammy of slavery in particular, St. John 
suggests, exists as “a dominant cultural fantasy” that is “reenacted with each new 
production of her image”; she exists as a “fantasied fugitive who escapes no mat-
ter how many times she is captured on celluloid or in print.”55

Reed’s conjure also suggests that the mammy stereotype, like that of the south-
ern belle, works both as an index to the history of slavery and as a barrier against 
it. As such, its appeal rests in its power simultaneously to gesture to and obscure 
a diffi cult part of the national consciousness. As historical indexes, the mammy 
and belle stereotypes direct our attention to nineteenth-century ideologies of 
gender and alterity, specifi cally to the notion that white and black femininity 
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mutually defi ne and oppose one another. The battle that Reed stages between 
mistress and mammy not only dramatizes this point but also shows the violence 
necessary to uphold such a racialized notion of femininity.

But the battle also suggests that stereotypes of the mammy and the belle ob-
scure the ways people in the nineteenth century questioned ideologies of race 
and gender. When Mistress Swille calls Barracuda her “Ethiopian suffragette,” 
she whimsically alludes to the connection drawn by women such as Elizabeth 
Cady and Lucretia Mott at the 1838 Seneca Falls convention between the disen-
franchised status of women and that of enslaved people in the nineteenth-
century United States. Although the experiences of slaves and white women 
(particularly those from the upper classes) differed drastically, suffragists stressed 
that women’s status aligned them with the enslaved population of the country 
because, like slaves, women could not control their own persons or property, 
vote, choose a profession, or hold public offi ce. While African American fi gures 
like Sojourner Truth, Harriet Jacobs, Frederick Douglass, and other abolitionists 
 appealed to women’s sympathies in hopes of enlisting them in their cause, suf-
fragists used the rhetoric of slavery to awaken white women’s consciousness. In 
Reed’s text, however, the mistress and the mammy are so consumed by the roles 
assigned to them that they cannot realize the promise implied by a union of the 
suffrage and abolitionist causes. Instead, Mistress Swille lamely calls out to Bar-
racuda from her lair of leisure while Barracuda violently rejects her (“Don’t choo 
be sistering me”).

Reed’s satirical conjuring moves us to explore how, as expressions of per-
ceived racial difference, stereotypes can become violently obsessive fantasies. 
Yet his conjure is complicated and potentially problematic because it also 
shows the allure that stereotypes exert across racial divisions. Stereotypes can be 
used as tools by the master class to manipulate and oppress the dispossessed. 
But as David Mikics argues, for Reed, stereotypes “may also stem from, or be 
appro priated by, African-American counterculture,” thereby becoming tools of 
 empowerment.56 Uncle Robin, for example, manipulates the stereotype of the 
faithful, childlike servant epitomized by Stowe’s Uncle Tom in order to revo-
lutionize the hierarchy of the Swille plantation. Swille, who suffers from dys-
lexia, comes to depend on Robin to care for his estate after his former secretary 
(Raven) escapes; Robin then uses the guise of the faithful servant to rewrite 
Swille’s will so that upon Swille’s death, Robin inherits the plantation and the 
right to free its slaves (FC 167–69). Once Swille dies—a death Pompey provokes 
but that would have occurred anyway since Robin has been surreptitiously 
poisoning the master’s coffee for years—Robin frees Stray, 40s, and Raven and 
plans to transform the plantation into “something useful” for everyone (179). 
“Yeah, they get down on me an’ Tom,” Robin says, referring to Stowe’s character. 
“But who’s the fool?” (178). 
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Stereotype as Fetish, Conjure as Sabotage

Through Robin, Reed shows that the dispossessed can manipulate stereotypes, 
 turning them into weapons with which to destroy those who impose them. 
Through Barracuda and Stray Leechfi eld, however, he demonstrates that the 
oppressed can be seduced into perpetuating the dehumanizing impact of 
stereotypes. Stray, whose name insinuates his deviant and parasitic charac-
teristics, believes that the world the slave masters have created inescapably 
revolves around money and depends on the marketing of everything, including 
people. Unlike Robin, Stray does not believe he can redefi ne the power relations 
that render him property, insisting instead that the only possibility left for him is 
to manipulate the rules of the market. “If anybody is going to buy and sell me,” 
he tells Raven, “it’s going to be me” (73). Accordingly, he decides to purchase 
himself from Swille with the money he can earn in the pornography market by 
photographing  himself and selling his image. 

Stray’s decision results from the illusion of mastery he creates by controlling 
the terms under which he is sold and from the monetary power he believes he 
garnishes. “I pull in more money in a day than you do in a whole year,” he tells 
Raven. “You green, man. Brilliant but green” (FC 72). Raven, by contrast, will 
not accept his logic and vehemently argues against it. “We’re not property,” he 
tells Stray. “Why should we pay for ourselves?” (74). Unwilling to heed Raven, 
Stray continues with his plan. Along with his partner, Mel Leer, he develops a 
scheme that imitates nineteenth-century minstrel shows. Leer, who is white, 
pretends to be Leechfi eld’s owner, dresses him in the exaggeratedly perfect 
image of a runaway slave (“black cloth pantaloons, black cloth cap, plaided 
sack coat, cotton check shirt and brogans”), and sells him, only to kidnap him 
back and “repeat the same routine to a different buyer the next day” (80). But 
soon they develop a more abstract form of this scheme. Leer takes photos of 
Stray performing the duties of a slave and sells them in a mail-order business 
they call “I’ll Be Your Slave for One Day” (80). These photos feature Stray in 
compromising positions, as Raven fi nds out when he inadvertently walks into 
a session:

Oh my God! My God! My God! Leechfi eld was lying naked, his rust-colored 
body must have been greased, because it was glistening, and . . . [a] naked 
New England girl was twisted about him, she had nothing on. . . . And then 
there was this huge bloodhound. He was licking, he was . . . [Leer] was under-
neath one of those Brady boxes—it was fl ashing. He . . . he was taking da-
guerreotypes, or “chemical pictures.” (FC 71)

The switch from the actual scheme to its marketing through pornography elabo-
rates Reed’s connection between slavery as a market of bodies and the reifi cation 
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of its signs. At fi rst, Leer and Leechfi eld restage the auction block as a profi table 
play act, but then they discover that its pornographic image sells just as well, if 
not better. Certain icons of slavery, Reed suggests, have quite a profi table market. 
“You’d be surprised,” 40s tells Raven, “how many people enjoy having a slave for 
a day even when they can’t touch them” (FC 80).

Through Stray and Leer’s pornographic daguerreotypes, Reed suggests that, 
as vessels for cultural fantasies, stereotypes can embody sexual fetishes. Stray 
exhibits himself (at least in the photograph Raven describes) performing one 
of the most potent and obsessive visions born out of slavery: a hypersexualized 
black man in a naked embrace with a white woman. This image, like those cre-
ated by Mitchell and Selznick and, for that matter, those created by blaxploita-
tion directors and the television producers Lear and Yorkin, has a sizable market 
(Mel Leer’s name satirically echoes Norman Lear’s). It sells because it plays out 
a national taboo and thus satisfi es a longing to see what has been historically 
prohibited. Black men have been killed for simply looking at white women, and 
they have constantly been imagined as raping them. Like Leer’s fl ash, Reed’s 
satire overexposes the outrageous proportions this fantasy has attained, show-
ing us Stray’s body, greased and glistening, while the New England girl writhes 
around it. The image of the huge bloodhound (licking Stray?) succinctly sug-
gests that lynching is the violent result of this fantasy, by alluding to the chase 
just before the horror of blood and burning fl esh.

Signifying on photography as a meaning-making medium, Reed uses the 
often imagined but impossible scenario of sex between black men and white 
women to suggest Stray’s complicity in perpetuating a violent myth and promot-
ing his own reifi cation. He shows that although Stray believes he is purchasing 
his freedom through his scheme, he is in effect defi ning his own zombifi cation. 
By choosing to sell himself in pornographic photographs, he turns himself into 
a material but spiritless image that replays a racial-sexual fantasy for somebody 
else’s pleasure.

As Metz remarks, a photograph’s signifi ers seem bound to their referents 
through the image’s contiguity with the world. Because mimetic photography 
retains the trace or index of actual living bodies and presents chemical images 
(or icons) that look like the objects the photographs represent, it creates a seduc-
tive illusionary pull. Spectators have a strange feeling of reality before a photo-
graph, Metz argues, a desire to confound the signifi er with the referent despite 
the fact that they know a photograph is only a representation.57 The pictures 
that Leer takes of Stray suggest there is no gap between reality and the cultural 
fantasy of rape and sex associated with black men. Stray becomes the thing itself: 
the fantasy writ large. What is more, because photographs are small enough to 
be carried, handled, and touched, Stray and Leer produce a sexual fantasy that 
can be marketed as a fetishistic object. To paraphrase 40s, people might actually 
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“enjoy having [Stray as] slave for a day” precisely because they can touch and 
pocket him.

Through the novel’s historical transposition of time, Reed draws implicit con-
nections between slavery as a market of bodies and its legacy in our contemporary 
world. When Raven and Stray argue over the question of purchasing themselves, 
they echo a dilemma that fugitive slaves faced in the nineteenth-century United 
States. Confronted with the diffi cult choice of purchasing freedom from their 
masters or remaining perpetually in fl ight, many fugitives bought themselves de-
spite the implications of the gesture. In their slave narratives, Douglass, Jacobs, 
and Brown, among others, take up the nuances and diffi culties of such a com-
promising position. Reed’s Stray, by contrast, fl aunts his decision and cynically 
argues that the act of buying oneself does not need to be as blatant as his own: “I 
don’t see no difference between what I’m doing and what you’re doing,” he tells 
Raven (FC 72). 

As Stray sees it, Raven, like Douglass and Brown, is an antislavery lecturer 
who also performs as a racialized being to market a consciously crafted image 
of himself. But whereas Stray’s image brings in money, if not political power, 
Raven’s brings insult. “You have to get evil-smelling eggs thrown at you,” he tells 
Raven. Referring to events that actually occurred to Brown and Douglass, he con-
tinues: “I heard up at Buffalo they were gettin ready to throw some fl our on Wil-
liam Wells Brown. Remember when those mobocrats beat up Douglass? Even 
Douglass, knocked on the ground like any old vagrant” (FC 72).58 In contrast, 
Stray is rewarded for playing out stereotypes of black masculinity. At the end 
of the novel, he appears “dressed in a white Russian drill coat, ruby-red plush 
breeches, a beautiful cloth waistcoat . . . a splendid silk shirt and a rakish French 
hat from New Orleans . . . rings on all of his fi ngers, a diamond stickpin on a 
cravat and Wellington boots” (176). Like Barracuda, Stray is bedecked with items 
that, in their richness and materiality, suggest the commodity value he has as an 
ideological fi ction. Reed implies that the fantasy of the black stud-rapist con-
tinues to seduce our imagination and that this seduction cuts across racial di-
visions. Exploiting his use of outlandish anachronisms—in which the past and 
present are confl ated through glaring popular culture references or technological 
 signifi ers—Reed presents Stray as a version of a contemporary pimp daddy. As 
Swille tells us earlier in the novel, “the glistening rust-black Stray Leechfi eld” stole 
from him so methodically that at one point he became “big” enough to be seen 

over in the other country . . . dressed up like a gentleman, smoking a seegar 
and driving a carriage which featured factory climate-control air condition-
ing, vinyl top, AM/FM stereo radio, full leather interior, power-lock doors, 
six-way power seat, power windows, white-wall wheels, door-edge guards, 
bumper impact strips, rear defroster and soft-ray glass. (36)
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His “carriage,” like a pimp’s car, is “full of beautiful women fanning themselves 
and fi lling the rose-tinted air with their gay laughter” (36). Reed’s hilarious con-
 juring of Stray as a fugitive slave turned minstrel–porn star–pimp allows us to ex-
amine a potent and persistent stereotype in all its details. Like the carriage–pimp 
car Reed describes so carefully, Stray is an elaborate cultural fantasy, richly manu-
factured and infi nitely marketable.

As a novelist, however, Reed is primarily concerned with how people are rei-
fi ed through words. In Flight to Canada, therefore, he presents us with a case of 
narrative zombifi cation and enacts an imaginative sabotage against it. In the  
novel’s fi rst section, “Naughty Harriet,” Reed humorously reiterates the charge com-
monly made against Stowe when she published Uncle Tom’s Cabin: that she took 
her book’s plot from the slave narrator Josiah Henson. In Reed’s text, Harriet 
is “naughty” not only because she “stole” but also because she is said to have been 
inspired to write her novel by a petty desire (“Harriet only wanted enough money 
to buy a silk dress” [FC 8]). Strikingly, Reed suggests that Stowe’s intentions and 
theft have something to do with “pornography” (8).59

According to Richard Walsh, Reed “freely acknowledges that his charge of 
plagiarism against Stowe is a tongue-in-cheek abuse of the scant evidence” be-
hind Henson’s rumored reputation as the real Uncle Tom. “I was having fun 
with Harriet Beecher Stowe,” Reed tells Walsh, “saying that she took her plot in 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin from Josiah Henson. You know, they did meet when she was 
four.”60 But the fi ction provides Reed with a paradigm for exploring the debate, 
encapsulated in James Baldwin’s well-known reading of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, sur-
rounding Stowe’s discursive reifi cation of African Americans. In “Everybody’s 
Protest Novel,” Baldwin praises Stowe for passionately critiquing the institution 
of slavery but derides her for declining to examine the internal and subjective 
experiences of the people who were enslaved. Stowe’s novel became not only a 
best-seller but also the standard that shaped the subsequent production and re-
ception of slave narratives and infl uenced the development of African American 
literature more generally. For Baldwin, however, Stowe’s novel simultaneously 
established a paradigm for understanding slavery and represented those who 
were enslaved, without including their own stories. In his estimation, Stowe used 
slaves as signs to serve her own goals.61

Using the rumor regarding Stowe’s theft of Henson’s story, Reed correlates 
zombifi cation with the reifi cation of people through language. Henson, Reed 
suggests, is enslaved physically and reenslaved discursively when Stowe usurps 
his story, renames him Uncle Tom, and fi nally resells him on the literary mar-
ket for her own economic profi t and literary posterity. Stowe thus prostitutes 
Henson’s story in a manner remarkably close to Leer’s pornographic selling of 
Stray’s body.62 For Reed, discursive zombifi cation occurs when people’s stories 
are taken from their bodies, co-opted, and transformed to suit purposes other 
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than those of the person to whom the story belongs. And what happens to those 
whose stories are stolen? According to Raven,

People pine away. It baffl es the doctors the way some people pine away 
for no reason. For no reason? Somebody has made off with their Etheric 
Double, has crept into the hideout of themselves and taken all they found 
there. Human hosts walk the streets of the cities, their eyes hollow, the spirit 
gone out of them. Somebody has taken their story. (FC 8)

What Raven refers to as a person’s “Etheric Double” is also what he calls a per-
son’s “gris-gris,” the “thing that is himself,” and what in voodoo is known as 
one’s “gros bon ange” (8). Voodoo practitioners in Haiti, notes Dayan, see indivi-
dual identity as comprising three parts: the petit bon ange (a person’s conscious-
ness and affect), the gros bon ange (“the double of the material body—something 
like our idea of spiritus”), and the corps cadavre (or physical body). The gros bon 
ange can easily detach itself from the body and be “seized” by a sorcerer, never 
to return.63 For Reed, our stories are synonymous with our gros bon ange: they 
are the double of our material body; they are our shadows. As Keith Byerman 
puts it, “Narrative [in Flight to Canada] is the self, the ordering of identity that 
gives body and voice through language.”64 Words are our gris-gris, or the charms 
that protect our shadows from co-optation. But sometimes words fail, and our 
stories are taken from us.

In the spirit of Guede, the loa with the power to animate the dead as zombies 
and to heal and protect against the possibility of being turned into one, Reed 
stages a case wherein the enslaved is saved from being discursively reifi ed by the 
powers of conjure. Along with Raven’s introduction-incantation, the novel be-
gins with a key proposition: Robin asks Raven to write his life story. Given the 
example of Henson’s narrative dispossession, Raven is to make sure he writes 
Robin’s story in a way that prevents anyone from stealing it. “Now you be careful 
with my story,” Robin tells him, requesting that he “put witchery on the word” 
(FC 13). This demand is, in fact, a localized case of Reed’s own novelistic crux: 
the challenge of conjuring rather than zombifying the subjects of slavery. Raven, 
like Reed, must conjure Robin’s story, and by extension, that of slavery, as a living 
text (even the alliteration of their names suggests their common purpose). Raven 
and Reed cannot, as Baldwin claimed Stowe did, present slavery through a litany 
of discursive characters and acts that repeat petrifi ed images of enslaved people. 
Instead, Robin’s story must be like Reed’s maverick novel itself and call into being 
the ancestor spirits of the past.

At its close, the novel returns to the Stowe-Henson rumor to emphasize, 
fi nally and clearly, its difference from Stowe’s narrative production. Robin, who 
delivers the novel’s last refl ective words, has not been zombifi ed by the narra-
tive. Thus, when Stowe reenters the novel to ask Robin if she can “do a book” 
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on him, Robin promptly tells her that he already has an author (FC 174). He 
will not be reifi ed. Circling back to its beginning, the novel leaves us as Raven 
returns to write Robin’s story, a story that in the end is the account of slavery 
we hold in our hands.

Reed’s formal innovation is thus crucial to the project against discursive 
 zombifi cation. It is also an element that sets his work apart from other contem-
porary representations of slavery. Although Flight to Canada, like other texts 
classifi ed under the generic categorization of the neo-slave narrative, does sig-
nify on the form and conventions of the antebellum slave narrative, it is not 
limited to that enterprise.65 It is driven by Reed’s imaginative combination of 
voodoo and postmodern aesthetics, which allows him to provide “perspective 
by incongruity.”66 It allows him to show the underpinnings of the American 
racial mythology by returning us to the overtly familiar, overdetermined ste-
reotypes of slavery with a grammar that gives way to concepts that might, at 
fi rst glance, seem esoteric (such as discursive zombies) but that, through their 
uniqueness, serve to expose ideological fetishes at the heart of American history, 
literature, and popular culture. Like a number of other contemporary writers 
that focus their attention on New World slavery, Reed experiments with form 
to explore not only the disturbing contradictions in the discourses of slavery 
but also the ways such discourses continue to shape our own language and 
imagination.
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Brother, the blackness of Afro-American “black humor” is not black, it is tragically human and 
fi nds its source and object in the notion of “whiteness.”—RALPH ELLISON, “An Extravagance 

of Laughter,” 178

In 1936, when Ralph Ellison was new to the New York milieu in which he would 
eventually become a novelist, essayist, and critic, he was invited by Langston 
Hughes to see a Broadway production of Erskine Caldwell’s Tobacco Road. The 
play, on whose white, poor, and rural characters Caldwell had satirically placed 
“the yokelike” stereotypes then commonly associated with African Americans, 
provoked such a wild fi t of laughter in Ellison that at one point he, rather than 
the play, became the center of the audience’s attention. Years later, in an essay 
appropriately titled “An Extravagance of Laughter,” Ellison recalled the freedom 
the play unleashed in him—then freshly arrived from the South—to laugh at the 
stereotypes that had always signifi ed the harsh realities of discrimination and 
the ever-present potential for crude violence in his life. For, in the world he had 
just left, 

Negroes were seen as ignorant, cowardly, thieving, lying, hypocritical and 
superstitious in their religious beliefs and practices, morally loose, drunken, 
fi lthy of personal habit, sexually animalistic, rude, crude, and disgusting in 
their public conduct, and aesthetically just plain unpleasant . . .

[They] were considered guilty of all the deadly sins except pride, and 
were seen as sometimes the comic but nevertheless threatening negative 
image to the whites’ idealized images of themselves.1

By placing such stereotypes in an unexpected scenario, Caldwell allowed Elli-
son to stare directly at the “wacky mirrors” of American racial discourse and to 
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perceive ever more fi nely the confl icting emotions that stereotypes can elicit.2

As he encountered the shock of recognizing racial stereotypes in a new incarna-
tion, Ellison was beset by a trembling wave of “embarrassment, self-anger, ethnic 
scorn, and at last a feeling of comic relief” that burst out in a fi t of laughter.3

The essay ends with a note of gratitude toward Caldwell for having facilitated 
the catharsis of emotion out of which Ellison emerged with a sharper sense of 
why comedy is such an “indispensable agency for dealing with the American ex-
perience” and its “rampant incongruities.” The “stress imposed by the extreme 
dislocations of American society,” Ellison fi nally argues, calls “for a comedy of 
the grotesque,” for the “greater the stress within society, the stronger the comic 
antidote required.”4

In his comically trenchant George Washington Carver Crossing the Delaware: 
Page from American History (1975), the painter Robert Colescott renders visu-
ally not only the stereotypes Ellison enumerates, but also the connections he 
makes between these extremes of humor and violence (Figure 4.1). Reversing 
the incongruity of the scenes witnessed by Ellison, Colescott yokes stereotypes 
to an iconic scene of patriotic idealism and thereby provides a glimpse into the 

figure 4.1. Robert Colescott, George Washington Carver Crossing the Delaware: A Page 

from American History (1975). Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery. [See color insert]
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racial ideologies that form part of American culture. Colescott draws together 
Emanuel Leutze’s Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851) and blackness as the 
“comic but nevertheless threatening negative image” of whiteness. Through this 
conceit, Colescott magnifi es a host of familiar images—whisky-guzzling, happy 
darkies of plantation romances, the lazy banjo player and fi sherman of racial 
folklore—and underscores both the distortions that racial stereotypes embody 
and the potent roles they play in the drama of American history and life.

Finished a year before the publication of Flight to Canada, the painting cur-
rently circulates in reproduction as the cover image for the latest edition of 
Reed’s novel. The match is appropriate; like the novel, the painting caricatures 
stereotypes by emphasizing their most disturbing aspects and employing a satire 
that interweaves a wide range of associations. As we have seen, Flight to Canada
signifi es on the slave narrative genre and the work of prominent nineteenth-
century authors such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and Edgar Allan Poe while in-
corporating myths about slavery, the Civil War, voodoo belief and practice, and 
aspects of popular culture. Colescott’s aesthetic approach resonates with Reed’s 
method for critiquing racial discourse. In what has become a trademark of his 
work, Colescott appropriates well-known images from the high art tradition 
of American and European painters, including, among others, Manet, Picasso, 
and de Kooning, in the process of conjuring a host of stereotypes of gender and 
sexuality. On the surface, Colescott’s appropriations suggest the light humor of 
spoofi ng. Like Duchamp painting a mustache on the Mona Lisa, he seems to de-
face highbrow culture by superimposing crass stereotypes onto famous images. 
Yet his conceit produces layer upon layer of association, through which Colescott 
 simultaneously signifi es on the history of Western art and his country’s history 
of racial oppression. 

He shares with Caldwell, and the other artists and writers included in this 
book, a similar approach to stereotypes: he dislocates them from their habitual 
environments and places them in unexpected contexts drawn from a wide range 
of sources. Once removed from their customary places, the stereotypes he con-
jures become part of a hallucinatory drama that, despite its distorted nature, is 
also clearly embedded in the real and the historical. Fact and fi ction refract in 
the “wacky mirrors” created by racial stereotypes producing the kind of “per-
spective by incongruity” that Caldwell afforded Ellison.5 Colescott, like Ellison, 
sees the power that laughter has in the face of the absurd yet painful distor-
tions produced by racism. “Ultimately, when you’re dealing with supercharged 
issues,” he told an interviewer, “you get down to dealing with them in terms of 
irony. . . . That’s what the minstrels were about. Some of them were in black-face 
because they weren’t black enough, and they were saying ‘This is the way white 
people think we are supposed to act.’ When the situation is ridiculous, you deal 
with it through silliness and irony.”6
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As is evident in George Washington Carver Crossing the Delaware, Colescott’s 
satire, like Reed’s, exploits the condensing logic of stereotypes and exaggerates 
their powers of distortion. Leutze’s painting depicts the prelude to a battle con-
sidered to have been a psychological turning point in the Revolutionary War, 
a battle in which, without suffi cient men or guns, American troops executed a 
successful sneak attack against the British by crossing the Delaware River in the 
middle of the night (Figure 4.2).7 Dramatizing the image of revolution in ac-
tion, Leutze portrays Washington standing in the prow of the boat as the “very 
personifi cation of determination” and the troops as the embodiment of perse-
verance.8 We see his men in their ragtag uniforms, struggling against the ice and 
pushing the fl ag in a strong diagonal. Others hunch in grim silence as their leader 
stands, powerfully counterbalancing the thrust of the fl ag. Pushing slightly left 
and forward, with the stolid contour of his profi le isolated against the dull glow 
of dawn, Washington embodies courage and strength.

By contrast, Colescott’s appropriation of the painting suggests every one of 
the stereotypes about African Americans listed by Ellison. Drunken, lascivious, 
lazy, reprehensible, and ignorant, George Washington Carver’s troops do not 
push forward against the ice of a wintry Delaware; instead, in a state of mirth 
and sloth, they wade through what looks like tropical waters. The name Carver 
satirizes a certain strain of patriotism in African American naming practices, but 
it also suggests the crucial difference of color and all that it implies. Colescott’s 
Washington Carver is a timid fi gure who stands looking out through his glasses 

figure 4.2. Emanuel Leutze, George Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851). Collection 

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. [See color insert] 
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in a state of near complacency. Leading what looks more like a ship of fools than 
of rugged men of courage, he stands as an exception. And exceptional he was 
indeed. A revolutionary in his own right, Washington Carver was an agricultural 
chemist, botanist, researcher, and educator. He was born a slave sometime during 
the Civil War but persevered through its Jim Crow aftermath to become a dis-
tinguished scientist and teacher. His work redesigned southern agriculture and 
helped the lives of poor black farmers. 

Colescott’s painting suggests the warped logic of the stereotype according to 
which Washington Carver becomes the token exception amid a morally loose 
and aesthetically repellant throng. At the same time, the painting humorously 
signifi es on the relative anonymity of a fi gure like Carver. Often known only as 
“the peanut guy” because he found hundreds of uses for the peanut, Carver’s 
history as an ex-slave who became a pioneer scientist comes to the surface, if at 
all, as a brief blip during Black History Month.9 In transposing “the peanut guy” 
and a host of characters derived from antebellum lore onto a famous scene of 
American patriotism, Colescott contrasts the legendary status of offi cial history 
to the subaltern histories it displaces. He also evokes the nation’s beginnings in 
connection with its most dramatic postrevolutionary crisis, the slavery debate 
and the Civil War. Thus, while Leutze’s image glorifi es the war by means of which 
the United States came into being as a nation, Colescott’s suggests the one that 
threatened to destroy it: a war inextricable from the racial violence that also pro-
duced the images the painting represents. 

As we shall see, however, Colescott has carefully selected the images he signi-
fi es on, drawing not only on their distinctive visual elements but also on their 
contexts. Leutze was a German who spent a considerable amount of time in the 
Unites States and created Washington Crossing in Germany (patterning the Dela-
ware on the Rhine) at a time when the European democratic revolutions of 1848
were caught in a web of reaction and defeat; he hoped to call forth the Ameri-
can Revolution as a “historical symbol” and “brilliant metaphor for psychologi-
cal encouragement.”10 Discussing the political context for the painting, Barbara 
Groseclose notes that the painting “represents the summit” in a body of work 
that “describes key episodes in Western man’s search for religious and political 
freedom.”11 Leutze was, in fact, a great admirer of American notions of freedom, 
justice, and equality, even as he noted their limited application. As Karsten Fitz 
observes, when he died, he was working on a huge history painting on the eman-
cipation of African Americans, and Washington Crossing, which includes a black 
fi gure (second from the far left), was used to raise money for the Union cause 
and the antislavery movement when the Civil War began.12 Clearly, Colescott 
was attracted to Washington Crossing for the many ways it comments on Ameri-
can democracy. It is a painting that glorifi es, even mythologizes American ideals 
and one that, through its context, shows the appeal of such ideals outside of 
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the United States. At the same time, the painting’s context also shows the extent 
to which, ironically, American ideals were compromised by slavery within the
United States. 

Expertly signifying on canonical works of art and their contexts, Colescott 
creates “a comedy of the grotesque” with a satire that, like Reed’s, also employs 
popular cultural references and visual jokes that have been part of a long tradition 
in American racial discourse. In George Washington Carver he inserts two con-
temporary images, one from advertisements, that of Rastus, the Cream of Wheat 
chef (the second fi gure from the left), and another from urban life in America, 
the once ubiquitous shoe-shining “Negro” (the fourth fi gure from the left), into a 
scene that simultaneously signifi es on the Revolutionary and Civil War eras. The 
result is a medley of temporal allusions that Colescott unites through a common 
denominator: a caricaturing style that highlights the most outrageous aspects of 
racial stereotypes. In this painting, he heightens that style through the intensity 
of his composition, including the use of bright colors, overly drawn features, and 
stylized postures. He also thrusts his fi gures forward toward the viewer (notice 
that Leutze, by contrast, places his fi gures midway through a vanishing perspec-
tive), thus forcing his audience to deal up close with the ridiculous yet destructive 
aspects of American racist ideology.

Like each of the other writers and artists in this book, Colescott runs the risk 
of being interpreted at face value. That is, his satirical play on stereotypes can 
be mistaken for unthinking and literal reproductions of demeaning images. In 
George Washington Carver, for example, we are presented with a mammy fi gure 
that recalls Reed’s Barracuda: she is the only woman on the boat and she is shown 
baring her behind, protruding her belly, and performing fellatio. While it is obvi-
ous to some that such an outrageous image is satirical, unfortunately such is not 
the case for more conservative viewers. For those who take Colescott’s depiction 
of this mammy or the banjo-playing, alcohol-guzzling, jolly fi gures as mimetic 
representations of reality, what could the painting be but a form of discursive 
violence?13 Yet Colescott’s images do not represent African Americans per se; 
rather, they signify on the racial and sexual stereotypes through which they are 
too often defi ned. It is clear that overly literal interpretations of Colescott miss 
the “comedy of the grotesque” that provoked Ellison’s extravagant laughter. 

In what ways does Ellison’s phrase enhance our analyses of Colescott? The 
grotesque, as a notion and practice in the visual arts, has a long and largely unde-
fi ned history of use, perhaps because, as Geoffrey Harpham notes, the word usu-
ally designates “a condition of being just outside of focus, just beyond the reach 
of language.”14 In common parlance, the term designates the horrible or the hor-
ribly exaggerated, but the term fi rst appeared in the mid-sixteenth century to 
describe “fantastical fi gures” in Roman decorative art. It has since then been ex-
panded to describe images that deform or decompose ideals and  conventions or 
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morph “unlike things in order to challenge established realities or construct new 
ones.”15 As expressions of the comic grotesque, Colescott’s images do not evoke 
horror, but they do arise out of a grotesque sensibility, which tends toward en-
tropy and transformation. In George Washington Carver, Colescott jokingly “de-
forms” an ideal image, using blackness as “the comic but nevertheless threatening 
negative image to the whites’ idealized image of themselves” in order to mock the 
absurdity of such an enterprise. He also transforms both Leutze’s image and the 
stereotypes that he conjures through the kind of “reciprocal interference” that 
William Wells Brown achieved by appropriating racist tunes for Cato’s songs of 
protest.16

In the context of the patriotism that Leutze’s image invokes, the motley crew 
that Carver heads seems to make a claim of national belonging and thus to 
threaten the nation’s purported racial purity and sanctity. In this scenario, the 
mammy fi gure would take the lead role, and indeed, Colescott places her close to 
center. He also half turns her back away from the viewer and gives her sexual act 
a kind of visual ambiguity such that one must work a bit to realize what she is 
doing. Looking closely, we see that the penis she is holding is white, a realization 
that throws into question the racial categories by which we have been reading the 
painting. Are some of the fi gures white actors in blackface? The possibility, which 
is further suggested by the fi gures’ exaggerated red lips and bright white teeth and 
eyes, redirects the purported threat to purity raised by these stereotypes to the in-
terracial intimacies of the minstrel stage. Indeed, as Eric Lott, among others, has 
argued, the minstrel stage manifested the profound cross-racial love and theft 
at the core of American national identity. And, as W. T. Lhamon would argue, 
the process continues in minstrelsy’s present-day manifestations.17 Through his 
visual allusions to minstrelsy and his transformations of distinct time frames 
and images, Colescott mocks the very notion of purity that he both raises and 
nullifi es. Racial purity, the painting suggests, is an absurd notion, especially in a 
country with a slave past that includes (the too often forced) interracial sexuality 
that the scene of fellatio so brazenly represents.

As we shall have occasion to explore in the second part of this chapter, Kara 
Walker enacts her own comedy of the grotesque. Like Colescott, Walker conjures 
the phantoms that haunt the American imagination, the cast of characters from 
its racially divisive history. But she does so in expansive installations of sharply 
cut black-paper silhouettes depicting stereotypes derived from plantation lore. 
Walker usually mounts her silhouettes onto white walls in panoramic friezes, 
but her fi gures seem to move as if propelled by a gleeful yet disturbing energy. 
Colescott’s paintings are generally large in scale and enact a comedy of the gro-
tesque that tends toward the carnival burlesque that Mikhail Bakhtin theorized. 
By contrast, Walker takes over entire rooms, producing a saturnine comedy of 
the grotesque more akin to that of Goya’s etchings, Los Caprichos (1799). At fi rst 
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sight, Walker’s images do not seem to be similar at all to Goya’s monstrous im-
ages, which present portraits of human cruelty, perversion, and absurd and irra-
tional behavior.18 She creates formally simple but beautiful fi gures that draw the 
eye with their elegance and vitality and aligns these in what seem to be fairy-tale 
narratives. 

But if Walker makes her images both beautiful and seductive, she also con-
fronts the viewer with an array of shocks. Her work maintains an obsessive focus 
on incest, bestiality, cannibalism, miscegenation, sodomy, feces, and rape set 
against the historical and mythological landscape of slavery. If the initial lure of 
Walker’s images is partly their embedded promise of narrative, their actual effect 
is to frustrate tale-telling, as, the more one looks, the more the fairy tales seem 
like gothic nightmares without coherent story lines. By this ruse Walker simulta-
neously suggests and denies the leisure of observation and contests any passive 
historical attitude toward her subjects. Creating a dynamic interplay between 
narrative and illusion, Walker, like Reed and Colescott, suggests the intertwining 
of fact and fi ction, of myth and banality in the discourses of race in America. 

Walker and Colescott produce two distinct forms of the comic grotesque, yet 
they both make intricate use of images from and allusions to the history of art 
while drawing on key elements of black humor. As Lawrence Levine notes, one 
of the principal objects of black laughter has been the ridiculous, absurdist, situ-
ations that white racist beliefs and practices have created. The laughing-barrel 
joke, a classic in the tradition of African American humor, captures well the ab-
surdity of such situations. In “An Extravagance of Laughter,” Ellison recounts 
the joke, which involves “some small Southern town in which Negro freedom of 
expression was so restricted that its public square was marked by a series of huge 
whitewashed barrels labeled for colored, and into which any Negro who felt a 
laugh coming on was forced—pro bono publico—to thrust his boisterous head.”
In the joke, the barrels were “considered a civic necessity and had been impro-
vised as a means of protecting the sensibilities of whites from a peculiar form of 
insanity suffered exclusively by Negroes, who in light of their social status and 
past condition of servitude were regarded as having absolutely nothing in their 
daily experience which could possibly inspire rational laughter.” In short, the 
barrels performed the important function of “providing whites a means of sav-
ing face before the confounding, persistent and embarrassing mystery of black 
laughter.” While the joke showcases the ridiculous outcome through the image of 
“a bunch of negroes with their laughing heads stuck into the interiors of a batch 
of old whitewashed whiskey barrels,” it also highlights the subversive power and 
contagiousness of black laughter, which needs to be contained and suppressed. 
“A Negro laughing in a laughing-barrel simply turned the world upside down 
and inside out,” writes Ellison, “and in so doing, he in-verted (and thus sub-
verted) tradition and thus the preordained and cherished scheme of Southern 
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racial relationships was blasted asunder.” When such reversals occurred, Ellison 
adds, “the whites assumed that in some mysterious fashion the Negro involved 
was not only laughing at himself laughing, but was also laughing at them laugh-
ing at his own laughing against their own most determined wills.”19 This is certainly 
as complex an order of humor as one might ask for since it entails self-mockery 
and, simultaneously, mockery of others’ mockery as well as the ridiculing of their 
ignorance. Thus, even if only momentarily, black laughter disrupts power hier-
archies in the most intricate ways. 

For all of the power that Ellison rightly locates in black laughter, however, he 
also remains, in the essay and throughout his work, deeply aware of its limits. 
Laughter may momentarily turn the world upside down but it cannot achieve 
permanent change; it cannot eradicate the violence of racism. Colescott and 
Walker, like all of the black humorists in this book, have a similar view of black 
laughter; yet they also believe in the effi cacy of transforming the conventions of 
black humor to critique racial violence in its various guises. Formal innovation 
is also key to their enterprise. Colescott’s blackening of famous images provides 
an absurdist, topsy-turvy turn on notions of white privilege. Walker’s use of the 
silhouette, traditionally an inexpensive form of portraiture that fl ourished in 
the polite culture of nineteenth-century parlors, achieves a similar end. While 
both Colescott and Walker lampoon fears associated with blackness, another tra-
ditional topic in black humor, they also expose how racial confl ict can distort 
people’s perspectives across racial and gender differences. 

Like Reed and, as we shall see, Suzan-Lori Parks, Walker refers to her work 
as a mode of conjuring. While Colescott does not explicitly invoke conjure as 
part of his modus operandi, he too operates like a hougan and a boco, bringing 
to life the stereotypes of race and sexuality that fl ourished under slavery. As he 
transposes such stereotypes into familiar, more contemporary frames, he sug-
gests how these stereotypes inform our ways of thinking and behaving and pro-
vides the carnivalesque thrill of seeing social codes and cultural values morphed 
and transformed.

I Gets a Thrill Too When I See De Koo

Viewing Colescott’s I Gets a Thrill Too When I See De Koo (1978), one can almost 
hear Reed’s question: What is fact and what is fi ction in the strange and compli-
cated history of racial discourse (Figure 4.3)? The painting presents us with a 
mammy fi gure that, unlike the one depicted in George Washington Carver Cross-
ing the Delaware, is alone and immobile. Yet the usual details of her image are 
clear, for she is broad, big breasted, and eerily happy. Colescott gives her body a 
kind of boundlessness by fi lling the frame with it, using a combination of bright 
colors and broad brushstrokes. But he also isolates and details the features of 
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her face—its brown color, its red lips, its high cheeks, and its big black eyes—
accentuating the markers of her race and gender by making them jump out of 
the frame.

Coupled with the irony and ambiguity of the painting’s title, Colescott’s em-
phasis on Mammy’s features loudly calls attention to the racial ideologies on 
which the painting signifi es. De Koo is, of course, short for Willem de Kooning, 
the painter whose image Colescott appropriates to make his own. The shortened 
name, however, insinuates that it is a “coon” that imparts a thrill. But who gets 
the thrill? On one hand, the painting echoes a racist notion: the mammy, as the 
“coon,” gets a thrill “too” when she sees avant-garde art (de Kooning). In other 
words, she insists she is human and complex “too,” despite stereotypes to the 
contrary. On the other hand, the painting suggests that it is the viewer who gets 
the thrill of seeing the mammy, the “coon” in her “proper” place (within a frame 
that cuts her up, spills and contorts her). Still more, one may get a thrill from 
seeing how Colescott appropriates and manipulates canonical works of art (like 
de Kooning’s) to redefi ne how we interpret modern art as well as the roles played 
by slavery’s stereotypes in our conception of race and sexuality.

Through I Gets a Thrill Colescott signifi es on Woman I (1950–52), a painting 
in a series of images de Kooning produced in the late 1940s and 1950s and which 
he variously titled Woman (the titles are qualifi ed by either roman numerals or 
dates; Figure 4.4).20 Representing the human fi gure through a dynamic collage 
of abstractions, Woman I, like the other paintings in the series, is “packed to 
bursting with fragmentary, incoherent formal elements, scattered gestural color 

figure 4.3. Robert Colescott, I Gets a 

Thrill Too When I See De Koo (1978). 

Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery. [See 

color insert] 
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fl ecks, truncated brushstrokes, and unexpected reversals of direction” set against 
an indeterminate space.21

It is a painting in which abstraction and representation interlock to produce 
what Stephen Polcari calls “a fi gural embodiment of the cult, principles and ex-
periences of [womanhood] in the 1940s.”22 As a commentary on femininity, the 
painting underscores the many associations projected onto the fi gure of woman. 
With such a general name and such a nonspecifi c look, Polcari argues, she can be 
all things at once: loving mother and lustful whore, pin-up model and high-art 
muse, girl next door and monstrous goddess. De Kooning highlights the mix-
ture of myth and banality underlying these associations and suggests the con-
tradictory feelings—the terror and lust, longing and repulsion, aggression and 
 paralysis—they project. What is more, he uses the formal aspects of his work 
to show how such feelings can be sublimated into a single image all at once. He 
contains the spectrum of colors that dominates his canvas within one entity: the 
looming fi gure of womanness. He also divorces his colors from the need to desig-
nate real things, applying them to parts of the human form according to his own 
logic. This suggests an uneasy confl uence of opposites; abstract fantasy becomes 
framed by recognizable and solid shapes. With this combination of fi gurative 
drawing and abstract brushwork, de Kooning retains, as Jörn Merkert puts it, “the 
image of the thing seen while simultaneously cutting free of it,” recording “emo-
tions felt in front of it” rather than merely representing an object in the world.23

In the paintings after Woman I de Kooning adds yet another layer of meaning. 
As before, he applies his paint with fury and draws his fi gures with jagged lines 

figure 4.4. Willem de Kooning,  Woman I

(1950–52). Collection of the Museum of 

Modern Art. [See color insert] 
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that suggest a raw sexuality. But he also gives the fi gures a sunny disposition.24

Each one of the women, though huge and as ponderous as myth, bears a wide and 
harmless grin. Colescott capitalizes on de Kooning’s strategy, making his mammy 
a giant with an empty smile, thereby underscoring the weighty mass of meanings 
assigned to one of slavery’s central stereotypes while emphasizing her banality. He 
uses the formal aspects of de Kooning’s work to show that Mammy personifi es 
not only the various opposing concepts and ideologies projected onto women but 
also those projected onto racialized subjects. She is, on the one hand, an overtly 
familiar fi gure—the image of Aunt Jemima on syrup ads, the Mammy of Gone
with the Wind—and, on the other hand, a stereotype of race and gender and, as 
such, “an organism let loose, a culture of limbs and labyrinths,” of fragmented 
body parts made grotesque and utterly distorted.25

Colescott reproduces de Kooning’s dynamic collage style and broad brush-
work to suggest how a single stereotype can embody a variety of fantasies. As 
 Michele Wallace has argued, in the discourse of slavery the mammy fi gure mani-
fests in multiple and contradictory terms. She is a model of politeness, an advi-
sor and confi dante, a surrogate mistress and mother; she is also a fi gure who is 
both less and more than feminine, “a woman of inordinate strength, with an 
ability for tolerating an unusual amount of misery and heavy, distasteful work. 
[She] does have the same fears, weaknesses, and insecurities as other women, but 
believes herself to be, and is, in fact, stronger than most men. Less of a woman 
in that she is less ‘feminine’ and helpless, she is really more of a woman in that 
she is the embodiment of Mother Earth, the quintessential mother with infi nite 
sexual, life-giving, and nurturing reserves.”26 In the proslavery literature of the 
ante bellum period, Mammy appears as an older woman who is taken in by her 
white masters who kindly provide for her when she can no longer support her-
self. As Deborah Gray White demonstrates, her reality was far grimmer. She was 
often sexually persecuted in youth by her master’s adolescent children and/or by 
the master himself; she was hounded in old age by jealous mistresses and even-
tually left without shelter. More recently, Mammy has often been represented as 
complicit with the master in the domination of captive peoples.27

Because Colescott, like Reed, superimposes his allusions to the past onto a 
contemporary frame and one form of expression (racial stereotyping) onto an-
other (modernist painting), I Gets a Thrill signifi es on both the antebellum cul-
ture of which Mammy is a symbol and on the context of de Kooning’s painting. 
De Kooning started his Woman series shortly after World War II, an event that 
seemed to represent the darkest days of Western culture. The genocidal violence 
of the war was believed to be so unprecedented that many felt the destruction 
of civilization was at hand. Artists, de Kooning among them, responded by at-
tempting to re-create a purpose and pattern to human life, exploring humans’ 
relationship to the cosmic, sacred forces beyond their control and asserting the 
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possibility of renewal and regeneration. Because the dramatic gestures of de 
Koon ing’s painting evoke a wide array of emotions, Woman suggests the psychic 
and physical violence infl icted on humanity by the war but also a vital instinct, 
a kind of life principle. One can see de Kooning’s Woman emitting “the despair-
ing cries of an oppressed existence” or the “quiet, open-eyed pleading” of an 
alienated subject. At the same time one can see her expressing the “hysterical 
laughter” and “unconstrained joie de vivre” of “a primordial earth goddess.”28 In 
his Woman series, de Kooning represents both the negative effects of the war on 
humanity and the forces of nature that allow for survival and regeneration.

Colescott’s appropriation of de Kooning invites a reevaluation of modern 
painting’s representation of historical violence and a critical exploration of the 
epistemic violence exerted through stereotypes. I Gets a Thrill suggests that, 
though extreme, the genocidal thrust of World War II was not unprecedented 
but alive and well centuries before, and not only in Europe but in the New World 
as well. As an icon of slavery, Mammy is an index to a history of brutality that 
includes the devastations of the Middle Passage and is preceded by the genocide 
of the native populations of the Americas. By inserting Mammy’s well-known 
face in a frame that recalls de Kooning’s fragmented brushwork, a painting tech-
nique that, in the immediate context of de Kooning’s time, alludes to modernist 
notions of the human identity and psyche as fractured, Colescott signifi es on the 
dehumanizing aspects of chattel slavery. In his fi gure’s disjointed body parts he 
evokes the brutal punishments slaves were made to endure, punishments that 
disfi gured and dismembered individuals and families and that certainly caused 
harm to the psyche.

Colescott gives the mammy icon a phantasmagoric quality that simultane-
ously speaks of past and present histories of persecution and destruction. Using 
lighter colors and a less frenetic mixture of lines and brushstrokes than de Koon-
ing did, Colescott makes Mammy a mass of forms fl oating in a sea of color. In 
part, this is because Colescott substitutes de Kooning’s use of black and muddled 
colors (especially the latter’s gray-whites) for bright yellows, expansive, optic 
whites, and tropical blues, greens, and oranges. Like De Kooning, Colescott 
uses color expressionistically, liberating it from mimetic forms of representa-
tion. But he endows such an enterprise with an even greater, and continually 
more ironic joie de vivre than de Kooning’s image suggests. Into this he inserts 
Mammy’s face in stereotyped, fi gural form to recall how color as skin pigmen-
tation has been subjected to an oppressive relationship to the body, and how 
such oppression has led to the kind of dismemberment of the body of which his 
fi gure is representative.

As Albert Boime and other art critics have noted, color categories (especially 
white and black) have been wedded to ideological biases in the semiotics of 
Western art for centuries. The antebellum period that gave birth to the mammy 
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 stereotype was no exception. Boime notes that throughout the “nineteenth cen-
tury it was the idea of the opposition of black and white (and red and white in 
North America as well)” and the exclusionary political meaning of those opposi-
tions “that fi red the energies of painters and sculptors.”29 Placed in the liberated 
color scheme that Colescott takes from de Kooning, Mammy’s face recalls the 
force with which ideologies of race and privilege have constricted the symbolic 
connection of color to skin pigmentation.

But Mammy’s face in a work fi nished in 1978 also necessarily signifi es on the 
racial politics that inform Colescott’s work. The image evokes the ideologies 
that supported the exclusionary racial codes challenged by the civil rights move-
ment in the decades immediately preceding its production. At the same time, it 
suggests the gender inequalities underlying the black nationalism of the 1970s. 
Central to black nationalism was a critique of matriarchy as obstructing healthy 
 relationships between black women and men and destructive to the maintenance 
of the black family. As various critics have shown, this idea of matriarchy was 
based on a stereotype of black femininity that is rooted in the mammy image. 
To the predominantly male critical body of black nationalism, Mammy was not 
only an emasculating icon of superwomanhood (as well as a symbol of black 
complicity in the deployment of racial injustice), she was also a living legacy 
informing the matriarchal character of black families in the twentieth century. 
Black nationalists argued against a defi nition of black femininity informed by the 
purportedly male-threatening aspects of Mammy and insisted that black women 
concentrate instead on producing children for their revolution. This injunction, 
however, is based on a reproductive defi nition of black femininity, a defi nition 
that was also, ironically, at the core of American slavery’s breeding system.30

Creating a deconstructive signifying fl uidity between the legacy of slavery on 
the one hand and that of modern art on the other, Colescott transforms Mammy 
into a black nationalist nightmare. Like de Kooning, he highlights the fertility and 
nurturance of his fi gure while giving these qualities monstrous proportions. Her 
bosom and stomach (her womb) are enormous. Underscoring the connections 
between Woman and Mammy as Mother Earth fi gures, however, he also shows 
the irony in their similarities. While he conjures Mammy as the quintessential 
mother, he also emphasizes the aspects that make her an icon of slavery, remind-
ing us that, as a black woman in America, she was denied, as a mere “breeder,” the 
right to nurture her own children. In this context, Colescott’s painting suggests 
that, in decrying the powers of black femininity as emasculating and constricting 
black female sexuality to reproduction, black nationalists upheld ideologies that 
contributed to the stereotype they so deplored. 

Given the various and contradictory associations the mammy fi gure embod-
ies, what do we see and feel when we see her in Colescott’s 1978 painting? The 
painting’s title and Colescott’s appropriation of de Kooning’s strategies suggest 
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that one can experience both a representation of a familiar stereotype and the 
confl icting feelings evoked by it. Colescott’s Mammy is both “de Koo” (the coon) 
and the disorientation (and, perhaps, the “thrill too”) of being made to witness 
all she contains. 

In other paintings, Colescott, like Reed, underscores the interpretative dilem-
mas created by the racial fantasies that American culture projects through ste-
reotypes. In his Sunday Afternoon with Joaquin Murietta (1980), he presents us 
with a view of black femininity as lascivious and ambiguously powerful; the most 
striking fi gure in the painting is the black woman who, except for her red boots 
and painted lips, is naked (Figure 4.5). She is the only fi gure that stares at the 
viewers (and this, despite her nakedness) and the only woman who seems to 
share in the men’s bounty: leisure, food, and drink. The painting, an appropria-
tion of Manet’s Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe (1863), exhibits the opposite extreme of 
the gender stereotype that the mammy icon embodies.

The black fi gure in Colescott’s painting is hypersexualized (though, signifi -
cantly, in a way that conjures the very absence of fertility) and is thus different 

figure 4.5. Robert Colescott, Sunday Afternoon with Joaquin Murietta (1980). Collection 

of Arlene and Harold Schnitzer. Photo credit: Cliff Edgington. [See color insert] 
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from Mammy and also from the raw, primordial exuberance of de Kooning’s 
Woman. Assuming a complicit pose in relation to the men in the frame, she stands 
out against the (white) woman in the background. She also suggests the image 
of Jezebel, the biblical fi gure whom, as Deborah Gray White has shown, antebel-
lum culture employed to designate a notion of black femininity as cunningly 
seductive. Circulated as one of two major stereotypes of black femininity, Jezebel 
functioned as the embodiment of corruption. Unlike Mammy, who was denied 
a sense of femininity in favor of maternal but masculinized attributes, Jezebel’s 
femininity was connected to prostitution and to the purportedly bestial sexuality 
of blackness.

As Sander Gilman has shown, associations between femininity, prostitution, 
and blackness coalesced more generally in the iconography of the United States 
and Europe in the late nineteenth century.31 They inform Manet’s Olympia (1862–
63), a painting connected to Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe by more than chronology, and 
to Colescott’s painting by association. Gilman argues that notions of sexualized 
femininity crystallized around the image of the prostitute in  nineteenth-century 
culture and intertwined with representations of blacks, particularly black ser-
vants, suggesting sexual similarities between blackness and prostitution.32 The
connection between prostitution, femininity, and blackness arose from pseudo-
scientifi c theories on the supposedly primitive and wanton sexuality of black 
women. As Gilman shows, the physical attributes of black women, in particu-
lar the genitalia and buttocks of Hottentot women, were sublimated into visual 
representations of prostitution. In other cases, as in Olympia, the connection 
between blackness, femininity, and prostitution was only implied; the painting 
presents a prostitute staring boldly at the viewer as a black woman whose physi-
cal attributes recall Mammy’s attends to her.33

Colescott echoes but reverses the categories and associations of Olympia in 
his appropriation of Le Déjeuner  ; the black woman seems to play the role of the 
prostitute and the white one in the background that of the servant. Here Cole-
scott makes signifi cant changes to the image he appropriates, since in Le Déjeuner
there are no black fi gures and the central female fi gure is, though naked, not erot-
icized. Concerned with evoking and challenging stereotypical representations of 
the female nude (a time-honored theme in the history of art), Manet presents 
us with a woman whose nudity does not render her a fi gure of submission or of 
objectifi cation but rather a source of discomfort. Like the prostitute in Olympia,
she knows that her viewers are aware that she is naked, and yet she stares back at 
them brazenly. Her surroundings and identity are more uncertain, however, for, 
unlike the white woman in Olympia, the nude in Le Déjeuner shares the frame 
with people whose identities and purposes seem inscrutable. As Paul H. Tucker 
observes, rather than offering “clues as to what is occurring in [Le Déjeuner] or 
what our relationship is supposed to be to the scene as a whole,” Manet provokes 
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a series of questions: “[Have] we stumbled upon some kind of intimate encoun-
ter? Are we implicated in some way? Why does the woman look at us so unabash-
edly, and why are the men beside her so disengaged with her and each other?”34

Exploiting the ambiguity of Manet’s image, Colescott uses the intensity of 
his composition to signify on particular versions of sexual and racial fantasies 
in American culture. While the deep brown of the naked woman’s skin connects 
her to the tree trunks surrounding her, and hence to nature, it also connects her 
to the man sitting directly across from her, a man dressed in colors darker than 
her skin. Like the woman, this fi gure also wears red and seems powerful (no-
tice the hand placed prominently on the gun). But he is also wearing a Mexican 
charro and seems to be “colored” by his dress. He is, in other words, the Joaquin 
 Murietta of the title and hence a racially “shady” character. Is he white or brown? 
Murietta was in fact a Mexican outlaw in California who was provoked to murder 
when his wife was raped and killed by racist Anglo miners in the mid-nineteenth 
century. After he unleashed a furious revenge upon his wife’s killers, Murietta 
became a Robin Hood hero who defended Latinos against violence and dis-
possession by haunting gold miners.35 What connection could he have to the 
Jezebel fi gure who stares back at the viewer, and who is the man in the white 
shirt seated next to her? He too seems complicit in something obscure: he looks 
intently at Murietta and wears a bullet belt. Given this belt and his taupe hat, 
might he be a John Brown fi gure? How is he connected to the woman in the back 
who, like him, wears white? Like Manet’s, Colescott’s painting produces more 
questions than answers.

From one perspective, the three central fi gures in Sunday seem superimposed 
onto an idyllic scene of greenery and purity. The (brown) outlaw, the (black) 
Jezebel, and the complicit (white) man do not belong in the woods with the 
(virgin) maiden by the brook, for they are signifi ers of race, sex, and violence. As 
such, one could see them as fi gures traditionally excluded from the high art tra-
dition to which Manet belonged and as fantasies inserted into what is Colescott’s 
appropriation of a white (art) master. Upon closer examination, however, one 
begins to see that Colescott, unlike Manet, has made the whole scene almost 
surreal, intensifying the hues with which he depicts the greenery of the woods, 
the darkness of the tree trunks, and the color of the brook. His fi gures are not 
superimposed onto a natural and pure landscape; rather, they form part of a 
scene that, as Colescott’s colors suggest, is all fantasy. As such, the image suggests 
and denies all at once a scene that is often enacted in the paranoid mind of the 
master class. It seems to represent the socially dispossessed (the immigrant out-
law, the Jezebel, and the “darky lover”) as involved in a dark and mysterious plot. 
Like Manet’s fi gures, they evoke a discomforting sense that is further accentuated 
by Colescott’s reference to the historical fi gure of Murietta. Are they plotting the 
kind of murderous revenge for which Murietta is known? But Colescott’s color 
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intensity also highlights the fabricated nature of this scene. Notice, for example, 
how he unifi es the foliage and grass, applying a deep, dark green to both, giving 
the scene a hazy, almost surreal quality. By adding bursts of bright orange to ob-
jects near the front and a dull, mustard yellow to the trees in the back, he conveys 
an atmosphere of extreme heat, the kind that distorts perception. In other parts 
of the painting he uses color expressionistically, as when he makes the stream 
fuchsia, salmon pink, and pale blue. 

Colescott’s use of Manet illustrates a general tendency in his work: to make 
explicit and calculated references to the work of canonical painters in order to 
paint the psychic and social distances between people in a culture so dominated 
by ideologies of race. The strategy itself links him to Manet for, as Michael Fried 
has shown, Manet also made abundant use of other painters’ work. But, whereas 
Manet referenced the work of other (European, predominantly French) painters 
to “secure or establish or guarantee the Frenchness of his own art,” Colescott refer-
ences European painters to unsettle the uniqueness of race as an ideology.36 Most 
critics of Manet agree that the dynamic of his work rests in its “simultaneous 
assertion and betrayal of stereotypes,” specifi cally those projecting middle-class 
fantasies; they argue that Manet puts stereotypes in his paintings “only to show 
them as such—not realistic.”37 In Le Déjeuner, he evokes the nude to suggest a 
breaking of Victorian sexual norms but sets up the scene so as to deny the fantasy 
of that transgression. Similarly, Colescott both invokes and defl ates the possible 
plot of retribution in Sunday. In both cases the artist makes a spectacle of ide-
ology, showing how social prohibitions (taboos against certain sexual behavior, 
against social intercourse across racial lines) produce fantasies charged with de-
sire and, in Colescott’s case, fear. In the sense that they are prohibitive in nature, 
racial ideologies are no different from Victorian sexual codes; they both produce 
fantasies that profane and threaten to destroy the society that the rules are, pur-
portedly, meant to enable and protect. 

Colescott uses other painters’ work to underscore the self-ironic quality of 
racial prohibitions. Like de Kooning, he elucidates the mythical and the trite in 
the stereotypical imagery such prohibitions produce, while working, like Manet, 
through allusions to a high art tradition. In Les Demoiselles d’Alabama: Dressed
(1985), his appropriation of Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907), Cole-
scott, like Manet in Le Déjeuner, offers a juxtaposition of classical elevation and 
contemporary banality (Figure 4.6). However, whereas Manet’s is a straight-
faced presentation, Colescott’s is imbued with humor; in his hands, Picasso’s 
 world-renowned demoiselles become the stuff of kitsch.38 It is this humor that 
allows Colescott to accentuate the deconstructive fl uidity his work creates be-
tween the history of modern art and the discourse of race in the United States.

Colescott’s Les Demoiselles d’Alabama: Dressed signifi es on nearly every as-
pect of Picasso’s work, from its gestation as the psychological explorations of 
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a  modernist painter to its relationship to Primitive art. Thus it is well worth 
exploring the context of Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. The painting has never been 
considered a humorous piece. Picasso’s contemporaries found the picture any-
thing but; they found it “disquieting, frightening, disappointing [even] inad-
missible.”39 Now valued as a major turning point in the history of modern art, 
Picasso’s painting is said to span “the polarity between Eros and Thanatos” and 
to have been central in changing the focus of modern painting from a primarily 
perceptual and illustrative mode to a conceptual and iconographic one.40 Indeed, 
the painting addresses issues common to Manet and de Kooning, mainly the 
role of women in human sexuality and the challenges of representing the female 
form. Like Manet, Picasso suggests a connection between women, sexuality, and 
prostitution, though, unlike him, Picasso reveals aspects of his own psychology 
in the process. Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, as William Rubin argues, represents 
Picasso’s “deep-seated fear and loathing of the female body—which existed side 
by side with his craving for an ecstatic idealization of it.”41

As Rubin notes, Picasso’s repulsion/attraction relationship to women is a 
common, even trite, aspect of male psychology. Yet the fact that he expressed 
it through the elevated medium of his art amplifi es the topic and makes it all 
the “more universal for being so commonplace.”42 His revulsion toward the fe-
male body turned on the danger of venereal disease, a danger to which he ex-
posed himself as a frequenter of bordellos (and to which he succumbed). Picasso 
feared and desired women (specifi cally prostitutes) because he saw them as the 
embodiments of contradictory impulses within him: thanatophobia on the one 

figure 4.6. Robert Colescott, Les 

Demoiselles d’Alabama: Dressed (1985). 

Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery. [See 

color insert] 
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hand and eros on the other. While he expressed the latter of these two impulses 
through a ravenous sexuality, he also realized it through his art and his commit-
ment to reinvigorating painting. One of the most remarkable aspects of Picasso’s 
painting (and of Colescott’s later appropriation) is how his desire to evoke rather 
than simply illustrate the feelings he associated with women led him directly to 
formal innovation.

To realize his vision in Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, Picasso turned to Primitive 
art (largely African and Oceanic),43 and found in it the inspiration for trans-
forming his work into a vehicle for the intercession of deep fears and desires. In 
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon he presents us with the results of this encounter. The 
painting depicts fi ve prostitutes: one, to the far left of the canvas, stands alone and 
in profi le, while two stand and face the viewer from the center, and two others 
(one seated, the other standing) strike poses to the far right. Originally drawn 
in what is known as Picasso’s Iberian style, each of the women initially shared a 
similar physique and psychology. After seeing African tribal masks at the Musée 
d’Ethonographie du Trocadéro in Paris, however, Picasso changed the faces and 
postures of some of the women, particularly the two on the far right, giving them 
African plasticity and Oceanic coloring to evoke his horror of death.44 With their 
monstrously distorted heads, the two prostitutes on the right seem to connote 
something akin to Joseph Conrad’s heart of darkness, a savage sexuality and vio-
lence that, especially in the case of the seated prostitute, assume contorted physi-
cal and psychological attributes. The two fi gures at the center of the canvas, by 
contrast, retain the original Iberian style, which gives them a grace and beauty 
that the more sculptural fi gure on the far left is missing. 

Colescott exploits the mixture of banality and elevation intrinsic to Picasso’s 
innovative representation of a quotidian theme. He also captures the shift from 
perception to conception embodied by Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. In so doing, 
he engages with the connections implicit in Manet and Picasso between no-
tions of femininity, sexuality, prostitution, and blackness while framing these 
in an American context. The most immediately noticeable aspect of Colescott’s 
signifying is that his demoiselles are southern (from Alabama), clothed, and, 
in one crucial instance, whitened. The prostitute who in Picasso represents the 
most frightening and African-styled image becomes in Colescott the only white 
woman in the painting. Together, these shifts and reversals take us directly to 
the antebellum world on which George Washington Carver, I Gets a Thrill, and
Sunday signify. 

What struck Picasso most about the African masks he observed in Paris was 
their fetishistic function, the fact that they were “magical” objects “capable of 
deeply affecting” those viewing and using them.45 When he painted the pros-
titute to the far right of his canvas, he invested her with the kind of fetishis-
tic power he saw in the African masks, the power to invoke in her viewers the 
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 horror of death. The white woman Colescott paints in her stead is also a kind 
of fetish, but one whose origins are decidedly American. Arising from the same 
mythology that includes Mammy and Jezebel, the white woman in Colescott’s 
painting evokes the southern belle and the cult of domesticity, a set of ideolo-
gies that, above all else, focused on the purity and sanctity of white women in a 
racialized society. From a black male perspective, the southern belle symbolizes 
a taboo sexuality. She cannot be coveted, never mind attained, since black men 
have been violently lynched for merely glancing at her. Colescott gives the belle 
in his painting an exaggerated, glossy prettiness, suggesting that she has been 
marked as off-limits and has thus become, paradoxically, an object of desire, 
a sexual fetish. At the same time, he makes her the substitute for the most hor-
rifi c death fi gure in Picasso’s painting, underscoring how the master class used 
the mythology surrounding this fi gure as an excuse to commit the murderous 
crime of lynching. Bringing forth the mixture of Eros and Thanatos projected 
onto stereotypes, Colescott elucidates how they evoke a particularly American 
heart of darkness.46

However, Colescott also underscores the banality of racial stereotypes by un-
dermining the associations that Picasso’s Primitive aesthetic suggests between 
blackness and sexuality. As before, he works through the intensity of his compo-
sition. He dresses and surrounds his demoiselles in such an array of loud colors 
that their mythical aspects attain clownish, bombastic proportions. The white 
woman, for instance, is larger than life in her symbolic status, yet Colescott gives 
her the aura of a caricature. Her hair is not so much blond as bright yellow, and 
her polka-dotted shirt and neatly drawn red lips suggest Roy Lichtenstein’s pop 
art. The result is a fi gure containing a number of polarities: she is a signifi er of 
purity and desire but also a blatantly fabricated image, a symbol of the unat-
tainable but also a prostitute who turns coquettishly toward us and shows off 
her prominent blue behind. In contrast, the black woman standing behind her 
looks askew at the viewer in a threatening and almost malicious way. The second 
woman from the left shares the same psychology, turning her eyes scornfully 
upward as though posing awkwardly and reluctantly. Suggesting the kind of du-
plicity associated with Jezebel’s deviousness, Mammy’s masculinized femininity, 
and the illicit sexuality of both stereotypes, these two prostitutes, like the white 
woman, seem to loom within the frame. Yet one wears a bright yellow leopard-
print bikini while the other, though broad and muscular, wears a pink prom 
dress that falls off her body.47

Between these two fi gures stands the darkest and most eroticized of all of 
Colescott’s demoiselles. This fi gure frustrates any simple associations between 
her sexuality and race and thus signifi es on the most “primitive” of Picasso’s fi g-
ures. Picasso styled his most frightening demoiselles after African masks that, to 
him, expressed a primitive “otherness, [a] savage sexuality . . . and . . . horror.”48
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The masks suggested a kind of barbarity he recognized in himself, but which 
he projected outward onto the prostitutes that he racialized via his allusion to 
Africa. Through them Picasso reinscribed the nineteenth-century connection 
between blackness and prostitution that Sander Gilman explores. In Colescott, 
the most “African” or darkest of the fi gures is eroticized, but not through the 
Primitive aesthetics that Picasso employed. Complete with her contemporary 
clothing and pink hair, she exudes a soft, bubble-gum sensuousness. Indeed, 
there is nothing savage about her. Colescott shifts the valence of the raised arms 
in the original image with details like her closed eyes, protruding red lips, bright 
green shorts, and open white shirt, which lend her all the garishness and brash-
ness of American mall culture. She may be a black prostitute, but her sexuality 
has nothing to do with the savage primitivism Picasso saw in the masks at the 
Trocadéro.

Colescott similarly radicalizes the fi gure standing in profi le on the far left. In 
Picasso’s painting that fi gure shares the African and Iberian styles of the four 
other prostitutes and therefore contains both the Eros and Thanatos of the paint-
ing’s theme. On Colescott’s canvas she becomes a mirror image of the seated 
woman: she shares the white woman’s attractiveness and, though she is racialized 
as black, also her skin pigmentation. In Picasso’s painting the fi gure in profi le is 
both African (savage) and European (Iberian and graceful); in Colescott’s she 
is both black and white but neither savage nor graceful. Colescott’s demoiselle 
retains the broad size and zombie-like vacancy of the original fi gure, but, un-
like her, she does not merely contain polarities; rather, she refuses them outright. 
There is nothing extreme or excessive about her. Compared to the other women, 
she is neither provocatively dressed nor radically racialized. She has none of the 
original’s sharp edges and oblique shades, sporting instead the only solid, dark 
colors of Colescott’s composition. Her hair and facial features mark her as black, 
but a closer look reveals that she shares more similarities than differences with all 
of the demoiselles, even with those of different skin coloring. The southern belle 
prostitute with the bright yellow hair, for example, has a wide “African” nose, 
while the darker, more threatening fi gure to the upper far right has an aquiline, 
“white” profi le. Colescott’s painting thus suggests that, aside from giving us a 
mythology of race and gender that includes Mammy, Jezebel, and the southern 
belle, the institution of slavery also bequeathed to us a history of miscegenation 
that has always blurred the racial distinctions antebellum culture tried so hard 
to enforce.49

Colescott’s send-up of Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, like the original, 
is not based on perception; it is not what Colescott the artist sees in the world 
and then brings to life through his craft. Rather, it is the world, as it is con-
ceived through a particular psychology, made manifest. Unlike Picasso, who used 
 African art as a vehicle through which to exorcise the mysteries of his own soul, 
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 Colescott is not concerned with an individual psyche but with the storehouse 
of fears and desires in a national psyche. The difference aligns him with Reed 
and Walker, with whom he shares not only a deep awareness of how slavery has 
shaped American culture but also similar strategies for exploring that culture. 
Like  Picasso, Colescott reiterates the psychological and ritualistic aspects of 
 African culture, but, like Reed, he does so in an American context. He employs 
a conjuring aesthetic that recalls Reed’s voodoo-inspired Neo-Hoodoo, bringing 
to life the distortions and fantasies of the past into contemporary frames and 
showing how such distortions and desires possess our imagination. Like  Picasso, 
he focuses on how we conceive rather than perceive the world; like Reed, he 
gives that focus a distinctly historical grounding. With Reed he asks, How do 
the myths, the people (the ancestors), the events, and the texts of slavery struc-
ture our modes of thinking, feeling, and acting?

Both Colescott and Reed use parody to resurrect the past, a bitter yet playful 
parody that depends as much on formal strategies as it does on outrageous revi-
sion of subject matter. While Reed shares such strategies with writers like William 
Wells Brown and Charles W. Chesnutt, Colescott shares them with artists like 
Kara Walker. Walker skyrocketed into prominence in the art world at a young age, 
creating a critical uproar with her “graceful but ferocious” silhouettes.50 While 
some critics see her use of stereotypical images as retrograde, she implicitly agrees 
with Colescott, who has said that such images “are part of the American heritage” 
and that, as such, they need to be explored. “I had to come to terms with [this fact] 
for myself,” Colescott admits, “ultimately controlling the images by making them 
say some things for me. First, I made these paintings and drawings as messages for 
myself to myself, getting in touch with my own fears, frustrations, and anger.”51

Walker signifi es on the stereotypical images that are part of the “American 
heritage” in the spirit of the comic grotesque with which Goya depicted the cru-
elty and barbarism of an age that believed itself rational and stable.52 There are 
no moral certainties or judgments in her portraits of Confederate soldiers, mam-
mies, pickaninnies, Sambos, Uncle Toms, masters, southern belles, and planta-
tion “wenches” and “studs.” Rather, Walker renders American slavery as if it were 
a dream in which almost anything is possible and meaning is nearly impossible 
to discern. As in Goya, human fi gures blend with beasts, are missing limbs or 
heads, but in Walker’s work these associations take on added power by signifying 
on the objectifi cation of and threat to the human body on which chattel slavery 
rested and which was certainly no dream at all.

“Miss K. Walker, a Free Negress of Noteworthy Talent”

Kara Walker creates what Baudelaire, with respect to Goya, called the “credible 
form of the monstrous.”53 Although she culls her subjects principally from the 
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history of U.S. slavery, and thus evokes a particular time and place, her scenes 
are far from mimetic. Rather, they represent violent fantasies carried out without 
restraint. Like jokes and, as Freud might put it, dreams, Walker’s silhouettes traffi c 
in taboos.54 But, whereas in the jokes Freud examines, taboos are addressed via the 
language of sublimation (condensation, displacement, projection), Walker’s work, 
like Pryor’s, relishes exposure; it evinces delight in visually spelling out American 
taboos regarding race and gender. Undoubtedly, Colescott achieves a similar ef-
fect. Yet Colescott gives free rein to those taboos in a carnivalesque spirit that seeks 
to turn convention on its head with regard to the place of African Americans in 
both American history and the history of art. His work appeals to the “ritually 
insurrectional laughter” of the lower classes, the laughter that Bakhtin emphasizes 
in his work on Rabelais.55 Walker, by contrast, creates aesthetically beautiful but 
conceptually grotesque images that signal to, without claiming to represent, the 
cruel and bizarre intimacies of American slavery. More so than Colescott’s im-
ages, Walker’s produce the quintessential effect of the grotesque: they leave view-
ers somewhere between laughter, disgust, and astonishment.56 They synthesize 
the ludicrous and the horrible as Walker combs the slapstick and debasing humor 
of minstrelsy for the violence, scatology, and sensuality underwriting it. The com-
bination makes it diffi cult, as Walker has said of her own work, “to decide just 
how hard to laugh.”57 A set of images from her 1997 Renaissance Society show in 
Chicago makes evident the dynamism of Walker’s work (Figure 4.7).

In this, as in other installations, Walker arranges her images in a sequence 
that, from afar, suggests a tale about music and dance, yet, upon closer look, 
reveals obscure and violent actions: bodies pierce each other, leap into impos-
sible shapes, and engage in enigmatic rituals. With a few exceptions, Walker 
makes all of her fi gures black so that, while her contours suggest racial differ-
ences through hair texture, sharpness of feature, and stereotypes of demeanor 
and posture, she makes it diffi cult to discern separate identities and agents. 
Reading the images in the frieze according to the racial differences that Walker 
implies in her silhouettes, we witness something like a minstrel show carried to 
its most violent and absurd limits. A fi gure that looks like a (black) man strug-
gles to play a banjo while spittle or blood dribbles from his eyes and mouth 
(here and elsewhere I use parentheses to acknowledge the racial identities that 
Walker at once suggests and denies by making all fi gures black). Behind him, 
a (black) girl rushes toward a keylike object that pierces the man’s back. Is she 
about to turn it (and wind up the banjo player as one would a toy)? Or is she 
rushing to free him? The fi gure that leaps (or has been thrust up) resembles a 
rag doll as her limbs twist in every direction. But this limp fi gure threatens too: 
she holds a grenade. The trumpet that is stuck in or coming out of her genitals 
links her to the banjo player while adding a disorienting connection between 
musical performance and sex. 
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The next two sets of fi gures, the elegant pair of dancers and the three children, 
seem far tamer. Yet details suggest otherwise. Wild foxes wrap around or consti-
tute the dancing woman’s skirt. Meanwhile, a little (black) girl, who seems to be 
swallowing her own hand, directs a (black) boy with an impossibly big head to 
fi ll a (white) boy’s behind with invisible contents; the latter appears to be missing 
a leg. The sequence ends with the image of a large (black) man in a Napoleonic 
hat leaping toward the gallery wall’s edge (into what?) with a shovel held high. 

Turning the corner to the left, we are greeted with more enigmas (Figure 4.8). 
We see isolated but busy characters; one looks like a white doctor and the other 
like a pickaninny. Again, the fact that the characters are all black destabilizes a 
racialized reading even as Walker’s contours encourage it. The methodical and 
eerie play of shadows in the fi rst sequence gives way, inexplicably, to the sparse-
ness of the second. 

Is the man with the shovel meant to signify Toussaint Louverture, a fi gure 
who came to symbolize both the dream of freedom for the enslaved and the 
nightmare of rebellion for the master? What does it mean that he seems to run 
senselessly toward the edge of the wall? Will he fall off the frieze into nothing, 

figure 4.7. Kara Walker, Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My Passage Through the 

South and Reconfi gured for the Benefi t of Enlightened Audiences, Wherever Such May 

Be Found, By Myself, Missus K. E. B. Walker, Colored (1997). Installation at the Renais-

sance Society at the University of Chicago. Cut paper and adhesive on wall, 12 x 155 feet 

overall. Photography by Tom Van Eynde. [See color insert] 
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or turn the corner and join the next frieze? The next set of shadows provides 
more questions than answers. Of what nature is the busy labor of its fi gures? 
In an implicit connection to the Louverture fi gure, the child frolics in a pile 
that seems freshly shoveled while the (white) man enigmatically loiters near it. 
However, despite all these details, it is still unclear of what the pile is composed, 
and what the fi gures’ motivations may be. By maintaining an uneasy equilib-
rium between accessible reading, by suggesting the possibility of reading racial 
difference and a cohesive story line—and its opposite—by making every fi gure 
“black” and obfuscating causes, effects, and consequences, Walker blurs the line 
between fantasy and reality. The result is a play of shadows that seduces and 
disturbs all at once.

Walker produces this contradictory effect in ways reminiscent of Goya’s 
 strategies. Baudelaire praised Goya’s Los Caprichos for masterfully fusing the real 
and the fantastic. The “line of suture, the point of juncture” between the real and 
the fantastic in Los Caprichos, claimed Baudelaire, is a “vague frontier,” as Goya’s 
monstrous images, his “bestial faces” and “diabolic grimaces” are always “impreg-
nated with humanity.”58 The word capricho (caprice) circulated in Goya’s time as a 
synonym for caricature, usually in political satires that were printed in  Spanish 

figure 4.8. Installation detail of Kara Walker, Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My 

Passage Through the South and Reconfi gured for the Benefi t of Enlightened Audiences,

Wherever Such May Be Found, By Myself, Missus K. E. B. Walker, Colored (1997). Instal-

lation at the Renaissance Society at the University of Chicago. Photography by Tom Van 

Eynde. [See color insert] 
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newspapers. Los Caprichos are both morally more sober and more  politically 
neutral than such caricatures. Goya’s etchings obliquely refer to political fi gures 
and social ills of late eighteenth-century Spain and, more generally, of Enlighten-
ment Europe, while giving free rein to the artist’s imagination in depicting every 
 deformity of human nature. In his Caprichos, outrageous hybrids, half-beast, 
half-human mutants with exaggerated or dwarfi sh features, sprout wings or fangs, 
 producing what Frances S. Connelly calls a “savagely ironic” satire of Enlighten-
ment rationalism.59 Rejecting the idea that the monstrous, the cruel, and the ir-
rational were inhuman, Goya did not provide a specifi c moral or physical point 
of view from which to judge these grotesques. 

Because Walker employs similar strategies in her work, let us investigate fur-
ther the particular character of Los Caprichos. In Capricho No. 42, Goya uses don-
keys to represent the clergy and the rich; peasants bear these donkeys on their 
backs.60 And yet the image does not read as didactic; Goya does not condescend to 
his viewers, does not instruct them on the oppression of the lower classes. This is 
because he maintains a position of neutral observation, which he manifests for-
mally. As R. Stanley Johnson notes, Goya developed three crucial innovations by 
which he “plunged his viewers into a world in which normal terms of orientation” 
in the interpretation of art “simply no longer function[ed]”: a reconfi guration of 
light, perspective, and background.

In the history of Western art from the Renaissance to Goya light in a work 
of art originated from one single, clear source. That light, whether emanat-
ing from a candle or from God, was steady, unwavering and unchanging. 
Such light had illuminated art from the Madonnas of Botticelli to the Fetes 
Champetres of Watteau. In each of Goya’s Caprichos, however, there was no 
single, steady or logical source of light; light here originated in the artist’s 
mind, was “directionless,” found its only use in clarifying and distorting an 
image and essentially followed the artist’s whims, desires, exigencies. This 
breakdown in traditional artistic conventions, in which “the light of God” 
appeared to be replaced with “the light” of the individual artist, became a 
fait accompli with the publication of the Caprichos in 1799.

Goya rejected the idea of a “clear, predetermined, artistic universe,” and thus, in 
most of his Caprichos, he does not employ “the normal up-down coordinates” of 
fi gure painting or “the one-point of view perspective present in Western art over 
the precedent centuries,” leaving viewers with “no fi rm footing from which” to 
judge distances, motion, or backgrounds.61 Goya’s ability to fuse into fantastical 
form the monstrous aspects of his political, moral, and social milieu, to create 
a world of shifting perspectives, obscured backgrounds, and bizarre unions, led 
Baudelaire to conclude, “No one has ventured further than [Goya] in the direc-
tion of the possible absurd.”62
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Like Goya, Walker denies the viewer a fi rm footing to make meaning, and, 
as we have seen in the fi rst sequences, she encourages certain readings and frus-
trates them at the same time. Manipulating perspective and background, she 
too  withholds moral judgment and plunges viewers into worlds where the usual 
coordinates for orientation do not hold. The pieces in her work that most im-
mediately resemble Goya’s, however, are not the silhouettes for which she is best 
known. Walker works in other media, notably oil painting, printmaking (silk-
screen, etching, aquatint), small, intimate drawings, Rorschach prints, and mixed-
media collages that often incorporate text; she has also produced larger drawings 
on gouache, and these bear an obvious connection to Goya’s version of the comic 
grotesque. Witness, for example, Queen Bee (1998; Figure 4.9), a work that also 
recalls Colescott and de Kooning. Here we have the mammy stereotype not only 
conjured in larger-than-life proportions but also made monstrous through a 
conjoining of human and animal parts. The frightening femininity of I Gets a 
Thrill appears in the enormous breasts, tipped with dark, protuberant nipples 
and set off by the impossibly small waist. That waist, in turn, sets up a stark 
contrast between the thick torso and neck and the feminine bustle-like bottom. 
The unruly hair, the mannish face with thick lips, big eyes and nose, and a hint 
of jowls contrast with the delicate wings behind. The title is meant to evoke the 
regal potency and fertility of a queen bee as well as the predatory instincts of the 
“welfare queen” and the emasculating power that the Moynihan Report assigned 
to black women. And yet the fi gure’s distracted look makes her appear lifeless. 

figure 4.9. Kara Walker, Queen Bee

(1998). Gouache and cut paper on paper, 

62 x 42 inches. Image courtesy of Sikkema 

Jenkins & Co. [See color insert] 
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For all her thickness she also seems to fl oat, not even fl y. In fact, her little wings 
could hardly carry her weight. With the ludicrous contrast between her size and 
that of the other dainty bees, Walker caps a series of absurd contrasts.

In this drawing Walker uses techniques similar to Goya’s to highlight the gro-
tesque absurdity via a series of demeaning connotations associated with black 
femininity. Eric Lott argues that the most intense forms of vulgarity on the min-
strel stage were expressed in blackface transvestism that aimed to mock and 
tame the purportedly “profane and murderous powers of women” in general and 
black women more specifi cally. White men’s “contempt for white women,” he 
writes, was “intermittently repressed through [their] ‘protection’ of them from 
savage black manhood” and “displaced or surcharged onto the ‘grotesque’ black 
woman.”63 This is the subtext that Walker’s Queen Bee, like Colescott’s I Gets a 
Thrill, makes explicit.

Queen Bee, like many of Walker’s drawings and etchings, suggests that Walker 
studied Goya carefully. Yet it is in her silhouette work that she creates her own ver-
sion of the “possible absurd.” For, paradoxically, it is when Walker’s work does not 
directly resemble Goya’s that it is at its most powerful and most grotesque. Walker 
exploits what she sees as the fundamental connection between the silhouette and 
the stereotype, mainly that the former, like the latter, “says a lot with little infor-
mation.”64 With this fl attening technique, she refuses the humanity with which 
Goya endowed his monstrous fi gures. In fact, by choosing stereotypes and silhou-
ettes as her principal forms, she seems to work in a distinctively opposite way. Ann 
Wagner notes that silhouettes “speak an economical language of substitution and 
erasure” so that what is shown is not “a body, but how a body blocks the light.”65

Stereotype works in a similarly reductive way, presenting not humanity but the 
ways that its distortions block it. Yet Walker grounds her reductive images in the 
historical, and she does so by “blending and bending” a medley of genres, includ-
ing not only minstrelsy but also the slave narrative, pornography, Harlequin ro-
mances, posters of fugitive slaves, historical painting, and silhouette portraiture.66

The result, as Mark Reinhardt argues, is that Walker’s sequences are not only em-
bedded in the antebellum era that her stereotypes index, but also suggest how 
the “iconography of that era has melded with other sources of popular culture to 
shape the imagery, consciousness, and political unconscious of race in the United 
States.”67 Thus, while Walker’s silhouettes do not represent humans but rather 
the distortion of the human form, they clearly reference particular aspects of 
American culture and the human agents involved in its history of racial confl ict. 

Walker’s images are in fact connected through a string of allusions to 
 nineteenth-century culture, specifi cally to the history of visual art and racial sci-
ence. Walker transforms the nineteenth-century genteel craft of silhouette por-
traiture into a vehicle for critical scrutiny. She has said that the silhouette works 
as “a side-long glance . . . [a] little look . . . full of suspicion, potential ill-will, 
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or desire.”68 Historically, the silhouette was an art practiced by relative amateurs 
as a kind of middle-brow portraiture (silhouettes were known as “shadow por-
traits”) that became popular in part because of its affordability at a time when 
the Unites States was still a struggling republic. As it had in Europe, the Ameri-
can silhouette portrayed ordered, rational, and distinctly middle-class society 
 (Figure 4.10).

Walker describes the silhouette as an art that “speaks to purity of form, color, 
and, insidiously, of race and heritage.” “I would think,” she told an interviewer, 
“that this would appeal to an early America seeking to defi ne itself against a fl ashy 
and uncomplicated Europe—a Europe . . . that went so far as to call shadow por-
traits ‘silhouettes,’ after the French fi nance minister whose policies were derided 
as cheap, and who also practiced the inexpensive little art. . . . The word is actu-
ally an insult.”69 In Walker’s hands, shadow portraits still speak “insidiously” of 
race and “heritage,” but with a sharp, even fi erce, slant. She explicitly twists the 
silhouette’s function in racial sciences and its emblematic quality as portraiture. 

Silhouettes came to be associated with race through the work of Johann Cas-
par Lavater, a Zurich divine whose belief in physiognomy (or the ability to read 
character from people’s faces) led him to use and promote the silhouette as a 
scientifi c tool.70 Phrenologists also made extensive use of the silhouette, direct-
ing special attention to the shape, size, or character of the head as a record of 
 individuality. Both branches of pseudo-science argued for the superiority of 
Caucasians and proposed that black people’s physical attributes visually proved 

figure 4.10. A. C. F. Edouart, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Quincy and Their Children (1842). 

Cut paper and pencil. Reprinted in Shades of Our Ancestors by Alice van Leer Carrick 

(Boston: Little Brown, 1928). 
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their inequality and even their inhumanity. Overturning the supposed racial 
 certainties that the phrenological and physiognomic silhouette meant to convey, 
Walker uses the form to create portraits of intense ambiguity. She does so not 
only by exploiting these historical aspects of the silhouette but also by mining 
her own psyche.

One of the principal ways through which Walker achieves this recalls  Ishmael 
Reed’s Neo-Hoodoo practices. Walker often assumes the character of “Miss 
K. Walker, a Free Negress of Noteworthy Talent” (or a variation thereof), the per-
sona who signs her work. Her 1997 show at the Renaissance Society in Chicago, for 
instance, bears the title Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My  Passage Through 
the South and Reconfi gured for the Benefi t of Enlightened Audiences, Wherever Such 
May Be Found, By Myself, Missus K. E. B. Walker, Colored. The title is exemplary 
of Walker’s work and serves as one of the many ways in which she signifi es on 
nineteenth-century visual, literary, and scientifi c culture while troubling distinc-
tions between past and present. Through her alter ego, the artist becomes the 
embodiment of a set of ideologies and desires; she becomes a body possessed by 
certain loa of slavery. This suggestion is perhaps most emphatically reinforced 
by her method of composition. Though she works partly from sketches, Walker 
claims not to plan the shape and composition of her silhouettes in her studio 
but to cut and compose according to the room; the process, she says, is like “cut-
ting the shadows of the room in paper.”71 Recalling the process of creating her 
1998 Wooster Gardens show, Walker speaks of her improvisatory style as a kind 
of possession: “There were all these little ghostly characters, these shadowy bits 
and pieces; bits of phraseology, the child-likeness, the tawdry vixen, the wicked; 
they all jumped into life—waking life—without my really controlling them.”72

She gives the “ghostly characters” and “shadowy bits” physical presence through 
her silhouettes, which she uses as vévés to conjure the mysterious or unknown 
(the voodoo) of her own psyche and that of her cultural heritage.73 Her work, she 
claims, comes directly from a “play” between the conscious and unconscious, a 
play that manifests itself as a kind of “free association.”74 Her work entails an ex-
ploration of an internal and individual archive, which she insists is also part of a 
more general and collective national psyche. “Somehow,” she told an interviewer, 
“there is just this enormous warehouse in the back of my brain fi lled with history 
and fi ction and all kinds of things . . . bizarre levels of weird racist associations, 
jokes, or quotes, and . . . history, with everything mixed together in a jumble.” The 
resulting images are so startling that Walker admits she is sometimes “afraid to 
make the work.” But she also knows that in such cases, “the viewer is just as afraid 
to see [it],” and that the real “charge” of her scenarios come from these contradic-
tory desires to conjure and not conjure, to see and not see.75

Walker began making her images in Atlanta, where she was raised, and 
continued when she moved to the Northeast, having decided to signify on the 
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mythology of slavery despite her suspicion that the subject was overwrought. 
“I  considered it almost a joke in itself to begin making work that employs char-
acters from the culture of slavery and the ante-bellum South,” she told Alexan-
der Alberro, adding that the choice seemed “too expected” of her as an African 
American artist. To make the choice she decided to embrace an unsentimental, 
even irreverent attitude. “When I came up north, to freedom as it were, I was 
determined to expose all the injustices of being me,” she told Alberro, satiri-
cally marking the distance between herself (a middle-class, well-educated, black 
artist centuries removed from slavery) and the subject she ultimately chose. 
“This strategy operated a little like the Slave Narrative tradition,” she continued, 
“except that I was conscious that I played all the roles—Master, Mistress, and 
 Abolitionist—and that the roles have been spoiled over time by Harlequin ro-
mances and pornographic genres.”76

In a book simply titled Kara Walker, published in a limited edition (one 
thousand copies) by the Renaissance Society in Chicago the same year as her 
show there, Walker adopts her fi ctitious historical alter ego and writes a porno-
graphic pseudo–slave narrative/blaxploitation book in which she does indeed 
play all of the roles. Including drawings by Walker, photographs from the show, 
writings by the “Negress,” and images from distinct time periods (slavery, the 
1970s blaxploitation era), and essays by Walker the artist from the early 1990s, 
the book, like Walker’s work in general, makes visual the ways our shared 
“memory” of slavery is produced by the collusion of fact and fi ction. 

As Robert F. Reid-Pharr argues, one of the reasons why Walker’s work reso-
nates with American audiences is precisely because her images constantly point 
to this collusion. Walker, he writes, “challenges the idea that the portrayals of 
slavery that have captured the imaginations of contemporary Americans [one 
thinks here of “neo-slave narratives” like Toni Morrison’s Beloved] can be ei-
ther celebrated as realistic depictions of American history or easily discounted 
as  particularly tacky—and thus particularly American—costume dramas.” In-
stead, her work suggests that we tend to fi lter slavery through lenses colored by 
the  “fantasies of interracial debauchery” that, for example, a fi lm like Richard 
Fleischer’s 1975 Mandingo makes vivid.77 In an interview with Elizabeth Arm-
strong, Walker makes the point explicitly: “I am too aware of the role of my over-
zealous imagination interfering in the basic facts of history, so in a way my work 
is about the sincere attempt to write Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and wind-
ing up with Mandingo instead.” There is, she concludes, a “collusion of fact and 
fi ction” that has always informed her work.78

The scene in Flight to Canada in which Stray Leechfi eld poses naked with 
the New England girl for pornographic daguerreotypes and Colescott’s image 
of fellatio in George Washington Carver similarly dramatize this point. Our cul-
tural “memory” of slavery is made up as much by Hollywood’s early roots in 
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 minstrelsy and its blaxploitation phase as by any collective knowledge we have 
based on slave testimony and history. Hence, claims that Walker’s work repre-
sents the unspeakable horrors of slavery, that it visualizes the horrors that slave 
narrators like Jacobs could not represent due to censorship and the traumatic 
nature of sexual and racial oppression, miss the fact that Walker is also signifying 
on the ways that our own “overzealous” imaginations fi ll in those blanks.79

Similarly, those who decry Walker’s work for circulating demeaning images of 
African Americans ignore the reasoning behind her aesthetic choices. Walker is 
drawn to racial and sexual stereotypes because, as she puts it, the “bawdy/body” 
associations on which these stereotypes depend are not simply “awful,” they are 
also the means by which the “black body” is set off “jiggling around” to represent 
“everything but itself.”80 Much of the humor of the minstrel stage depended on 
this jiggling of the black body, and Walker signifi es on that humor by expos-
ing the violent fantasies it sublimated. Mark Reinhardt’s point bears repeating: 
Walker is not only grounded in the past, for the medley of allusions that char-
acterize her work suggests that the political unconscious of her country remains 
populated by those fantasies. 

In her 1997 Renaissance Society show Walker included an image that exempli-
fi es her preoccupation with stereotypes as repositories of fantasies. The image 
depicts a young (black) girl in the role of a nanny, holding a younger (white) boy, 
his naked behind held close to her big lips. In the fi gure, both the girl’s lips and 
the child’s behind protrude toward each other, exhibiting a mixture of desire (in 
the literal extension of body parts), pornography (mouth to anus), and immoral-
ity (nanny’s mouth to boy’s behind). The result is a preposterous incongruity of 
images and concepts that juxtaposes the past signifi ed through icons of slavery 
with our present act of viewing, and the almost tangible  contours of the silhouette 
with the illusionary effect of the image. Like any grotesque image, and much like 
Colescott’s mammy in I Gets a Thrill, this silhouette awakens openly contradic-
tory effects: surprise, perhaps discomfort, in the face of a resolutely unsentimental 
image of slavery and of childhood; delight at the complexity of associations pro-
duced by Walker’s manipulation of a simple form; and laughter, albeit laughter 
“fi t to kill,” produced by her send-up of the pickaninny stereotype. 

Context and scale make every difference. As can be seen in Figure 4.11, at the 
Renaissance Society show the image was originally mounted on the lower left 
side of a wall, somewhat dwarfed by the silhouette of a lone, mutilated foot. The 
foot is not mounted directly on the wall but on gouache. In a more radical way 
than Goya, Walker provides no fi rm basis from which to view her images. The 
foot, already a macabre image, gains potency by virtue of its senseless isolation, 
notwithstanding whatever unexpressed relation it might have to the children 
nearby. By the same logic, the pornographic associations of the latter also gain a 
measure of the macabre. 
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The nanny silhouette also points to what Eric Lott calls the intertwined plea-
sure and terror of the minstrel stage. Exploring this subtext might help explain, 
or at least suggest, what is haunting and strangely humorous about the more 
enigmatic presentation of the nanny silhouette in the installation. A good deal 
of the offensive humor of minstrelsy, its vulgarity, Lott notes, “approximated life 
in the nursery, whether in the nonsense in songs and puns or tirelessly absurd 
physical antics.” He adds, “The minstrel show’s ‘black’ body offered a terrible re-
turn to the gorging and mucus-mongering of early life,” and this could be seen 
in the fetishistic importance that the minstrel show accorded to certain bodily 
zones—“lips, gaping mouths . . . big heels, huge noses, enormous bustles”—and 
can even be seen today in the “lingering resonance of the black mammy fi g-
ure.”81 The mixture of desire and terror that this return afforded was one of the 
most important elements constituting the pleasure that the minstrel show pro-
vided. When Walker presents the nanny fi gure, she invokes but does not name 
the racial pleasure that Lott analyzes. The image’s emphasis on infantile oral 

figure 4.11. Installation detail of Kara Walker, Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon 

My Passage Through the South and Reconfi gured for the Benefi t of Enlightened Audiences, 

Wherever Such May Be Found, By Myself, Missus K. E. B. Walker, Colored (1997). Instal-

lation at the Renaissance Society at the University of Chicago. Photography by Tom Van 

Eynde. [See color insert] 
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pleasures—one child’s mouth to the other’s anus—makes explicit what would 
have been distorted and disguised on the minstrel stage. 

The silhouette of the children is reproduced in Walker’s pseudo–slave nar-
rative book, where it reaffi rms these associations. In the book, the silhouette is 
presented alone and in larger form following a page bearing another lone but 
much more recognizable image, that of Topsy. Judging by her neat clothing, this 
is Topsy after she has been subjected to cousin Ophelia’s civilizing magic (in Har-
riet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin), although there is something of the wild 
child still evident. Bearing a big slice of watermelon and a grin, Topsy has man-
aged to drop another big slice on the fl oor. Oblivious and smiling, she looks out 
from under a big hat, under which a few of her pickaninny dreadlocks protrude. 
In Walker’s book, this image is presented so that when one turns the page, the 
image of the nanny-boy silhouette reveals itself as the image underneath, as in 
a pop-up book (Walker has actually produced a full-length pop-up book, about 
which more later). One turns the page and, exactly where Topsy would be, on the 
same side of the next page, one fi nds a (black) nanny, of Topsy’s age and height, 
about to lick a (white) boy’s behind (Figure 4.12).

The difference in these two versions of the nanny-boy silhouette exemplifi es 
two different approaches in Walker’s presentation of her work. In the fi rst in-
stance, she suspends direct references and clear connections, creating the kind of 
disconcerting effect that Goya created in his Caprichos and that has fueled much 
of the protest against Walker’s work. At the same time, this disconcerting effect 
also establishes that a vital aspect of the value of her work is in keeping viewers 
on edge.82 Her images haunt the imagination because they are often, in various 
degrees, partly familiar, partly bizarre. Sometimes too, as in the pop-up effect of 
the Topsy-nanny contrast, they are also disarmingly humorous. 

figure 4.12. Installation detail of Kara 

 Walker, Presenting Negro Scenes Drawn Upon 

My Passage Through the South and Reconfi g-

ured for the Benefi t of Enlightened Audiences, 

Wherever Such May Be Found, By Myself, 

Missus K. E. B. Walker, Colored (1997). In-

stallation at the Renaissance Society at the 

University of Chicago. Photography by Tom 

Van Eynde. 
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In this sense, Walker liberates Topsy while presenting minstrelsy with its clothes 
off. She turns a medium she considered “too obvious” for her—“characters 
from the culture of slavery”—into fodder for her own aesthetic joke; she visually 
exposes the subtext of minstrelsy and suggests that, though Topsy may be gone, 
her shadow or silhouette remains. Walker thus implies a haunting, but rather 
than giving the ghost of minstrelsy gothic qualities, she gives it a mischievous 
agency instead. Still, her visual joke does not minimize the violence of minstrel-
sy’s subtext. On the contrary, it highlights it. Withholding direct reference to the 
ghost of minstrelsy while making its acts so emphatically clear makes Walker’s 
conjuring all the more powerful. I would wager that part of the discomfort the 
image provokes in the installation is precisely due to this dual act of withhold-
ing and specifying. In this discomforting context, the proximate image of the 
dismembered foot in Figure 4.11 connects one kind of violent act common to 
slavery, maiming, to another form of violence: the use and abuse of the black 
body as an object against which to project fantasies of abjection. 

In the book that reproduces the image, the artist takes a different strategy: 
she withholds nothing, providing, in a pornographic narrative that runs through 
the pseudo–slave narrative Kara Walker, explicit details about a sexual triangle 
between a young master, a young black woman he sexually subjugates, and the 
male slave with whom she subsequently has sexual encounters. The eventual 
bloody revenge the master takes on the male slave, like the rest of the plot, is 
not surprising, especially to those familiar with the texts and images that Walker 
draws from: the anonymously published volume of racial-sexual fantasy called 
The Master’s Revenge (Star Distributors, 1988) and blaxploitation fi lms, parts of 
which she literally reproduces. She delivers this familiar plot in a style that creates 
a connection between racist pornography and the underlying principles of min-
strel vulgarity. She operates through jarring temporal shifts, switches in narrative 
perspective (from fi rst-, to second-, to third-person narration), and surprising 
changes in tone (from desire to lust to anger to shame and everything in be-
tween). Creating a narrative version of the grotesque, she shifts rapidly between 
these perspectives without warning, so that the narrator suddenly morphs from 
master to slave to a nameless third-person pornographer and back again. The 
reader occupies the role of the spectator only intermittently, as he or she can 
suddenly become the “you” accused of sexual enslavement or the “I” confessing 
both hatred and desire. The writing, although powerful in its sarcasm, is never as 
successful as Walker’s images because it lacks the mixture of grace and comic glee 
that gives the imagery its haunting, paradoxical power.

In her silhouette work Walker also makes more effective use of allusion. She 
tantalizes her audiences with meanings that she does not make explicit. Again, 
her dual gesture toward specifying and withholding gives her work an energy 
that is largely missing in her sometimes too explicit written work. In Consume 
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(1998; Figure 4.13), Walker presents an image akin to the nanny-boy silhouette in 
that it makes explicit the libidinal fantasies of blackface minstrelsy. Everything in 
the image seems to be more than one thing at once: a young (black) woman who 
sucks on her own breast wears a Josephine Baker–style skirt of bananas, one of 
which a small (white) boy sucks so that, as David Frankel puts it, “fruit becomes 
penis, girl becomes boy, the body becomes food, and sex becomes both nurture 
and cannibalism.”83

This image certainly contains the morphing of the comic grotesque, which 
produces a startling sense of the “possible absurd” through unstable meanings 
and perspectives in a far more immediate way than Walker’s writing. By con-
trasting the long female fi gure, a graceful giant, with the rotund stubby boy, 
Walker creates visual humor out of bodily incongruity. Like Colescott’s mammy 
in George Washington Carver, the young woman’s belly protrudes and her but-
tocks extend, but she forms an elegant curve as she engages in her own pleasure. 
The skirt of bananas suggests something of the primitive even as details such as 
her neatly piled hair, her heeled shoes, her long fi ngers, and her delicate brace-
let suggest a civilized, even elegant persona. If she is meant to signify blackness 
as savagery, in the traditional racist iconography that the skirt invokes, she is 
also not threatening but childlike in her sexual deviancy (she is, after all, literally 
linked to a child through the act of sucking). Similarly, if the boy is meant to 
signify the opposite—whiteness as civilization—he seems too puny for the role. 
In fact, Walker dwarfs him not only by placing him next to the female giant, but 
by placing him in the subservient, albeit impossible, role of performing fellatio 
on her. Characteristically, Walker has colored them both black and, unlike the 
 nanny-boy fi gures, linked them in an act of comfort that is far from the lustful 
sex of Walker’s writing and rather more like the pleasures of the nursery to which 

figure 4.13. Kara Walker, Consume (1998). Cut 

paper and adhesive on wall, 69 x 32 in ches. 

Image courtesy of Sikkema Jenkins & Co. 
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Lott refers. Perhaps most important, the fi gures, like all of Walker’s, seem per-
fectly content, as if they have been going about their business without our gaze 
and will continue to do so after we look away.

The allusion to Josephine Baker’s skirt of bananas both indexes the colonial 
fetishization of the black female body and suggests a self-refl ective commentary 
on Walker’s part regarding the risks involved in using humor in her work. Baker, 
who combined sex appeal and comedy in her dance performances, used her skirt 
of bananas to fl esh out but also to mock the primitive persona that she estab-
lished in her debut in Paris in 1925. As critics have noted, Baker “sought to com-
mand some authority in her self-production” as the primitive sexualized Other, 
particularly by using “a form of feminine sexuality that when combined with her 
ethnic notions, or those projected onto her, made people laugh.”84 A beautiful 
and gifted dancer, Baker exaggerated stereotypes of black female sexuality by per-
forming numbers such as the “Danse Sauvage” in minimal, “primitive” costume: 
bare breasted but with feathers, wings, and other such signifi ers attached to her 
extremities. Often, she would be chased and captured on stage by white hunters. 

She also infused her acts with a clownish disposition. As Susan Gubar puts it, 
“Throughout her career, Baker sauced her sexual numbers with comically exag-
gerated, antic gestures [she was known to cross her eyes in burlesque fun] that 
distanced her from the sexual frenzy she was putting on display.”85 Baker made 
it a point to contrast her on- and offstage personas to emphasize the artifi ce of 
her act. Offstage she was a sophisticated and glamorous beauty and, later in her 
career, a devoted civil rights promoter.

Yet Baker was so typecast by her stage role that she had a great deal of diffi -
culty when she tried to “develop her singing and acting in pursuit of a more so-
phisticated persona in the 1930s.”86 In particular, she became almost synonymous 
with her skirt of bananas, which took on a life of its own. “Oh! How this idea has 
turned ridiculous!” Baker said of the costume. “How many drawings and carica-
tures it has inspired! Only the devil, apparently, could have invented something 
like that.”87 While the identity of the costume designer remains unknown, Bak-
er’s appeal in her primitive guise is all too clear. As Terri Francis argues, “Baker 
became the banana belt,” thus inadvertently confl ating two forms of colonialist 
consumption: that of a colonial product that, like sugar, tobacco, or coffee, has 
frequently been associated with pleasure, and that of black female bodies.88 Dur-
ing the 1930s, she made overt efforts to work against her typecasting, especially 
by adding androgynous twists to her act. She also redefi ned her famous skirt. As 
Michael Borshuk notes, she turned the bananas into “absurd signifi er[s] of black 
male phallic threat.”89 As early as 1927, the bananas had “become ever harder and 
more threatening,” so that they looked more like spikes than bananas.90

In this context, Walker’s Consume assumes even greater intensity of meaning. 
Who consumes? Like the nanny-boy silhouette and Baker’s dance persona and 
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performances, Consume is aesthetically beautiful in its contours and erotically 
suggestive in its content. At the same time, the bananas in Walker’s skirt, like 
Baker’s in 1927, look more like phallic spikes than bananas. Rather than simply 
expose or satirize the subtext of minstrelsy, Walker, through the formal quali-
ties of her work, makes it alluring. This is arguably what makes her work so 
unnerving. Yet Walker also frees that subtext from the black body since, even 
as she uses black fi gures to represent it, all of her fi gures are black. In this sense, 
everyone consumes and is consumed. This was certainly not the case when Baker 
performed. Her public ultimately became captivated by “a bunch of bananas ani-
mated as a beautiful dancing girl, transformed by colonialist fantasy,” and not by 
the burlesque that she, at least partly, intended.91

Unlike Baker, who burlesqued her performance as the consumable Other 
through self-mockery on stage, Walker dispenses with the spectator-performer 
relationship. Her silhouettes do not represent people performing for the voy-
euristic consumption of others, but instead play out a shared political uncon-
scious, though in different registers. Still, the fact that Baker was typecast by the 
fantasy that she tried to mock suggests some of the risks involved in Walker’s 
work. While she deftly manipulates the economic visual language of the stereo-
type and the silhouette, she risks having that same language work for the facile 
consumption of her images. Walker’s audiences may rather quickly register the 
libidinal pleasures that she exposes in connection to “black” imagery, without 
exploring the ironic ways she democratizes blackness and the urges that she 
exposes.

In Walker, then, there are higher stakes and greater risks than in Colescott. Cole-
scott was originally drawn to stereotypical imagery culled from the culture of slav-
ery in order to control it, to make it “say something” for him; Walker, by contrast, 
is interested in the imagery’s mischievous agency. As I noted earlier, she claims 
that she lets her characters “jump into life without [her] really controlling them,” 
making vivid the agency that stereotypes attain over time. How would they act if 
they could move on their own? her work implicitly asks. How would they behave 
without Harriet Beecher Stowe, Thomas Dixon (The Clansman inspired Walker to 
create her Negress alter ego), or even Kara Walker controlling them? They would, 
according to Walker’s major conceit, take over entire rooms, melding history and 
psychology, social relations and internal identity, desire and nightmares. 

Without the screen effect that the silhouette provides, however, and the comic 
glee with which Walker summons her characters, that mixture would be madden-
ing. The silhouette form allows Walker to suggest human fi gures without actually 
claiming to represent them, and thus the viewer is not, as in an actual perfor-
mance (such as Baker’s), confronted with the human body carrying the burden 
of representation. Instead, Walker presents shadow plays in which the “actors” 
seem content to perform for themselves and, at best, for each other  without an 
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actual stage or the outside gaze of spectators. None of Walker’s fi gures looks di-
rectly toward the viewer, and none of them seems to need or want a response. 
Instead, they are gleefully busy, carrying out their bizarre plots in pantomime. In 
a few cases, Walker presents her silhouettes with accompanying writing, but it is 
never directly identifi ed as a description of, or the voice of, or even a footnote to 
the images. Instead, Walker depends on gesture to signify emotion and action. 
Strangely, those emotions very rarely include vulnerable ones such as pathos, 
shame, or surprise, even though the action often entails wild acts of cruelty or 
bizarre gestures of elation (as in Figure 4.3). The intensity of implied emotion 
coupled with the seeming silence of the fi gures suggests censorship, but it also 
leaves open the possibility that language is simply off limits. 

In Walker’s panoramic friezes, absurd humor attains the aura of the carnival 
or the circus in large part because they present several different scenes of busy 
action, often with no clear relation to each other, but with a common denomi-
nator: the playful yet sinister intertwining of fact and fi ction that we have been 
 examining. In Slavery! Slavery! (1997; Figure 4.14), for example, Walker once 
again uses the characters of her pseudo–slave narrative: we fi nd the Negress at 
the center of a scene that seems to depict, among other things, a (white) master 
shackled to a (black) male slave. The title’s repetition and exclamation marks 
(how could one clamor for slavery?) introduce a circus of absurdity.

figure 4.14. Installation detail of Kara Walker, Slavery! Slavery! Presenting a GRAND 

and LIFELIKE Panoramic Journey . . . at the Walker Art Center for the exhibition “no 

place (like home),” 1997. Cut paper and adhesive on wall, 12 x 85 feet. Photography by 

Dan Dennehy for the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. [See color insert] 
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The layout encourages a left-to-right reading: a child in circuslike wide pan-
taloons and fez sprays something out of an old-fashioned perfume bottle at a 
(white) woman who is holding a comically simplifi ed (black) mask with woolly 
hair and big hoop earrings. She walks toward a (white) man prostrating before 
the off-center “wench” (in penance? adoration?), facing in one direction even 
as he farts in the other. Meanwhile, the precariously balanced Negress oscil-
lates between the ridiculous and the horrifying. Except for the mossy tree with 
its dangling ropes, there is nothing ominous about the image. And yet, when 
one looks closer, we see that the Negress is balancing on a skull that supports a 
monkey fi gure. It, in turn, supports the source or the remains of the liquid that 
spews out of nearly every one of the nude’s orifi ces. The liquid could be any-
thing from water to blood to breast milk. Still, she delicately holds what looks 
like a cotton fl ower in her right hand. On the other side of the fountain fi gure 
stand the master and slave, who we can now discern from each other—the slave, 
it turns out, is shackled to himself and labeled with a blank (read: black) rib-
bon. Behind them are other barely distinguishable images engaged in their own, 
obscured dramas. 

Walker conjures enigmatic rituals with these life-size entities, which she has 
freed from the dramas in which we are used to seeing them: Harriet Beecher 
Stowe’s famous novel, the minstrel stage (where Stowe’s book attained theatrical 
life), racist pornography, and blaxploitation fi lms. In her pseudo–slave narrative, 
Walker includes an essay in which she refers to her fi gures as “stereotypes at-
tempting to confront their own displacement.”92 Yet in the silhouettes we have ex-
amined the fi gures seem too busy to be concerned with their displacement; many 
of them seem instead to rejoice in it. They have been let loose to perform, with 
total abandon, the fantasies that have been projected onto them for centuries. 

In this sense, the busy sequences in Walker’s installations approach the car-
nivalesque spirit with which Colescott renders the comic grotesque of race in 
America. These sequences invoke the chaotic potential of circuses and suggest 
the freakishness of Walker’s images. But if Walker’s images are bizarre, it is not 
because they represent human anomalies but because they depict the “freakish 
psychological mutations” that have “fl ourish[ed] in the hothouse of racially divi-
sive history.”93 Yet Walker does not set off her fi gures in a liminal realm, as if they 
were circus freaks, but displays them on the walls of art galleries and museums, 
thus making them part of public and offi cial life. She also peppers her scenarios 
with historical markers (some obvious, as in the title Slavery! Slavery!; others
subtle, as in the cotton fl ower) so that her fi gures cannot be dismissed as merely 
fantastical. 

Walker envelops her viewers in the various contradictions on which her 
work turns. With the panoramic frieze, she intends to evoke the effect of the 
nineteenth-century cyclorama, a predecessor of fi lm and an early method of 
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 mobilizing images. From “the moment that I started working on [the silhou-
ettes],” she has said, “I imagined that some day they would be put together in a 
kind of cyclorama . . . just like the Cyclorama in Atlanta that goes around and 
around in an endless cycle of history locked up in a room.”94 The intended effect 
of the cyclorama is to make viewers feel as if they were standing in the center of 
a historic event or famous place, surrounded by a panoramic image. By contrast, 
Walker surrounds viewers with her intricate play between the factual and the 
fi ctional. An expanded version of Slavery! Slavery! gives a sense of the scale and 
depth of her work (Figure 4.15).

Walker can be quite open about her intent. “What I want to happen in my 
work,” she told me in an interview, “the action I want to set in motion,” is to 
have the viewer “go from a place of recognition, of the familiar, to a place of fi c-
tion, the make-believe, back into fact and then through a place of hyperreality, 
a place of the absurd, the ‘too weird,’ the ‘too-out-there.’ ”95 Even a brief history 
of the Cyclorama in Atlanta, Walker’s frame of reference, suggests some of this 
dynamic action. Originally commissioned by John A. Logan, a vice presidential 

figure 4.15. Kara Walker, Slavery! Slavery! Presenting a GRAND and LIFELIKE Pan-

oramic Journey . . . at the Walker Art Center for the exhibition “no place (like home),” 

1997. Cut paper and adhesive on wall, 12 x 85 feet. Photography by Dan Dennehy for the 

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. [See color insert] 
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candidate who had commanded Union forces during the Civil War, the Cyclo-
rama is a cylindrical painting (apparently the largest oil painting in the world) 
depicting the Battle of Atlanta, in which Confederate soldiers unsuccessfully 
defended their city on July 22, 1864. The painting was sold and ended up in the 
hands of a traveling circus, which eventually went bankrupt. The circus sold its 
animals to the Zoo Atlanta, and the painting was then housed next to the zoo. 
Today it still resides next to Zoo Atlanta but in a building designed to conserve 
it. Noting that the Cyclorama has been on display in Atlanta since 1893, the City 
of Atlanta Offi ce of Cultural Affairs calls it “the longest running show in the 
United States.”96

As if spoofi ng this description of the Cyclorama, Walker surrounds viewers 
with friezes that detail the drama of race in America, surely a likelier candidate 
for the longest running show in the country. This drama, whether expressive of 
the libidinal pleasures of infancy to which we have been referring or the can-
nibalism of race, is very often underwritten by the will to murder, as in the pan-
oramic frieze Virginia’s Lynch Mob (1998; Figure 4.16).97 In this case, the layout 
of the silhouettes encourages a right-to-left reading, which renders, in a loose 
narrative, the energy, the excitement, generated by a lynching about to happen. 
The characters jump, march, and run while performing distinct acts, all absurd 
on their own, that together give a sense of ritual death in the making. 

Starting on the right, the frieze presents two frightful fi gures running and 
leaping, one a dopey, gangly boy with a simian gait, the other a masked, one-
legged human creature with a branch coming out of its anus. In front of them 

figure 4.16. Kara Walker, Virginia’s Lynch Mob (1998). Cut paper and adhesive on paper, 

10 x 37 feet. Image courtesy of Sikkema Jenkins & Co. [See color insert]
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a large man twirls a lasso while a boy hangs from his neck. Then, as a girl holds 
a Klan mask at shoulder height, a man leads himself by a rope tied to his neck 
while dragging a boy who looks back at the girl with the Klan mask. A boy shoots 
his brains out, his bowl hat neatly fl ying away. A girl behind him looks away in 
horror. The sequence ends as a large man in a high hat, his head bent back and 
about to come off his neck, beats an enormous drum out of which a Negress fl ies, 
seemingly freed. But freed from what? As with the rest of the frieze, this image 
does not, cannot make sense. Still, for all of its absurdity, the frieze also contains 
enough familiar signifi ers (the rope, the Klan mask) to suggest a possible narra-
tive with a historical basis. 

The only clearly ominous image in the frieze is off to the far right, above the 
fi gures. It is that of an eagle devouring another eagle, the symbolism of which 
cannot be missed. The image recalls the lyrics of one of the racist tunes that 
William Wells Brown appropriates in The Escape. In a song that is ostensibly an 
ode to the North Star, the slave Glen critiques the “burning lust / For gold” that 
enslaves him and his brethren: 

This nation to the Eagle cowers;
Fit ensign! she’s a bird of spoil:—

Like worships like! for each devours
The earnings of another’s toil. (The Escape, 39)

In Walker’s frieze, one eagle consumes the other while fl ying over a human ritual 
that is equally horrifi c but staged on a much grander scale. The image presents 
a more terrifying version of the appropriately titled Consume but with a greater 
sense of glee. Walker conjures racism as a cannibalistic force propelling its agents 
to destroy, to possess, to consume the Other, each other, themselves. She avoids 
the traps of victimization and guilt, which are so often fi ltered through the binary 
of black/white and, in the discourses of slavery, that of slave/master, by making 
all her fi gures black and diffi cult to distinguish as individual agents. In Virginia’s 
Lynch Mob, everyone participates. In fact, the frieze is framed by two fi gures: a 
pickaninny on the right and a wench on the left, both beating sticks as if keeping 
the ritual’s time. And yet, it is clear that the scene is a lynching in the making and 
that, as the title alone suggests, it is meant to invoke the brutal racial violence of 
American history. 

I have, of course, chosen among Walker’s large number of friezes and individ-
ual silhouettes the ones that contain both horror and glee. But I have made these 
choices because I fi nd them more powerful than the ones that are more directly 
horrifi c and pornographic. The glee in Walker’s work produces the quintessential 
distance of humor, but it heightens rather than dilutes or diverts the horror to 
which it signals. At the same time, the signifi ers of horror make the glee sinister. 
The combination raises the seminal question of Reed’s Flight to Canada: what is 
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fact and what is fi ction in the strange and complicated history of slavery? Walker 
intensifi es this question by positioning her viewers inside her disorienting cyclo-
ramas, by denying them the usual coordinates for interpretation. In so doing, she 
keeps alive an aphorism common in slave narratives: in American slavery, truth 
may be stranger than fi ction. Yet Walker also suggests that the fi ctions through 
which slavery is mediated may be stranger than fact. 

Walker’s intricate play of fact and fi ction is surely a luxury afforded by time. 
As Teresa Goddu has shown, that fact could outdo fi ction proved a great chal-
lenge to slave narrators. Harriet Jacobs, for instance, found that in attempting to 
represent the unspeakable acts that she suffered and witnessed as a slave, those 
acts resembled fi ction because they were so outrageous. Like other slave narra-
tors, she employed gothic conventions because they offered useful metaphors for 
representing experiences that, “written as a realist text,” resembled “a gothic nar-
rative.” But gothic narrative constructions “could also empty history by turning 
[experience] into gothic tropes” that could be read as effect “rather than reality.”98

Hence Jacobs and other slave narrators used but revised the gothic to prevent 
history from being subsumed by the fi ctional conventions that were so useful for 
representing the horrors of slavery. 

As we have seen, the gothic reappears in Walker’s work as one of the many 
mediums through which slavery is mediated. Because her work is not mimetic 
or testimonial, she is not concerned about the validity of her visual narratives. 
Instead, she produces wonder. What were the terrors beyond what the gothic 
could and did represent? How do our overzealous imaginations fi ll in the gaps 
left by historical and fi ctional records? And how does the specter of the terror of 
slavery leave its traces on the political unconscious of the now? By raising these 
questions, indeed, by creating environments in which viewers experience the 
thoughts and emotions prompted by these questions, Walker, like Reed, keeps 
the discourses of slavery from being reifi ed. At the same time, she keeps viewers 
wondering how and why our language and imagination may be shaped by those 
discourses.

Letter from a Black Girl, or, a Postscript on the Risks of Co-optation

Recently Kara Walker has been experimenting with more dramatic ways of taking 
over spaces by projecting onto darkened rooms great swathes of colored lights 
and black shadows to complement her silhouettes. The lights engulf the rooms, 
spilling onto the fl oor and ceiling. She thus creates environments in which the 
viewer becomes part of the work, since the viewer too casts a shadow, which 
mixes with the ones Walker has cut and mounted. This new development accen-
tuates Walker’s ability to link the past and the now, as the present act of viewing 
is literally intertwined with the iconography of slavery. It also makes palpable 
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her conjuring of the “shadowy bits” that populate not only her own but also the 
national psyche.99

Though Walker has successfully seduced a great many through her dark 
humor, aesthetically pleasing drawings, and historically charged conjuring of 
slavery’s legacy, she has also provoked a fury of resistance. Walker skyrocketed 
into prominence in the art world in the late 1990s, becoming the recipient of a 
MacArthur “genius” award (as did Reed, but at a much later point in his career) 
and a widely exhibited artist in the United States and abroad. However, because 
her strategies do not always engage viewers, she has also drawn fi erce opposition 
from fellow artists, critics, curators, and viewers at large. For many, her explicit 
representation of racial stereotypes in blunt, bawdy, and carnivalesque scenarios 
are ultimately only repulsive and her instigating aesthetics nothing more than 
“sassy impudence.”100

Walker’s strongest detractors fi xate determinedly on the stereotypes her im-
ages emphasize and decry her refusal to navigate her viewers in processing their 
effect. In the fall of 1999, Walker’s A Means to an End: A Shadow Drama in Five 
Acts (1995) was pulled from a show at the Detroit Institute for the Arts because 
museum directors felt her images should be accompanied with “didactic mate-
rial” that would help viewers “understand the work and the artist’s intent.”101

Similarly, fellow visual artist Betye Saar has been leading the opposition against 
Walker’s work and has publicly chastised her for irresponsibly recycling demean-
ing racial and sexual stereotypes.102 For Saar, as for many who are insulted by 
her work, Walker not only endlessly repeats painful imagery but also makes it 
insufferable by making it “bigger than life” and mute.103

The fact that Walker is collected and circulated mainly among affl uent white 
audiences, moreover, creates what Miles Unger calls an “uneasy alliance” between 
white privilege and black performance and fuels the tensions her works have 
produced.104 Eerily recalling Reed’s charge of “pornography” against Stowe and 
Leechfi eld’s commodifi cation of his “art,” critics focus on the price collectors are 
willing to pay for Walker’s work ($30,000 to $80,000 per silhouette). They claim 
that she has built a profi table career by literally banking on prurient fantasies 
that reaffi rm stereotypes that people have struggled for centuries to annul, that 
she depends on shock to gain notoriety and market value. “What is it about our 
society that embraces [Walker’s] imagery?” Saar wonders.105

Others object to the fact that Walker’s projects, and similar work by other art-
ists, notably Michael Ray Charles, are being exclusively selected by major art in-
stitutions (for example, the Whitney Museum in New York) as representative of 
contemporary African American art, thereby narrowing the exposure of all the 
other work now being produced. Added to this is the fact that, as young artists, 
Walker and Charles are separated by age from the generation of people who di-
rectly experienced the civil rights struggle (Saar included) and whose memories 
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of it render them particularly sensitive to stereotypes. “How do young persons 
just a few years out of school get a show at a major art museum?” Saar asks. The 
issue is not just the generation gap, however; it also involves the muddied politics 
of representation and race. “The whole arts establishment picked their work up 
and put it at the head of the class,” Saar continues. “This is the danger, not the 
artists themselves. This is the closet racism. It relieves them of the responsibility 
to show other artists.”106

As the educational director of the Renaissance Society in Chicago suggests, 
older artists like Saar “want to protect” audiences from controversial imagery. 
“But can anyone ever control an image?”107 In voodoo terms, one might  similarly 
argue, as Reed does to some extent, that “mean-minded” readers and  viewers 
might not “recognize” the conjure of Walker’s work. The challenge of sifting 
through what is fact and what is fi ction in the work of Reed, Colescott, and 
Walker is not easy, despite the magnifi ed qualities of their satire. Walker’s refusal 
to provide her viewers with explicit commentary or references for her work gives 
her conjure the ambivalence that exists between the voodoo houngan and the 
boco/“black magician.” While Walker consciously signifi es on this ambivalence, 
she operates without enough ritual codes that would make her conjure widely 
accessible. Her forms, the silhouette and stereotype, seem easy to read, yet ironi-
cally they are illegible to those viewers to whom the contexts and allusions she 
employs are obscure. This is not to say that Walker should provide “didactic” ma-
terial, but rather that she might mediate more between her potentially dangerous 
zombielike images and her audience, which, at least in the United States, can be 
quite disengaged from slavery’s history and grossly unconscious of its legacy. 

This is perhaps why Walker has tried to make her concerns more explicit in 
her shows. In her 1998 Wooster Gardens project, for example, she included a 
shocking image with an empty caption fl oating above the shadows in a cloudlike 
formation. The image, titled Successes, presents a (white) master receiving fel-
latio from a (black) female slave. Both fi gures are missing limbs and have animal 
features (fur, paws, tails). While the empty caption suggests Walker’s refusal to 
make her intent explicit, the image it accompanies was presented in obvious 
conjunction with two other images, each mounted on opposing walls on either 
side of it in a small room. One of them is a letter with which Walker covers a wall 
using large cut-out words that simulate the look of words on a page. Letter from 
a Black Girl angrily voices the denunciations of a girl who, like the woman in the 
fi rst image, is subjected to her master’s pleasures. Read as connected images, the 
letter and the fi gure ironically present the master as voiceless and bestial. They 
also suggest opposing views of the girl: whereas in the image she is animalized, 
in the letter she becomes an author with a vital voice, a voice with which she 
simultaneously denounces the master’s crimes and leaves evidence of it for the 
future.108
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As when we read Reed’s outrageous portrayal of Master Swille, however, 
we are tempted to ask, What is fact and what is fi ction in this horrible drama? 
Though the combined images at once evoke a more direct critique of slavery’s 
injustices, they still leave room for ambiguity. The whole scenario is utterly exag-
gerated: from the fi gures’ gross anatomies to the pornographic explicitness of 
the action, to the huge silhouette and letters of the girl’s text and her seething, 
murderous anger. The result is an obscene shadow play of crime and rage which 
may accurately evoke the realities of the sexual oppression of captives but which 
attains notes of hyperbole in Walker’s representation. Like Reed’s narrative vi-
sions, Walker’s silhouettes are poised not only between fact and fi ction, but also 
between the past and the present, stasis and mobility. Like zombies, they are dead 
and thus inert and immobile (they are, after all, stuck on a wall) but also alive (in 
the emotions they evoke and the associations they produce).

But there is yet more ambiguity in these images. Through the “pounding 
rhythms” of her diction, the girl directs her loathing toward a slave owner but 
also, less clearly, toward a man who might, like her, be black.109 The letter, which 
suggests a double oppression of black women under slavery and patriarchy, also 
uneasily evokes a connection to the third silhouette, which depicts a black wom-
an’s suicide.110 Do Walker’s apparent interventions help make this scene more 
accessible? Certainly the web of connections she suggests among all three images 
prevents one from reading any one of them in a literal or superfi cial way. The sui-
cide suggests the girl’s defeat, but the letter tells of her partial triumph in leaving 
evidence of the crime of which the master is apparently guilty. Also, because there 
is no way of telling which image is meant to be read fi rst, the threads of narrative 
one can weave are many. Confronted by such quandaries, the viewer may actually 
opt for escape rather than engagement. As Walker herself suggests, sometimes 
her images actually provide the means to do just that since they can often be 
dainty enough to allow “the viewer an out” so that he or she doesn’t “have to 
[really] see.”111 The delicacy of some of her drawings can soften the shock of her 
images and allow viewers to bypass the diffi cult questions they raise. 

In fact, what makes Walker so provocative and problematic is that, unlike 
Reed and Colescott, she does not formally replay the ugliness of the grotesque. 
There is much that is beautiful in her drawings whereas beauty is largely absent 
in Reed’s narrative and Colescott’s paintings. Though there is much that is ge-
nius in Flight to Canada, it is not a work one savors for its poetic beauty. The 
pleasure it elicits comes mainly from its outlandish humor, its imaginative blend 
of styles, cultural references, and epistemological and hermeneutical proposi-
tions regarding slavery. Similarly, Colescott’s paintings provide various forms 
of “thrills,” whether through their spoofi ng of master works and stereotypes 
or through their elaborate reconfi guration of what we value when we see art. 
But their garish colors and cartoonish line forms do not please the eye. Walker’s 
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 images, on the other hand, seek to trick the eye into seeing the brutal and horrifi c 
and to confront its libidinal pull. “I keep trying to make the work pretty enough 
that people’s offenses won’t pan out so thoroughly,” Walker has said, “their sense 
of revulsion will sort of peter out at some point, as they’re overwhelmed by a 
kind of desire.”112 This is what gives her work its charge, but it is also what makes 
it potentially dangerous.

For some, the fact that Walker’s work has produced controversy makes it 
powerful and necessary since it opens collective discussion and debate about the 
meaning of stereotypes. Lowery Stokes Simms, the African American curator of 
twentieth-century art at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, has said that Walker’s 
work encourages conversation about “our relationship to this imagery . . . about 
what is going on inside of us . . . [and our] concern with how the outside world 
is looking at these images.”113 At the Harvard University Conference on Racist 
Imagery, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” held in conjunction with an ex-
hibit of Walker’s art at one of the university’s museums, various African Ameri-
can panelists discussed the complex power of the relics of America’s racist past. 
Henry Louis Gates Jr. publicly defended Walker’s work but expressed “his horror 
of the anti-black imagery in toys, dolls and drawings that began to proliferate 
during the post-slavery era.” The panel discussion revolved around the “strong 
and persistent attraction” that “black memorabilia” still has for us.114 Julian Bond, 
the chairman of the NAACP, and Lowery Stokes Sims described their own col-
lections of kitsch dolls, which pointedly depict racial stereotypes and speak to 
both heritage and pain. Sims suggested that her own attraction to the images has 
to do with the haunting visibility they have given African Americans: “in an odd 
sort of way,” the fact that these images have had quotidian exposure in Ameri-
can households “kept black people at the center of American consciousness. We 
didn’t disappear into a reservation, we didn’t disappear into the fringes, we were 
everywhere.”115

Although some of Walker’s proponents are willing to entertain the idea that 
black memorabilia and associated imagery can have positive effects, they are con-
cerned with the ways they can be co-opted and commodifi ed. “Face it, we are in a 
society that commodifi es everything,” one has said. “We are not going to get away 
from that.”116 Of all the “strange” facts that could support this concern, none is 
more complicated than the Norton family’s support of Walker’s work. With a for-
tune made from a late twentieth-century computer invention, the Norton Anti-
Virus software, Peter and Eileen Norton, an interracial couple with a high-profi le 
cultural image in Los Angeles, commissioned Walker to make a Christmas pop-
up book to be distributed among their many friends, including artists, curators, 
dealers, and critics. Produced in a print run of four thousand copies, Walker’s 
book Freedom: A Fable by Kara Elizabeth Walker—A Curious Interpretation of the 
Wit of a Negress in Troubled Times with Illustrations depicts an ex-slave woman’s 
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dream of going to Liberia, “a land where brown skin means nothing,” and where it 
will be “her duty to become a god.”117 The book includes text by Walker and four 
double-spread silhouette pop-ups that form a nonliteral illustration of the story. 
These remarkably detailed pop-ups depict an antebellum plantation, a desert isle 
with the dreaming protagonist, a scatological scene, and the protagonist giving 
birth while smoking a pipe. Cut entirely by laser beam, the images “were created 
at . . . one of only two fi rms in the country utilizing this technique, mostly applied 
to glitzy corporate publicity.”118 According to reviews, the recipients were fully 
seduced by Walker; indeed, they were “overwhelmed by desire.” “I can’t remember 
the last time I was so thoroughly delighted on opening a Christmas present,” said 
one who found the book to be “an utterly splendid object.”119

There is something eerily off about this story. Although the Nortons have 
a reputation for supporting many social organizations, especially those in the 
arts and with progressive agendas, their Christmas gift ironically makes Walker’s 
work a high-value “glitzy” commodity.120 One wonders, if Walker is paid $30,000
to $80,000 per silhouette, how much did she get paid for the book? Produc-
ing the gift entailed an enormous amount of work (and money) that was not 
Walker’s. After the images were cut with laser beams, they were sent to a book-
binding fi rm, where twenty people in two teams took ten months to assemble the 
images by hand. Is it appropriate to give such an elaborate gift representing racial 
and sexual distortions, fantasies, and echoes of a diffi cult and painful history, 
especially during a religious holiday? Though the Nortons have explicitly stated 
their goal of supporting nonmoralistic art that is accessible to everyone and not 
just those specialized in the arts, we have to wonder exactly what kind of “de-
light” their recipients got from Walker’s work. Were they seduced by the “glitzy” 
production the same way they might be seduced by “corporate publicity”? Did 
the seduction ever lead them to the deeper work of introspection Walker’s work 
can elicit?

While those who object to Walker’s work on the grounds that it is degrading 
to black people miss her powerful comedy of the grotesque, those who caution 
against its commodifi cation are right to worry about the potential dispossession 
of its power. Walker’s panoramic friezes of violence and perversity do not claim 
to mirror the realities of the black experience in America. What they do represent 
is the disturbing and “freakish psychological mutations” produced by slavery and 
its legacy. But as Walker signifi es on the market of prurient fantasies slavery pro-
duced and questions their currency, she runs the danger of having her images 
co-opted for ambiguous and unexamined pleasures. 

The higher risk, however, may be in not taking the risk at all. By obfuscating 
identities and agents, the real and the fantastic in her shadow plays, and by creat-
ing environments in which her viewers cannot be mere spectators, Walker ex-
plores the impolite, even crude desires and impulses produced by slavery  without
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the usual language of victim and victimizer. I hasten to add: Walker does not 
minimize the importance of testifying to victimization or the clear need to iden-
tify victimizers, as a work such as Letter from a Black Girl shows. Yet her work, 
like Reed’s, focuses on keeping the history of slavery from becoming ossifi ed. 
Like Reed, she also proposes a new lexicon for examining the legacy of slavery in 
America. Being more leery of projects that turn her work into glitzy commodi-
ties may guard Walker’s work from the dangers of co-optation; so would more 
use of the humor we have examined in her work. Aside from providing distance, 
such humor is a visceral, visual reminder that Walker’s dramas are shadow plays
and not mimetic representations of history or lived reality, however much her 
silhouettes index both. In Successes, together with Letter from a Black Girl, she 
mediates the nuances of her work by making more explicit the libidinal urges 
that she explores elsewhere, while highlighting the anger of the girl who is vic-
timized by them. But these silhouettes lack the humor we have seen in her other 
installations and thus lack the power to keep us in the state of wonder that Walker 
can so masterfully produce. 

In “An Extravagance of Laughter,” Ellison recalls Charles Baudelaire’s keen 
observation that “a wise man never laughs but that he trembles” and notes that 
watching Erskine Caldwell’s incongruous juxtaposition of stereotypes of black-
ness superimposed onto white characters made him “tremble even as [he] 
laughed.”121 Walker’s disarming ability to create images that are at once beautiful, 
grotesque, and comic produces the possible absurd, leaving us to tremble even as 
we laugh. The power of that intricate mixture—of the sublime and the  absurd—
lessens when Walker privileges the more explicitly grotesque or when she capitu-
lates to the commoditization of her work. Judging from her most recent, major 
exhibitions, “Kara Walker at the Met: After the Deluge” and “Kara Walker: My 
Complement, My Enemy, My Oppressor, My Love” (at the Whitney Museum of 
Art), the crucial role that black humor plays in her work is abundantly clear and 
so is the fact that she will leave her viewers trembling and laughing for a long, 
long time to come.122
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Judging by the subjects and titles of Suzan-Lori Parks’s plays, particularly the 
early ones, one might conclude that the playwright has a somber imagina-
tion. Her fi rst major play, Imperceptible Mutabilities in the Third Kingdom
(fi rst produced in 1989), concerns some of the most painful aspects of New 
World slavery. “Open House,” the second section of this play, involves a dying 
slave whose teeth are extracted mercilessly as she recalls a life of dispossession. 
A character named Miss Faith extracts the slave’s teeth while she remembers 
two children to whom she served as a primary guardian and who may or may 
not have been her own and a master who may or may not have been the fa-
ther of the children; the play purposefully leaves this ambiguity open, as if to 
suggest the intimate levels of oppression in two intersecting and often inter-
changeable stories, that of the mammy and of the slave mother. Parks’s sec-
ond play, The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World (1990), 
by title alone suggests a dark topic. Its titular fi gure vividly recounts his own death 
by lynching and electrocution. Similarly, her third major work, The America Play
(also produced in 1990), presents the repeated shooting of a black man. 

One could argue that Parks’s topics mirror the violence of American history, 
specifi cally violence against African Americans. Yet her plays do much more than 
simply mirror that violence: they underscore the traumatic repetition of New 
World and American history from the Middle Passage, slavery, and Reconstruc-
tion to Jim Crow and its aftermath. Particularly in her early plays, Parks also 
stages the return of those who perished in this history of genocide and persecu-
tion. The dead reinsert themselves among the living, seeking witnesses for their 
suffering. Both The Death of the Last Black Man and The America Play are inter-
spersed with rites of burial and mourning, rites through which the dead can give 
testimony to an audience, and culminate when the main fi gure can fi nally rest. 
“His lonely death and lack of proper burial is our embarrassment,” says a wife in 
The America Play about the death of a black father.1

THE TRAGICOMEDY OF SLAVERY IN SUZAN-LORI PARKS’S 

EARLY PLAYS
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Parks’s approach to this material is refreshing for she does not depend on ele-
ments normally associated with ghosts and haunting, such as the uncanny or the 
gothic. Instead, she has developed a number of formal strategies to remember 
aspects of a painful past, including a combined use of the aesthetics of conjure 
and postmodernism as well as a nuanced and abstract use of the features of min-
strelsy. Most important, Parks also experiments with language to produce a kind 
of humor that is sometimes derived from simple wordplay, as in punning, but 
that more often becomes part of a larger process of signifyin(g)—an intricate, 
intratextual and intertextual play of repetition with revision or, as Parks herself 
calls it, “Rep&Rev” (AP 9). In that intricate play, she signifi es on the exploitive 
underpinnings of minstrelsy, underscoring how it continues to haunt the Ameri-
can stage, especially with regard to both black suffering and black laughter. 

While minstrelsy’s affect, its ghostliness, its residual impact, has preoccupied 
African American playwrights for decades, Parks distinguishes herself from her 
fellow dramatists in that, rather than merely parodying the features of minstrelsy, 
she signifi es on such features so expertly that she turns them into vehicles for 
mourning. Parks develops a tragicomedy that both mocks the ghost of min-
strelsy and summons it in order to mourn the dead. In taking up the work of 
mourning with respect to slavery, however, she undertakes a formidable chal-
lenge: how does one stage black suffering without making it into a commoditized 
spectacle? The challenge recalls Harriet Wilson’s predicament in Our Nig. Since 
at least the emergence of gallows literature in America, black suffering has been 
forced into representational forms inspiring sensationalism and/or prurience. As 
has been well documented, slave narrators developed elaborate rhetorical strate-
gies to represent the suffering they withstood and witnessed without catering to 
market demands for sensationalism. The struggle they faced persists in, for ex-
ample, Saidiya Hartman’s decision not to reproduce “one of the most well-known 
scenes of torture in the literature of slavery,” the scene of Aunt Hester’s beating 
in Frederick Douglass’s Narrative (1845). In the opening pages of Scenes of Sub-
jection (1997), Hartman writes that she does not reproduce Douglass’s account 
because too often such scenes “immure us to pain by virtue of their familiarity . . . 
especially because they reinforce the spectacular character of black suffering.”2

Each of Parks’s plays evidences a fi nely tuned consciousness regarding the 
diffi culties of representing black suffering, the casualness with which it is still 
evoked, the spectacle into which it is still made, and the indifference or narcissis-
tic identifi cation that it produces.3 In Venus (1996), her fourth major play, Parks 
explicitly dramatizes the spectacularization of the black body and sets it against 
both a narrative of grief and a disarming, disorienting humor. Based on the his-
torical fi gure of Saartjie Baartman, otherwise known as the Venus Hottentot, the 
play highlights the intersection of greed, voyeurism, and desire in the story of 
Baartman, who was exhibited as a circus freak because of her large bottom and 
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distended labia, and whose body, in particular her genitalia, was macerated and 
shown in the Musée de l’Homme in Paris as late as 1994.

Like Kara Walker, Parks has elicited controversy because she creates a signify-
ing fl uidity between her historical subject (Baartman) and her fi ctional character 
(Venus) and because she refuses to demarcate clear lines between oppressor and 
oppressed.4 Thus, rather than restage the story of the historical Baartman, Parks 
highlights the layers of mediation through which we perceive a fi gure whose 
very name, of Dutch origins, only dimly describes the Khoikhoi woman who be-
came the Venus Hottentot. Specifi cally, Parks underscores how Baartman’s stage 
name is in itself a kind of cruel joke since it yokes together the Roman goddess 
of love and Hottentot, a name fi rst given to South Africans with cattle, which be-
come a derogatory term (meaning “stutterer” or “stammerer”) after Europeans 
settled in Cape Town.5 Far from being Venus, object of adoration, Baartman was 
an object of prurient fetishization. 

There are many facts about the historical fi gure that remain ambiguous or 
unknown, and Parks, rather than fi ll in the gaps, heightens them. As Harry 
Elam and Alice Rayner note, it is “not altogether clear, and was not even [in her 
lifetime] whether to consider Baartman a willing partner in her spectacle, or an 
exploited victim; whether to acknowledge her right to display herself or to try 
to save her from herself.”6 Indentured to the trader Hendrick Ceza Boer, who in 
1810 took her from South Africa to England, she was exhibited for profi t like an 
animal in a cage, jailed for prostitution and indecency, and subjected to medical 
inspection, eventually dying perhaps of alcoholism, pneumonia, tuberculosis, or 
syphilis.7 Records indicate that Baartman testifi ed in court, defending her rights 
to exhibit herself and thus leaving a vague mark on the offi cial records of Eu-
ropeans, who saw her people as nothing more than “stammerers.” In 1996, her 
body once again became the subject of debate as descendants of the Khoikhoi 
petitioned the French government for the return of her remains to South Africa 
for burial; this petition was fulfi lled in 2002. As Elam and Rayner note, however, 
it is not entirely clear that “Baartman was an actual member of the Khoikhoi, so 
possession of her body continues to beg questions of ownership and meaning of 
the body. Who has the right to her body?” Who has the right to represent it, view 
it, or possess it?8

Parks’s play presents us with a fi gure known simply as The Girl and, later, The 
Venus Hottentot, who is pulled into, and is in some ways complicit with, the web 
of exploitation and greed underscoring colonialism. Yet, by constantly calling at-
tention to the audience’s role as spectators of the play, as well as that of the other 
actors on stage, Parks tempers Saartjie’s complicity and calls into question the 
persistent desire to fetishize the black body. More important, Parks engineers a 
major reversal of expectations by showing how all those who turned Saartjie into 
a “freak” are freaks themselves. As Greg Miller argues, more than anything, the 
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play explores how colonialism and later capitalism transform rituals of love into 
“narcissistic, parodic acts,” freak shows, and spectacles of greedy voyeurism in 
which desire becomes a perverse form of oppression and need.9

Parks subjects all of the fi gures who greedily revolved (and still revolve) 
around Saartjie to a satire and parody that recalls William Wells Brown’s in The
Escape. She employs hyperbole and burlesque to mock the mockery that slavery 
and colonialism made of love, marriage, law, and scientifi c knowledge. Juxta-
posed against the exploration of such vexed issues is a story of grief about a 
woman whose bewildering career as a freak leads to a slow but brutal death. In 
combining both humor and pathos, Parks, like Chesnutt, creates a distinctive 
tragicomedy of slavery. Through it Parks stages her own rituals of redress and, 
more than any of the other post–civil rights artists included in this book, mourns 
the death and destruction that slavery constituted. 

In staging the work of mourning, Parks faces several challenges. While there 
is a widely disseminated discourse on mourning and notions regarding trauma, 
mourning today is generally depreciated as a type of melancholic obsession 
with the past. In this context, to mourn the losses of slavery seems, from certain 
perspectives, not only melancholic but also strangely belated, even retrograde. 
Worse yet, to carry on the work of mourning may seem complicit with a trend 
that Parks fi rmly criticizes, a myopic obsession in black theater with oppression. 
As Venus and Parks’s earlier plays make clear, one of the ways we can have a 
more responsible and active relationship to the past is to challenge linear no-
tions of time. “Could Time be tricky,” Parks wonders in “Elements of Style,” “like 
the world once was—looking fl at from our place on it—and through looking 
at things beyond the world we found it round?” (AP 10). If we think of time not 
as linear but as cyclical, cumulative, repetitive, the act of looking back does not 
need to be a melancholic act.10 Parks’s early plays suggest that, even if one were to 
insist on the linearity of time, the monumental force of the Middle Passage and 
slavery have broken the barriers of time, leaving such experiences still unclaimed 
for collective consciousness. 

Thus, in Imperceptible Mutabilities, as in The Death of the Last Black Man,
time is cyclical. In The America Play time also transcends linear periodization, 
becoming “infi nitely repeatable, as in a video.”11 The play takes place in a great 
hole, which is the “exact replica of the Great Hole of History,” a kind of open 
grave for lost fragments of memory (AP 158). The copy of the hole, which is also 
described as a “chasm” and a “theme park” with historical parades and pageants, 
is a place where one can witness the repeated shooting of Abraham Lincoln (162). 
The part of Lincoln is played by a black man who is said to resemble Lincoln so 
well that he “ought to be shot,” and indeed he does get shot, over and over again. 
As Joseph Roach puts it, it is as if “the Zapruder fi lm ha[d] inspired a macabre 
Civil War enactment.”12 Assuming the Lincoln costume (the three-piece suit, the 
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stovepipe hat, beard and warts), the impersonator repeatedly laughs at the same 
joke from Our American Cousin while different costumers, in the role of Booth, 
shoot him again and again and again. In this play, Parks suggests that history, like 
black suffering, is often made into a spectacle, one that is obsessively watched and 
consumed but not processed. The negative consequences of this are implicit in 
the fact that the play portrays the repeated shooting of a black man. 

It is therefore imperative that we not only challenge linear notions of time, but 
also that we recognize the ethical necessity of mourning while criticizing the con-
sumerism of grief. To this end, Parks has developed a metadiscourse on mourn-
ing, one that, as S. E. Wilmer notes, “insists on theatrical self-consciousness” in 
order to complicate the “role of the audience as spectators of real, represented, 
and revised versions of history.”13 In The America Play, for example, Parks features 
Brazil, a professional mourner, who learns from his father, the Lincoln imperson-
ator, or, as he is referred to in the play, the Faker, parodic acts of mourning: “the 
Wail,” “the Weep,” “the Sob,” and “the Moan” (AP 182). The father teaches the son 
how “to stand just so what to do with his hands and feet (to capitalize on what we 
in the business call ‘the Mourning Moment’)” because “ ‘there is money init’ [sic]” 
(182). In the play, Parks distinguishes the kind of mourning that her work drama-
tizes from the kind that the Faker teaches his son by insisting that her audience 
process rather than simply consume the mourning her plays enact. 

Parks’s experiments in language as well as her use of black humor are central 
to her project. At times referred to as a version of black vernacular, her language 
does not actually aim to reproduce that vernacular. Instead, as she told Alisa 
 Solomon in an often quoted interview, she has chosen to signify on the varied 
layers of signifi cation already inscribed in that vernacular. Parks reminds Solo-
mon, “At one time in this country, the teaching of reading and writing to African-
Americans was a criminal offense.” 

So how do I adequately represent not merely the speech patterns of a people 
oppressed by language (which is the simple question) but the patterns of 
a people whose language use is so complex and varied and ephemeral that 
its daily use not only Signifi es on the non-vernacular language forms, but 
on the construct of writing as well. If language is a construct and writing is 
a construct and Signifyin(g) on the double construct is the daily use, then 
I have chosen to Signify on the Signifyin(g).14

The result is a “word-sound choreography” that, while evoking the creativity of 
Black English, “the spontaneity of jive, the ritual storytelling of the beauty parlor, 
juke joint, or barbershop,” incorporates what Parks calls her “foreign words & 
phrases,” which are invented or improvised from spoken English (AP 17).15 Her 
invented language ranges from scat sounds such as “do in diddly dip didded thuh 
drop,” which she often uses as a “fancy ‘yes!’ ” to sounds that “denote drowning or 
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breathlessness” (17). In between there are more mundane sounds, such as “thuh,” 
a variant of “the,” and “iduhnt,” a variant of “is not or isn’t” (17). Yet even through 
these less dramatic sounds, Parks produces the musicality of her language. 

Through “Rep&Rev” Parks arranges the various aspects of her language in 
a jazz framework that threads together disparate places and times. She writes, 
“ ‘Repetition and Revision’ is a concept integral to the Jazz esthetic in which the 
composer or performer will write or play a musical phrase once and again and 
again; etc.—with each revisit the phrase is slightly revised. . . . Through its use 
I’m working to create a dramatic text that departs from the traditional linear nar-
rative style to look and sound more like a musical score” (AP 8–9).16 Imperceptible 
Mutabilities, for example, is essentially four plays that Parks links through verbal 
riffs and repetitions into a whole. The fi rst part concerns three black women in 
a contemporary time frame who are being bugged for observation by a doctor 
fi gure; the second concerns the Middle Passage; the third is loosely located in 
antebellum America; and the fourth concerns an African American family in the 
mid-twentieth century. In between the last two parts is a reprise of the second 
part so that the play moves backward even as it moves forward. The four differ-
ent parts, which together give a sense of the African American experience from 
the Middle Passage through the late twentieth century, can be performed inde-
pendently but are designed to signify on each other, thus creating intratextual, as 
well as intertextual, links. Each relates to the other via linguistic refrains that have 
the effect of evoking the presence of the dead in the language of the living. 

Signifi cantly, Parks does not evoke such presence with language that is out of 
the ordinary but with displaced echoes of simple phrases that change slightly in 
diction, intonation, spelling, or context. The fi rst section of Imperceptible Mu-
tabilities opens with a character named Molly considering suicide: “Should I 
jump should I jump or what?” (AP 26). In a later section concerning the Middle 
Passage, a captive on a slave ship repeats the phrase in a slightly modifi ed way: 
“Should I jump? Should I jump? Shouldijumporwhut?” (55). In the continuous 
time of the play, the phrase comes back as an echo, even though on a historical 
linear time line it would have been spoken fi rst by the captive on the slave ship. 
The result is a dislocation of time in which the audience experiences time as 
memory but out of sync with chronology. 

Despite their multilayered nature, Parks’s plays are nevertheless uncluttered; 
their plots are not convoluted and their landscapes, especially under the direc-
tion of Liz Diamond, Parks’s longtime collaborator, are sparse. Parks relies on 
her verbal virtuosity rather than plot, character development, or setting to ef-
fect the temporal and spatial overlapping that characterizes her plays. On stage, 
her fi gures recall the coexistence of terror and amusement on the minstrel stage 
through various forms of laughter in a tragicomic mode reminiscent of Samuel 
Beckett’s theater. While those forms of laughter include the satiric aspects of 
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comedy, they are ultimately forms of laughter that evoke sorrow. In his novel 
Watt (1953), Beckett describes three varieties of such laughter: 

Of all the laughs that strictly speaking are not laughs, but modes of  ululation, 
only three I think need detain us. . . . The bitter laugh laughs at that which 
is not good, it is the ethical laugh. The hollow laugh laughs at that which is 
not true, it is the intellectual laugh. . . . But the mirthless laugh is the diano-
etic laugh, down the snout—Haw!—so. It is the laugh of laughs, the risus 
purus, the laugh laughing at the laugh, the beholding, saluting of the high-
est joke, in a word the laugh that laughs—silence, please!—at that which is 
unhappy.17

Laughter as ululation is arguably the defi ning characteristic of tragicomedy, 
which John Orr, among others, places in the historical context of modernism. For 
Orr, modern tragicomedy “starts with Pirandello and moves through Beckett and 
Genet to the plays of Pinter and Shepard”; it is initially a response to “the crisis 
in value and the collapse of order in European societies from 1910–1925 through 
war, revolution and economic catastrophe.” Tragicomedy becomes the dominant 
dramatic form of the twentieth century, according to Orr, because it “forces us to 
question the certainty of self at the same time that it forces us in general to ques-
tion the certainty of knowledge.” Its challenge “echoes challenges in history to the 
security of the individual” provoked by “cyclical crises of corporate capitalism, 
the cataclysms of war, revolution and dictatorship.” “Above all,” writes Orr, tragi-
comedy “is a movement away from a sense of social experience anchored in 
 tangible issues or moral right, of the good and the just and of their betrayal.”18

Parks’s use of the laughter of modern tragicomedy recalls Colescott’s ironic 
take on famous modern paintings. Like Colescott, Parks shows how the move-
ment to which Orr refers took place even earlier: in the context of New World 
slavery. The fi gures of The Death of Last Black Man, for example, affect the bitter, 
the hollow, and the mirthless laugh against the complete betrayal of justice that 
the slave trade represented; they howl at the consequences of racism, at the deni-
grating myths to which it has given birth and the tragic unalterable ends to which 
it has forced millions of people. But, while Parks’s characters thus seemingly pro-
test against that which is unethical, that which is not true, and that which is un-
happy, theirs are not expressions of protest per se. Instead, their expressions are 
true ululations: loud, mournful, protracted, and rhythmical expressions of grief. 
They testify to a history of dispossession that, as Parks puts it, has been “unre-
corded,” “dismembered,” “washed out,” or, as in the historical trajectory that Orr 
implies, simply but savagely ignored (AP 4).

Thomas Mann argued that tragicomedy is like the comic grotesque in that 
the principle of “irreconcilable antithesis” is essential to both. Each simultane-
ously produces calamity and farce, the solemn and the ridiculous, such that it is 
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“impossible to know whether to cry or laugh.”19 Thus, the comedy in tragicom-
edy, as in the comic grotesque, does not provide relief from the painful, horrible, 
or repressed, as in the Freudian model of humor. Rather, the comic highlights, 
through opposition, the solemn and the terrible. While Parks makes expert use 
of the “irreconcilable antithesis” of modern tragicomedy, she also maintains one 
of drama’s most traditional effects: catharsis. Especially in The Death of the Last 
Man, she produces the release of anger and pathos through the actors on stage. 

In some ways Parks’s embrace of catharsis seems surprising, given Brecht’s 
 vilifying of Aristotelian catharsis, generally understood as the purging of emo-
tions, especially pity and fear, produced by tragedy through vicarious experience. 
For Brecht, at least in the early part of his career, catharsis meant “the suppression 
of critical reason.”20 The function of catharsis, to which Aristotle devotes only a 
short and ambiguous passage in his Poetics, has in fact been endlessly elaborated. 
As Stephen Orgel notes, most critics assume that what Aristotle meant by cathar-
sis  applies to the audience and that it is “therefore the spectators who are purged 
through pity and fear.” At the same time, exactly how “purgation works has been 
matter of endless debate.”21 What does purgation mean? Does it mean the ridding 
of pity and fear? Does it mean that these emotions are made more pure, distilled by 
drama? And what if purging does not occur in the audience but in “the structure of 
the drama” itself, or in the actors in the drama?22 Since Aristotle wrote such a “com-
pressed, elliptical and radically ambiguous passage about catharsis,” argues Orgel, 
the meaning of catharsis in tragedy “has not only developed over time, [it] has 
changed with generations and inheres entirely in the history of its elucidation.”23

I do not intend to solve the riddle of catharsis in order to discuss its function 
in Parks’s tragicomedy of slavery.24 Rather, I view catharsis in Parks as a purging 
of anger and pathos that occurs primarily among the actors on stage through the 
mirthless laugh. For Parks, this purging does not mean the ridding of pity and 
fear but constitutes a ritualistic release of the cosmic rage and grief produced by 
slavery and its legacy. This purging does not occur in front of a passive audience 
since Parks’s formal experimentation constantly challenges audiences to partici-
pate in what may be understood as a kind of “cognitive catharsis.”25 Drawing on 
a denotation of catharsis meaning “clarifi cation,” recent scholarship has empha-
sized the “intellectual insight” that spectators gain through vicarious experience 
of the pitiable and the fearful. “The audience’s understanding,” or clarifi cation, 
writes R. Darren Gobert, “derives not from intellectual argumentation . . . but 
rather from an emotionally engaged spectatorship that leads spectators to a judg-
ment about the causes of the protagonist’s suffering.”26 In Parks’s dramaturgy, the 
intellectual insights we gain are not so much related to the causes of suffering, for 
these are clear, but how such suffering inheres in the world we live in now.27

Central to both the purging of anger and pathos that the actors experience on 
stage and the clarifi cation that the audience experiences is the mirthless laugh 
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that we have seen with particular power in Chesnutt’s tragicomedy of slavery. 
Chesnutt’s use of conjure signifi es on chattel slavery’s transformation of people 
into objects and produces a comedy of the body that highlights the pain of that 
transformation. And laughter, as disassociated from mirth, signals to the inef-
fability of that pain. Nearly seventy years later, Richard Pryor would dramatize 
the lingering effects of slavery through his own conjuring and tragicomedy. His 
performance as the Wino and Junkie in Live and Smokin’, to name one example, 
prefi gures Parks’s use of the stage to represent the ways that slavery has mu-
tated. But whereas Pryor capitalized on the richness of Black English to conjure 
his characters, Parks “signifi es on the signifyin’, ” thereby producing absurdist 
forms of humor against which she sets the pathos of mourning. In what follows, 
I explore Parks’s experiments with language and with notions of time in Imper-
ceptible Mutabilities to lay the ground for an extensive meditation of how those 
 experiments result in a tragicomedy of slavery in The Death of the Last Black 
Man. In the chapter’s concluding section I return to Venus, specifi cally to how the 
play constitutes a signifi cant shift in Parks’s tragicomedy of slavery.

Suzan-Lori Parks’s Neo-Hoodoo

Although Parks’s plays are grounded in history, she does not restage or reinter-
pret the past. Rather, through a creative process that is based on what Ishmael 
Reed would call Neo-Hoodoo principles, she conjures the structures of feeling 
produced by the past.28 In “Possession,” the fi rst of three essays published in The
America Play and Other Works, Parks consciously refers to her creative process in 
terms of conjure: “One of my tasks as a playwright [is to use] literature and the 
special strange relationship between theatre and real-life [to] locate the ancestral 
burial ground, dig for bones, hear the bones sing, write it down” (AP 4). As if she 
were a mambo, or voodoo priestess, Parks serves as a medium for ancestors who 
enter the contemporary world, in this case by “possessing” the actors on stage, in 
order to commune with the living (both on stage and in the audience). Hence, 
rather than transliterating voodoo’s concept of possession, as Reed does in Flight 
to Canada, Parks mines the “strange relationship between theatre and real-life” 
to make the plays themselves into rituals of possession.29

Joseph Roach’s notion of “surrogation” as well as his attention to the nuanced 
meanings and uses of the “effi gy” suggest fruitful ways of distinguishing Parks’s 
particular form of conjure from Reed’s. In chapter 3, I argued that Reed animates 
the ideological obsessions and taboos embodied in racial stereotypes through an 
aesthetics that borrows from the traditions of voodoo, as well as fi lm and cari-
cature. Reed thus illuminates the fetishistic power that the racial and sexual ste-
reotypes produced under slavery have had across time. While Reed also employs 
his aesthetic to call ancestral spirits into being, his conjure is a purely textual 
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performance. In Parks’s work, actors are surrogates for the bodies of the ancestors 
and, in this sense, become living effi gies in the rituals of mourning and burial that 
Parks’s early plays effect. 

With respect to the various uses of effi gy, Roach notes that the word is normally 
used “as a noun meaning a sculpted or pictured likeness” and that in more par-
ticular uses the word suggests “a crudely fabricated image of a person, commonly 
one that is destroyed in his or her stead, as in hanging or burning in effi gy.” He 
notes, however, that “effi gy” can also be used as a verb to designate the act of evok-
ing an absence, of bodying something forth, “especially something in the distant 
past.” In this rare usage, he argues, the effi gy becomes not only more “elusive” 
but also more “powerful” because it suggests a process of embodiment in what 
Roach calls performed effi gies.30 Turning back to Reed, we see that he effi gies forth 
that which is obsessively present, that which is fetishized rather than examined, 
and that he aesthetically highlights both the overwhelming presence of the fetish 
and its appeal. Parks, by contrast, effi gies the dead, she “bodies forth” the absent 
fi gures of the past, but she does so in a manner that suggests that the dead are never 
wholly absent. 

In “Elements of Style,” another essay in the collection, Parks refers to the peo-
ple “[from] time immemorial, from . . . PastLand, from somewhere back there,” 
who visit her and to whom she gives shape, as “fi gures, fi gments, ghosts, roles” 
(AP 12). She insists that they are not “characters,” that to call them so “could be an 
injustice” because her writing is not an act of mimesis but of conjure. “The state 
of possession and mediumship,” she writes, quoting from John S. Mbiti’s Afri-
can Religions and Philosophy, “is one of contemporizing the past, bringing into 
human history the beings essentially beyond the horizon of the present time” (8). 
For Parks, writing is not the means through which to recreate history; it is, in-
stead, the means to create “history where it is and always was but has not yet been 
divined” (5). In The Death of the Last Black Man and The America Play, writing 
is a way of bodying forth the absent, the dead, through surrogation in effi gy. 
In Imperceptible Mutabilities, Parks brings forth the dead in more subtle ways, 
making the sounds of the dead audible in the language of the living. She creates 
echoes that sound and resound, marking the movement of time with each repeti-
tion while circling back to the lonely deaths of those who died without witness 
or ceremony. 

Parks, like Reed, “divines” the past through an aesthetics that is clearly in-
formed by voodoo; like Reed, she also clearly rejects any essentialist or nostal-
gic evocation of the practice by incorporating aspects of postmodernism. It is 
in this sense that her work is not merely Hoodoo on stage, but Neo-Hoodoo, 
a  particularized way of using an African tradition. She consistently calls atten-
tion to the artifi ce of the theater, principally to impede passive spectatorship, but 
also to highlight the constructs and biases through which we arrive at a sense of 
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 history. These seemingly disparate realms of culture, voodoo and postmodern-
ism, coalesce in Parks’s notion of time, which is circular, repetitive, and cumula-
tive and which forms the basis for two simultaneous movements in her work: the 
underscoring of the distance that separates us from slavery and the staging of 
the often imperceptible ways through which slavery has mutated. Hence the title 
of her play, Imperceptible Mutabilities in the Third Kingdom, in which the Third 
Kingdom designates a space between an ancestral home, from which the fi gures 
of the Middle Passage have been expunged and to which they cannot return, and 
a new home, where the fi gures of the more contemporary frames do not fully 
belong. The fi gures in contemporary frames connect to those from the Middle 
Passage and slavery through the verbal riffs that underscore the mutations that 
slavery has taken. 

Like her predecessor Adrienne Kennedy, Parks capitalizes on the way dramatic 
time can intertwine past, present, and future tenses. Yet she also highlights what 
Gertrude Stein called the theater’s “continuous present,” the specifi c moment of 
staging and watching a play and the experiences that occur therein.31 In Imper-
ceptible Mutabilities a slave ship becomes a hospital room, which then becomes 
a  desirable co-op apartment. The mutations to which the title refers recall the 
transformations in Kennedy’s stage directions for The Owl Answers (1963) with 
what at fi rst seems like a higher degree of absurdity.32 As Alisa Solomon notes, 
Parks never literally equates slavery and gentrifi cation, the two experiences under-
writing this particular association in the play. Rather, through a “whirl of visual 
and verbal riffs, [Parks] evokes them as spokes all spinning around the same his-
torical hub.”33 Gentrifi cation echoes slavery as a form of dispossession based on 
racism, which is, simultaneously, the cumulative result of the history of that form 
of dispossession. Parks also presents more recognizable associations—in the play, 
a white man is a possible father, possible owner, possible lover/rapist—suggesting 
that these possible relations are no less outrageous, only more familiar. 

In the fi rst production of Imperceptible Mutabilities, directed by Liz Diamond, 
the same actors play multiple characters, a fact that reinforces the potential 
 interchangeability of such roles. It also underscores Parks’s use of theater as a me-
dium for expressing her Neo-Hoodoo principles since the same body can be pos-
sessed by diverse “spirits” or subjectivities. In the play, Molly, later reintroduced on 
stage as Mona (they are the same character, played by the same actor), is confi ned 
by poverty and unemployment and lives in a Kafkaesque world in which she is 
watched from all angles. In fact, she and her roommates are wiretapped for ob-
servation by a character known as both The Naturalist and Dr. Lutsky. Recalling 
the cold racism and pseudo-science of Schoolteacher in Toni Morrison’s Beloved,
The Naturalist/Doctor has made Mona and her roommates Chona and Verona 
his objects of observation in order to monitor what he calls the women’s “mundus 
primitivus” and has renamed them Molly, Charlene, and Veronica (AP 29). Parks 
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tempers the darkness of The Naturalist/Doctor’s design, which has as its ulti -
mate goal the annihilation of the women, with comic absurdity. Not only do we 
have the implausible rhyming of the women’s names, but there is also an improb-
ably large cockroach (reminiscent of Kafka’s own bug) on stage, meant to literal-
ize both the bugging of the women and the fact that they live in a roach-infested 
apartment. In this context, Mona’s despair at her predicament, reinvoked through 
the captive’s question in the second section, “Should I jump? Should I jump? 
Shouldijumporwhut?,” becomes retrospectively linked (but not equated) to that 
of the captives in a slave ship, in the same way that Parks suggests gentrifi cation as 
a form of dispossession linked to slavery. 

The cycle of time that Parks makes audible through linguistic repetition is 
not, as Linda Ben-Zvi rightly argues, a cynical admission of the “cultural in-
evitability of the African American experience. Yet the cycle, and in particular 
the linguistic repetitions, are also more than just signs of a “societal need to ad-
dress modes of thinking and speaking that have been encoded” in language.”34

The repetitions are expressions of a “ghostly power” that Joseph Roach identifi es 
in African American rhythm and blues:

The voice of African-American rhythm and blues carries awesomely over 
time and distance, through its cadences, its intonations, it accompaniment, 
and even its gestures. . . . The degree to which this voice haunts American 
memory, the degree to which it promotes obsessive attempts at simulation, 
impersonation, derives from its ghostly power to insinuate memory between 
the lines, in the spaces between the words, in the intonation and placement 
by which they are shaped, in the silences by which they are deepened or 
contradicted. By such means, the dead remain among the living.35

Through repetition with revision, Parks creates a linguistic musicality that also 
insinuates memory: in the spaces between each reiteration, in the intonation and 
placement by which each reiteration changes. As Louise Bernard argues, Parks’s 
language “mirrors” the “blues idea of ‘worrying the line,’ including ‘changes in 
stress and pitch, the addition of exclamatory phrases, changes in word order, 
repetitions of phrases within the line itself, and the wordless blues cries which 
often punctuate the performance of songs.’ ” Parks also creates “the multi-layered 
equivalents” of jazz compositions: repetition and difference “within a given tune,” 
“the intertextual dynamic between a (European) standard and a jazz riff,” and the 
jazz “musician’s riff on another jazz musician’s ‘standard.’ ”36 Parks’s music in-
sinuates the memory of the cultural and linguistic uprooting that was the Middle 
Passage and suggests the ways that such uprooting has mutated across time.

In section 3 of Imperceptible Mutabilities, Aretha, the mammy/slave mother, 
wonders, “How many kin kin I hold. Whole hold full” (AP 43), echoing the voice 
of an ancestor in the Middle Passage who in part 2 says, “How many kin kin 
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I hold. Whole hull full” (39). The repetition, with the subtle shift from “hold” 
to “hull,” marks both the distance and the connections between slave ship and 
plantation. Although this is more evident in the text than in the performance 
of the play, in both cases, the spelling of “can” as “kin” clearly evokes notions of 
kinship, as do the names of the ancestors in the Middle Passage, names that Ben-
Zvi notes are “homonymic parodies: Kin-seer, Us-seer, Shark-seer, and Soul-seer, 
which signify on the last line: Over-seer” (193). Aretha’s dual role as mammy 
and slave mother requires her to “hold”—birth and care for—various kin. Yet 
at the time of the play, which is loosely set at the onset of Reconstruction, she is 
being uprooted (signifi ed by the extraction of her teeth) like the ancestors in the 
Middle Passage. She is told, “The book says you expire. No options to renew,” and 
that she must leave the children and her “place” (45). 

Aretha’s repetition of the ancestors’ words is set in the context of “footnotes,” 
which Miss Faith recites while she extracts Aretha’s teeth. These footnotes refer to 
facts about the slave ship, the Brookes, to the number of captives that were forced 
into its dungeons, and to more general facts about slavery, but they are not actual 
textual footnotes since they are included in the body of the text and are announced 
as such by Miss Faith: “Footnote #1: The human cargo capacity of the English sla-
ver, the Brookes” (AP 43).37 In this context, the echo not only sonically suggests that 
Aretha’s inability to “hold” on to kin is a repetition (with a difference) of the Seer’s 
rupture from culture, but it also directs us back to the previous section of the play, 
a section that opens starkly with each Seer simply calling out his or her name.38

The looping back via Aretha’s echo intertwines parts 2 and 3 while highlighting the 
contrasts between them. Part 3 is explicit in its representation of violence, both in 
terms of Aretha’s individual suffering—her bleeding gums, her dispossession of 
kin and rights—and in terms of the number of people that suffered under slavery, 
details of which the footnotes provide. By contrast, part 2 positions the Seers in the 
midst of the Middle Passage and gives a sense of the painful existential unmoor-
ing that was the journey, but represents the violence of that experience in abstract 
language. Aretha’s echo of the Seers’ voices in part 3 underscores the absence of 
the ancestral voices in the factual descriptions of the Brookes—the “human cargo 
capacity of the English slaver, the Brookes, was about 3,250 square feet” (43)—and 
the other related historical documents to which Parks refers. By the same logic, 
Aretha’s repetition-with-a-difference of the ancestral voices of part 2 in part 3
 highlights the dearth of individual and detailed accounts of the Middle Passage by 
captive Africans. Aretha’s name too, evocative as it is of Aretha Franklin’s (who is 
often referred to by fi rst name alone), links the distinct time frames of the play to 
the ghostly power that Roach identifi es in the awesome sound of African American 
rhythm and blues, a sound to which Aretha’s voice would give thunderous power. 

The central recurring echo in the play repeats and revises what Ben-Zvi calls 
“the cultural and linguistic expunging—from home, from self, from language 
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and from history—” that the Seers experience during the Middle Passage.39 This 
expulsion is expressed in the image of a split self.40 In the fi rst part of the play, for 
example, we repeatedly hear Molly/Mona speaking in the third person, express-
ing a sense of self-exile: “Once there was uh me named Mona who wondered 
what she’d be like if no one was watchin” (27). Parks often renders such medi-
tations in an absurdist comic mode that serves to highlight the painful history 
that her verbal riffs interweave. At one point, Mona identifi es herself as “Lucky” 
in an interchange that, like the name she chooses, alludes to Beckett’s Waiting for 
Godot (1953): 

Mona: “S-K” IS /SK/ AS IN “AXE” Oh dear. I’m Lucky, Dr. Lutsky.
Lutsky: Call me “Wipe-em out.” Both of you. All of you.
Chona: Wipe-em out. Dr. Wipe-em out.
Lutsky: And you’re “Lucky”? 
Verona: He got uh gun!

Mona: MeMona.
Lutsky: Mona? (AP 33)

Through these stark phrases so reminiscent of Beckett’s in their seeming absur-
dity, Parks not only returns to the beginning of the play but also further inter-
laces the play’s various parts. When the play opens, Mona contemplates suicide 
because she can no longer cope with the bizarre world in which she lives. She has 
been sent to school by her job to learn “basic skills,” under the threat “Speak cor-
rectly or you’ll be dismissed!” (25). At school she is subjected to lessons meant to 
correct her habit of saying “ax” instead of “ask,” in an obvious reference to debates 
about the validity of Ebonics. The lessons are meant to teach her “correct” En-
glish through rote repetition of phrases such as “The little-lamb-follows-closely-
 behind-at-Mary’s-heels-as-Mary-boards-the train.” While she counteracts the 
sheer absurdity of such schooling by repeating the phrase in mocking tones and 
adding stings such as “Ain’t never seen no woman on no train with no lamb,” 
she fi nally becomes overwhelmed by the pressure to reform (25). By contrast, 
her roommate Chona encourages her to redefi ne the language to which she is 
subjected by signifying on it. Chona rewrites the fairy-tale phrase: “Once there 
was uh little lamb who followed Mary good n put uh hex on Mary. When Mary 
dropped dead, thuh lamb was in thuh lead” (27).

Chona’s signifying is a localized version of Parks’s own signifying, which not 
only refuses the subject position suggested by the name Lucky but also puts a 
“hex” on the language of subjection. Lucky in Beckett’s play is the symbol of the 
exploited; as a slave to Pozzo, he lives in a world of “illusion and is convinced 
that he was ‘made to suffer.’ ” But he is also fortunate (as his name implies) because 
he has opted out of “the panic that life is.” As he reveals in his “schizophrenic 
 oratory,” however, he has become free of the illusions that bind Pozzo only by 
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surrendering to his “knowledge that man is doomed to ‘waste and pine and waste 
and pine . . . for reasons unknown,’ ” and by “becoming Pozzo’s unquestioning 
slave.”41 Just as Lucky eventually becomes mute, Mona too loses all control of 
language and is only able to identify herself as “MeMona.” By contrast, Chona so 
embellishes the absurdity that undoes her roommate that she explodes its script 
and creates a new one, one that mocks servitude and humility.

The satire of Chona’s signifying, which engages with the violence of which 
Mona is a victim by dramatizing it in reverse (a dead Mary, a usurping lamb), is 
emblematic of the comic aspects of Parks’s work. In Imperceptible Mutabilities,
and even more so in The Death of the Last Black Man, Parks puts a “hex” on the 
conventions of minstrelsy, mocking its demeaning laughter while producing a 
tragicomedy that sets at tension the pathos of mourning and the satiric edge with 
which she signifi es on the violence of the minstrel stage. 

The “laugh laughing at the laugh”: Conjuring the Ghost of Minstrelsy

Parks’s use of minstrelsy at times suggests a straightforward sense of the comic 
since it relies on incongruity, juxtaposition, and inversion. Aretha of Impercep-
tible Mutabilities, for example, has a peculiar last name, although because she 
is a slave, it is most likely her owner’s: Saxon. Her wards are even more pecu-
liarly named Anglor Saxon and Blanca Saxon. In the play, they mutate from 
 nineteenth-century children in antebellum America to a twentieth-century cou-
ple shopping for a co-op apartment and performing in whiteface. The humor is 
simple—it derives from their obvious names—but through it Parks comments 
on miscegenation in a comic form that recalls the conjure tales of Chesnutt, the 
interracial humor of Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson, some of Faulkner’s work (as in 
the lighter tone of his short story “Was” in Go Down, Moses), and certainly the 
satiric edge of George Schuyler’s Black No More. As nineteenth-century fi gures, 
Anglor and Blanca Saxon are siblings and at least partly black, although, in their 
historical context, they would simply be black, given the one-drop rule. When 
they mutate into twentieth-century fi gures, it is diffi cult, if not impossible, to 
suspend their previous associations, despite the perceptible whiteface they wear. 
Viewed from the continuous present in which the audience experiences their 
performances, they are a white husband and wife who are actually siblings and, 
though visibly white, actually black. There is, as Parks suggests, “a nigger in the 
woodpile” in Anglor Saxon’s family, and incest to boot. 

Parks’s use of whiteface in this instance is clearly an inversion of black-
face minstrelsy and a playful rearrangement of taxonomies and hierarchies, 
both of which reveal how permeable and fl uid these are. She similarly invokes 
other  conventions of the minstrel stage, particularly its manipulations of lan-
guage. Ostensibly, her preoccupation with minstrelsy places her in line with 
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 playwrights who, from the late 1970s through the early 1990s, have been em-
ploying comedy as a social corrective and a means of providing release from 
the tension created by the evils of minstrelsy and its continuing effects. Take 
 Ntozake Shange’s Spell #7 (1979). The prologue to the play constitutes a short 
but pungent minstrel show: actors in blackface masks (with exaggerated white 
lips and eye sockets) wear shabby overalls, dance to the rhythm of washboards 
and kazoos, and sign and chant in typical minstrel fashion. At the end of the 
prologue, the actors vanish, leaving a giant replica of the masks they wear hang-
ing over the stage. This mask, which disappears as the play unfolds and provides 
the stories of the prologue’s actors (and, in particular, the obstacles they face as 
actors in the shadow of minstrelsy), reappears at the end of the play. As Shawn-
Marie Garrett observes, Shange’s prologue attempts to “exorcise the demon” of 
minstrelsy “once and for all,” yet the play as a whole suggests that, despite these 
efforts, the demon continues to haunt the stage in specter fashion.42

Seven years after Shange’s play, another black dramatist, George C. Wolfe, in-
augurated a trend in contemporary black theater that attempted once again to 
exorcise that demon. Kim Euell identifi es Wolfe’s The Colored Museum (1986) as 
the precursor to plays premiering in the late 1980s and early 1990s that signify 
on the prominent features of minstrelsy in order to decrease their power.43 Euell 
argues that “these works ask the audience to participate in [a] ritual of adjudi-
cation, either actively or as witnesses,” a ritual whose goal is the exorcizing of 
stereotypes and the assessment of what, if any, aspects of their legacy should 
be maintained.44 Unlike the playwrights Euell discusses, Parks neither replicates 
the features of minstrelsy, nor does she create rituals of adjudication. Rather, she 
evokes minstrelsy’s stereotypical naming, innovative wordplay, and unorthodox 
spelling (much of which translates phonetically in the sound of her invented 
words) to underscore the ways that the very medium in which she works has been 
complicit in making black suffering into spectacle. At the same time, she makes 
those minstrel features abstract and unfamiliar and turns them into vehicles for 
remembering and honoring the dead. Thus, while Parks creates comedy by in-
verting, juxtaposing, and otherwise de-familiarizing the features of minstrelsy, 
she uses that comedy as a counterpoint to highlight the tragic aspects of her 
drama. In The Death of the Last Black Man especially, she appropriates minstrel 
tropes to open the possibility of “witnessing” the deaths of those who died with-
out ceremony. Her plays make use of the humorous and pathetic aberrations of 
black speech and sentiment that minstrelsy produced and include contemporary 
references to suggest the persistence of minstrelsy’s effects. 

But her powerful dramas do not conjure the ghost of minstrelsy simply to 
exorcise the shame and anger that it still elicits. As she makes clear in the essay 
“An Equation for Black People on Stage,” Parks refuses to produce the kind of 
drama that obsessively focuses on “the representation of Blacks as oppressed,” 
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the kind of drama that forfeits the exploration of black life in all its richness and 
variety (AP 20). Rather, Parks argues for an art that can both attest to the reality 
of oppression and explore the many “ways of defi ning Blackness on stage.” “We 
have for so long been an ‘oppressed’ people,” she writes, “but are Black people 
only blue?” (AP 19). Although Parks does not discuss specifi c plays, the works to 
which Euell refers fall within the parameters of her critique in their adjudicating 
mode and their replication of minstrel features. Robert Alexander’s I Ain’t Yo’ 
Uncle, for instance, features the characters of Uncle Tom’s Cabin transformed into 
contemporary fi gures (Topsy, for example, is a hip-hop artist) who have gathered 
around Stowe, who is also a character, to take her to task for the limited ways 
she imaged their subjectivities. Although its tone is humorous, Alexander’s play 
nevertheless falls within a category of work that, as Parks observes, ultimately 
dramatizes “a series of reactions and responses to the White ruling class,” in this 
case embodied in the Stowe fi gure (17). Alexander’s use of minstrel speech is 
also problematic. He and other dramatists like him (Breena Clarke and Glenda 
Dickerson, for instance, in their play Re/membering Aunt Jemima: A Menstrual 
Show) aim to burlesque minstrel speech by exaggerating its features, yet often 
they merely replicate its inanity. 

Parks, by contrast, rejects the posture of “response” and “reaction” by creating 
her own language to signify on minstrelsy. The names she chose for the charac-
ters of The Death of the Last Black Man, for example, clearly echo the racist antics 
and language of the minstrel stage: Black Man with Watermelon, Black Woman 
with Fried Drumstick, Lots of Grease and Lots of Pork. Obviously these names 
“comment directly on deleterious ‘soul food’ stereotypes, historically associated 
with African Americans.”46 Yet they also constitute evidence of Parks’s playful 
but pointed use of black vernacular culture. She names one of her fi gures Yes and 
Greens Black-Eyed Peas Cornbread, clearly pushing language to absurdist limits 
and thereby highlighting the absurdity inherent in historically inscribed stereo-
types. She also uses these names, in particular that of Black Man and Woman, for 
fi gures that, as Alisa Solomon notes, stand as allegories for “universal themes of 
human survival and reach,” making deeply ironic the dehumanizing implications 
of racist naming.47

On one level, The Death of the Last Black Man simply concerns the separation 
of a wife and husband through death and, as such, adopts the elegiac mode of 
tragic love poetry (in particular the passages in Dante’s Divine Comedy regarding 
the separation of lovers through death). At another level, however, the play pres-
ents the death of an ancestral fi gure, his interactions with other dead ancestors and 
his wife, to whom he pays ghostly visits. We are told that he died “yesterday today 
next summer tomorrow just uh moment uhgoh in 1317” and understand that his 
ghostly visits are motivated by his need for witness and testimony (AP 111). Orga-
nized in panels rather than scenes and acts, the play opens with an overture and 
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then alternates between panels that present Black Man and Black Woman alone in 
an intimate setting—the porch of the house they used to share—and panels that 
present a chorus of nine spirits, some historical, others imaginary or mythical. 

The panels featuring Black Man and Black Woman recall Beckett’s Godot in 
that they present a sparse landscape inhabited by two fi gures struggling with exis-
tential questions in an absurd world. Black Man is stuck, without burial rites 
and thus dead but not yet properly of the dead. Parks makes literal his existential 
quandary by showing him sitting on his porch chair unable to move his hands 
because a large watermelon holds them in place. Black Man thinks that the water-
melon has been “planted” on him, a comic turn on the notion of stigmatization: 
an overt literalization of a conspiracy against a black man through one of the ulti-
mate symbols for stereotyping black folk. His wife, meanwhile, tries to act normal 
in the face of the abnormal (another classically humorous setup). She is pro-
foundly perplexed by her husband’s return from the dead but seeks to normalize 
the situation by feeding and comforting him—by acting the part of a wife—and 
by convincing herself that he is not really dead: “You comed back. Comin backs 
somethin in itself. You comed back” (AP 105). Her feminine care goes haywire, 
however, and she ends up acting stranger than her ghostly husband—that is, out-
doing the absurdity of her situation with nurturing acts that turn violent.

Unlike the panels featuring the couple, the choral panels are quite busy since 
they bring all eleven fi gures on stage. In them, Parks interweaves time and space 
modalities such that, as S. E. Wilmer notes, the “stage space is simultaneously his-
torical, contemporary, and imaginary,” a place where “mythical and stereotypi-
cal fi gures” can co-exist and “engage with more realistic fi gures, both living and 
dead.”48 The choral fi gures are “kin” to Black Man, in the sense that, like him, they 
are ancestral voices seeking testimony and witness. The play’s main concerns, the 
need for Black Man’s resting peace and for testimony, are encapsulated in two 
refrains that are modifi ed via Rep&Rev: “This is the death of the last black man 
in the whole entire world” and “You should write that down and you should hide 
it under a rock . . . because if you dont write it down then they will come along 
and tell the future that we did not exist” (AP 102, 104).

Yet, as the iconic names that Parks chose for some of them suggest, the fi gures 
also speak of the need to guard against the misrepresentation of history and the 
distortion of testimony, both past and present. The most obvious name in this 
respect is Voice on Thuh Tee V. Assuming the voice of a newscaster, this fi gure 
reports the “death of the last living Negro man in the whole entire known world” 
and gives that man a name and a history: “Gamble Major born a slave rose to 
become a spearhead in the Civil Rights Movement. He was 38 years old. The Civil 
Rights Movement. He was 38 years old” (AP 110). This fi gure suggests that one 
way of interpreting the name of Parks’s play is as a marking and mourning of the 
death of the civil rights movement and the hope for change that it represented. 
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After all, the movement’s most acclaimed leaders, Malcolm X and Martin Luther 
King, were both assassinated at the age of thirty-nine. But Parks loosely suggests 
this interpretation in the context of a play that highlights questions about the 
reliability of historical representation. 

As Elam and Rayner observe, the characters Queen-Then Pharaoh Hatshep-
sut, Before Columbus, And Bigger and Bigger and Bigger, and Ham all make 
reference to historical, literary, and religious instances of textual erasure, distor-
tion, and manipulation.48 Queen Hatshepsut, one of the earliest women to rule 
in ancient Egypt, was essentially erased from historical records by a son who 
was jealous of her rule. The name Before Columbus refers to a controversial but 
little discussed study documenting African travel from Mali to North America 
before Columbus. The name could also simply refer to the peoples who inhab-
ited the Americas before Columbus arrived and whose cultures were decimated.
And Bigger and Bigger and Bigger recalls Richard Wright’s character from Native 
Son and suggests that the angry young black man Wright created has grown “too 
big for [his] own name” (AP 115). He has become an overembellished stereotype 
or, as Elam and Rayner put it, the “prototypical, angry, savage and dangerous 
black brute.”49 But though he is the strongest voice of anger in the play, he is not 
violent. Like Black Man, he is stuck, unable to move his hands. His name thus 
also implies that the frustrations of being bound grow bigger and bigger with 
the generations, often exploding into violence, as in Wright’s novel. Finally, Ham 
indicates a story of manipulation since his name and the biblical story attached 
to it were used to validate the actions of those who profi ted from the African 
slave trade.

The fi gures gather onstage to express their grievances, to each other and to the 
living, and experience a catharsis of anger and shame. The dead, Parks suggests, 
do not forget the deep evil done to them but carry the memory of it beyond 
life. However, the play does not dwell on pathology. One of its most important 
refrains, “Where is he gonna go now that he done dieded?” constantly brings the 
audience back to the ritual purposes of the play. The refrain circles back to the 
fact that beyond questions of evidence, blame, and consequence is the need to 
give the dead rituals of burial and mourning. The play answers the question of 
the refrain as it unfolds, becoming the “place” where Black Man can indeed rest. 
In fact, at a reading at Harvard in 2003, Parks referred to the play as Black Man’s 
grave and headstone. 

The ritual of burial, however, cannot happen until testimony has been given 
and anger and shame have been exorcised. As a group, the fi gures of The Death of 
the Last Black Man perform this exorcism through the laughter of tragicomedy 
and in Parks’s particularized language. This play mixes her “signifying on the 
signifyin’ ” with the peculiar and creative aspects of minstrel speech, including 
its malapropisms and absurd dialect. Among the foreign words and phrases in 
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Parks’s language are exclamatory sounds, often simple ones such as “ha,” which 
become vehicles for deeply felt ululations. In Death of the Last Black Man, the 
exclamation is usually spoken in a rising volume, at fi rst by a singular fi gure 
and then collectively, in a manner that combines anger and mockery and recalls 
Beckett’s description of “the laugh laughing at the laugh”:

 Queen-Then- I saw Columbus comin. / I saw Columbus comin
Pharaoh Hatshepsut:  goin over tuh visit you. “To borrow a cup of sugar,” 

so he said. I waved my hands in warnin. You waved 
back. I aint seen you since.

 Lots of Grease In the future when they came along I meeting
and Lots of Pork:  them. On thuh coast. Uh! Thuh Coast! I—was—

so—polite. But in thuh dirt, I wrote: “Ha. Ha. Ha.”

All:  Ha. Ha. Ha Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha. 
Ha. Ha. Ha. HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. (AP 104)

Here the fi gures effect a catharsis of emotion, which, in a manner characteris-
tic of Parks’s theater, is both self-consciously fi ctive and ritualistic. The Queen 
speaks in quotidian language that Parks, as in other instances, makes ironic by 
underlining its connection to the history of colonialism (“Columbus comin 
 going . . . ‘To borrow a cup of sugar’ ”). Lots of Grease and Lots of Pork mean-
while voices a fantasy of retribution that Parks accents through typography and 
staccato pronunciation (“I—was—so—polite”) and a painstaking spelling out 
of what the colonized both writes (in the imaginary space of “the future when 
they came along”) and speaks out (in the actual stage space where all echo and 
multiply the imaginary, vengeful message). In the 1990 Brooklyn Academy of 
Contemporary Art (BACA) production, the actors emphasized the mixture of 
mockery and anger in the statement by infusing it with a laughter that increased 
in both tempo and volume. The laugh, a mirthless one indeed, changed as it 
escalated from bitterness to high-pitched anger, fi nally ending in a loud sigh 
signifying release.

Signifi cantly, Parks shows that such anger can turn inward. The kin express 
their anger at Black Man for not having used communal wisdom to escape per-
secution and death in a moment that recalls the passage about Sandy’s root in 
Frederick Douglass’s Narrative. They also express anger at each other for the in-
justices to which they give voice. Throughout the play the kin ask, “Whose fault is 
it?” (referring both to the death of Black Man and to their own losses), to which 
at various times each one answers, “Aint Mines,” “I cant remember back that far,” 
“And besides, I wasnt even there.” The disavowal of the self that characterizes the 
responses suggests the inaccessibility of memory and an implicit, though ironic, 
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assumption of guilt even as the group seeks to adjudicate blame. Having turned 
inward, the kin’s rage can be directed at anyone.50

At one point, for instance, the kin force Ham to explain their genealogy since, 
using the story in the Bible, they blame him for slavery. Parks suggests that the 
Bible story can be used against Ham within his own community. Ham shows, 
however, that the genealogical tree is so convoluted that the blame cannot be 
traced easily to any one ancestor. In a long speech he delivers at the beginning of 
panel 4, he testifi es to the violence of slavery, the destruction of families, the im-
possibility of clear genealogies, and the shame that the people who were subjected 
to such a fate felt as a consequence. In this way his speech recalls the monologue 
“Bicentennial Nigger” in which Pryor details the devastation of the Middle Pas-
sage from the perspective of a two-hundred-year-old “nigger in blackface.” Yet 
Parks’s Ham delivers his speech in a mode that so expertly signifi es on the lan-
guage of the minstrel stage that it turns that language inside out. If the language 
of minstrelsy was meant to mock the ways that black folk spoke, Parks creates a 
laughter that mocks the laughter of minstrelsy:

Ham:  Ham’s Begotten Tree (catching up to um in medias res
that is takin off from where we stopped up last time). 
Huh. NOW: She goned begotten One who in turn be-
gotten Ours. Ours laughed one day uhloud in from thuh 
sound hittin thuh air smakity sprung up I, you, n He, She, 
It. They turned in engaged in simple multiplication thus 
tuh spawn of theirselves one We one You and one called 
They (They in certain conversation known as “Them” 
and in other certain conversations a.k.a. “Us”). Now very 
simply: Wassername she fi nally gave intuh It and together 
they brought forth uh wildish one called simply Yo. Yo 
gone be wentin much too long without hisself uh comb 
in from thuh frizzly that resulted comed one called You 
(polite form). You (polite) birthed herself Mister, Miss, 
Maam and Sir who in his later years with That brought 
forth Yuh Fathuh. Thuh fact that That was uh mother 
tuh Yuh Father didnt stop them 2 relations from havin 
relations. Those strange relations between That thuh 
mother and Yuh Father thuh son brought forth uh odd 
lot: called: Yes Massuh, Yes Missy, Yes Maam n Yes Suh 
Mistuh Suh which goes tuh show that relations with 
your relations produces complications. Thuh children of 
That and Yuh Fathuh aside from being plain peculiar was 
all crosseyed. This defect enhanced their multiplicative 
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 possibilities, for example. Yes Suh Mistuh Suh breeded 
with hisself n gived us Wassername (thuh 2nd), and Was-
sernickname (2 twins in birth joinded at thuh lip). Thuh 
2 twins lived next door tuh one called Uhnother bringing 
forth Themuhns, She (thuh 2nd), Auntie, Cousin, and 
Bro who makeshifted continuous compensations for his 
loud and oderiferous bodily emissions by all thuh time 
saying excuse me n though his graciousness brought 
forth They (polite) who had mixed feelins with She (thuh 
2nd) thus bringin forth Ussin who then went on tuh have 
MeMines.

Yes and Greens
Black-eyed Peas 
and Cornbread:  Thuh list goes on in on.

 Ham:  MeMines gived out 2 offspring one she called Mines 
after herself thuh uther called Themuhms named after 
all them who comed before. Themuhms married outside 
thuh tribe joinin herself with uh man they called Who-
Dat. Themuhms in WhoDat brought forth only one child 
called WhoDatDere. Mines joined up with Wasshiname 
and from that union come AllYall. (AP 121)

As Parks told her audience at Harvard in 2003 after reading Ham’s speech, the idea 
of using pronouns to make up an ancestral tree came as she faced a supremely dif-
fi cult question: how does one create a genealogy when the ancestral names have 
been violently erased? Parks’s strategy is at once richly innovative and satirical. 
Her playful use of basic grammatical terms, as well as her inclusion of slang, other 
linguistic codes, and her “foreign words & phrases,” emphasize rather than fi ll the 
gaps of history. At the same time, her linguistic creativity pinpoints the acts of 
historical violence that created those gaps. 

Parks begins her genealogy in the most innocent way. Echoing the sense of 
mystery and the miracle of creation myths, she fi rst presents She, who appears 
out of the blue to birth One, a pronoun that connotes a sense of the divine, who 
in turn births Ours, a pronoun that suggests a sense of a people. The playwright 
thus evokes a prelapsarian time in which, signifi cantly, it is laughter that becomes 
the source of fecundity. Laughter emanates from Ours, and its “sound hittin thuh 
air smakity” gives birth to the multiplicity of beings who in turn create the world 
of the play. Laughter, as in Parks’s own work, is life-affi rming.

The genealogy that Ham’s tree traces, however, like the book of Genesis, sug-
gests that strife among the ancestors began quite early (They can be Them or 
Us, depending on the conversation). Although ambiguously, it also locates the 
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blame that the ancestors on stage are trying to account for in a revised version 
of the fall from Eden: “Wassername she fi nally gave intuh It and together they 
brought forth uh wildish one called simply Yo.” Parks’s use of a slang term com-
monly associated with Black English subtly racializes the strange relation be-
tween Wassername and It, while her clever use of the impersonal pronoun It 
deftly evokes the transformation of people into objects, on which chattel slavery 
rested. She similarly employs the pronoun That as the genealogy continues: “You 
(polite) birthed herself Mister, Miss, Maam and Sir who in his later years with 
That brought forth Yuh Fathuh. Thuh fact that That was uh mother tuh Yuh 
Father didnt stop them 2 relations from havin relations.” Both instances suggest 
a fall from grace, but in both cases it is not just sexual (as in Eden) but perverse: 
subjects copulate with objects and mothers mate with sons in what is merely the 
start of a litany of incest. 

Yet Ham’s speech is also strikingly funny. At the 1990 BACA production of the 
play, at the reading Parks gave of the speech, and watching the video of it that 
I presented at a lecture, audiences erupted at the sound of Ham’s account of the 
“strange relations between That thuh mother and Yuh Father,” which, as he so 
humorously tells us, “brought forth uh odd lot: called: Yes Massuh, Yes Missy, Yes 
Maam n Yes Suh Mistuh Suh.” Unlike the moments in the play when the fi gures 
enact a catharsis of emotion among themselves through the “laugh of laughs,” 
the “mirthless laugh,” the laughter that Ham’s speech provokes is shared among 
audience members in the same fashion that Pryor’s audience shares laughter. 
People laugh from different positions, depending on their gender, race, age, class, 
and politics, in ways that modulate between symmetry and asymmetry. As in any 
tragicomedy, however, such laughter depends on this kind of perplexity. On the 
one hand, the speech operates as a kind of in-joke for Americans familiar with 
black slang (in particular when Ham speaks of WhoDat and WhoDatDere), but it 
also includes references to the denigrations of the minstrel stage (especially when 
Ham describes Bro’s obsequiousness). The speech exemplifi es Parks’s bountiful 
creativity at the same time that it evokes a past in which such creativity would have 
been ruthlessly denied. Parks distills that past, the birth of a nation through the 
“strange relations” between master and slave, into a quick progression of increas-
ingly more outrageous satiric images, peaking at one point with “Wassername 
(thuh 2nd) and Wassernickname (2 twins in birth joined at thuh lip).” Through-
out, Parks produces the “feeling of opposite” at the heart of tragicomedy in which 
easy recognition turns into the desire for disavowal and pleasure turns to pain.

The humor of the speech derives its fi re from the unpalatable suggestions it 
makes. Ham implicitly locates the origin of the tribe, and by allegorical exten-
sion the nation, in two taboos, incest and miscegenation, both of which produce 
oddities and deformities. Yet he does not designate any clear victims and vil-
lains. Rather, he ambiguously locates the beginning of the fall from grace in the 
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moment when “Wassername fi nally [gives into] It.” With this short phrase Ham 
touches upon one of the major contradictions of the slave trade and the myths 
surrounding it: the fact that masters repeatedly dehumanized slaves and yet in-
advertently affi rmed their humanity by having sexual relations with them. The 
phrase also implies two notions simultaneously: that masters actually dehuman-
ized themselves by “[giving into] It,” by consorting with those they considered 
primitive subhumans, and that slaves somehow “chose” to give into the lascivi-
ousness of masters.

Parks’s linguistic creativity recalls Hortense Spillers’s brilliant discussion of 
the peculiar “grammar book” that the slave trade produced. Like Spillers, Parks 
emphasizes not only the “stunning contradiction” in which the “captive body” is 
reduced to “a thing,” one that is, nonetheless, the source of an “irresistible, de-
structive sensuality” for the captor, but also how the “incestuous, interracial ge-
nealogy” of slavery gave way to a dizzying “confusion of consanguinity.” Spillers 
carefully explores how the “dynamics of naming and valuation” of the slave trade, 
the way captive bodies were branded as property irrespective of personhood, 
gender, or kinship, “remains grounded” in the grammar of American culture. She 
argues that the “project of liberation for African-Americans has found urgency 
in two passionate motivations that are intertwined—1) to break apart, to rupture 
violently the laws of American behavior that make [possible] a syntax [in which 
people and things are equated] 2) to introduce a new semantic fi eld/fold more 
appropriate to his/her own historic movement.”51

Parks’s mixture of historical and contemporary language acknowledges the 
persistence of the syntax to which Spillers refers, while her formal innovation 
produces a purposefully peculiar grammar that seeks to break free from it. As 
Elam and Rayner have observed, the structure of Ham’s speech “parodies a 
‘stump speech’ from the olio section of a nineteenth century minstrel show.”52 At 
the same time, it includes a mixture of allusions to historical moments preceding 
the minstrel stage and to contemporary popular culture, thus underscoring the 
connections that Parks makes across distinct time frames. Parks gives the various 
associations that she condenses a maddening hilarity through the litany of made-
up names that constitute the bulk of Ham’s long speech, a litany that in both the 
BACA production and Parks’s reading at Harvard was delivered with a speed that 
is diffi cult, if not impossible, to appreciate on the printed page. 

In fact, in both the BACA production and Parks’s reading, the repeated break 
of kinship ties and the “confusion of consanguinity” that slavery produced, the 
consequences of which are the focus of Spillers’s essay, become a cacophony of 
sound. It hits the air “smackity,” like the laughter emanating from Ours. Unlike 
Ours’s life-affi rming laughter, however, the laughter that Ham’s speech incites 
affi rms life through irony: it satirizes the corruption of an ideal, the integrity of 
personhood, and it recognizes the repeated loss of kinship.53
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The speed of the speech increases ever more rapidly with each instance of 
that loss and becomes most obvious when Ham relates the eventual fate of the 
ancestors whom he introduces at the beginning of the speech. In a section that, 
as Elam and Rayner note, replicates the “staccato rhythms” of the “auctioneer at 
the slave auction block,” Ham highlights the ease with which relations of kinship 
were broken in the market of bodies.54 Signifi cantly, the grammar of the speech 
becomes more convoluted and abstract as Parks includes what appear to be ran-
dom numbers, placed as superscripts over the invented ancestral names: 

Ham:  SOLD! allyall9 not thuh be confused w/allus12 joined w/
allthem3 in from that union comed forth wasshisname21

SOLD wassername19 still by thuh reputation uh thistree 
one uh thuh 2 twins loses her sight through fi ddlin n falls 
w/ugly old yuh fathuh4 given she8 SOLD whodat33 pairs 
w/you23 (still polite) of which nothinmuch comes noth-
inmuch now nothinmuch6 pairs with yessuhmistuhsuh17

tuh drop one called yo9−0 now yo still who gone be wentin 
now w/elle gived us el SOLD let us not forget ye1−2−5 w/
thee3 givin us thou9−2 who w/thuh they who switches their 
designation in certain conversation yes they10 brough-
ted forth onemore2 at thuh same time in thuh same row 
right next door we have datone12 w/disone14 droppin off 
duhtherone2−2 SOLD let us not forget du and sie let us 
not forgetyessuhmastersuh38 w/thou8 who gived up me-
mines3−0 SOLD we are now rollin through thuh long divi-
sion gimmie uh gimmie uh gimmie uh squared-off route 
round it off round it off n round it out w/sistuh4−3 who 
lives with one called saintmines9 givin forth one uh year 
how it got there callin it jessgrew callin it saintmines call-
ing it whatdat whatdat whatdat SOLD.

Black Man with
Watermelon: Thuh list goes on and on. Dont it. (AP 124)

“If in no other way,” writes Spillers, “the destruction of the African name, of 
kin, of linguistic, and ritual connections is so obvious in the vital stats that we 
tend to overlook it.”55 The almost bizarre mathematical constructions that Parks 
includes in Ham’s speech, which are evident only in the written script, call at-
tention to the number of ancestors who were sold, particularly as the numbers 
and the word “SOLD” stand out on the printed page. Yet they also suggest that 
the cold statistics that make the destruction of the African name and kinship so 
“obvious” still do not give a true account of the total loss.56 Even after Ham has 
delivered his elaborate “long division,” Black Man resignedly reminds us that 
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the “list goes on and on. Dont it.” Similarly, the impetus to remember the ances-
tors, evoked repeatedly in the phrase “let us not forget,” is at odds with the lack 
of names, a lack Parks highlights with her foreign and invented words—“callin 
it jessgrew callin it saintmines callin it whatdat whatdat whatdat SOLD”—and 
with the desire, born perhaps of shame, to forget some of the ancestors who 
can be named (as in the double meaning of “let us not forgetyessuhmaster-
suh”). The fact that the numbers in superscript are apparent only typographi-
cally also suggests that the numbers of ancestors who perished can be ignored 
depending on the kind of representation, oral or textual, in which their fate is 
represented. 

The pull between naming/numbering and lack/disavowal, a double gesture 
best expressed with Parks’s invented word “saintmines,” a phonetic elision of the 
words “this ain’t mines,” creates a perplexity that, unlike the kind that permeates 
the early part of the speech, does not produce laughter. Instead, it evokes the 
humor of the minstrel stump speech in order to signify on it. As several critics 
have observed, the humor of the stump speech derived signifi cantly from the 
speaker’s use and misuse of language. That linguistic distortion was connected to 
what made the minstrel show so popular: the fact that it made black bodies into 
fetishes and commodities through sexuality. With respect to the malapropisms 
typical of the minstrel stage, Eric Lott writes that, while the speeches fi gured as 
a kind of “witless orality signifying nothing beyond itself,” their subtexts usu-
ally betrayed sexual fantasies and pointed to a “vexing and unmeaning linguistic 
creativity” that produced “huge, ungainly, and onomatopoetic words” that called 
attention to “the grain of voices, the wagging of tongues, the fatness of painted 
lips.”57

Parks does not reproduce such vulgarity but, in signifying on the stump 
speech, she conjures it and sets it at odds with her own linguistic creativity. Far 
from performing the “witless orality” of the minstrel stage, her linguistic dexter-
ity measures the enormous distance between the way African Americans were 
represented, the way they were perceived, and the experiences that shaped their 
lives. As Alisa Solomon observes, through her “stage imagery and experiments 
with language,” Parks “pulls taut” the tensions between “inner and outer life, 
between black and white worlds, between reality and appearance.”58 In Ham’s 
speech, for instance, “saintmines” is conspicuously close to “jessgrew,” Parks’s 
take on Stowe’s fi guring of Topsy as someone who, as an orphaned and enslaved 
child, miraculously “just grew,” like a weed. Like Ishmael Reed who, in his novel 
Mumbo Jumbo (1972), also signifi es on Stowe’s phrase, Parks contrasts Stowe’s 
callous representation of natal alienation with her own, intimately more nuanced 
rendering of it.59 Juxtaposing the often bewildering gaps between the binaries 
that Solomon specifi es, Parks embellishes the absurdity of the absurd, thereby 
provoking forms of laughter that mock and satirize. At the same time, she elicits 
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the kind of laughter that creates tension between opposite feelings. On the one 
hand, we feel the desire to reject and disavow the specter of minstrelsy that she 
conjures. On the other, we are compelled to look and listen to that specter, which 
speaks and moves as though possessed by Parks’s words. 

Rites of Mourning

Parks thus maintains the most traditional function of theater, the production of 
catharsis, even as she experiments with almost all other aspects of the medium. 
Comparing the catharsis that The Death of the Last Black Man creates to that of 
voodoo rituals devoted to the Petro loa, one of the three main families or groups 
of spirits in voodoo as well as the spirits of the ancestors who experienced the 
Middle Passage and slavery, we can see that her reasons for doing so are rooted in 
the history of the African diaspora. As Joan Dayan notes, some practitioners claim 
that the Petro loa do not let the descendants of African slaves “forget the tribu-
lations of slavery . . . [that the] story [is] passed on through generations . . . who 
remember the gods and ancestors left out of books, who bear witness to what the 
standard histories would never tell.”60 When the Petro loa are summoned, argues 
Maya Deren, they manifest the rage “against the evil fate which the African suf-
fered, the brutality of his displacement and his enslavement” in the New World.61

Their rituals are known to be fi erce, aggressive, and angry and to entail upheaval 
and fi re.62 The loa’s rage is, as Deren puts it, “the crack of the slave/whip sounding 
constantly, a never/to/be forgotten ghost.” But the Petro rage is not wicked. Rather, 
it commemorates the violence suffered by the enslaved by repeating it in the pres-
ent. When the Petro loa Erzuline Ge-Rouge possesses a devotee, for instance, the 
person mounted experiences a “terrible paralysis of frustration.” Deren describes 
the encounter: “The neck is rigid and the tears stream from the tightly shut eyes, 
while through the locked jaw and the grinding teeth there issues a sound that is 
half groan, half scream, the inarticulate song of in/turned cosmic rage.”63

As the medium through which the ancestors speak, Parks makes this rage in-
telligible to us, who are separated from the experiences of the dead by centuries. 
She makes it articulate by crafting it in a language that is, by turns, otherworldly 
and piercingly intimate and recognizable. She also emphasizes that the expres-
sion of such rage must have as one of its goals the possibility of honoring those 
who died anonymously. Hence, she highlights the ritual elements of her plays.

In the production of The Death of the Last Black Man directed by Liz Dia-
mond, the ritual elements were noticeable even before the actors emerged. Aside 
from showing the façade of a log cabin and the couple’s porch, all under dim 
lights, Diamond displayed a peculiar altar nestled in an aperture of the cabin: a large
watermelon placed on top of a television set that projected a warm yellow light 
and, under it, slices of watermelon displayed as offerings. Serving as avisual 
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reminder of the past, of its stereotypical imagery and the ancestors once stigma-
tized by it, the altar pointed to the way that contemporary media continue to dis-
seminate stereotypes. It also suggested the Neo-Hoodoo aspects of Parks’s work. 
On the one hand, it recalled the altars that are central to voodoo rituals, which 
include vévés, or ground drawings, iconographic symbols of ancestors, and food 
offerings placed to win their favor. On the other hand, the altar was abstract and 
kitsch and thus in keeping with the self-referential mode with which Parks rein-
forces the artifi ciality of the theater. 

The altar was also in keeping with other ritualistic elements, such as the toll-
ing of bells, which sound at various points to signal changes in the motion of 
the play. The movement, as I have been suggesting, is, fi rst, toward the release of 
anger and pathos through testifying and witnessing, and, second, toward rest for 
the dead and mourning and acceptance for the living. While such description im-
plies a straightforward procedure, the play actually moves between announcing 
the “death of the last black man in the whole entire world” and suspending it, cre-
ating in the process ever deepening circles of collective and individual testimony. 
The last panel, which is called “In Thuh Garden of Hoodoo It,” a title that riffs 
on the question of blame raised by the play while literally spelling out the word 
hoodoo, shows us Black Woman preparing Black Man for burial. She cleanses 
and dresses his body while the two fi gures repeat “Miss me,” “Remember me,” 
after the fashion of blues stanzas.

The process through which Black Man and Black Woman arrive at the mo-
ment of burial depends on the collective remembrance and testifying of the kin. 
It depends also on Parks’s audiences, who are simultaneously involved in the 
play’s rites of mourning by virtue of their presence, and prevented from being 
mere spectators by Parks’s absurdist humor. The intimate scenes between Black 
Man and Black Woman further demonstrate this point. Their scenes are marked 
by the quick shifts in mood that are characteristic of tragicomedy; the scenes 
turn from deep grief to absurdist humor, or from humorous though violent de-
scriptions to deeply sobering images, or from mournful moments to ironic ones. 
Parks produces these shifts and tensions by contrasting the narratives of the man 
and wife, who speak at cross-purposes throughout and thus seem not to com-
municate at all. Yet the two share a narrative of grief, one that Parks builds pre-
cisely by accentuating their separation through language. She also progressively 
integrates their stories as Black Woman slowly accepts her husband’s death and 
Black Man fi nishes the account of his multiple deaths. Only at such a point can 
Black Woman begin to ready her husband for burial.

As Black Man sits on his porch immobilized by a watermelon, he tries to take 
inventory of his body, which has been variously dismembered and destroyed. In 
the meantime, his wife tries to feed him a meal that she went to great lengths to 
prepare. In a passage that underscores the mixture of anger and grief with which 
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Black Woman bears witness, she tells the ghost of her husband how she prepared 
the meal: 

Strutted down up thuh road with my axe. By-my-self-with-my-axe. Got 
tuh thuh street top 93 dyin hen din hand. Dropped thuh axe. Tooked tuh 
strangling. 93 dyin hen din hand with no heads let em loose tuh run down 
tuh towards home infront of me. Flipped thuh necks of thuh next 23 more 
off. Slinged um over my shoulders. . . . Awe on that. Hen? You got uhway. 
Knew you would. (AP 106)

The absurdity of the imagery against the background of a domestic scene—the 
cabin, the porch—produces a heightened surrealism, which signals the fi gures’ 
struggle without either sentimentalizing it or making it simply fantastical. Black 
Woman chops the heads off ninety-three chickens and wrings the necks of 
twenty-three more to keep up the illusion that she can comfort her husband back 
from his painful deaths. In the midst of a swirl of action in which she is strutting, 
fl ipping, strangling, and slinging, she lets the headless animals loose “tuh run 
down tuh towards home” in front of her. 

While Black Woman makes us imagine the chickens she has beheaded and let 
loose, Black Man tells the story of his own death, explicitly detailing the physical 
and psychic pain he endures. The switch between the two perspectives—from 
the ridiculous to the tragic—has the effect not only of disarming the viewer but 
also of making him or her more cautious. As J. L. Styan argues, at such mo-
ments in a tragicomedy, the audience member is “charged with a tension as a 
result of which he is more alert and therefore a responsive participant.”64 Parks 
employs this tension to guard against a passive witnessing of Black Man’s account 
of his deaths. In part, she achieves this by giving him control of how to represent 
his own death in an ironic allusion to the slave narrative tradition, in which the 
writer controlled the manner of representing his or her life, and by allowing 
the audience to become his witness through an empathetic connection to Black 
Woman. 

But Parks also heightens the tragedy of his accounts by rendering them in the 
same abstract language with which Black Woman paints her absurd domestic 
vision. In one passage Black Man tells of being electrocuted: 

Thuh straps they have on me are leathern. See thuh cord wagging full with 
uh jump-juice try me tuh giggle from thuh waggin but belt leathern straps: 
width thickly. One around each forearm. Forearm mines? 2 cross thuh chest. 
Chest mines: and it explodin. One for my left hand fi ngers left strapped too. 
Right was done thuh same. Jump-juice meets me mine juices I do uh slow 
softshoe like on water. Town crier cries uh moan. Felt my nappy head go 
frizzly. (AP 108)
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As Yvette Louis argues, Parks’s “disruption of logical structure and discontinuity 
of language” in passages such as this one “seems to free up the emotive potential 
of words.”65 The attention to detail in the passage is surprising given its schematic 
nature: different limbs are accounted for as the electric power, the juice, meets 
the man’s own energy, what he calls “me mine juices,” leaving us with a vivid 
picture of his electrocution. Some of the details connote a piercing irony. When 
Black Man tells of being on the electric chair he notes, “Closer to thuh power 
I never been,” suggesting both his literal destruction by electric power and the 
fact that in that moment he could not have been closer to the power others have 
to kill (108). 

The reactions that Black Man has to the “jump-juice” recall minstrel antics, 
from wagging, wiggling, and jumping to slow “softshoe.” This has the effect of 
yoking one form of violence to another: the theater and the spectacle of electro-
cution. Signifi cantly, this connection is not made explicit in Black Man’s account 
of his lynching. Instead, Parks aims our focus almost myopically on details that 
we perceive from the point of view of Black Man: 

Swingin from front tuh back uhgain. . . . Chin on my chest hangin down 
restin eyes each on eyein my 2 feets. Left on thuh right one right one thuh 
left. Crossed eyin. It was diffi cult tuh breathe. Toes uncrossin then cros-
sin for good luck. With my eyes. Gaw. It began tuh rain. Oh. Gaw. Ever so 
lightly. Blood came on up. You know tough. Like riggamartins-stifl y only—
isolated. They some of em pointed they summoned uh laughed they some 
looked quick in an then they looked uhway. It had began to rain. . . . Ever so 
lightly gaw gaw. (AP 119)

The emphasis on eyes and vision places us alongside his perspective such that 
we become witnesses to the process of his dying, as if we were dying along with 
him. The fact that we look from his dropped chin all the way to his feet suggests 
an image of crucifi xion viewed from the perspective of the crucifi ed. Contrasting 
with such a dramatic image is the simple sentence “It was diffi cult tuh breathe,” 
rendered mostly in Standard English amid Parks’s idiosyncratic language, and 
therefore achieving a quiet but forceful impact. The tender irony of his state-
ment “Toes uncrossin then crossin for good luck” produces a quick “feeling of 
the opposite”: one wants to laugh at Black Man’s act of superstition in the face 
of death but ultimately feels sympathy and sorrow. The impulse to laugh makes 
one implicitly complicit with those who, witnessing the lynching, can summon 
a laugh as they point to Black Man, a realization of which further deepens the 
compassion that one fi nally feels for him.

And then there is the sound “gaw,” which is interspersed throughout Black 
Man’s account. The sound both heightens the pathos of the speech and undercuts 
the possibility of empty sentimentalism. One of Parks’s “foreign words & phrases,” 
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“gaw” is a “glottal stop” which requires that the “root of the tongue” snap, or click 
“in the back of the throat,” to create “a strangulated articulation of the word 
Gaw! ” (AP 17–18). It is similar to the “foreign” word “uh! or uuh!” which Parks 
suggests should be said with a “deep quick breath” to denote “drowning or 
breathlessness” and which resounds predominantly in the “Third Kingdom” 
parts of Imperceptible Mutabilities describing the victims of the Middle Passage. 
“Gaw,” as Black Man says it in his account of his deaths, has the effect of dis-
orienting the audience in the same way as do Parks’s quick shifts in mood. In 
the 1990 BACA production of the play, the actor portraying Black Man added 
a quick sideways thrust of the head, vividly evoking an effort to speak through 
strangulation. 

Throughout the play, And Bigger and Bigger and Bigger echoes both Black 
Man’s “gaw” and his desire to “move his hands,” a phrase that becomes syn-
onymous with his wish to be fi nally free to rest in peace. As in Imperceptible 
Mutabilities, these echoes connect Black Man, mythical-historical fi gure of slav-
ery and Jim Crow  persecution, and And Bigger and Bigger and Bigger, in many 
ways his twentieth-century counterpart. However, And Bigger echoes both the 
sound and the phrase in angry protest. He channels the rage of the Petro loa, 
a rage that in this context is expressive of the need for resolution to the central 
crux of the play, the fate of Black Man. In the fi nal chorus, the play’s fi gures an-
nounce the death of the last black man as if declaring the end of a vicious cycle 
and all together repeat the mirthless laugh “Ha. Ha. Ha. HHHHHHHHHHHH-
HHH,” this time adding a fi nal “HA!” (AP 131). It is then that Black Man can at 
last move his hands. As the play’s title and major refrain suggest, however, the end 
of the vicious cycle could also be understood as genocide since the last black man 
in the whole entire world is free at last, but freed unto death. The resolution that 
And Bigger demands is thus both dream and nightmare, and the ritual catharsis 
of emotion that the play enacts is suspended between both. 

As we saw in chapter 2, Richard Pryor stages the paradox that the breach of 
slavery presents, a breach that needs to be redressed but that cannot be redressed. 
Parks stages a similar paradox: the need to commemorate, celebrate, and lay to 
rest the ancestors who perished while acknowledging the threat to genocide that 
still threatens their descendants. Thus, the end of the play is indeed a “celebra-
tion,” as Louise Bernard concludes, and a resolution, as Elam and Rayner claim, 
for Black Man has “successfully crossed over the land of the dead”; he has been 
“connected to the history of the fi gures that have passed on before him.”66 Yet the 
end of the play is also an acknowledgment that the terror to which the ancestors 
were subjected cannot be forgotten. As Dayan notes, the ancestors demand that it 
never be forgotten. In many ways also, the terror has mutated into forms of insti-
tutionalized racism that cannot be ignored. Black Man, after all, dies “yesterday, 
tuhday next summer, tuhmorrow just uh moment ago.” 
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The play ends with all fi gures saying, “Hold it. Hold it. Hold it. Hold it. Hold 
it. Hold it. Hold it,” as if charging audiences to “hold” the contradiction between 
celebration and acknowledgment of terror (AP 131). Formally, the play holds 
this contradiction through Parks’s tragicomedy while offering itself as the docu-
ment that will testify to the plight of the ancestors and to the plight of their de-
scendants. Hence, while the play begins with the statement “You should write 
it down . . . you should hide it under a rock,” it ends with “You will write down 
thuh past and you will write down thuh present in what in thuh future. . . . You 
will carve it all out of a rock so that in the future when we come along we will 
know that the rock does yet exist” (AP 131). As a performance, the play main-
tains the coexistence of opposites, the solemn and the absurd, the horrible and 
the comic, the celebration of linguistic creativity and humor and the memory 
of degradation, but when the performance is over, the viewer must come to a 
cathartic resolution on his or her own. 

If we take catharsis to mean clarifi cation, in what ways do the tensions that 
Parks maintains clarify the connections between past and present? How might 
such clarifi cation lead to ethical judgment and action? If such catharsis is cog-
nitive in nature, it is facilitated by an emotionally engaging spectatorship that is 
also balanced by Parks’s abstract language and absurd humor, which resists the 
passive consumption of grief. The viewer has the choice not to engage at all, of 
course, especially as Parks’s topics and experimental style can prove alienating. 
As Shawn-Marie Garrett notes, Parks’s “methods make some in the African-
American theatre community uncomfortable,” and others fi nd her too abstract, 
thus “Parks’ plays are rarely produced at theatres exclusively devoted to the 
production of African-American drama.” Her “tendency to attract predomi-
nantly white audiences and directors sparks further questions in some minds 
about whether she is speaking to or for the African-American experience.”67

Still, Garrett, who has followed and observed Parks’s plays for a number of 
years in different cities and who has informally interviewed spectators, con-
cludes that “the only consistency in audience reaction to Parks’s plays” is that 
“it cannot be broken down by race, age, education, income or any of the other 
usual ‘predictors.’ ” Garrett rightly argues that Parks takes the “unpredictable 
assortment of theatre artists, audiences and critics” who follow her work 
“through double- (and triple-) takes, asks them to observe what changes and 
what stays the same over the span of historical and performance time, and to 
take nothing at face value—particularly not the language through which his-
tory exerts its force.”68 It is a testament to Parks’s virtuosity as a playwright, 
and to her immense capacity to render the beautiful and the comic alongside 
the ugly and the painful, that her audiences repeatedly choose to engage with 
the challenges and pleasures of her plays. Attendance for the production of 365
Days/365 Plays at the Public Theater in New York City (from November 13, 2006
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to November 12, 2007) has been remarkable both for the quantity of people 
attending and for its diversity.

Parks also depends on silence to deepen the tensions she builds. Her plays are 
interspersed with what she calls “spells,” or “elongated and heightened” rests. As 
she describes them in “Elements of Style,” spells are “denoted by the repetition of 
fi gures’ names with no dialogue”; on the printed page they have an “architectural 
look” (AP 16). In a scene from The America Play, for example, Lucy, a “Confi -
dence” (or someone who can hear the voices of the dead), and her son Brazil, 
the professional mourner, speak of their deceased husband and father, but the 
dialogue breaks into a spell:

Brazil
Lucy
Brazil
Lucy
Brazil
Lucy (178)

A spell “is the place where the fi gures experience their pure simple state,” writes 
Parks. It “is a place of great (unspoken) emotion,” the experience of which she 
compares to looking at planets aligning while trying to imagine the “music of 
their spheres” (17). Joseph Roach calls such deep silences “liturgical,” and ar-
gues that, while they are “a feature common to modern drama,” such silences 
are  particularly “conspicuous in [Parks’s] plays.” Parks seeks the theater and the 
“special, strange relationship” it has to “real-life” because, as Roach argues, “it is 
the place where deep silences can either follow signifi cant revelations or create 
the emotional space into which revelation can enter.”69 The silences in Parks’s 
plays arrive with the same surprising effect that her shifts achieve; they provide, 
not relief, but a space where the tension heightens. Within the play, the release 
comes as her fi gures affect the “laughs of laughs,” the laugh that laughs “at that 
which is unhappy.” Within the audience, the catharsis comes as we gain clarity 
about our relationship to the past. For the past in Parks’s work “is still and always 
with us—all of us . . . in our collective memories, in our gestures, in our genes, in 
our rituals and habits, and most of all . . . in our words.”70

In Venus, Parks’s tragicomedy takes a different turn. In this play Parks refuses 
to provide the kind of catharsis she provides in The Death of the Last Black Man
and, instead, heightens the juxtapositions of her tragicomedy to new, agoniz-
ing levels. The result is a play that is more politically strident than her earlier 
work but also one in which the very absence of catharsis argues for its need. The 
humor of the play does not provide the mixture of distance from and intimacy 
with the past that characterize her earlier work. Rather, it consistently highlights 
the ways the black female body has been and continues to be an object of sexual 
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fetishization. The Venus of the play, as the embodiment of such objectifi cation, 
does not emit the mirthless laugh, although the audience is well aware of her 
deep suffering. Instead, we are left aching for its sound. 

“She’d Make a Splendid Freak”: Venus, or a Coda 
on Black Humor and the Black Body

In 1996, when the descendants of the Khoikhoi petitioned the French govern-
ment for the return of Saartjie Baartman’s remains, Venus opened to the public 
for the fi rst time at Yale Repertory Theatre. For Tony Kushner, “Venus expresses 
a global empathy, a mourning for all of suffering humanity, and at the same 
time an anger at oppression and oppressors, an indictment of wrongs yet to be 
righted.”71 Indeed, Venus is a play that, like all of the rituals of redress examined 
in this study, shuttles between grief and grievance. Yet, unlike The Death of the 
Last Black Man, the play does not operate through Parks’s abstract language but 
adopts the more straightforward style that has come to characterize her recent 
plays, her two revisions of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter, In the Blood
(1999) and (the hilariously titled) Fucking A (2000), her Pulitzer Prize–winning 
Topdog/Underdog (2001), and 365 Days/365 Plays (2006). The difference with re-
spect to the humor in her fi ctions of slavery is signifi cant, for, while her plays 
continue to mix humor and pathos, often in the context of the legacy of slavery 
and colonialism, the humor in those plays does not depend on the kind of de-
familiarizing language that Parks employs in Ham’s speech in The Death of the 
Last Black Man. In some ways the departure makes her plays more accessible, 
and thus implicitly responsive to the criticism that her work has received. But the 
shift also makes her design more apparent and therefore denies the shield, or es-
cape, that her formal experimentation might provide for some. In Venus, specifi -
cally, the departure also entails another signifi cant shift: from using an abstract 
language as the primary means of producing a tragicomedy of slavery, to using 
the black body to invoke a historical narrative of grief and pain, a narrative that 
Parks juxtaposes with a hyperbolic satire of voyeurism and exploitation. 

Parks risks much with this play. Despite the fact that it maintains a signifying 
fl uidity between the historical Baartman and the fi gure of Saartjie, and that it 
emphasizes the fact that the historical Baartman, like her stage alter ego, was a 
“theatrically created sign of desire” for the Other, it risks repeating the original 
violation infl icted on the body of a real historical fi gure through the surrogate 
relation that the actress in Saartjie’s role bares to Baartman.72 Parks mitigates this 
risk in multiple ways. As Elam and Rayner note, Venus has two contrasting kinds 
of structure. On the one hand, the play provides a narrative based on the real 
historical story of Baartman, a story that, though presented in reverse, starting 
with the death of the Venus, chronicles Baartman’s life in a way that provides the 
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comforting distance of history, of a whole story distanced and sealed by time. On 
the other hand, the play interweaves a series of scenes that connect the  display of 
Baartman’s body to the “exploitation of strangeness in freak shows, sideshows, 
novelty, and circus acts” through the story of Mother-Showman, a character based 
on the various keepers who exhibited Baartman, and her “9 Human Wonders,” a 
group of human “anomalies” in which Saartjie becomes the main attraction.73 In 
these sections, Parks, who continues to use Rep&Rev as a central conceit, plays on 
the homonymic relation between “wonder” and “wander” to invoke the relation-
ship between Otherness and exile in the same way that she interlaces sonic links 
between the concept of “God’s Great Chain of Being,” with the racist implications 
that it would come to have, and the simple word chain, which of course signals to 
the objects used to tether captives. She even invokes the chorus in Aretha Franklin’s 
“Chain of Fools” through a simple repetition of the word, “Chain Chain Chain.”74

Clearly, Parks still makes language do a great deal of work in her plays, even as 
she makes it sparser. Just as Saartjie joins the Human Wonders, they, speaking in 
chorus, declare, “Chain. / We wander thuh world: Here is the Reason: / Our funny 
looks read as High Treason” (Venus 33).

As Elam and Rayner note, the Human Wonders scenes clearly foreground the-
atrical artifi ce and, as such, continuously disrupt the comforting distance invoked 
by the narrative of Baartman’s life. Mother-Showman constantly demands that 
her Human Wonders “Pull out all thuh stops!” and provide a “Big Finish!” for the 
show she puts on (Venus 34). The narrative of Baartman’s life is also interrupted 
by the series of historical footnotes (recalling those Parks uses in Imperceptible 
 Mutabilities) read by the Negro Resurrectionist, a kind of emcee who announces 
the title of each scene. Another series of interruptions is provided by a play within 
the play, called “For the Love of the Venus,” in which a young man’s obsession with 
a Hottentot woman threatens his impending marriage. Parks intersperses portions 
of this play throughout Venus, clearly replicating the main issues of the larger play 
in both the content and the staging. Watching the play within the play is the Baron 
Docteur, a French physician who invokes the historical fi gures of Georges Cuvier 
and Henri Blainville, the two anatomists who performed autopsies on Baartman. 
The Baron Docteur, like the young husband in the play within the play, is in-
fatuated with a Hottentot, with Saartjie, to be precise; his infatuation is a potent 
mixture of desire, disgust, and lust for her and ambition for his scientifi c career. 
Watching the Docteur, however, is the Venus, and watching it all, of course, is the 
audience, who is implicated in Parks’s complex resurrection of the Venus. 

Parks has thus put her maverick formal innovation to the service of reconsti-
tuting (as opposed to merely representing) the thorny questions of voyeurism and 
exploitation that were raised by the display of Baartman’s body during her life. 
In addition, she constantly connects the past and the present, sometimes in obvi-
ous, anachronistic ways, such as when one of the 9 Human Wonders complains 
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of having jet lag, but more extensively through her satiric treatment of those who 
exploit or consume difference out of greed, be it monetary, sexual, or otherwise. 
While the two kinds of structure that constitute the play—the narrative and the 
Human Wonders sections—contrast in elaborate ways, each scene has a common 
denominator: a hyperbolic, satiric tone that seems to cap on the hideous yet ab-
surd excitement and fear implicit in the interpellation “Look, a Negro!” famously 
addressed by Frantz Fanon. The play turns that interpellation around as if to 
imply a different statement: “Look, Colonizers!” This reversal is apparent visually 
when Saartjie watches the Baron who is watching the play within the play, his 
gaze redirected away from Saartjie and toward those obsessed with Hottentots. 
Parks sustains the artifi cial and eerie excitement of sideshows and circuses (“Step 
right up come on come in”) that the Human Wonders sections make emphatic 
when she turns our attention to the various institutions that are corrupted by the 
potent mixture of desire and disgust underwriting the obsession with the Venus. 
Thus, in courtroom scenes, scenes of courting and marriage, scenes of scientifi c 
and colonial exploration and exploitation, the play highlights the corruption of 
ideals through a satire that, though sharp, never quite vilifi es its subjects. Instead, 
Parks presents people whose lusts, prejudices, and superstitions turn them into 
parasites and freaks. When, during a courtroom scene, a widow testifi es that her 
“dear man,” who “was fond of sights,” saw “The Venus H.” and received “a feather 
from her head.” The widow includes the dead man’s testimony and her conversa-
tions with him about the Venus: 

They [the feathers] are said to bring good luck.
“A fi ght ensued. 3 men died. Uh little boy went mad. Uh

woman lost her child.”
My man escaped with thuh feather intact.
“Poor Creature.”
“Very extraordinary indeed!”
“This is a sight which makes me melancholy!”
My husbands words exactly.
He was home standing by the window. I can see him now.
And then he walked away from me, in deep thought,
 and then, totally forgetting his compassion, shouted loud:
“Good God what butts!”
(Rest)
Thuh shock of her killed him, I think,
 cause 2 days later he was dead.
Ive thrown away the feather. (Venus 69)

The man’s prurient fascination with the Venus is more pathetic than evil, as is 
the scrambling and mayhem that ensue when the crowd fi ghts for the feather. 
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Still, Parks does not let one forget the violent repercussions of the event, silly 
as it might be. When the man “forgets” his compassion, dramatically shouts his 
“admiration” for the Venus’s posterior, and then falls dead, apparently killed by 
the “shock of her,” Parks’s hyperbolic style clearly and mockingly highlights how 
people’s obsessions can get the better of them. By contrasting this satiric mode 
to the display of Saartjie’s body, which is painfully, disturbingly reconstituted by 
the play itself, Parks gives her satire dark, piercing tones. Preceding the widow’s 
account of her husband’s death, for instance, we are told that the Venus “was sur-
rounded by many persons”:

One pinched her, another walked round her;
one gentleman poked her with his cane
uh lady used her parasol to see if all was, as she called it

“natural.”
Through all of this the creature didnt speak.
Maybe uh sigh or 2 maybe when she seemed inclined to

protest the pawing. (Venus 69)

In this instance we are only given a description of the egregious humiliation to 
which the Venus was subjected; in other scenes we are witnesses to the humilia-
tion itself as the Venus poses for other characters in the play and, by extension, for 
the audience of the play. The contrast between the pathetic spectacle of people 
gawking and poking at the Venus and the tragedy of the caged Venus produces 
the effect of a disturbing, haunting, and sickening funhouse. 

As I have been suggesting, Parks extends her critique of past abuses of spec-
tatorship to those of the present, most poignantly by reinstantiating the display 
of the Venus’s body. But, as Elam and Rayner argue, most of the play’s responses, 
both approving and not, focus on the historical instance of voyeurism, spectator-
ship, and violence of Baartman’s story rather than on its reinstantiation, because 
it is easier to condemn the past than to come to terms with the “fact that even in 
a re-production we, the contemporary audience members, are still viewing the 
Hottentot Venus with an assumption of superiority over those earlier spectators, 
thus ignoring our own complicity in the sight.” Not that Parks makes it easy. In 
fact, she re-creates the moments in which the Venus poses for the inspection of 
others, with all of the “vulnerability, shamefulness, and the shame of her exhi-
bition” fully exposed.75 In fact, in at least two productions of the play, the New 
York Public Theater’s (1996) and Harvard’s Loeb Experimental Theater’s (2004), 
the actress in the role of Saartjie was literally exposed, wearing a costume that, 
while consisting of an enormous fake behind, gave the semblance of nudity. In 
this costume the actresses posed for inspection, a feat that proved consistently 
challenging, as evidenced by the trouble Harvard’s production had in keeping the 
same actress in the lead role (during the rehearsal period two lead actresses quit 
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the play). A great deal of the challenge lies, of course, in being exposed. But the 
role also calls for posing without introjecting the shame of the exhibition. “The 
display of the Venus is shameful,” as Elam and Rayner put it, “but the shame be-
longs more to the spectators than to her,” and the actress is meant to gaze back at 
the spectators in much the same way that the Venus watches the Baron Docteur 
watching the play within the play. She is meant to gaze back, defl ecting and mir-
roring the potent mixture of lust and greed that made her a spectacle in the fi rst 
place. In this posing and gazing lies the potential for a complicated form of resis-
tance since the “pose is an act that paradoxically accepts and refracts the gaze of 
the spectator.”76

This is a tall order for any actress and any audience. It is easier to judge the 
wrongs of the original audiences for Baartman’s posing, just as it is easier to 
think about the ways that the play indicts contemporary culture for its obsession 
with “bootylicious” black women’s bodies than to recognize how, in the mo-
ment of performance, the terribleness of the past is resurrected and reinstanti-
ated. These are the moments in which at least this audience member craves the 
distance and catharsis that black humor can provide. Yet, unlike her previous 
plays, Parks’s Venus does not provide cathartic release. Instead, its satiric humor 
is directed at the spectators, past and present, of the Venus Hottentot, while 
the black body is made, once again, to carry an enormous burden. The denial 
of catharsis is meant to make uncomfortably clear the urgent need to interro-
gate not only the past history of abuses of spectatorship and voyeurism but also 
their material legacy in the moment of performance. In the sense that catharsis 
means, at least in part, the production of clarity, the play does provide plenty 
of opportunity to achieve it in the audience. But it does not stage the release of 
anger and pathos of the Venus. This is not to say that Parks represents the Venus 
as a mute victim. On the contrary, as Elam and Rayner argue, through the fi gure 
of the Venus she “recuperates Baartman as a complex subject, not a symbolic or 
fi gurative body.”77 In one of her most signifi cant soliloquies, the Venus details 
the history of chocolate, and through it expresses with understated but deep pa-
thos the parallels between her own twisted commoditization and that of choco-
late (Venus 155–56). As in other instances, Parks mixes opposites—the seemingly 
insignifi cant history of chocolate and the tragedy of human exploitation—and 
thus makes poignantly clear, from the Venus’s perspective, the sorrow of the 
colonized. Still, in most of the play, we witness a Venus who poses for others, for 
us, alone among her spectators without recourse to the mirthless laugh. The de-
nial of her own catharsis leaves the black body to suffer with no guarantee that 
the ritual of reinstantiation will lead audiences to deep exploration and change. 
And even if such suffering could produce revelation and change, is the cost, the 
reinstantiation of black suffering, too high? This is the greatest risk that Parks 
takes in Venus.
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The same can be said of Richard Pryor’s performance in New Orleans, when 
he introjects the shame and guilt of slavery while denying his audience cathar-
sis through laughter. Kara Walker’s more strident work, especially the silhou-
ettes and written pieces that express anger without the comic glee of some of 
her best pieces, also denies catharsis. By contrast, the other fi ctions of slavery 
that we have examined all provide, through formal innovation, the distancing 
and cathartic release of humor. More specifi cally, they make intricate use of the 
rich tradition of African American vernacular culture, especially of conjure, to 
represent a painful past without making a spectacle of black pain. Thus, Wil-
liam Wells Brown minstrels minstrelsy and satirizes Sentimental Abolitionists 
but moves the scenes of black suffering offstage. Although Charles Chesnutt does 
represent black suffering, he also gives it a sound fi t to kill through a tragicomic 
laughter of enormous, resounding impact. And, as we have seen, in many of his 
stand-up performances, Pryor manipulates his voice and long, bony frame to 
show the theatricality of stereotypes and thus frees the black body, at least per-
formatively, from being typecast by them. Similarly, Ishmael Reed uses his Neo-
Hoodoo aesthetic, expertly mixing voodoo belief and practice with aspects of 
post modern and popular culture, as a way to defetishize stereotypes. In much 
of their work Robert Colescott and Kara Walker use familiar images from the 
history of European painting and the tradition of silhouette portraiture as dis-
tancing mechanisms. While Colescott uses his spoofi ng of master paintings to 
expose the comic grotesque of America’s racial imagination, Walker capitalizes 
on the silhouette form, which never shows bodies but how bodies block light, to 
dispense with the spectator-performer relationship; her silhouettes do not rep-
resent people performing for the voyeuristic consumption of others but instead 
expose the freakish psychological mutations produced by racial obsessions. The 
expert signifying on the signifyin(g) of Parks’s early plays achieves a similar dis-
tancing goal. Signifying, Parks ruptures the American grammar that still, at times 
imperceptibly, equates people with things while introducing a new lexicon for 
historical remembrance.

The fi ctions of slavery in this study highlight not only the diffi culty of rep-
resenting black pain, particularly when the black body is physically present on 
stage, but also the challenge of creating an embodied, physical comedy given 
the lasting power of the specter of minstrelsy. In different ways, the writers and 
artists here examined have conjured and manipulated that ghost, turning its lan-
guage and conventions inside out so that, instead of being a vehicle for humor 
against African Americans, the ghost expresses an idiosyncratic and sharp black 
humor, one that can provide the catharsis of emotion necessary to face the per-
sistent legacy of slavery. Still, even in the performances of the most gifted, there 
are considerable risks. First and foremost is the issue of animating racial stereo-
types. If the different conjurers I have examined enliven the ghost of minstrelsy 
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in order to manipulate it, there is always the possibility that to enliven it is to do 
just that: to give it life and therefore power. Much of the controversy involving 
Kara Walker’s and Dave Chappelle’s work, for instance, speaks to the issue of 
how much their exploration of the racist imagination fuels rather than critiques 
its fi re. Richard Pryor’s burned body also reminds us that to get close to that 
fi re can mean, quite literally, self-sacrifi ce. His was arguably a burning in effi gy, 
a ritual purging of the shame and anger of a painful past through the body of a 
powerful conjurer. The danger that he tapped into suggests the fi ne line between 
the houngan, the voodoo ritual leader, and the boco, the sorcerer. Both can tap 
into a terrible past of dispossession, both can bring into life the spiritual world 
and the dead through rituals of possession, and yet one can heal and another 
destroy. The conjurers I have gathered here walk a tightrope over a burning fi re 
as they invoke the brutality and murder of slavery and the cosmic rage that it 
produced. The fi re and the risk of walking over it are all the more potent because 
they have accumulated power with each pernicious permutation of the original 
catastrophe. As Saidiya Hartman writes, we live in “the afterlife of slavery,” a life 
in which black lives have been and still are “imperiled and devalued by a racial 
calculus and political arithmetic that were entrenched centuries ago.”78 To invoke 
slavery in the present is to invoke not only a terrible past but also its lasting and 
devastating impact. 

Black humorists in the tradition I have examined also run the arguably less 
perilous risks of being misread or ignored. Brown, Chesnutt, and Harriet Wilson 
all suffered such fates. It seems impossible, from my perspective, to read Ches-
nutt as Amiri Baraka once did, as a “black parrot for white racist ideologies,” 
or to label Brown a “pornographer,” or to ignore Wilson’s satire. And yet these 
misreadings are fairly recent. Perhaps a less pernicious risk may be to be taken 
solely as entertainment, especially if their intent is to be taken otherwise. Brown’s 
The Escape certainly ran this risk. Yet by using modes of entertainment, black hu-
morists have tapped into the immense power of popular culture and capitalized 
on it. Brown understood how much slavery was mediated by the mass cultural 
representations produced by, among other sources, the minstrel stage and the 
sentimental novel and, rather than dispute their reliability, manipulated them 
for his own ends. Walker has followed his lead, highlighting how much America’s 
popular memory of slavery is constituted by images produced by entertainment 
industries. 

The risks involved in creating black humor that addresses slavery and its legacy 
are formidable indeed, but the possibilities that such humor engenders are more 
formidable still. Contemporary black humorists maintain and improvise on a 
rich tradition of freedom, a wrested freedom that was born, as Richard Pryor 
put it, on the very same slave ships that held millions captive. African American 
humor has been, for centuries, a humor of survival. It has been a safety valve, 
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a mode of minimizing pain and defeat, as well as a medium capable of express-
ing grievance and grief in the most artful and incisive ways. It has been a way 
of asserting one’s humanity in the face of pulverization and mass murder. The 
importance of the physical in this tradition—of the artful control of the body 
in the name of humor—is no doubt a manifestation of the dispossession of the 
body that slavery entailed. Devalued as it has been by those who have misunder-
stood it or felt threatened by it, African American humor has also been a mode 
of laughing at the laugh created by the minstrel stage. Most important, although 
this aspect is certainly less recognized, it has been and remains a tremendously 
creative medium of artistic and political expression. 

The black humorists in this book improvise on the arsenal of African Ameri-
can humor conventions—from the verbal rituals of insult and the indirection 
of signifying, to the elaborate tall tales or “lies” of stoops, kitchens, barbershops, 
pool halls, beauty shops, and street corners, to the swagger of toasts, the triumph 
of the trickster tale (“born and bread in the briar patch!”), and the blues-infused 
laugh of defeat—to mourn the losses of the past without spectacularizing black 
pain or colluding with a consumerism of grief. Perhaps most pressingly, the black 
humorists whose work we have examined keep us in tune with the imperceptible 
mutations of slavery and its systems. As if rephrasing the title of Countee Cullen’s 
poem “What Is Africa to Me?” they ask, “What is slavery to me? To all of us liv-
ing in its aftermath?” Through their manipulation of time they make clear both 
the distance and the layers of mediation through which we invoke slavery and
the nearness of its legacy. In this double bind of distance and nearness we need 
not only the ethical, the hollow, and the mirthless laugh. We need also a laughter 
that’s fi t to kill.
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were ready, able or willing to buy in its time.” Pratofi orito, “To Demand Your Sym-

pathy and Aid,” 46.
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fect [of] the satiric [image or scene] is the distance maintained between the reader 
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or the remove at which we witness the act . . . keeps us from losing ourselves in the 

horror.” Paulson, Fictions of Satire, 14–15.
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126. Pratofi orito, “To Demand Your Sympathy and Aid,” 46.
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128. Stern, “Excavating Genre in Our Nig,” 451.

129. Breau, “Identifying Satire,” 461.

130. R. Wright, “Between Laughter and Tears.” Alain Locke had similar complaints; 

see review of Their Eyes Were Watching God, by Zora Neale Hurston, Opportunity,

June 1, 1938.

Chapter 2

1. Pryor, Richard Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too. Unless otherwise noted, all further refer-

ences to audio recordings of Pryor’s performances will be made to this collection.

2. Rituals and jokes may at fi rst seem disconnected for, as Mary Douglas observes, a rit-

ual distinguishes itself from a joke in that the former “imposes order and harmony” 

and “creates unity in experience,” while the latter destroys “hierarchy and order.” 

But if in joke telling, or in what Douglas calls “ritual joking,” the joke “devalues
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  social structure, perhaps it celebrates something else instead.” It can, for example, 

present the “value of individuals as against the value of the social relations in which 

they are organized. Or it could be saying something about different levels of social 

structure; the irrelevance of one obvious level and the relevance of a submerged and 

unappreciated one.” Similarly, ritual joking can celebrate community without em-

phasizing hierarchy and order, producing instead the positive aspects of community: 

“fellowship, spontaneity, warm contact.” Ritual joking, in other words, creates a unity 

of experience but within “unhierarchised, undifferentiated social relations.” Mary 

Douglas, “Jokes,” in Implicit Meanings, 155–56.

3. Best and Hartman, “Fugitive Justice,” 1.

4. Marriage between blacks and whites, which was illegal in many states, became legal 

in the United States in 1967 with the Loving vs. Commonwealth of  Virginia case. Pryor 

released Bicentennial Nigger in the fall of 1976.

5. Limon, Stand-up Comedy in Theory, 84–85.

6. Rovin, Richard Pryor, 85.

7. Watkins, On the Real Side, 551.

8. As Joseph Boskin notes, it was “common practice to force Africans to the upper deck 

to jump, sing, dance, and generally move about as often as the weather permitted” in 

order make their survival more possible as well as to dissipate hostility and the possi-

bility of uprising. The fi rst episode of the television miniseries Roots includes a scene 

of “dancing the slaves,” as the ritual became known, but the slaves in that instance 

take the opportunity of being on the upper decks to rebel. Boskin, Sambo, 44–45.

9. Pryor acted in over thirty Hollywood fi lms, but most of them, especially fi lms such as 

The Toy, do not showcase his talents. Which Way Is Up? (1977) and Stir Crazy (1980)

are perhaps the only fi lms that come close to showing the Pryor of stand-up. The 

former showcases his talent for adopting characters; Pryor plays three different roles, 

a preacher, a grouchy old man, and the lead role, using costume changes. It is also 

a fi lm that implicitly connects slave labor and migrant labor in its opening scenes, 

wherein blacks and Latinos work side by side for minimal wages for racist white land-

owners. An adaptation of an earlier fi lm entitled The Seduction of Mimi, Which Way 

Is Up? was written in collaboration with Pryor’s Berkeley friend Cecil Brown. Pryor 

occasionally translated his talent as a stand-up comedian into fi lm scripts, as when 

he collaborated in the script for Blazing Saddles, a fi lm that bears many similarities 

to the work of another one of Pryor’s Berkeley friends, Ishmael Reed’s novel Yellow 

Back Radio Broke-Down (1969).

10. In one of many instances in which Pryor is quoted in a hip-hop cultural production, 

the group Public Enemy begins their song “Can’t Trust It” with this line from Pryor’s 

work.

11. Ellison, Shadow and Act, 131.

12. Ibid., 78.

13. See Pryor, “Bicentennial Nigger,” on Richard Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too.

14. Turner, Anthropology of Performance, 34–35. In Dramas, Fields and Metaphors, Turner 

defi nes redress as one of four main phases in social dramas: (1) breach (a situation 

that divides a social unit); (2) crisis (in which the breach can no longer be overlooked; 
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the crisis “dares the representatives of order to grapple with it”); (3) redressive action 

(“ranging from personal advice and informal meditation or arbitration to formal 

juridical and legal machinery . . . to the performance of public ritual”); and (4) “re-

integration of the disturbed social group or the social recognition and legitimation 

of irreparable schism between contesting parties.” Sometimes, however, “a phase of 

a social drama may seethe for years and years with nothing much happening on the 

surface”; sometimes too “there is no resolution even after a climactic series of events.” 

Turner, Drama, Fields and Metaphors, 37–41.

15. In his autobiographical fi lm, Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life Is Calling You (1986), Pryor por-

trays the incident as a suicide attempt.

16. Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness, 326.

17. Pryor’s albums also created different communities of listeners. As Greg Tate observes, 

Pryor’s That Nigger’s Crazy was the “greatest pop album of 1974,” a year in which “you 

couldn’t go to any Black home in Chocolate City, from Anacostia to the Gold Coast, 

and not fi nd it on infi nite repeat and folk laid out convulsed with hysteria” Greg Tate, 

“Richard Pryor, 1940–2005,” December 12, 2005, Village Voice (www.villagevoice.com/

news/0550,tate,70905,2.html). Testimonials make references to listening to Pryor in 

barbershops, retelling his skits at street corners and city stoops. Chris Rock remem-

bers stealing away to listen to Pryor behind the backs of parents who considered him 

inappropriate. See the liner notes in Richard Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too.

18. Because each concert fi lm is also available as a sound recording, we have the oppor-

tunity of comparing slight variations between performances.

19. It is also known as Prison Play. Pryor, Richard Pryor Evolution/Revolution.

20. Pryor’s gift has also been compared to that of Lenny Bruce, although not necessarily 

in just terms. Pryor and Bruce both presented joke-free, character-driven routines 

colored by obscene language. They were both master mimics who could conjure dif-

ferent characters and jump between them. But, as Jeff Rovin notes, Bruce “was an 

autocrat who beat up his audiences with irreverence and raped them with language,” 

whereas Pryor, “even at his bluest and most vitriolic, couldn’t molest an audience if 

he tried.” Rovin adds that while most critics concentrate on the similarities between 

the styles of the two comedians, few discuss the “history of persecution” that they 

both shared. Rovin, Richard Pryor, 79–80.

21. Debby Thompson rephrases the work of Judith Butler in “Is Race a Trope?” 132. See 

also J. Reed, “Lily Tomlin’s Appearing Nightly,” 437.

22. D. Thompson, “Is Race a Trope?” 132.

23. In yet another instance in which Pryor is quoted in hip-hop culture, the group De 

La Soul splices parts of this skit, this section in particular, in a version of their song 

“Buddy.”

24. Lott, Love and Theft, 122.

25. Ibid., 117.

26. Richard Pryor, Recorded Live at the Troubadour, West Hollywood, September 1968,

produced by Robert Marchese, Dove/Reprise November 1968, released on Richard 

Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too. See also Pryor and Gold, Pryor Convictions, 106. Sub-

sequent references are cited parenthetically as PC.

www.villagevoice.com/news/0550,tate,70905,2.html
www.villagevoice.com/news/0550,tate,70905,2.html
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27. Joseph Boskin notes that as proliferation of the racist iconography of past decades 

lessened, mainstream media did not promote other images of African Americans. 

Instead, they largely omitted the presence of African Americans altogether. Boskin, 

Sambo, 202–204.

28. As quoted in R. Kennedy, Nigger, 22–23. The fi rst quote is attributed to the journalist 

Farai Chideya and the second to Judge Stephen Reinhart.

29. Kate E. Brown and Howard I. Kushner rightly argue that “cursing is central rather 

than gratuitous” in Pryor’s comedy. They examine how Pryor exploits “the grammat-

ical and semantic mobility that attends obscene words” to create a poetry of cursing. 

K. E. Brown and Kushner, “Eruptive Voices,” 554. In using curse words in such fash-

ion, Pryor works in the African American folk tradition. Motherfucker, for example, 

is often inserted in toasts to break up the “regular feet” and thus avoid “a doggerel 

meter.” William Labov et al., “Toasts,” in Dundes, Mother Wit, 339.

30. Brown and Kushner, “Eruptive Voices,” 550.

31. R. Kennedy, Nigger, 4.

32. Ibid., 31.

33. Watkins, On the Real Side, 559–60.

34. See “A Flying Fool” (1997), in Gates and McKay, Norton Anthology of African Ameri-

can Literature, 142.

35. See J. Brown, “Comic Book Masculinity and the New Black Superhero,” 27.

36. Singer, “ ‘Black Skins’ and White Masks,” 1062.

37. Labov et al., “Toasts,” 330–31. “The Signifying Monkey” is one of the best-known toasts. 

See Gates, Signifying Monkey, especially chapter 2, where Gates carefully explores 

different defi nitions (and misdefi nitions) of signifying in black linguistic practices. 

Other well-known toasts include “The Titanic,” “Shine,” and “Stagolee.” The toasts that 

Labov and colleagues examine concern urban life, whereas the more traditional toasts, 

such as “The Signifying Monkey,” do not take place in urban settings. Migrations of 

black Americans from rural areas to cities have allowed for the perpetuation of the 

tradition of toasting, which has incorporated new situations and characters.

38. Labov et al., “Toasts,” 334, 336.

39. See H. C. Brearley, “Ba-ad Nigger,” in Dundes, Mother Wit, 578–85. Correct use and 

semantic interpretation of these words, as Claudia Mitchell-Kernan notes, “depend on 

a good deal of shared cultural knowledge.” The words serve not only to “emphasiz[e] 

group solidarity” but also to signal that an instance of black verbal art is occurring 

and that, as such, the terms need to be interpreted according to “subcultural rules.” 

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, “Signifying,” in Dundes, Mother Wit, 326.

40. See Freud, “Humour”; Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness, 343.

41. Alan Dundes sees the boasting and hyperbole that are integral to toasts in “light of 

the brutal history of slavery.” “No one could take pride in being ‘too light to fi ght or 

too thin to win’ ” amid the violence of slavery, “but one could fi nd much needed ego 

support in maintaining one’s roughness, toughness, meanness, or badness.” Dundes, 

introduction, “Ba-ad Nigger,” Mother Wit, 578.

42. The heroes of toasts “reject chivalry, exploit women and show even more violence 

toward them than toward men.” Labov et al., “Toasts,” 336.
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43. Stone, Laughing in the Dark, 19.

44. Pryor, Richard Pryor . . . Here and Now. All further references to this performance are 

to this recording.

45. In the audio recording of the performance, Pryor segues into his travels to Zimbabwe, 

a country in which, as he puts it, “black people kicked ass.” He gives a quick account 

of the independence struggle by which Southern Rhodesia became Zimbabwe and 

thus balances the memory of black subjugation in America against the reality of 

black liberation in contemporary Africa. This is one of many instances in which 

Pryor alludes to the liberation movements in Africa in the context of addressing 

slavery in America.

46. John Limon, who argues that “the usual stand-up posture” is that of abjection, claims 

that Pryor refuses it because of “his self-identifi cation with an abjected race.” What 

Limon means by abjection is twofold: its common defi nition as “abasement, grovel-

ing, prostration” and Julia Kristeva’s defi nition as “a psychic worrying of those aspects 

of oneself that one cannot be rid of . . . for example, blood, urine, feces, nails, and the 

corpse.” While Pryor does indeed reject abjection in the second sense—although not 

because of his identifi cation with an “abjected race”—it is clear, especially in the Here 

and Now performance, that he does not reject it in the fi rst sense. Limon, Stand-up 

Comedy in Theory, 5, 4.

47. Lott, “Aesthetic Ante,” 550.

48. Ibid.

49. Richard Pryor, That Nigger’s Crazy, (1974), on Richard Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too.

50. Beavers, “Cool Pose,” 262, 264, 262, 260, 261.

51. Of his days in Berkeley, Pryor writes, “I indulged in every thought that popped into 

my sick head. I read and reread a copy of Malcolm X’s collected speeches. I put Mar-

vin Gaye’s song ‘What’s Going On’ on my stereo and played it so often that it became 

the soundtrack for my life up there” (PC 115). Pryor evokes Gaye’s song in a previous 

instance, literally making the song part of the soundtrack in his autobiographical 

fi lm Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life Is Calling (1986).

52. Pryor, Richard Pryor Live on the Sunset Strip (1982). Pryor was able to “fl y high” 

through his art too. In his autobiography he writes, “The comedy gods have many 

tentacles. . . . And they swoop down and touch you at different times. But when they 

do it’s like salvation. Or deliverance. It’s as close to fl ying as man gets” (PC 144).

53. In “How to Tell a Story” (1895), Twain distinguishes between the comic or witty story, 

which focuses on content, or “matter,” and “the humorous story,” which “depends 

for its effects upon the manner of the telling.” He adds, “To string incongruities and 

absurdities together in a wandering and sometimes purposeless way, and seem in-

nocently unaware that they are absurdities, is the basis of American art. . . . Another 

feature is the slurring of the point. A third is the dropping of a studied remark ap-

parently without knowing it, as if one were thinking aloud. The fourth and last is the 

pause.” Twain, Complete Essays, 155, 158.

54. “Mudbone, Part One and Two,” on Richard Pryor, Is It Something I Said? Warner 

Brothers, 1975. See Pryor, Richard Pryor . . . and It’s Deep Too! 

55. Douglas, Implicit Meanings, 149.
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57. The Richard Pryor Show, NBC, 1977. Available on DVD, Image Entertainment, 

March 23, 2004.

58. See, for example, Coleman, African American Viewers.

59. Beavers, “Cool Pose,” 263.

60. Rock, Rock This! 17. Subsequent references are cited parenthetically as RT.

61. Rock’s critique also suggests a change in black humor. As Levine notes, black humor 

has always contained a measure of self-criticism, but usually the criticism has been 

kept within the group. Rock uses humor to critique black culture, but he does so in 

front of mixed audiences. At the same time, he does not open that critique to white 

subjects, performing it while clearly providing limits. As in the use of the “N” word, 

black folk can critique themselves, Rock suggests, and do so in front of whites. But 

whites cannot join in.

62. See Reilly, “Betye Saar at Michael Rosenfeld,” 112.

63. See Shaw, Seeing the Unspeakable, 32.

64. “Chappelle: ‘An Act of Freedom,’ ” 60 Minutes II, CBS News, December 29, 2004.

65. Unlike Pryor, Chappelle is not as interested in stereotypes of gender. In fact, as Bambi 

Haggins notes, his sexual politics can be “regressive and sophomoric.” Haggins, 

Laughing Mad, 196.

66. For an extensive discussion of how differences in age, region, and class between Rock 

and Chappelle inform their distinct types of post–civil rights comedy, see ibid., espe-

cially chapters 2 and 5. Rock, a gifted comedian of a different kind, is clearly situated 

in a politics of grievance with respect to slavery and its legacy. Yet his sometimes 

reactionary perspectives on race and gender clash with the politics of grief, with the 

“freedom dreams” that we have explored in Pryor and that are, to some extent, also 

part of Chappelle’s work. A thin, short man, Rock uses his trademark shrill voice 

and grin to productive ends. As Jack Chung notes, Rock seems to make his voice 

“purposely grate against the ear,” creating a kind of “caustic pain” that keeps the ten-

sion between pleasure and discomfort during his performances. In some respects, 

this tension recalls Bicentennial Nigger’s mock laughter. In his live performances, the 

contrast between Rock’s lithe frame and his characteristic grin against his aggressive 

sound makes for another sort of humorous contrast: he is the little guy with the out-

rageous voice. Still, unlike Pryor and Chappelle, Rock is sometimes willing to espouse 

conservative politics. Regarding anti-Semitism in the black community, for example, 

Rock writes:

I’m around brothers every day, all the time, and I’ve never ever heard a bunch of 

black people talking about Jews. Never.

Black people don’t hate Jews.

Black people hate white people.

Just because we can tell the difference between one white guy and another 

doesn’t mean we have time to dice them up into little groups.

“The Jews are fucked up but the Irish are cool.”

You’re all white to us. (RT 14)
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   Rock’s cadences, which he here marks typographically, tend to replicate those of 

an opinionated barbershop customer. But whereas Pryor would imitate the voice 

and gestures of that customer, and thus highlight the theatricality of the character, 

Rock simply adopts his obstinacy, emphatically embracing perspectives that Pryor 

would have declined. Unlike Pryor’s preacher in the Church of Understanding and 

Unity, Rock speaks, albeit hyperbolically, of hate. The routine is clearly a “cap” on 

hateful sentiments such as “All coons look alike to me,” since it suggests that black 

people can see whites as individuals but that they hate them nonetheless. The live 

performance of the routine in Bigger and Blacker softens the intensity of the lines 

in boldface because Rock delivers them in the context of the laughter he generates 

throughout the show and as one of various instances in which the comedian cri-

tiques (even abuses) other people. Occasionally, his critiques reveal “reactionary 

impulses” regarding gender; see Haggins, Laughing Mad, 82. See also Jack Chung, 

“Burden of Laughter,” 89.

67. Haggins, Laughing Mad, 207.

68. Ibid., 182.

69. See Weiner, “Funny Business.” See also Haggins, Laughing Mad, 207, 182.

70. Kelley, Freedom Dreams, 133.

71. Neal Brennan and Dave Chappelle, interviewed by Charlie Rose, The Charlie Rose 

Show, PBS, April 28, 2004.

72. Haggins, Laughing Mad, 207. In her analysis of Chappelle’s stand-up, Haggins exam-

ines how the comedian’s lackadaisical “nice guy” persona can take the “sting out” of 

social critique (191–205).

73. Ault, “Latest Chappelle DVD Is Selling Like Crazy.” 

74. Rovin, Richard Pryor, 112.

75. As quoted in Michele Wallace, “The Enigma of the Negress Kara Walker,” in Berry 

et al., Kara Walker: Narratives of the Negress, 179.

76. Mark Reinhart, “The Art of Racial Profi ling,” in Berry et al., Kara Walker: Narratives 

of the Negress, 111.

77. “Chappelle: ‘An Act of Freedom,’ ” 60 Minutes II, CBS News, December 29, 2004.

78. Dave Chappelle, interviewed on Inside the Actor’s Studio, February 12, 2006.

79. I. Reed, Flight to Canada, 82.

80. Chappelle’s performances in this fi lm and Pryor’s involvement in the concert fi lm 

Wattstax are worthy of extensive comparison, for in both the comedians celebrate 

black culture from different vantage points and connote a sense of community and 

solidarity without losing the edge and mirth of their humor.

Chapter 3

1. See Vaidhyanathan, “Now’s the Time,” 43.

2. I. Reed, Flight to Canada, 9. Subsequent references are cited parenthetically as FC.

3. Walsh, “ ‘Man’s Story Is His Gris-Gris,’ ” 59.

4. Morrison, “Site of Memory,” 109, 110.

5. Foster, Witnessing Slavery.
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6. Samuel A. Cartwright, “Diseases and Peculiarities of the Negro Race,” in Paskoff and 

Wilson, Cause of the South, 42. See also Otter, Melville’s Anatomies, 119–20, 122–23,

148.

7. Although “it is rarely explicit,” notes Deren, Guede, also spelled Gede or Ghede, is 

neither male nor female but might be a hermaphroditic deity (Divine Horsemen, 111). 

For simplicity’s sake, I use the male pronoun. I also use Guede as the spelling of the 

loa’s name in keeping with Reed’s own spelling in Flight to Canada. Reed’s differ-

ent spelling refl ects not only his improvisatory use of voodoo but also the fact that 

the orthography of voodoo sometimes varies because Haitian orthography gener-

ally bears the marks of different, sometimes opposing, colonial ideologies. See Joan 

Dayan, “Notes on Orthography,” in Haiti, History, and the Gods, xxiii. A counterpart 

to Legba, who is the sun god, the provider of life, the guardian of destiny, Guede is the 

loa who has crossed “the cosmic threshold to the underworld” and is “everything that 

Legba once was at the prime of his life.” Deren, Divine Horsemen, 102.

8. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 103. Leslie Desmangles observes that Guede “is the most 

complex character in Haitian folklore, for he reveals more than thirty personae.” 

Guede’s delight in assuming diverse personae brings to mind Pryor’s chameleonlike 

transformations. Taking on more than thirty different characters, he sometimes ap-

pears as a “poor wandering beggar” dressed in a “motley assortment of bits and pieces 

of garments, one worn over the other, and proudly sporting a peculiar multicolored 

little cap.” At other times he wears his “formal” costume: a tall, black top hat, long 

black coattails, and smoked glasses, and carries a cigarette or cigar and a cane. In all 

of his disguises, he can be deliberately vulgar in matters of sex and food for he has an 

insatiable appetite, one that represents his dual role as lord of death (he is thought 

to consume the dead) and lord of eroticism (he lusts for life but is free of shame 

or guilt). Vulgar as he can be in one disguise, he can also assume the personality of 

Mr. Entretoute (literally Mr. In-the-middle-of-all-things), a gentleman who is slyly 

erotic, witty, and “cosmopolitan par excellence.” Guede’s shape-changing manifesta-

tions suggest the challenge he presents to categorization; he also frequently appears 

at ceremonies intended for other loa and, as the houngans, or ritual leaders put it, 

“spoil” it, frustrating all attempts at controlling him. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 111;

Desmangles, Faces of the Gods, 116.

9. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 103.

10. Desmangles, Faces of the Gods, 116.

11. Ibid.

12. Ibid.

13. “While he would seem to prefer the role of the witty clown,” writes Deren, Guede 

“will also use his wisdom in a more serious manner. . . . He may be playing the clown, 

but if you will call him aside and humbly ask him, in all seriousness, an important 

question, he will generally answer you thoughtfully and carefully, and it will usually 

be the best possible advice.” Deren, Divine Horsemen, 104, 112. See also Desmangles, 

Faces of the Gods, 116.

14. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 16.

15. Dayan, “Vodoun,” 41.
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16. Reed’s dual performance as houngan and boco is actually in keeping with voodoo 

practices. As Dayan notes, “The division between a houngan and boco is not absolute 

(in the North of Haiti boco means houngan). And the houngan must be familiar with 

magic in order to fi ght against the machinations of sorcerers.” Dayan, “Vodoun,” 49.

Zora Neale Hurston makes a similar observation in Tell My Horse, 189.

17. Rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea, 107, quoted in Dayan, “Vodoun,” 54. Edward Rochester, from 

Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, is not named in full (he is referred to only as Rochester), 

but all evidence points to him as the speaker.

18. Dayan, “Vodoun,” 55.

19. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 338.

20. The phrase “fantastic process of reifi cation” is by René Depestre, the Haitian novelist 

and poet whom Dayan quotes; “Vodoun,” 55.

21. Dayan, Haiti, 264.

22. As David Mikics argues, Reed operates through an “aesthetic of ‘sampling,’ of inven-

tively assembling snippets” of multiple traditions. Mikics, “Postmodernism, Ethnic-

ity and Underground Revisionism in Ishmael Reed,” paragraph 16.

23. For Reed’s “Neo-HooDoo Manifesto,” see I. Reed, Conjure, 21–22. Rather than pre-

senting a defi nitive aesthetic, Reed offers an open vision of his aesthetic, one that 

foregrounds cultural syncretism, individual inventiveness, improvisation, and artis-

tic freedom.

24. Ludwig, “Dialogic Possession,” 330.

25. Deren, Divine Horsemen, 112–13.

26. See Lock, “ ‘Man’s Story Is His Gris-Gris,’ ” 67–68.

27. Metz, “Photography and Fetish,” 86.

28. See Kristeva, Powers of Horror.

29. Rushdy, “Ishmael Reed’s Neo-HooDoo Slave Narrative,” 132. See also Rushdy’s Neo-

Slave Narratives.

30. As we have seen in chapter 1, Zora Neale Hurston invokes High John de Conquer as 

a similar ancestral spirit.

31. Ishmael Reed, interview by the author, June 14, 1999.

32. “Interview with Ishmael Reed,” by Stanley Crouch (1976), in Dick and Singh, Conver-

sations with Ishmael Reed, 96.

33. Benshoff, “Blaxploitation Horror Films,” 37.

34. Ibid., 39.

35. Quoted in Parish and Hill, Black Action Films, 289.

36. As quoted in Benshoff, “Blaxploitation Horror Films,” 37.

37. MacDonald, Blacks and White TV, 182.

38. See Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, 242.

39. Ibid., 44.

40. See Davis, “Strange, History,” 752–53.

41. Reed suggests that Swille, like Napoleon III depicted in Karl Marx’s The Eighteenth 

Brumaire of Louis Napoleon, makes a travesty of power in the name of a reactionary 

obsession with nobility. Sitting at a desk “rumored to have been owned” by his “good 

friend Imperial Majesty Napoleon Bonaparte III,” Swille expounds on the pleasures 
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of his southern dream (FC 23–24). The American master, Reed implies, could use the 

power of capital to buy secondhand remnants of Europe’s decaying signs of monar-

chical power. For an analysis of Reed’s allusion to Edgar Allan Poe in this passage, see 

Weixlmann, “Ishmael Reed’s Raven.”

42. For a discussion of how the sexual licentiousness of slave masters fueled fears and 

solidifi ed the need to abolish slavery, see Walters, “Erotic South.”

43. N. Harris, “Gods Must Be Angry,” 114.

44. MacDonald, Blacks and White TV, 184.

45. Davis, “Strange, History,” 752.

46. Ibid., 751–52.

47. Reed acknowledges both William Wells Brown and Charles Chesnutt as his literary 

predecessors who transfi gured “conjure” into narrative form. Ishmael Reed, inter-

view by the author, June 14, 1999.

48. Ibid. As Reed told me in conversation, Alice Walker wanted “to ban [his] books” based 

on her reaction to Barracuda. For a discussion of Reed and misogyny, see T. Harris, 

Saints, Sinners, Saviors; O’Neale, “Ishmael Reed’s Fitful Flight to Canada,” 174–77. See 

also Nazareth, “Heading Them Off at the Pass.”

49. N. Harris, “Gods Must Be Angry,” 118.

50. For a discussion of Barracuda’s crucifi x and its blinding powers, see Spillers, “Chang-

ing the Letter,” 31.

51. For an exploration of the visual and literary birth and commodifi cation of the 

mammy stereotype, see Morgan, “Mammy the Huckster.” See also McElya, Clinging 

to Mammy.

52. As Donald Bogle observes, fi lms of the Depression era, particularly Mae West features, 

presented black domestics who were “always overweight, middle aged, and made up 

as jolly aunt jemimas. . . . Their naïve blackness generally was used as a contrast to 

Mae West’s sophisticated whiteness . . . [and] served to heighten the hot white sexual-

ity of their bawdy mistress. . . . The implications throughout the fi lms were that black 

women could not possibly be rivals to Mae West’s femininity and that only black 

women were fi t to wait on whores.” Commenting on the strange intimacy of mistress-

maid relations, Bogle adds, “Because both blacks and whores were at the bottom of 

the social scale, Mae West could rely on her colored maids and enjoy a livelier camara-

derie with them than she would with whites.” Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, 45–47.

53. Quoted in St. John, “It Ain’t Fittin’, ” 134.

54. St. John, “It Ain’t Fittin’, ” 127.

55. Ibid.

56. Mikics, “Postmodernism,” paragraph 12.

57. See Metz, “Photography and Fetish,” 82, 87.

58. Davis notes that when they were antislavery lecturers, Brown had fl our thrown at him 

and Douglass was beaten up; “Strange, History,” 747.

59. Reed suggests that Stowe’s charge of pornography against Lord Byron revealed her 

prurient interest in it and aligns this “naughtiness” with her purported stealing of 

Henson’s story, since Stowe’s co-optation of Henson for economic profi t suggests a 

sort of prostitution.
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60. Quoted in Walsh, “ ‘Man’s Story Is His Gris-Gris,’ ” 66. For further discussion of this 

rumor, see Benesch, “From a Thing into an I Am,” 257.

61. James Baldwin, “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” in Notes of a Native Son, 13–23.

62. Reed suggests that novelists like Stowe work more as bocos or magicians that conjure 

for profi t rather than for healing or insight. Taking Stowe’s claim that she “was an 

instrument of the Lord” when she wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Reed writes: “Harriet 

saying that God wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Which God? Some gods will mount any 

horse” (FC 10–11). Here Reed refers to the boco’s magic that can seduce certain loa for 

material rather than spiritual purposes.

63. Dayan, “Vodoun,” 51.

64. Byerman, Fingering the Jagged Grain, 233.

65. Bernard Bell coined the term “neo-slave narrative” to describe “residually oral, mod-

ern narratives of escape from bondage to freedom”; The Afro-American Novel, 289.

Among the fi rst texts to focus on slavery in the mid-1960s and early 1970s are Mar-

garet Walker’s Jubilee (1966), Ernest Gaines’s The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman 

(1971), and Gayl Jones’s Corregidora (1975). These works were followed by Ishmael 

Reed’s Flight to Canada (1976), Alex Haley’s Roots (1976), Octavia Butler’s Kindred

(1979), Charles Johnson’s Oxherding Tale (1982) and Middle Passage (1990), and 

J. California Cooper’s Family (1991) and In Search of Satisfaction (1994). Similar texts 

include Caryl Phillips’s Higher Ground (1989), Cambridge (1991), and Crossing the 

River (1993); Derek Walcott’s epic poem, Omeros (1990); Kamau Brathwaite’s three-

part epic The Arrivants (1992); Barbara Chase-Riboud’s The President’s Daughter

(1994); and Fred D’Aguiar’s The Longest Memory (1994). For a discussion of factors 

contributing to the emergence of these fi ctional narratives, see Rushdy, Neo-Slave 

Narratives, 3–22. Rushdy has shown the extent to which Reed corrects not only his-

torical texts on slavery but also fi ctional works, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle 

Tom’s Cabin (1852) and William Styron’s The Confessions of Nat Turner (1968). A thor-

ough and compelling argument, Rushdy’s discussion on Flight to Canada overstresses 

Reed’s desire to revise slavery’s record; see in particular 99–110. Reed does more than 

rewrite master texts. Other texts that Rushdy examines, such as Sherley Anne Wil-

liams’s Dessa Rose, are more adamantly revisionist enterprises. For examples of criti-

cism in Rushdy’s revisionist vein, see Beaulieu, Black Women Writers. Beaulieu shows 

how fi ction can be used to “reinscribe history from the point of view of the black 

woman” (2).

66. Ellison, Going to the Territory, 193–94. See the introduction where I fi rst allude to 

“perspective by incongruity,” a term Ellison borrows from Kenneth Burke.

Chapter 4

1. Ellison, Going to the Territory, 174.

2. Ibid., 194.

3. Ibid., 193.

4. Ibid., 197, 185.

5. See also ibid., 193–94.
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6. Robert Colescott, as quoted in Colman, “Pretty on the Outside,” 118.

7. See Groseclose, Emanuel Leutze, 36.

8. Ibid., 34.

9. I am quoting the response of one of my students to my query, “Does anyone know 

who George Washington Carver was?” during a seminar at Harvard University.

10. Groseclose, Emanuel Leutze, 36.

11. Included among these images are paintings of the “unsuccessful efforts of the Jews 

to prevent their expulsion from Spain . . . the Tudor Dissolution, and Cromwellian 

Puritanism.” Leutze hoped to “paint a series of pictures illustrating the struggle of the 

religiously and politically oppressed, citing landmarks on the road to the New World 

freedoms.” Groseclose, “Washington Crossing the Delaware,” 70–71, 74–75, 73.

12. Fitz, “Dusseldorf Academy of Art,” 30–31. Fitz refers to David Hackett Fischer, who 

notes the use of the painting to help the Union cause and who claims Leutze was a 

“strong supporter for antislavery movements throughout the world.” See Fischer, “His-

toriography: Images and Interpretations of the Event,” in Washington’s Crossing, 425–57.

13. For an exemplary “literal” reading of Colescott’s stereotypes, see Douglass, “Robert 

Colescott’s Searing Stereotypes.” Douglass insists that artists should ennoble the 

“victims” of the diffi cult history that produced the stereotypes Colescott depicts. 

“A question which plagues many African Americans,” he writes, “is, does Colescott’s 

presentation place them in history in a manner they point to with pride?” (34). He 

misses the point, however: Colescott’s images do not represent “African Americans”; 

rather, they signify on racial and sexual myths and ideologies.

14. Harpham, On the Grotesque Strategies of Contradiction, 3.

15. Connelly, introduction, 2. As Connelly notes, because grotesque images are “typi-

cally characterized by what they lack: fi xity, stability, order,” they are hard to defi ne. 

“The grotesque,” she writes, “is defi ned by what it does to boundaries, transgressing, 

merging, overfl owing, destabilizing them.” It has been associated with notions of the 

“primitive, the uncanny, the abject,” with the imagery and practices of the carnival 

and the aesthetics of bricolage, caricatures, and comic books (4–5).

16. Bergson, Laughter, 96.

17. SeeLott, Love and Theft; Lhamon, Raising Cain.

18. See Goya, Los Caprichos; Gassier, Francisco Goya Drawings.

19. Ellison, Going to the Territory, 187–92.

20. See Cummings, Willem de Kooning, 177–86.

21. Merkert, “Stylelessness as Principle.”

22. Polcari, Abstract Expressionism, 284.

23. Merkert, “Stylelessness as Principle,” 120.

24. For reproductions of these images see Cummings, Willem de Kooning, 178–82.

25. These are the words Polcari uses to describe de Kooning’s Woman I, but his descrip-

tion could well have been for Colescott’s image. Polcari, Abstract Expressionism, 284.

26. See Wallace, Black Macho, 107.

27. For an incisive reading regarding the historical realities of Mammy, see D. G. White, 

Ar’n’t I a Woman? 27–61. For a view of Mammy as complicit with the master see Peter 

Nazareth’s reading of Reed’s Barracuda. In an otherwise astute and sensitive essay, 
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Nazareth argues that Barracuda is overbearing because through her, Reed wants to 

stress the “hidden,” “incestuous” relationship between slave women and masters. “We 

cannot mistake that she is in charge of the plantation/multinational corporation” 

because she is enslaved. But Barracuda “terrorizes the underlings, including Swille’s 

pale wife,” because she has “power within the household,” a power that comes out 

of “her [sexual] relationship to Swille” and her position as mammy. As such, “she is 

as dangerous [as] . . . the middlemen in the slave trade, who handed the slaves over 

to the white men.” As we saw in chapter 3, however, Reed’s Barracuda is outrageous 

because, pace Nazareth, she is a representation of an ideological fi xation that distorts 

the way we perceive the place of women under slavery. To read her at face value is to 

miss the signifying power of Reed’s conjure. Nazareth, “Heading Them Off at the 

Pass,” 216.

28. Merkert, “Stylelessness as Principle,” 124; Polcari, Abstract Expressionism, 284.

29. Boime, Art of Exclusion, 1–2.

30. See Dubey, Black Women Novelists, especially 75.

31. Gilman, “Black Bodies, White Bodies.”

32. Gilman in fact argues that in European painting of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century, blacks predominantly fi gured as servants and that one of their central func-
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